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COMMENT

A real opportunity
This year's Wimbledon, as always,
received excessive television coverage.
Indeed, armchair players may have
noticed even more cameras than usual
though they probably won't have seen
the pictures from them. That is because
the BBC used the event to demonstrate
Eureka, Europe's high definition
television system and the most
significant piece of consumer
electronics since the domestic video
recorder.
Conservative estimates indicate a
European market of some £5 billion by
the end of the century.
But the Japanese aren't going to let
the opportunity pass without a
struggle.
Vast numbers of yen have already
disappeared into the 1125 -line. 60Hz
frame Muse system. But it now seems
clear that Europeans won't settle for
anything less than 1250 lines at a 50Hz
frame rate, and the CCIR effectively
endorsed the European view of HDTV
when it rejected adoption of Japanese
proposals a couple of months ago.
On the manufacturing front an
unusual co-operation between
Europe's remaining consumer
electronics companies, led by Philips
and Thomson, resulted in an
investment pool of more than £2 billion
to fight the Eastern challenge. So
whatever the Japanese decide to use
for themselves, their equipment sold
over here will have to support HD MAC, the system behind Eureka.
There is also opportunity for
Europe's hard pressed semiconductor
industry. The patents on MAC picture
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processing have been sewn up by the
Europeans, who will be reluctant to
release them to predatory competition.
Since Philips and SGS-Thomson
represent more than half of Europe's
indigenous semiconductor
manufacturing capacity, Far Eastern
set makers will have to do their chip
shopping here.

Europeans shouldn't develop qualms
of conscience about this proper
exploitation of patents; JVC has piled
up royalties from the VHS recording
system while Philips' V2000, a better
way of doing things, withered and
perished. But there is a caveat. The
original Telefunken patents on the
PAL system successfully defended
large -screen set makers for years.
However, when the patents expired,
the protected industry was so sick that
it couldn't withstand free market

competition. The European television
manufacturing industry nearly sank
without trace. The UK's did.
There is a further caution which must
he observed. The CCI R has yet to
advocate positively the European

system on a worldwide basis and
several US institutions have been
working on HDTV, mostly from a

starting point of downwards
compatibility with NTSC.
Universal adoption of anything
connected with NTSC looks extremely
unlikely. But a spurt from behind - at
$30 million, US investment in HDTV
systems is paltry compared with
Japanese and European programmes could queer the pitch for European
opportunity. For instance, the US
company General Instruments says it
has developed a compression system
which allows HDTV signals to be
transmitted within a standard
terrestrial bandwidth with little
compromise. GI is to submit its system
to CCIR.
But, providing that Europeans can
distance themselves from complacency,
and remember it is demand rather than
technology that drives the consumer
market, the euro -electronics industry
may now enjoy unprecedented
opportunity.
What a shame we don't have a UK
set -making and component industry
which can take advantage of it.
Frank Ogden

the above.

© Reed Business Publishing Ltd 1990.
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Memory in a molecule?
Fabricating an electronic device as
small as a few atoms or molecules
across is an appealing notion since it
would clearly represent the limits of
miniaturisation. February's Research
Notes described an intriguing step in
this direction with the production (or
rather discovery!) of a tunnel diode
about 6nm square. Tiny though that is
it's still about two orders of magnitude
bigger than a typical atom.
Fabrication may be one practical
limit to existing silicon technology but
it's not the only one. Even at the
dimensions of today's most densely
packed chips, it's difficult to avoid
production defects and an increasing
sensitivity to radiation. Heat dissipation is another bogey that will force
limits on how many switching operations can occur in a given volume of
silicon or other semiconductors. Finally
there are quantum effects that cause
ultra -small devices to behave in strange
and sometimes unpredictable ways.
The very fact that biological systems,
like the human brain, seem to circumvent these problems is now prompting
scientists in many different disciplines
to consider the future of what's now
been dubbed molecular electronics
(ME). Officially it's defined as the use
of molecular materials performing an
active function in the transmission,
storage and processing of information.
Molecular materials in this context
usually means complex organic chemicals. The potential advantages of such
substances is enormous. In theory a hit
of data could he stored by nothing
bigger than a single molecule that

undergoes some conformational
change. Molecular materials also have
the advantage that such changes of
state would dissipate much less energy
than the switching of silicon gates
one reason, I suppose, why we don't
have heat -sinks on our heads! Finálly it
would seem that molecular processors
will he much easier to create in °threedimensional form than their ' silicon

-

counterparts.
Back in 1986 the Science and
Engineering Research Council (SERC)
established an ME Committee to
encourage high quality research across
a broad range of disciplines. Now it is

August 1990

Shrinking
electronics. VLSI
is already five
orders of
magnitude
smaller than
valve technology
' and ME two
orders smaller

still. The average
atomic diameter
is about

3x10-r"m.

Scale Factor in Electronic Development
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1940

giving top priority to programmes for
getting molecules or molecular clusters
to perform useful electronic operations. At a recent meeting at the Royal
Society, the SERC ME Committee
made even clearer its specific objectives. These include the synthesis of
such active molecules, together with
their integration and electrical or
optical interfacing.
Beyond that point ME begins to
diverge markedly from the sort of
concepts that are familiar in silicon
technology. No-one working in the
field, for example, expects molecular
devices to he fabricated by processes
like vapour deposition or etching. Such
engineering methodology is far too
crude and imprecise for use at the
Angstrom level. Practical ME devices,
it's generally thought, will either selfassemble at molecular thickness (like
an oil film) or else he grown under the
control of some chemical software.
Growing ME devices could well have
many parallels with the way human
neurons are fabricated and link up
under control of the gene codes.
One obvious problem with artificial
molecular arrays would he reliability.
So far, most candidate molecules tend
to he unstable or difficult to interface.
Then there's the question of how rugged a biochemical chip would he, especially if it were filled with material like

ELECTRONICS WORLD+WIRELESS WORLD
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the human brain. Professor Sir George
Porter, President of the Royal Society,
is pessimistic about ever copying the
architecture and performance of the
brain unless, that is, we adopt a biological rather than a traditional engineering approach. Human memory, he
reminds us, owes its (relative!) non volatility to the body's automatic
mechanisms for cellular repair and
reproduction. Any rugged molecular
machine must likewise have the ability
on line
to replace its cells
whenever they become defective.
Such visionary thinking. of course.
takes us far into the future, possibly a
decade or more ahead. But the message behind the growing number of
research grants being given for ME is
that things are actually beginning to
happen. Already we have organic
molecules that perform useful electronic functions like conductivity, semi conductivity, superconductivity and
photoconductivity. Liquid crystals are
examples of what has already been
achieved in this field. In fact the SERC
does not primarily see ME in terms of
some far -distant molecular supercomputer. Now, having encouraged scientists to continue researching molecular
electronics phenomena, it fully expects
this work to lead to "a new golden age

-

-

for electronics!" (SERC: The Challenge of Molecular Scale Electronics.)
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Polymer power gets closer
A report from the Materials and
Chemical Sciences Division of the
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in California indicates the extent to which
solid electrolyte batteries are likely to
become commercially viable.
Professor Lutgar De Jonghe and
co-workers have developed a rechargeable secondary system that stores up to
180W/kg
roughly the same as a
sodium/sulphur battery
but without
needing to be heated to 350°C. The
new battery, using a polymer anode
and electrolyte, is about half the weight
of comparable rechargeables and also
has a much lower rate of self-discharge
than most.
Cells using polymer electrodes and
electrolytes aren't exactly new, but
they have, for the most part, been less
efficient in terms of current density
than liquid -based systems. Poor ionic
conductivity of the electrolyte has also
limited the available discharge current,
except at elevated temperatures.
De Jonghe and his colleagues have
now developed what they call an'
entirely novel class of solid-state organic positive electrodes which not only
operate on a total new principle for

-

-

Reversible polymerization/depolymerization

-SRS-SRS-

-SRS-S

OM

RS-

Red

"SRS"

-SRS-SRS-SRS-SRS

SRS -

-SRS"
SOLID REDOX POLYMERIZATION

energy storage, but which also outperform other anodes used in solidstate sodium or lithium batteries.

Experimental cells, which use
lithium cathodes and the now commonplace polyethylene oxide (PEO) electrolyte, store their energy in the disulphide bonds of the polymer anode.
When the bonds break, electrical
energy is released and, conversely,
when the cell is charged the bonds

reform. It's

a form of reversible
polymerisation.
The precise characteristics of the cell
can be changed by changing the
molecular grouping represented by `R'
in the diagram. Groups containing nitrogen and fluorine, for example, tend
to depolymerise rapidly and so enable
greater output currents. By means of

ELECTRODES. SRPE's

suitable molecular 'cookery', De Jonghe believes that rechargeable batteries
will eventually he tailor-made for virtually any application from wristwatches to electric traction.
At room temperature, output current is still limited compared, say, to
NiCd or lead -acid cells, but with a
higher total energy capacity and lower
self -discharge rate, there would still he
no shortage of applications. Increase
the temperature to 80°C, however, and

the available discharge current
becomes comparable to that of a NiCd
cell.
The most exciting application for
what promises to he a low-cost lightweight system capable of yielding high
currents at modest temperatures is
obviously the electric vehicle.

Electronic nose for beer
A project funded jointly by the Government, Bass plc and Neotronics Ltd
could, within three years, lead to an
electronic nose better than your average sniffer dog. That's the hope of Dr.
George Dodd of Warwick University
who's leading the development work.
As you might gather from the busi-

of at least one of the sponsors, the
Warwick team will he concentrating
initially not on explosives but on beer.
Already they have an advanced prototype capable of distinguishing three
different brands of lager by smell
ness

alone.

Of all our five senses, smell has
always proved the most difficult to
transduce into meaningful electrical
signals. This is a consequence partly of
the huge range of odoriferous substances and partly the difficulty of
translating what amounts to a chemical
analysis into something quantitatively
meaningful. Previous attempts to create an instrument to match the performance of the human hooter have
fallen somewhat short of success.

August 1990

Dr Dodd's prototype electronic sniffer employs 12 tin oxide sensors, each
one doped to make it sensitive to

a

different organic vapour. The outputs
of these sensors feed a neural network
which, given time, can learn the aroma
signature of anything from draught
Bass to whatever the Aussies wouldn't
give a XXXX for.
Further work, still on the secret list,

ELECTRONICS WORLD+WIRELESS WORLD

aimed at gaining a substantial lead in
what promises to be a highly lucrative
market. Other than monitoring beer
production for consistency, the artificial nose has tremendous potential for
quality control work in everything from
coffee blending to perfume production.
Similarly, in less pleasant areas it
could sniff out explosives or detect
bacterial decay products in food.
is
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the Liquid Factor

Solar cells

-

-

complex manufacturing techniques that
don't usually lend themselves to cheap
mass production. At least, not cheap
when compared to the cost of generating an equivalent amount of electricity
using coal or uranium.

ECA-

and stability.
Licht and Peramunage took as their
starting point a cadmium selenide
photoanode known to be capable of
efficiencies approaching 17% in
aqueous solutions. The only snag is
that CdSe usually undergoes a rapid
surface modification that effectively
insulates the electrode within minutes,
or hours at most. When, however, the
electrolyte consists of a precise balance
between solutions of ferrous and ferric
hexacyanide complexes, all appears to
work well for several days.
This may still he a long way from
being a solution to the greenhouse
effect, hut it does mark a vast improvement in the performance of wet photovoltaic systems. That makes the pros-

One approach to reducing drastically
the cost of solar power is to use wet
photoelectrochemical cells. Stuart
Licht and Dharmasena Peramunage of
the Department of Chemistry, Clark
University, Worcester, Mass, report
(Nature, Vol. 345 No 6273) one of the
first such cells to combine high conversion efficiency (16.4%) with reasonable
freedom from corrosion. These results,
not earth -shattering in terms of pure
physics, have to be seen in the context
of manufacturing and production.
Unlike conventional photovoltaic
devices, "wet" solar cells are potentially simple and cheap to construct
all that's necessary is to dunk an
appropriate pair of electrodes in a
suitable conducting liquid. The only
problem so far has been to find a
combination that works efficiently
without self-destructing at the first
whiff of current. Usually there's a
marked trade off between efficiency

Most of us, I'm sure, think of solar cells
as an expensive way of using semiconductor junctions to generate a few
watts on a sunny day
scarcely a way
to boost the national economy. But if
recent pronouncements on the threat
of global warming don't force a rethink
on so-called renewable energy sources
then recent studies in technology may
well do so.
As regular readers of this column
will be aware, most of the claims for
highly efficient solar cells are made for
solid-state devices based on silicon or
gallium arsenide. Efficiencies of greater than 25% are now frequently
quoted. But figures of this order are
only achieved using costly materials or

2
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pect of economic large-scale solar
power considerably more realistic.
Research Notes is written by John Wilson of the BBC World Service science
unit
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ECA-2 is a powerful user-friendly program for analogue circuit analysis. In association with a specially tailored graphics entry program, you can draw and analyse your circuits simultaneously.
Even with just some of its features that we have been able to show in this ad, you will be pleasant.
surprised
byits Ppricing.
rP
9 Shown below is a small corner of its facilities. To see more,you must
Y
contact us for a free demo disk which is the complete program limited only in the size of circuits it
can handle. The full version is able to handle upwards of 500 circuit nodes!
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Components

Transient Analysis
ECA2 accepts simple two -terminal linear components such
it includes current and voltage
sources and transmission lines. Diodes are descnbed by the
exponential diode equation wherein (amongst other parametars) the user can define the emission coefficient, energy gap,
temperature correction factor, and forward and reverse resislances. This enables real diode characteristics to be
matched. Transistors, thyristors and operational amplifiers
can also be modelled. These can be saved as macro models
and a number of popular devices is supplied on the disk.
Furthermore, non-linear functions can be added to any cornponent to enable for example zener diodes and voltagevariable capacitors to be created. It is possible to define tom
ponents i terms of their real and imaginary parts, for exampie to deli e the band -width or phase shift.

as resistors and capacitors;

This calculates circuit conditions over the prescnbed time range al the prescribed intervals. This is a full non-linear analysis which is illustrated here by a quadrature oscillator. The cirsine
waves
in
quadrature.
A small initiating pulse is required and is produced by the pulse
cuit generates two
generator whose output resistance is made very large so that it has no effect on the subsequent operation.
ECA-2 allows up to four points to be plotted and here the quadrature waveforms and the current in R5 are
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Statistical Analysis
A

rather pessimistic worst case analysis can be

It also pertormsasensiuvityanalysisindcating
which tolerance contnbution is the most important
factor, whilst Rc2 has negligible effect. A more realistic esttmate of production yield is obtained by a Monte Cads analysis which can be tabulated or displayed as a graph. Just 25
runs of a 3rd order Chebyshev filter are shown here.
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this is the Schmitt Trigger where the dc command is used to
step the input from -5V to 5V in 0.1V steps. The loop option
then causes the voltage to reverse so that the hysteresis loop

can be traced.

In

conjunction with the sweep command, this

allows the effect of altering the resistor RI from 5 kSl to 30

kll in three

logarithmically spaced steps to be observed.

andproven pprograms
Agood range
g
g cf properly
p p
y supported
pp

is available

and our expert staff are at your service.

11e

Telephone: Charles Clarke on 071-435 2771
for a demonstration disk.

106a Fortune Green Road West Hampstead
Lordon NW6 1DS
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Here the analysis is carried out at a fixed temperature with
the signal generators set to dc. An interesting application of

If your work involves designing developing or verifying analogue or
digital circuits, you will wonder how you ever managed without Those
Engineers circuit Simulation Software.
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LTD

Tel: 071-435 2771

CIRCLE NO. 120 ON REPLY CARD

Fax: 071-435 3757

UNBEATABLE PRICES
GROUP
GREAT OFFERS ON TRIED AND
TESTED USED EQUIPMENT
SWEEP GENERATORS

f

HP 83545A Plug -In
HP 83590A Plug -In 2-20GHz
HP

£ 6,663
£10,199

835928 Plug -In 0.01-20GHz

LOGIC ANALYSERS

f

HP 1631D Logic Analyser/Digitising Scope
HP 1651A Logic Analyser
HP 1650A Logic Analyser
Flu 9010/6800 Personality,Module
Flu 9010/68000 Personality Module

£ 1,538

f 3,946
£ 1,999
£ 2,921
£ 231

f

f

Flu 9010/6502 Personality Module

974

256

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
HP 8568A Spectrum Analyser 100Hz-1.5GHz
HP 3582A Spectrum Analyser 0.02Hz-25.5KHz
HP 3561Aí001 Dynamic Signal Analyser
HP 3562A Dynamic Signal Analyser

HP 35858 Spectrum Analyser
HP 8591A Spectrum Analyser
HP 8562A Spectrum Analyser

£11,788
£ 4,613
6,663
£11,788

f

f14,606
£ 6,750
£18,450

OSCILLOSCOPES
HP 1740A Oscilloscope
Hit V209 20MHz Oscilloscope
Phi PM3256 75MHz Oscilloscope

£ 974
£ 507
£ 1,025

2,409

£

f

Tek 2225 50MHz Dual Channel Oscilloscope
Tek 2215A 60MHz Dual Channel Oscilloscope

1,896

£ 1,281

HP 1630D 43 Channel Logic Analyser
HP 1630D:A Logic Analyser with Disc Drive I/F

7:17:7-7.7

Tek 7A22 Plug-in Amplifier

f 2,050

HP 83508 Sweep Generator Mainframe
HP 83522A Plug-In

f

Tek 2235 100MHz Dual Channel Oscilloscope

£

f

Tek 2236 100MÑz Dual Channel Oscilloscope
Tek 2245A 100MHz Quad Channel Oscilloscope
Tek 2445A 150MHz Quad Channel Oscilloscope

769
564
564
871

1,650
1,020

f

f

2,050
24458 150MHz Quad Channel Oscilloscope £ 2,563
Tek 2465A 350MHz Quad Channel Oscilloscope £ 2,870
Tek 2465A-OPT10 350MHz Oscilloscope
£ 3,331
Phi PM3219 50MHz Dual Channel
£ 974
Tek

Storage Scope
Phi PM3350 50MHz Dual Channel D.S.O.
Tek 7511 Plug -In Sampler
Tek 2201 20MHz Dual Channel Oscilloscope
Gou 1604 20MHz D.S.O.
Gou 4074 Oscilloscope
HP 54501A 100MHz Ouad Channel

f
£
£

1,999

666
794

£ 1,538

f 5,074
£ 1,845

Digitising Scope

HP54001A 1GHz Active Probe
HP 54002A 500HM BNC Pod
Phi PM3305 35MHz Quad Channel D.S.O.

Phi PM3302 20MHz Dual Channel D.S.D.
Phi PM3320 Digital Oscilloscope

£
E

77

26

E 1,794

noommenziowe

f

969
£ 4,049

Tek 2440 Digital Oscilloscope
Tek 2430A 150MHz Dual Channel D.S.O.

£7,175
£ 4,450

EX -DEMO EQUIPMENT

c/w Battery Pack

Bryans 84 IEEE A4 7-Pen Plotter
£ 700
Phi PM3055 50MHz Oscilloscope
641
Bryans 83 RS232 A4 10 -Pen Plotter
£ 850
Phi PM8926 100MHz Probe x 10
£
26
Flu 80218 31/2 Digit Hand Held D.M.M.
£
65
Phi PM3207 15MHz Dual Channel Oscilloscope
Flu 37 Bench/Portable D.M.M.
£ 205
£
95
Tek 2245 100MHz Oscilloscope
£ 948
Hit V222 20MHz Oscilloscope
£
200
Tek 2445 150MHz Oscilloscope
£ 1,640
Hit V522 50MHz Oscilloscope
400
Tek 7880 Plug -In Timebase
£ 256
Lloyd 2002 2 Channel Chart Recorder
£ 250
Tek 7A 19 Plug-In Amplifier
£ 666
Mar 2018A AM/FM Signal Generator
£ 1,750
Tek 7887 Plug -In Timebase
£
103
Mar 6960 Power Meter
750
Tek 7613 100MHz Mainframe
513
Phi PM2519-514 4.5 Digit D.M.M. (incl GPIB)
£ 200
Tek 7A29 Plug -In Amplifier
974
Phi MP3305-40 35MHz 4 Channel D.S.O.
1,500
Tek 2465 300MHz Oscilloscope
£ 1,999
Phi PM5193 Synthesised Function Generator
2,000
Tek 7M13 Read -Out Unit
£ 256
Phi PM6668-02 1 GHz Counter
£ 200
Tek 7012 A -D Converter
256
Racal 1998 1.3GHz Universal Counter
£ 400
Tek 2465ACT 350MHz Oscilloscope
£ 3,588
Racal 2101 20GHz Microwave Counter
£ 1,250
Tek 7A24 Plug-In Amplifier
712
Tek 2335 100MHz Field Service Oscilloscope
£ 1,850
Tek 7A 18 Plug -In Amplifier
308
Tek 2336 AS 2335 + Timer/Counter/D.M.M.
2,000
Tek 7603 Oscilloscope Mainframe
1,128
Tha TA2500 72 Channel Logic Analyser
£ 1,850

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

All prices advertised are exclusive of carriage and VAT. All eauipment sold subject to availability.
Warranty period 12 months on all equipment (except computers MDS -3 months).

WE BUY TOP QUALITY
TEST EQUIPMENT

For further information telephone

LONDON 0753 580000
CIRCLE NO. 111 ON REPLY CARD
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UPDATE

Prototype for DIY IC design
Plessey Semiconductors' collaboration
with Pilkington on electrically
reconfigurable arrays (ERAs) has now
reached prototype stage, in the form of

field programmable logic devices with
equivalent gate counts between 3600
and 40000.
The advantage of ERA technology is
that each logic cell (and there are up to
10000 cells on a chip) contains some
static RAM, allowing the user to define
the overall interconnection pattern.
The logic itself is made using Plessey

Rohorough's

1.4

micron low-power c-

mos process, and is organised as a
sea -of-gates. Plessey's intention is to
move to a 1.0 micron process later this
year. cutting gate delays to 1.5ns
(currently 2.5nsec).
1991 should see availability of
devices made using a 0.8 micron
process, giving even higher densities,
and gate delays at I.2ns.
The complete configuration of an
ERA device is defined by 3415 bytes of
data, fed to the chip in either serial or
parallel form. This whole process can
take as little as 35µs, so there is plenty
of scope for designing bizarre circuits

which reconfigure themselves during
processing, either under the control of
a central processor, or according to the
results of previous operations.
It is not even necessary to
reconfigure the entire array in one go.
The programming process means
engineers can modify small parts of a
design, when developing and
prototyping. Also systems which need
to be fault tolerant, like electronics on
communications satellites, can he made
self -healing - the arrays have built-in
diagnostics, which can be used to
reconfigure, avoiding damaged cells.
Plessey believes there is mileage in
pushing ERA as a reconfigurable
development tool, allowing designers
to make easily modifiable prototypes,
before moving to volume production of
standard (Plessey) ASICs using the
same design. So it is not coincidence
that the ERA architecture has much in
common with Plessey's standard gate
array products, or that the cell
libraries, supplied in conjunction with

Viewlogic, form a subset of those for
the company's standard ASICs.
Other likely uses are in interface

Engineering Council comes out fighting
for nuclear power
The Engineering Council has joined
the debate over the future of nuclear
power in the UK with the issue of a
polemical statement arguing that
development of nuclear power is
essential to cutting pollution, ensuring
cheap electricity and safeguarding
engineering jobs.
In the statement setting out to show
that environmental pollution poses a
greater threat than the nuclear power
risk, the Council says that the
government was right to remove
nuclear power from the electricity
privatisation plans. But that it would be
wrong to call a halt to Britain's civil
nuclear power programme.
A spokesperson for the Council said
that government policy had already put
thousands of highly trained
professional engineers under threat. In
addition to job losses recently
announced, with nuclear -experienced
industrial companies now reviewing
their positions, further job losses were
inevitable, he said.
The Council also took an attacking

658

stance on health worries, saying that
risks and health hazards from nuclear
power had been "exaggerated by antinuclear groups who have played on the

public's imagination".
It said the principle of probabilistic
risk assessment applied to other
methods of power generation would
put nuclear risks in perspective.
According to the Council "safe
engineering solutions exist to stop a
Chernobyl -type accident happening
again".
The Council also argued that
emerging countries should develop
their nuclear power. Addressing the
risks this posed in managing nuclear
energy safely, the Council said risks
could be minimised by careful cross border siting of plants, international
agreement and control.
The last thing the UK should do was
to adopt an "ostrich -like attitude hiding
our heads in the sands of short term
financial gain and political
manoeuvring", said the spokesman.
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logic; half -duplex modems. or disk
drive controllers; where a quick
reconfigure operation could switch the
equipment between read and write
mode.

Pilkington has now signed another
technical collaboration agreement
covering its semi -custom silicon
technology, this time with Japanese
chip firm Toshiba. Declining to clarify
exactly what developments the deal
covers, Pilkington denied it included

ERAs.
GEC's takeover of Plessey may put
of the last bastion of
UK -owned semiconductor research,
Plessey's Caswell Laboratory.
Following the departure of Caswell's
head, John Bass. and Ray Oakley. who
was in charge of silicon research, it
in doubt the future

looks odds-on that the silicon group, at
least, will he broken up.

Sounding off about
noisy lines
If you live near a railway line and
sometimes don't hear the phone
because of train noise then you might
lend an ear to a new device from ECC
Electronics. According to the company
its CB 14PAC piezo-electric sounder
module, suitable for low power space
savings applications such as telephone
handsets, is actually louder than a
train. The sounds can reach levels of
90dB which is about the same as
standing 3m from a train climbing a
hill. Might not go down too well with
the neighbours though.
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RF EQUIPMENT
LOW NOISE GASFET PREAMPLIFIERS
Aligned to your specified frequency in the range 5-1000MHz.
Masthead or local use.
TYPE 9006 NF 0.6dB. Gain 10-4dB variable. In the range
£85
5-250MHz
£85
TYPE 9006Fm. As above. Band II 88-108MHz
filters.
Tuned to your
Two stage Gasfet preamplifiers. High O
specified channels in bands IV or V. 75 ohms
£112
TYPE 9002 NF 0.7dB. Gain 25dB adjustable
£150
TYPE 9003 NF 0.4dB. Gain 25dB
UHF two stage Gasfet preamplifiers. High O filters. Aligned to your
specified frequency in the range 250-1000MHz. 50 ohm.
£112
TYPE 9004 NF 0.7dB. Gain 25dB adjustable
TYPE 9005 NF 0.4dB. Gain 25dB
£150
£48
TYPE 9035 Mains power supply unit for above amplifiers
£13
TYPE 9010 Masthead weatherproof unit for above amplifiers

,?

£
TYPE 9006

PHASE LOCKED SIGNAL SOURCES
Very high stability phase -locked oscillators operating directly on
the signal frequency using a low frequency reference crystal.
Phase noise is typically equal to or better than synthesized signal
generators. Output will drive the Types 9176 and 9177 wideband
linear power amplifiers and the Types 9252 and 9105 tuned power
amplifiers.
TYPE 8034. Frequency as specified in the range 20-250MHz.
£140
Output 10mW
TYPE 8036. Frequency as specified in the range 250-1000MHz.
10mW
£195
Output
TYPE 9182. FM or FSK modulation. 20-1000MHz. Output 10mW
£248

WIDEBAND AMPLIFIERS
Monolithic microwave integrated circuits in a fully packaged
microstrip module format. Full -wave shottky diode protected
inputs. Temperature compensated bias circuitry. Voltage regulated
local or remote operation.
TYPE 9301 100KHz-500MHz NF 1.7dB at 300MHz. Gain 30dB.
£150
Power output + 12.5dBm, 18mW
TYPE 9302 100KHz-1GHz NF 2dB at 500MHz. Gain 30dB. Power
£150
output + 12.5dBm, 18mW
TYPE 9303 100KHz-2GHz NF 3.5dB at 500MHz. Gain 20dB.
Power output + 24dBm, 250mW
£235
TYPE 9008 Gasfet. 100MHz-2GHz. NF 2.5dB at 1GHz. Gain
£150
10dB. Power output + 18dBm, 65mW
TYPE 9009 Gasfet. 100 KHz-400MHz NF 2.8dB at 300MHz. Gain
£150
20dB. Power output + 20dBm, 100mW
.

TYPE 9002

UHF LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
Tuned to your specified frequency in the range 250-470MHz.
24V + DC supply.
TYPE 9123 250mW input, 5 watts output
£289
TYPE 9124 2-3 watts input, 25 watts output
£335
TYPE 9125 9 watts input, 90 watts output
£890
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TYPE 9263

TYPE 9113

TYPE 9252

PHASE LOCKED LOOP FREQUENCY CONVERTERS
TYPE 9115 Converts your specified input channels in the range 201000MHz to your specified output channels in the range 201000MHz. 1mV input, 10mW output (+10dBm). Low noise Gasfet
front end, NF0.7dB. AGC controlled. Gain 60dB adjustable -30dB.
Will drive transmitting amplifiers directly
£450

TYPE 9259

TELEVISION LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
Tuned to your specified channels in bands IV or V.24V + DC
supply.
TYPE 9252. 10mW input, 500mW output
£280
TYPE 9259. 500mW input, 3 watts output
£320
TYPE 9262 500mW input, 10 watts output
£580
TYPE 9263. 2-3 watts input, 15 watts output
£440
TYPE 9266 10 watts input, 50 watts output. Integral forced air
£1,745
cooling and output transistor protection
See below for Television Amplifiers in bands and Ill
I

TMOS WIDEBAND LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
TYPE 9246. watt output 100KHz-175MHz 13dB gain

£165

1

A4r:
q

1.4,
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,

z

'b

TYPE 9105
TYPE 9176

TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

'

.

TYPE 9158/9235

TYPE 9271

9247.4 watts output 1-50MHz 13dB gain
9051.4 watts output 20-200MHz 13dB gain

£185
£185
£285
£285
£340
£340
£680
£680
£180

9176. 4 watts output 1-50MHz 26dB gain
9177. 4 watts output 20-200MHz 26dB gain
9173.20 watts output 1-50MHz 10dB gain
9174.20 watts output 20-200MHz 10dB gain
9271.40 watts output 1-50MHz 10dB gain
9172.40 watts output 20-200MHz 10dB gain
9235. Mains power supply unit for above amplifiers

TMOS RF LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIERS
Tuned to your specified frequency in the range 20-250MHz, or your
specified channels in bands or Ill. 24V + DC supply.
TYPE 9105. 10mW input, watt output
£250
TYPE 9106 500mW input, 10 watts output
£310
TYPE 9155. watt input, 30 watts output
£360
TYPE 9458. 5 watts input, 50 watts output. Integral forced air
cooling and output transistor protection
£590
I

1

1

COMPLETE TELEVISION RETRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

AVAILABLE
All prices exclude p&p and VAT.

RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS LTD
Unit 1, Aerodrome Industrial Complex, Aerodromb Road, Hawkinge, Folkestone, Kent CT18 7AG.
Tel: 0303 893631. Fax: 0303 893838
CIRCLE NO. 122 ON REPLY C4 RD
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UPDATE

Zetex nine months on
Set against worldwide competition, the
existence of a commercial
semiconductor industry in the UK
seems unlikely. So perhaps it is not
surprising that its youngest entrant.
Zetex
the name derived from the
famous Ferranti part number prefix

-

ZTX- nearly never happened.

When Plessey took over Ferranti's
semiconductor manufacturing interests
a couple of years ago, it was left with a
diversity of wafer lines and product
types which it couldn't order into a
sensible marketing strategy.
Ferranti's attraction was its widely
acclaimed bipolar asic process and the
accompanying software. Plessey's
marketing department, long attuned to
its own widely diversified products
ranging from consumer ICs through
high -density gate arrays and high-speed
military products-never really got to
grips with the Ferranti portfolio of
mature technology discrete transistors.
Generally this sector of the business
was regarded as a liability rather than
an asset and when the GEC -Siemens
consortium bought Plessey in the
summer of 1989, it too considered the
Ferranti discrete business a corporate
burden to he removed.
The result was a £2.5million
management buy-out of the Ferranti
Gem Mill semiconductor plant led by a
former Ferranti engineer and
marketing man, Bob Conway.
Conway's team declined venture
capital backing raised on the very

-

substantial material assets at the
Oldham plant, preferring instead the
financial help of a trading partner, the
widely diversified computer terminal
company Telemetrix.
But with the Plessey links severed,
the administrative infrastructure also
disappeared, leaving just a production
shell and 370 employees. "We didn't
buy a business, we bought a
manufacturing unit. What we needed
and didn't have was management
experience," explained Mr Conway.
For instance, the new company
couldn't continue in the Plessey
pensions scheme and Telemetrix had to
step in to provide this.
"It must seem strange how
something insignificant like a pension
scheme can turn out to be of major
importance in making
semiconductors," said Mr Conway. But
he added that if the management buyout team had gone the venture capital
route for funding, the new Zetex
company would have disappeared
under the pressure of rising interest
rates. It didn't and it hasn't. Though
Mr Conway describes the first six
months as like "hell on wheels."
The Gem Mill building, Zetex's
home, is a massive red brick Victorian
workhouse built in several floors,
partly lit, partly dark. The vast acreage
is scattered with abandoned diffusion
lines and empty device assembly
rooms; ghosts from an industrial past.
Yet it still produces a wide range of

Ir

1
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discrete bipolar and mos devices on a
mix of equipment, old and new.
The old Ferranti business was
defence driven, money no object.
Zetex has to rely, at least initially. on
the reputation for quality associated
with the miniature, silicon -based E -line
transistor range.
Conway himself admits that his
business requires only medium
technology; the three and four inch
lines run at a fairly coarse pitch by
modern standards.
Careful chip design and close control
over emitter dopant diffusion count for
more in low to medium frequency
transistors than fine lines. Tight
processing can produce individual
bipolar devices with a current gain up
to 3000, but without the high saturation
voltage associated with the Darlington
configuration. The company's multi point emitter structure enables a 6A
peak current switching device to he
produced in E -line form, a package
about half the size of the standard

TO -92.
Zetex technology, rescued in turn
from Plessey and GEC, combines
,many ideal bipolar transistor
properties. However, it faces a greater
challenge in persuading the world of its
excellence.
Equipment designers are
conventional people who consider that
devices as small as an E -line simply
don't pass currents of up to 6A reliably.
They tend to reach straight for the
TO -220 catalogue.
Bob Conway has the measure of the
problem: "We have good products but
our marketing is not very good".
He says Zetex is looking at
opportunities elsewhere in the world to
expand its markets. Business is mainly
drawn from the UK and part of Europe
plus some in the north US; "but we
have struggled rather in the US and
have had very little success in the
Pacific rim," he says.
Looking at the health of Zetex now
Mr Conway says that Plessey's fight
with GEC -Siemens sapped the
company's available energy and trying
to work with Plessey was a bit like
"running through treacle." But Zetex
had now revived its network in the Far
East and expects to pick up an
increasing part of its business there.
For the future his view is quite simple:
"We will stand or fall on the
performance of people here," he says.
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Analogue bias could bury DAT
Work in Scotland on a technique called
contour biasing could deal a further
blow to digital audio tape's chances of
ever being taken tip seriously by the
music industry. At Paisley College
Archie Pettigrew, of Ampsys, has been
developing a model of precisely how
magnetic tape recording works. The
result, according to Pettigrew, is his
technique of contour biasing.
producing recordings which could rival

CI).
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The basis of the work is that. as
to the tape rises from zero, the
resulting playback output changes as
the cube of that input. Then, at a
threshold point. the relationship
becomes linear. before moving into
saturation, where more input produces
no more output.
The resulting curve is anhysterític so
that tracing from high input levels to
low input levels follows the same path
as moving from low to high.

Pettigrew has constructed a circuit
(Fig. I) compensating for this non Record head

-

Signalin

mechanisms which must he dealt with.
The first is caused by the fact that the
line of recording sweeps backward and
forward across the head gap. This
causes the rising edges of a sine wave
signal to he expanded. while the falling
edges are compressed. The remedy is
an anti -Doppler correction - adding
harmonic energy on the increasing
cycles, and subtracting it on the falling
edges.

Pettigrew also found that, at high
amplitude and frequency.
magnetisation from one half cycle may
not he removed from the record head
sufficiently quickly. leading to

"clipping". But adding a slew -rate
limiter effectively solved the problem.
The overall effect is of a brighter,
more dynamic recording. and
Pettigrew says that several
manufacturers are already interested in
producing the necessary hardware.
With DAT tailing to come to heel, it
may yet prove that there is life in the
old analogue dog yet.

linear relationship, using a diode -pair
function generator (G3) whose
conductance increases as the cube of
the input voltage. Output is the cube
root of the input.
When the input reaches V,hre%hId,
the network is switched to a linear
transfer function (block G) (Fig. 2).
The efficacy of the method obviously
depends on knowing V,hreshla, and also
on the number of diodes in G3. which is
used to approximate the cube law.
Recording at 3-3/4ips. with standard tape
and no precompensation. Pettigrew
says that his system can achieve a 43d13
improvement in signal to noise ratio
over the equivalent standard AC bias
recording.
However, at higher frequencies.
there are two inconvenient distortion
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Richard A Waldron
an obituary

Professor Richard A Waldron, who
died suddenly earlier this year, will
leave a hard to fill gap in the world of
electromagnetic wave propagation in
which he was a much respected

international authority.
Foi over 20 years Professor Waldron
was active in Britain and the US in the
telecommunications industry and up to
his death was Professor of Mathematics
at the University of Ulster.
Altogether he published over 70
papers and six hooks including "The
Theory of Guided Electromagnetic
Wavers" and "The Wave Ballistic
Theories of Light which displayed his
command of his subject.
At one time he was a former
chairman of both the Northern Ireland
section of the Institution of Electrical
and Radio Engineers and the Irish
branch of the Institute of Mathematics
and its Applications. He was also an
overseas Consulting Professor and a
member of the Overseas Advisory
Board for the Eurotechnical Research
University, Palo Alto US, gaining his
professorship at the University of
Ulster in 1979.
Professor Waldron, who lived in
Carrickfergus and was due to retire this
year leaves a wife, a son and a
daughter.
A letter by Professor Waldron written
just before his death appears in this
mondr's letters column.

1994 is too late for agreeing HDTV detail
CCIR's decision to extend the study
programme on definition of parameters
for a world production standard for
HDTV high definition television has
been welcomed by the Eureka joint
industry organisation in the sector. But
Eureka was critical that agreement on
standards was not expected to be
reached until 1994.
According to Eureka it should be
possible to come to an earlier
agreement if discussions with the other
parties involved could produce an
acceptable compromise. However
Eureka said that the CCIR decision
means that Europe's proposals can now
he considered on an equal footing with
those of the Japanese.

ELECTRONICS \WORLD+WIRELESS WORLD

Apart from the production standard,
transmission standards also need to he
specified. In this area a European
Community directive is expected for
MAC to he used with DBS, forming
the technical framework for
harmonised broadcasting standards in
Europe.
The standards should be applicable
to all direct -to-home satellite and cable
transmissions, and should include
encryption and conditional access.
Eureka says it is continuing to work
on the extension of its interim
production standard towards a single
world standard on the basis of 1250/50/
progressive scanning.
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Britain's components industry must
have the support of a clear government
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New game in town
It was standing room only at London's
Royal Lancaster Hotel last month,
when the CD -I show came to town.
CD -I stands for compact disc
interactive, and it is backed by Philips,
Sony and Matsushita, among others.
Philips reckons that the success of
the system will depend on the

availability of programme material
(now called 'software'), and this was
the point of the conference
to
encourage 'software authors' to invest
time and energy in CD -I.
Representatives from N otorola
turned up to pledge their support in the

-

form of a chip -set, based on the 68111111
family of microprocessors. The chips
will form the basis of home CD -I
players, promised at a US launch price

of $101111 within the next year.
CD-I integrates video pictures, high
quality audio and computer programs
onto a CD -type disc. The technology
mix will be used to create new types of
video game which are context sensitive
with realistic pictures and sounds.
The warmest welcome, though, was
reserved for Nohuyuki Idei of Sony,
when he showed delegates one of the
company's latest products, a portable
CD -I player. DVI (digital video
interactive), the nearest rival to CI) -I,
attacks the problem of selling
interactive video from the computing
side, rather than the consumer
electronics angle.
Full motion interactive video from a
CD is now becoming attainable, the
biggest problem being how to compress
all the necessary data so that it will tit
on the disc. Advocates of DVI,
including Motorola's chip -making rival
Intel, say that their PC approach has
the advantage there, because
compression algorithms can he
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implemented in software, making them
adaptable and upgradable. It is still not
clear (apparently even to some of the
hardware developers) what algorithms
are used in the CD -I standard.
Sony's Ideo has a less unequivocal
view, seeing CD -I as "a bridge between
computer and consumer products."
This, according to him, is "the new
consumer electronics". And with the
backing of Philips, Pioneer, Ricoh,
Panasonic and Fuji, as well as
Polygram, the world's largest record
company, one would have to be very
brave to disagree.

according to David Kynaston,
chairman of the ECIF (Electronic
Components Industry Federation)
government policies were often
"counter productive" while showing
"an apparent indifference to the longterm harm" being done to industry.
Mr Kynaston made his criticisms to
executives at a business seminar held in
London. Ile compared UK
government with US and Japanese
governments' strategies which he said
were coherent, understood and
underwritten by the public and private
sectors.
Ile said throughout Europe there
was a fragmented approach to business
which resulted in considerable
resources being wasted in simply trying
to gain a consensus. Consensus could
only flourish if "there is a government
environment committed to Europe",
he said.

The seminar was organised by
Kynaston International.

Median focus turns DRAM into drama
Memory -makers everywhere are
Hitachi has already designed,
scrabbling to publicise their progress
simulated and fabricated a chip which
toward the next generation -dram - the could form the basis of 64Mbit
64Mbit device.
memories, and NEC has given some
Such is the kudos involved in not just details of how it intends to go about
having, but being seen to have, a
fabricating its 64M device.
technology lead, that the race for
Meanwhile Siemens has made
headlines has started well before most
16Mbit chips, using 3.3V internal logic
people have laid eyes on even a 4Mbit
levels, and a 3-d memory cell. Access
device (the sequence will run from
time is 60ns.
4Mbit, to 16Mbit, to 64Mbit).
Both Jessi and Hitachi will rely on a
All this development (and media)
shrink down to 0.3 micron feature sizes
energy will not impress those who have to achieve the extra density, the latter
replaced Mhit devices with 4Mbit
using logic levels as low as 1.5V, for an
versions and watched as the new chips
access time of 50ns. The Japanese
flip themselves, apparently at random, company also uses some smart design
into test mode. But, as far as the
to ensure that 1.5V data is not
chip -makers are concerned, that
hopelessly degraded by noise, but
problem is small potatoes - 64M is the
details are still sketchy. The company
place to he.
claims to have fabricated a device,
First to move were IBM and
though all the performance figures still
Siemens, dram collaborators, who
come from simulations.
announced a 64Mbit device by 1994.
Siemens is now confident enough to
Not to be outdone, Jessi, the European predict full production of its 3.3V,
Community's chipmaking consortium,
16Mbit device by late 1992. So, the
brought its 1995 target forward by a
race is very definitely on. But who will
year.
win remains to he seen.
1
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Fieldtech is one of the UK's leading suppliers of high quality test and measurement
equipment. Now in its 25th year, Fieldtech continues to grow by providing a problem
solving approach that ensures customers keep coming back.
To find out how we can help you contact one of our applications engineers today.
Fieldtech is a member of Hunting Plc.
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Fieldtech
Fieldtech Heathrow Limited, Huntavia House, 420 Bath Road, Longford, West Drayton, Middlesex
UB7 OLL, England. Tel: 081 897 6446 Fax: (GI I/111) 081 759 3740. Telex: 23734 FLDTEC G
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Integrating GPIB?
o

DATA BUFFER

CONVERTERS

o

-

RS422

YOU PAY TRADE PRICES
o

RS232

SCSI

GPIB

-I

CENTRONIC PARALLEL DEVICES
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o

CABLES

In the GPIB maze National
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FURTHER
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Instruments

With Capacitance

+

We test.() with 200KHZ Frequency counter(

31¢ and 41 digit Dmm's with hard carry case.
Large LCD Displays. with leads. battery and instructions. 20A AC/DC

m
=I

Cl,

1*

METEX PROFESSIONAL'

M365003'y Digit 30 Range

o

03`c(.°)

M460030Range4',4Digit0.05°owith
£46.04
£51.26

M4650B 4'4 Digit 30 Range 0 05% with

1...)

Data Hold

£78.22

Data Hold

O

£52.13

o
M436030Range4,Digit0.05'owith
Data Hold (-.1
ALSO STOCKED'

£63.43

M3610. M3650, M4650, M3630B. M4630E1

AUTO RANGE SERIES'
Digit with Data Hold and Freq Counter
MBA 21mm Display 20KHZ Counter
£46.04
M818 17mm Display True Rms 400 KHZ
Counter
£58.22
MBIBB Bargrap'i Version
£66.04
Sty,

NON-BABGRAPH'
M3800 32 Range 3'4 Digit 0.5%()
M3630 30 Rang, 31 Digit 0.3°1° (..)

£32.13
£41.70

STANDARD SERIES
- with soft carry case 31 digit 12mm Dis lass
M23158 17 Range 10 ADC
£20.00
M2318B 23 Range 10 ADC
£23.72
M233531 Range 10A AC/DC
£27.74
M2325 32 Range 10A AC/DC
£30.42
M2355 32 Range 10A AC/ DC (T)
£34.57
AC/DC
M2365 38 Range 10A
(..°)
£37.25
(2355/2365 HAVE TTL LOGIC TEST)

()

()
(.)

1

`I f::1

TEST INSTRUMENTS

-

3000 LCR AC Midge
£103.20
M3002A AC Mil ivolt Meter 1MHZ
£85.80
2020 500 KHZ Fanction Generator
£96.50
4162Ág 150 MH? Fr Gen. Plus 6 Digit

...

Butters mean that slow peripherals won't hold you
up. Bus Analyzers & Monitors let you complete
your development quickly.
Extenders and Expanders let you communicate
over 2km to 28 devices.
Converters/Controllers allow bi-directional
communications between RS232/422, Centronics
and SCSI.

Call for a FREE catalogue
0800 289 877

£172.86

Counter
2603A0

boxed GPIB support products let you go
FASTER

CONTINUITY TEST

BARGRA PH SERIES
M36108 3;2 NI; 30 Range 0 3 OH

.t- é-.'óneó.
- --

W111H

Z
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©

V

ALL MOOELS

m
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sir

AND 4'h DIGIT Dmms

CA

o

-r7

1

i

te.

INTERFACES

METEX AND TEST LAB INSTRUMENTS

o

RI
IEEE

.Edgware Road,
London, W2

1

MHZ Af Gen. plus 6 Digit

TE200 150 MHZ RI Gen.
(450 MHZ Harmonic)

1

MHZ Audio Generator

3300 Autorange Digital Cap Meter
6100 Signal Tracer/Inlector
5250 150 MHZ 7 Digit Frequency

£80.00

£81.75
£64.00
£52.30

£64.50
£168.00
£56.00
£69.55
£40.00

Counter
OSTSM 5 MHZ Bench Scope

£166.16

Counter

TE220

243 0/24V 0/3A Variable PSU
245 0/24V 0/5A Variable PSU
154 4/15v 014A Variable PSU

"POCKET" TEST INSTRUMENTS
YF2O Dual Scale Sound Level

390010 LCD Dmm With Dwell And

Meter

120áB
225V VHS Videc Head Tester

Digital Lw Meter - 3 Ranges
07 Logic Probe
M625 Logic Probe/Pulser
300 AC Clamp Meter 600A/300V/
1065

£32.85
£30.69
£46.83
£7.63
£14.74
£33.50

Resis
M265 Add on AC Clamp Probe

£16.48
Electronic Insulation Tester 500V £53.25
504 Electronic Insulation Tester 1000V£70.88
K0M6 TR Dip Meter 1.5 to 250 MHZ
£41.88
£36.72
1062 LCD Temperature S. data hold
£32.00
3026 LCD Temperature Two 1/P
for Dmm's
501

tech Ranges 20A AC/DC

£45.17

KT50 LCD 8 Range Capacitance Meter £36.20
6060 LCD Digital True Power Meter

6KW 19
207019 Range Multimeter 10ADC
Buzz
2030ET 27 Range 10A AC/DC. Cap
HIe Temp Buzz
5050E 41 Range FET mm
MI5 Wallet Autorange Dmm
921 Pen Type Autorange Dmm
850 Mains Phase Tester
260 1000A AC Digital clamp meter
261 Add on insulation tester for 260

£64.00
£12.00
£29.30
£26.77
£17.35
£24.78
£21.20
£40.25
£29.35
e

NATIONAL

IWTie Software

:

Is Use

Instrument

TM

National Instruments UK Corp.
21 Kingfisher Court
Hambridge Road, Newbury
Berks RG14 5SJ
BARCLAYCARD

Tel: 0835 523545
Fax: 0635 523154

Also stocked

Henry's are also instrumem
distributors for HAMEG, FLIGHT,

Tools, components, CB, public

ALTAI, BLACKSTAR, THURLBY,
HITACHI, CROTECH, THANDAR.
Phone for best prices.

address, CCTV. security,
communications, TV, video,
audio, computer accessories.
ADD 15Wo VAT
(UK ONLY)

Prices correct at Dec 89.

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER WITH VISA/ACCESS
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK FOR CALLERS

1%Y Z
I,Ef
404 Edgware Road, London W2

CATALOGUES
IN COLOUR
Instruments
Security

ECI-VOniC5

EE

Call IMEX, National Instruments Distributor in N. Ireland:
0648-881414, Scotland: 0236-40840, Eire: Dundalk 73732

1831

(Please note - from 6 May 1990 the 01 Code changes

664

ED

Security/Communications/CCTV 01-724 0323
Components 01-723 1008 Fax: 01-724 0322
Trade/Education/Export 01-258
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1

Instruments/Audio 01-724 3564

10

18 Complements
Ask Henry's
Y s first
Lt for callers
large
SAE f2 stamp
UK
by posl Free to
Education with
Trade Prices
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ingle -chip microcomputers are
leading the thrust of microelectronics into domestic and

industrial products, often
replacing standard microprocessors in dedicated computing
applications because of their low system cost and ease of use when timers
and other real-time peripherals are
required. A single -chip microcomputer
incorporates all the units of a computer
into a single device.
It is important to be clear on the
distinction between microcomputers,
microprocessors, and microcontrollers.
A microprocessor is the CPU part of a
computer without the memory, 1/0 and
peripherals needed for a complete system. All the other chips in a microcomputer such as the IBM PC are there
to add features not within the microprocessor chip itself.
When a microprocessor is combined
with external I/O and memory, the
combination is called a microcomputer.
A device having the 1/O and memory
peripheral functions on the same substrate as the CPU to make a complete
microcomputer is called a single -chip
microcomputer (SCM).
Generally, SCMs are designed for
very small computer -based devices that
do not require all the functions of a full
computer system. In cost -sensitive control applications, even the few chips
needed to support a CPU like an 8088
or Z80 may take too much space and
power; instead, designers often employ
an SCM to handle the control -specific
activities. Where single -chip micros are
designed or used in industrial control
systems, they are often called micro controllers. Basically, there is no difference between single -chip microcomputers and microcontrollers.
Frequently, microcontrollers are
used to replace circuit functions that
normally require many low-level chips
or need the main CPU's attention each
time the circuit is active. The IBM PC
keyboard -interface circuit is a prime
example of the use of a microcontroller
chip.
Sometimes the term "embedded controller" is used instead of microcontrolIntel, for instance, has adopted
ler
the term for its controller chips.
However, an embedded controller,
according to one definition, is a compuMorteza Safavi is a senior lecturer at

Single -chip
micros an

-

overview
ter system hidden within some other
device. By another definition, it's a
computer whose programs cannot he
altered by the user. Generally, the
term embedded controller suggests a
highly compact, although not very
powerful, dedicated processor; for
example, an SCM controlling a microwave oven.

To control anything

from a microwave
oven to an industrial
robot, a single -chip
microcomputer may
be the answer.
Morteza Safavi

Microcontroller hardware
Microcomputers and computers in
general are usually classified in terms of
the characteristic width of the internal
4, 8, 16 or 32
data paths. This width

looks at available
devices and their
application

-

Part of Motorola's 96002 "Media
Engine"floating-point dual-post
processor, which generates colour
graphics and stereo sound.
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Four -bit devices are widely used in
calculators and small controllers. This
type of device can handle binary-coded
decimal (BCD) data one decimal digit
at a time, but information involving
more than one decimal digit must be
processed in a digit serial manner.
Individual hits can he manipulated
readily for I/O purposes, but address processing with only four hits is difficult. These devices are therefore
suited to low -end applications involving relatively small amounts of data
driven by small programs operating
within a comparatively relaxed time
scale.

'o

i.rJ'`.. ^-

1

-

has a great bearing on the
hits
performance of the device in specific
applications. It is a feature of practically all reasonable general-purpose
computer architectures that, regardless
of data path width, any computational
problem can he solved, in logical sense,
by any processor. The crucial issue is
the time it takes and, to a lesser extent,
the ease of programming it.

---
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Four -hit microcontrollers offer a
low-cost solution for timing, counting,
and control functions. Some devices,
such as National Semiconductor's
COI'413L, sell for less than $0.50 each
in large volumes. They have limited
on -chip features, however, such as
0.5Kbyte rom, 32 x 4hit rani, 16 I/O
lines, no interrupts, and no timer/event
counters.

instruction op -codes, and addresses can
be specified with only one or two 8bit
words. I lowever, because of the maturity of some 8bit microcontroller families, some of these devices are now
cheap enough to compete in the 4bit
marketplace.
Although these devices don't have
the on -chip output -drive capabilities of
the mature 4hit families, they do combine powerful on -chip computing and
data -handling features with extensive
instruction sets.

NEC's µl'D7556 microcontroller,
still designed for low -performance
applications, can cost as much as $2. It
has a I Kbyte rom, 64 x 4hit ram, 20 I/O
lines. two testable interrupts, four analogue comparator inputs, and an Shit
timer/event counter.

l

Sixteen -bit devices can offer the
general-purpose computing capabilities
of a small microcomputer and the
regularity of architecture and instruction set found in microprocessors such
as the Motorola 68000, the Zilog Z8000
or the National Semiconductor 16032.
This size of data path permits alphanumeric data in ASCII, etc., to be
packed at two characters per word or
BCD -packed at four digits per word.
As is the case with high -end 4bit and
low -end Shit devices, the cost performance/features of high -end Shit devices
overlap. 16bit chips are finding uses in
high-speed equipment such as laser
printers and disk drives, and in highperformance control applications such
as satellite receivers, modems and

Eight -bit microcomputers represent,
for many more demanding applications, a sensible compromise in terms
of performance and on -chip circuit'
utilisation. With eight bits, two BCD
characters can he manipulated simultaneously. Eight hits are necessary for
the convenient handling of alphanumeric data in the ASCII code used in
terminals, displays and character handling in general.
Reasonable precision arithmetic is
possible with 16bit data, which is not
too onerous with an Shit processor.
This is also a convenient size for

The first 32hit nticroeontroller- he-mos 68332 from Motorola.
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Thirty -two-bit processors will handle
good -resolution floating-point number as a single datum and possess the
addressing and comprehensive processing capabilities normally associated
with these microprocessors. The 32bit
microprocessor is helping to create and
expand the relatively new markets in
esoteric areas such as real-time signal
processing, where processor arrays will
a

become commonplace2. First to
become available are the 80376 and
81)960, both from Intel.
Some applications demand performance that is not available with a
general-purpose architecture, which
has given rise to a group of microcomputers with architectures adapted
to a particular type of task.
Intel's 2920 is a radical departure in
the development of SCMs. The
TMS320 from Texas Instruments is
another device with an architecture
adapted for real-time signal processing;
its main features are a 16bit parallel hardware multiplier and a 32bit accumulator. A barrel shifter is also provided, with capabilities similar to that
in the Intel 2920, for performing multiple place shifts in a single operation.
The TMS320 does not incorporate an
analogue interface, but does have a
flexible and powerful instruction set
which makes it suitable for applications
such as digital filtering, Fourier analysis, speech analysis and synthesis and
image processing3.
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robotic equipment. Evolution to 16 hits
is in the automotive industry and is
spreading to other applications'.
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Microcontroller products intended
for digital signal processing (DS1') are
starting to resemble more conventional
microcontrollers. Microchip Technology, for example, has incorporated the
core of the TMS320CI0 with the I/O
normally found in conventional micro controllers. The addition of such things
as an on -hoard A -to -D converter and
eeprom may well put DSI'-based controllers in contention for applications in
automotive engine control, an area
now dominated by such popular micro controllers as the 6SHCI I from Motorola and the 80051 from Intel°.
Fast programming algorithms alleviate the problem of eprom programming time, but a more elegant solution
has emerged in the form of eeprom
technology: Motorola has integrated
eeprom cells on its MC68HCII and
MC68I1C805B6 single -chip micros.
Various forms of these devices are
Continued over page
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HITACHI "Compact" series laboratory oscilloscopes
This best-selling Hitachi lab. 'scope is exceptionally compact
and lightweight but is packed with features:
1/
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Cursor readout models
DSO versions available
Prices from £855

60MHz or 100MHz B/W
Dual Timebases
Two or four channels

Ic

}

There are seven models to choose from. Our sales engineers
can provide on -site demonstration and immediate delivery.
Ask for more details:

Thurlby
Thurlby-Thandar Ltd., Glebe Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. Tel: (0480) 412451
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Logic Analysis breaks the £ 1,000 barrier
The Thurlby LA3200 and LA4800 logic analysers set new
performance standards for low-cost logic analysers.
32 or 48 channels

100MHz asynch. capture
5ns glitch capture

Multi -level triggering "'
Non-volatile data storage
Disassemblers for popular /LPs

The new LAs incorporate a vast array of features as standard
and options are available to connect to a very wide range of
target systems. Contact us now for full technical details:
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Thurlby
Thurlby-Thandar Ltd., Glebe Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. Tel: (0480) 412451
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C.A.D. SOFTWARE MADE EASY
ISIS - The Complete Range of Schematic Capture Products

from

£69

- SUPERSKETCH, DESIGNER and DESIGNER+ provide options from a no-nonsense circuit
diagram drawing aid through to a highly sophisticated design management tool. All products in the range are
based around the same Intelligent Diagram Editor which has been carefully refined to facilitate maximum
speed of design entry.
DESIGNER and DESIGNER+ can generate a wide range of netlist formats making them suitable for use with
many popular PCB design and simulation packages. Whilst DESIGNER is a more than adequate schematic
to netlist package, DESIGNER+ adds some extremely powerful facilities such as hierarchical design and a
database capability for importing and processing ASCII information like stock -codes and component costs.

Three packages

PCB Design

Features Galore...
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o

o

Automatic or manual wire placement.
Auto dot placement.
Auto name generator.
Component finder (works across multi -sheet designs!).
Powerful editing facilities.
Object oriented 2D drawing with symbol library.
Comprehensive device libraries available.
Integral device editor - create components on the fly.
Output to dot matrix, pen plotters, lasers, POSTSCRIPT,
DTP, DXF etc.

abcenter

E/

e c t r o n

í c s

PRICES
Supersketch + basic library ..£69
£99
Supersketch + full Ilbrery
£275
Designer
£475
Designer+
Prices inc delivery exc VAT. Access
& Visa Welcome.
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We also supply a range of PCB
design software from manual
Auto layout through to an
Routing system which integrates
fully with ISIS. Write or phone
for more information.
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Call for FREE demo
disks - 0274 542868.
14 M,arn»ers Drive, Bradford.
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SI/O

PI/O C/T

ADVANCED MICROSYSTEM
800521
256
8K
69K

1

32

DALLAS SEMICONDUCTOR
DS5000T
8-64K 4K
128K

1

Model

ram

rom

addr.

mt.

width

2,16bit

2

8

32

2,16bit

6

8

20

6

8

15

8

7

16

8i/p

1,8bit
3,16bit
5,8bit
3,16bit

2

32

2

1

16

2,32bit
2,16bit
2,16bit

2

16

(bytes)

HITACHI EUROPE LTD
63L05F1
96
4K
11 D 647180
512
16K
118/532
1K
32K

INMOS LTD
IMST425
4K
IMST222
9K
lMSM212
2K

9K

-

1M

3

54

1M

1

57

4G

4,links

64K
64K

4,links

INTEL CORPORATION (UK) LTD
800512
256
8K
128K
80196KÁ
232
8K
64K

4

I,uart

56
90

40

80051B11
87C51

128

9K

64K

128

4K

64K

1,uart
uart
uart

8096B11

232

8K

80C196KB

232

8K

64K
64K

uart
uart

MITSUBISHI ELECTRONIC (UK) LTD
M50747
256
8K
64K
1
M3700M4A 2K
32K
16M
3

32
2

40

-

56
68

2,16bit
4,16bit
2,16bit
2,16bit
6,16bit
6,16bit

2

8

16

16

2

8

2

8

8

16

16

16

3,8bit
8,16bit

6

8

7

16

4

8

17

8

1

8

3

8

4

8

17

8

1

4

MOTOROLA LTD
6811C05B6
G81ICI1E9
G804P3
146805G2
6811C05L6

176

6K

8K

1

32

512

12K

69K

2

40

124

1.7k

0

20

112

2K

0

32

176

6K

8K
8K

1

58

6811C11

256

8K

69K

2

40

4,16bit
8,16bit
1,8bit
1,8bit
4,16bit
8,16bit

8

1,10bit

40

3,16bit

14

8

52

8,I6bit

8

16

1

60

1,1Gbit

18

8

2

55

1,16bit
1,12bit

19

16

1

32

1

32

2,16bit
2,16bit

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR (UK) LTD
COP420
64
1K
1
digits
COP888CG 192
4K
32K
2
HPC16083 256
8K
64K
uart
NEC ELECTRONICS UK
78214
512
IGK
78322
640
16K

64K
64K

-

ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL
R6501

192

-

R6500/15

192

4K

64K
16K

SGS THOMSON MICROELECTRONICS
64
ST6041
64
3.8K
Z8GE21

240

8K

-

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS LTD
TMS370
256
4K
112K
TMS70C98 256
4K
64K
TMS7000
128
4K
to 64K
ZILOG UK LTD
Z86E21
256
Z8800
352
Z86C11
128
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8K
8K
4K

1

10

8

10

8

available, giving the ability to use the
on -chip eeprorn either for semipermanent data Storage (such as
calibration tables), or for execution of
user -written code directly from the
eeprom5.

Microcontroller software
Conventionally, software for Shit microcontrollers has been Written in the
assembly language of the CPU, which
is much more code -efficient than working with a high-level language compiler. However, with the advent of
taster processors, more efficient compilers, increased on -chip memory and
more complex designs, assembly language is no longer the only viable

solution.
There is

a

trend towards high-level

languages and structured programming
techniques, which can provide productivity benefits over assembly -language
development. Prime candidates are C
and Modula -2, although Ada, Forth
and Pascal can also be considered.
C compilers exist for almost every
microcontroller: C is portable and is an

efficient language that executes
quickly. It

is also easy to interface with
assembly for time -critical routines.
Modula -2 is often chosen by those
migrating from Pascal -based development systems, because of its similarity
to Pascal. It has many of the desired
high-level characteristics, together with
the necessary support needed for bit
operations, interrupt handling and coprocessing.
For the general run of commercial
systems, however, C may still be the
better choice, its main advantage over
Modula -2 being the ease of direct
low-level access to the processor and
memory. In this respect, C is between
high-level and low-level languages and
offers many of the benefits of both'.
High-level debuggers have long been
available for I6bit processors and are
increasingly available for Shit micro controllers. Debugging C programs is
made faster and easier by such tools,
which allow programs to be stepped a
statement at a time and are aware of C
variable types, names and scopes.
High-level debuggers exist in simulator and emulator versions. Simulator
high-level debuggers are designed to
validate the general flow of a program
and avoid the costly and time -wasting
attempts to debug both hardware and
software simultaneously.

16
32

3

1

8

2,8bit

48

8

55

2

2

8

54

3

2

8

2

8

6

8

8

8

Motorola single -chip micros

8

Motorola's first home-grown single -
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the MC6801,
appeared in 1978. It is a very versatile
device, capable of operating not only as
a true single -chip microcomputer under
the control of the program fixed in its
on -hoard rom, but also in a number of
expanded modes using up to 64Kbyte
of external ram or rom. Consequently,
it is suited to a wide range of control
applications.
This includes the consumer-goods
and automotive markets, which need
relatively cheap, simple devices tailored for particular applications. The
MC6805 family was developed from
the MC6801 by removing many of the
computer -oriented features and
augmenting its control features.
Because simpler applications require
simpler programs, one of the accumulators was removed, and the ram and
rom, along with a number of internal
registers. were reduced in size. A
simpler 8bit tinier replaced the l6bit
type and the serial interface was
removed completely. Removal of some
of the I/O capability allowed the
devices to be produced in a 28 -pin
package and bit manipulation was
added to allow input/output pins to he

chip microcomputer,

monitored and controlled individually.
Modular design of the MC6805 family
was carried through to the MC146805.
These silicon -gate c-mos devices
exploit the very low power consumption of the technology.
SCMs present a number of problems
which do not exist with normal non customised parts. User's software is
programmed into the on -hoard rom at
an early stage of water fabrication and
cannot he changed once it is completed. Consequently, the user has to
he confident that the application software is correct before committing it to
rom. To help the user do this, Motorola, in common with other manufacturers, has developed a number of in circuit emulator systems.

Motorola's SCM families
Motorola currently has three SCM
product families and a fourth in
development. At the bottom of the
areas is the 6804/
68HC04, which lies on the 4hit/8hit
performance border at 4hit prices and
is designed for use in high -volume,

ranges in both

cost -sensitive applications. These
SCMs are true Shit devices, with Shit
registers and instructions; the CPU also
processes Shit -wide data, but serially
one hit at a time. It appears as an 8bit
device to the programmer.
Two generations of c-mos micro-
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MC681C05116 he-mos device, with 256hvte of eeprom, 8 -channel AD/DA and two
PW;%f outputs.

computer unit (MCU) technology are
included in the 6805 range, making it
the broadest product family available.
It serves a wide range of applications,
possessing numerous blends of memory
types and I/O. These MCUs are available in h-mos. c-mos and he-mos.
This family is a controller -optimised
outgrowth of the original MC6800

Its instruction set and
architecture were modified to simplify
common controller operations without
giving up the regular structure of the
Shit architecture which already existed
MPU,

in the MC6800.
The MC146805 is the only MC6805family MPU with external address and
data buses. It is a 40 -pin device and is
virtually a complete minimum system
in itself, since it contains two 8bit I/O
ports similar to the PTAs used in the
6800, a timer and some on -hoard ram
memory and necessary control func-

tions.

A recent addition to the MC6805
hc-mos family is the MC68HCO5L6
MCU device (Fig. 2). However, the

introduction is the
MC68I lC05B6, which includes the core
CPU with 256hyte of byte -erasable
memory (eeprom), an 8 -channel 8bit
ADC, a serial communications interface and two PWM outputs. For emulalatest
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REG.

tion purposes the device can have
6Kbyte of eeprom in place of the
6Kbv to of rom. MC6811C05136 also has
176hyte of on -chip ram, 32 bidirectional I/O lines and an internal
16bit timer.
The he-mos MC68HCII is an advanced Shit microcomputer with sophisticated on -chip peripheral capabilities. ft uses a greatly enhanced N106801
core, loaded with a variety of control
and interface features to meet the
demands of industrial control. 11c-mos
technology combines smaller size and
higher speeds with the low power and
high noise immunity of c-mos.
01 -chip memory systems include
8Kbyte of rom, and 512hyte of eeprom;
eeprom increases the efficiency with
which software can be debugged in the

microcontroller application. Apart
from the eeprom, the utilities are also
capable of programming 2864 8Kbyte
external eeproms, which can be connected to the 68HC11's external bus.
Based on an extensive Live -port
architecture, the 68HC1I microcontroller is equipped for the kind of
communications required by a distributed data-processing system. For
applications where additional off-chip
resources are needed, the device can
easily be expanded using a multiplexed
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Block diagram of Intel's MCS-96 family, intended for high-speed control.
data address bus. Additional I/O to
drive displays, an additional A/D converter and memory may be connected
to the MCU via its synchronous serial
bus SPI.
Motorola has skipped the 16bit stage
in microcontroller development and
moved directly to 32bit architecture for
control applications beyond the capability of the 68HC11. The result is the
68332, containing a full 32bit hc-mos
CPU and a risc-like timeprocessing unit
(TPU) based on the 68020 microprocessor. 68332 includes most of the
68010 and 68020 enhancements, such
as virtual memory support, an instruction pipeline, loop mode operation and
32bit mathematical operations. Additional addressing modes provide compatibility with existing software programs and increase the efficiency of
high-level language compilers. It also
includes new commands, such as table
look-up/interpolation and low -power
stop, to support the requirements of
microcontroller applications.
Figure 3 shows the block diagram for
the 68332. Its CPU core is 68020 -based
with the 32bit register set and 32bit
ALU. It communicates with other
functional units such as the 2Kbyte of
static ram by way of the intermodule
bus (IMB) which is a fully arbitrated
16bit data, 24bit address bus and provides two-cycle access. On -chip memory is fully addressable and not organised as a cache. The second-largest
functional block on the die is the TPU,

670

which processes 16 channels of time based event functions independently of
CPU intervention.
These two processing units are supported by several on -chip peripherals:
the queued serial module (OSM) contains the serial peripherals interface
(SP1), which links the 68332 to
peripherals such as A -to -D converters,
LCDs, or DSPs; and the serial communications interface (SCI), which
enables duplex asynchronous communications with a CRT, terminal,
host microprocessor, printer or other
MCUs. Many resources conventionally
supplied by external ICs are consolidated in the system integration module
(SIM), including an external bus interface, programmable chip selects, system clock, periodic interrupt, test/
emulation and system protection features.
This device is intended for automotive, telecommunications, factory automation, industrial controls, office automation, and communications control
applications'.

Intel single -chip micros
Intel microcontrollers come in the form
of embedded control processors or
embedded controllers; the operation of
the computer is not obvious to the user
it is "hidden," or embedded in the

-

system.

Intel introduced its first microcon-

troller architecture, the 8048, in 1976.
It was designed for general-purpose

8bit control, with on -board rom and
ram plus 27 1/0 lines. Four years later
came the 8051, which was up to ten
times faster than the 8048 and had a
1µs instruction cycle at 12MHz.
Intel and other companies sell variations of the 8051 family enhanced with
more internal memory, more I/O,
lower power and so forth. All members
of the 8051 family have the same core
hardware and therefore use the same
core instruction set, but some have one
or two additional instructions for features unique to the particular chip. The
8751 is an eprom version of the 8051
whose on -chip program memory can he
electrically programmed and can he
erased by exposure to UV light.
There are many members of the
MCS-96 family of 16bit microcontrollers, shown in Fig. 4, all designed for
computationally intensive real-time
control. Its CPU, as well as the 8bit or
16bit external bus, supports bit, byte
and word operations. With a 12MHz
clock, instruction execution times average 1-2µs in typical applications. An
on -chip A -to -D converter includes
sample -and -hold and converts up to
eight, multiplexed, analogue input
channels to lObit digital values, each
conversion taking 22µs; A -to -D conversions can be performed at programmed times or asynchronously. Also
provided on -chip are a full duplex,
double -buffered receive serial port
with one synchronous and three asynchronous modes, and a 256 -state pulse width -modulated output signal.
The 80196 16 -bit microcontroller is a
high-performance, hc-mos, low -power
member of the 8096 family and
executes a true superset of the 8096
instructions. Four high-speed capture
inputs are provided to record times at
which events occur, and six high-speed
outputs are available for pulse or waveform generation. High-speed output
can also generate four software timers
or start an A -to -D conversion. Events
can be based on the timer or up/down
counter.
First member of Intel's new 32bit
microprocessor family, the 80960, is

designed for embedded control
applications, using both RISC (reduced
instruction set computer) and CISC
(complex instruction set) techniques.
RISC -based machines are usually two
to five times faster than CISC devices
with the same number of bits, but
RISC machines have one major disadvantage: they can be difficult to
program in assembly language.
Continued over page
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LeBURG
EPROM Emulator

EPROM
PROGRAMMERS

,

r,

* PC Plug-in
* Programs EPROMS from 2716

The MPE POWERLOGIC
DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM.
* PC PLUG IN
* Programs Lattice Gals 16V8

to 27101
1 or 4 gang available.
adaptors available extra for
single chip micros
* 1 gang £185.00
4 gang £225.00
8 gang and production
programmers also available
8751 adaptor £75.00
*
*

and 20V8
* Programs Altera
EPLDs-EP310, 320 and 600
* Integrated logic equation
assembler
* Easy to install
* Menu driven
* Now with alternative CYPRESS
22V10 option.

* O my £495

* Cuts development time.
* PC Plug In.
* Emulates 2 EPROMs at once
* Emulates all 28 pin types
* Supports 8 and 16 bit bus

widths
* Expandable to 32 bit bus width.

*£495
c

f

MicroProcessor
Engineering Ltd
133 Hill Lane

Southampton SO1 5AF

TEL: 0703 631441

CATALOGUE of more
hardware and

cross -support software
available on request.

CIRCLE NO. 132 ON REPLY CARD

PROTEL PCB CAD SYSTEMS AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD
FROM J.A.V. ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Protel Autotrax is a precision tool that improves productivity for occassional and expert
user alike. It streamlines many of the repetitive PCE layout processes while providing
powerful interactive design automation.
With a comprehensive library of Through hole and Surface Mount Des ices the designer
has the option of modifying stock components or creating new using the programs standard
drawing tools. New components can he saved to user libraries or merged into the main
library.
Working from a netlist Autotrax automatically places components and routes tracks in
conformance with user definable design rules. Board lay out can also be manually edited.
Blocks of components can he defined then moved
1.91
rotated flipped or copied while connectivity is
maintained. Tracks rubberband on the screen in real time. Interactive routing allows
the designer to manually route critical tracks before autorouting.
......

.

Placements of text strings components pads and tracks are duplicated by a repeat
function. RF designers can define a partial ground plane or area fill around tracks,
pads and components.
Now includes curved tracking. Evaluation Packs are available on request.
Prices are from £299.00 to £999.00 plus VAT.

"z.

SEP:4L

B(.UD

[LOCI:

J.A.V. Electronics Limited, Unit 12a Heaton Street, Denton, Manchester, M34 3RG Tel: 061 320 7210 Fax 061 335 0119

Also Available in the Protel Range: Schematic, Easytrax, Traxstar, Traxview.
CIRCLE NO. 126 ON REPLY CARD
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a 16Mbyte address space. A
second device, the 82370, provides a
number of system peripherals, including eight channels of DMA, three

Assembly -language programming
usually provides the best machine performance, but pure RISC machines are
usually programmed only in a highlevel language. A RISC machine
depends on the language compiler to
detect any program errors and prevent
the device from becoming locked; such
a compiler is often referred to as
optimised. Because the 80960 uses both
hardware and software to check for
errors and protect the processor, it can
be programmed in assembly language
as well as a high-level language. The
RISC-related features of the 80960 are
used only for complex tasks in embed-

providing

82C59A interrupt controllers, four
16bit interval timers, a d -ram refresh
controller, a programmable wait -state
generator and system reset logic.
Intel says that the 80376 offers up to
3MIPS performance at 16MHz, zero wait state operation with.100ns access
time d -rams. It is packaged in a 100 lead PQFP or 88 -pin PGA. A major
advantage of the 80376 is that development tools and compilers for high-level
languages are already present in the
forms of those developed for the 80386

-

ded environments'.
It is designed for high-speed embedded applications that need real-time
control (it can easily control up to six
independent axes in robots). Intel
claims that the device is powerful
enough to serve as a controller for a Ian
such as Ethernet or Starlan, another
chip (the 82586) being the communication manager for individual Ian sta-

any 386 -based PC can be used for

developing 376 processor embedded
applications9.

Zilog

-

the Z8 family

Zilog introduced the Z8 SCM in 1978,
two years after the introduction of its
first microprocessor, the Z80. Z8
family products can be used either as
single -chip computers or as processors
in a small computer system.
When the Z8 was introduced, the
maximum clock speed was 8MHz, but

tions.
A 32bit derivative of the 386 microprocessor, the 376, is for embedded use
in digital switching networks, laser
beam printers and Ian controllers. In
essence, the 80376 is a stripped -down
version of the 80386, with a 33bit CPU
and internal architecture, a 16bit external data bus and a 24bit address bus

devices are now available which operate at 20MHz (Z8874 Super8 MCU

with Forth interpreter). Average
instruction execution time (for the
Z86C11 microcomputer, at 8MHz) is

:_

:
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T800 floating-point transputer by Inmos, which can stand alone or be interconnected
to form an array.
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D

I

2.2µs, with the longest instruction taking 4.25µs.

Super8 (Z8800/8801/8820/8822)
MCU architecture has a flexible 1/O
scheme, an efficient register and
address -space structure and a number
of ancillary features. It possesses an
improved Z8 instruction set, including
multiply and divide, Boolean and BCD

operations. Additional instructions
support threaded-code languages, such
as Forth, and enhanced real-time
operation. The interrupt structure will
handle 27 interrupt sources and eight
interrupt levels, and it can provide
-level serving in 600ns.
It has an on -chip DMA controller
that can be used by its uart or a
handshake channel to transfer data
from a peripheral to either the register
file or an external memory. It also has
325 single -byte registers, including 272
general-purpose registers and 53 mode
and control registers. Two register
pointers allow use of short and fast
instructions to access register groups
within 1ps. There are two 16bit timer/
event counters and the device runs at
either 12 or 20MHz. The counter/
timers are programmable for capturing
a count value at an external event or
for generating an interrupt whenever
the count reaches zero.
Zilog's new digital TV controller
chip (the Z86C27, based on a Z8 core)
packs an on -screen display circuit, a
pulse -width modulator and all the
essential I/O elements into one chip,
which handles all the functions of a
digital colour TV set, reducing both
board space and system cost 10.
1

Texas Instruments

microcomputers
Texas introduced the TMSIIIfJ(1 family
in 1974. Despite its relatively modest
performance, it has had an everexpanding market in areas where previously a microcomputer would never
have been considered, mainly for cost
considerations.
An increase in performance is
offered by the TMS7000 family of 8bit
devices, with a comprehensive instruction set that can be customised. It is
intended primarily as a single -chip
solution, with ram and rom on hoard,
but it may also be used as a normal
microprocessor with up to 64Kbyte of

external memory space.
TI and Microchip Technology have
jointly introduced the 320C14, a 16bit
DSP microcontroller that combines the
high performance of a DSP with the
Continued over
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SERIES
Engineering I/O Cards for IBM PC/XT/AT & Compatibles
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
e.
SERIAL& PARALLEL CARDS
808816 Bit System + LCD Display

-

Serial RS -232 Card (COM1/2/3/4 Select)
Serial/Parallel Card
Twin Serial/Parallel Card
Dual RE -232 Card
4 Port Multi -Serial RS -232 Card
PC8 Port Multl-SerialRS-232Card
PC
PC
PC
PC

ROM RAM DISK CARD
360K/1.2Mb PC EPROM/SRAM Memory Cartridge

I

-

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL CARDS

o

16 Channel Opto InpuVRelay Output

Amplifier and Multiplexer
mV/mA Signal Conditioner Card
8 Channel SSR Drive Card AC (290V/3A) DC (60V/3A)

I

-

£49

48 programmable I/O lines
3 independent 16 hit counter
16 LED 1,0 display
Port address selectable

COMMUNICATIONS
3270 BI -Sync Emulation Card
PC Modem Net (4x1200 BPS)
PC Fax Card (Telecom Approved)

I

-

Complete range of

PC-LabCard s

INDUSTRIAL COMPUTERS SUB -SYSTEMS

8 Accessories

PC -BUS Card Cage

EPROM PAL SINGLE CHIP

-

&

1/4/8/16 Gang E (E) PROM Programmers (16K -1024K)

PAL Programmer

( Electronics Ltd

8748/8751 Series Programmer

Digital A Memory Tester
Universal Device Programmer
I

Mex Business Park
Upper Villiers Street
1-

ELLANEOUS
Voice I/O Card
Bar Coda Reader
Magnetic Card Reader

Wolverhampton
West Midlands WV24NU

CARDS

IEEE-4EL3

-

PC IEEE -448 Card

-

T.rboPaseal,C& Quick Basic Support Package

-

192 LIne8155 Digital VOCards

£139
£45

DIGITAL O CARDS
I

64 Line DldtalI/O Card with Breadboard Area

£159
£129

-

8

-

Serial to Parallel Interface Converter
Psral lel to Serial Inter} ace Converter
RS-232/RS-422 BI-DlrectionalInterf ace Converter
RS-232/RS-485 BI -Directional Interlace Converter
RS-232/201mA Cu rrent Loop Bi-Direction a I

-

PC-RS-23tRepeater

Bit AD/Da +Digltall/OCard

£159
£85
£165

12 Bit AD/CACard

14BkAD/CACard

NTERFACECONVERTERS

roQ

TESTERS FOR

PC4 Port SerialRS-422 Card (AST Compatible)
PC8 Port Sarlal RS -422 Card(AST Compatible)

=

£55
£65
£139
£149
£259

ANALO3UE DIGITAL CONVERSION CARDS

lob a Enp/nonnp Addon'r for PCJxy/Ai

Industrial PC AT (80286 8/12MHz) Motherboard
Industrial Computer Chassis (1T Rack Mountable)

PROGRAMMERS
PC XT AT

PC Serial RS -422 Card
PC Dual Serial RS-422Card
PC Dual Pa1RS-422/RS-485 Card

-

PC-LabDAS Data Acquisition Packages
LABTECH Data Acquisition Packages
ASYSTANT + Package
Unkelscope Waveform Analysis Packages
DADISP Signal Analysis Spreadsheet

£35
£45
£35
£75
£169

RS -422 CARDS

-

APPLICATION SOFTWARE PACKAGES

-

£19

PC

I

Tel: 0902 20267
Fax: 0902 28439

-

£55
£55
£59
£99
£79
£39

PROTOTYPE CARDS

-

PCUnlvertalCard
PCExtensonCard+3SlotBoard

--

£59

£59
£259

PC System Design Tool
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GO COMPATIBLE
WITH MATMOS

FULL SPECTRUM
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MONITORING
_
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(The name for reliability)
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Introducing our two new quality IBM compatible
.t_^

high performance AT computers:
MHz (Landmark 16 MHz)

286 system £479 plus VAT

25 MHz (Landmark 33 MHz)

386 system £979 plus VAT

12

tower case version of above

£1097 plus VAT

See back page for full specs and add-ons. Also new

VGA Cards.

Matmos Ltd
Unit 11, The Enterprise Park
Lewes Road, Lindfield
West Sussex RH16 2LX
Tel. (0444) 482091 and 483830
Fax (0444) 484258
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The world is at your fingertips with ICOM's new IC -R9000 radio
communications receiver with continuous all mode, super wideband range
of 100KHz to 1999.8MHz and a unique CRT display that shows frequencies,
modes, memory contents, operator -entered notes and function menus. The
revolutionary IC -R9000 features IF Shift, IF Notch, a fully adjustable noise
blanker and more. The Direct Digital Synthesiser assures the widest range,
lowest noise and rapid scanning. 1000 multi -function memories store
frequencies, modes, tuning steps and operator notes. Eight scanning modes
include programmable mils, automatic frequency and time -mark storage
of scanned signals, full, restricted or mode -selected memory
Oscanning priority channel watch, voice -sense scanning and a
selectable width around your tuned frequency.
I

C

M

Icom OK) Lid. Tel: 0227 363859. Telex: 965179 ICOM G
N.B. For Wales and the West contact:
M.R.S. Communications Ltd. Cardiff. Tel: 0222 224167.

Please send information on Icom products & my nearest Icom dealer.

7

Name/address/postcode:

Tel:
Job Title:
Post to Icom (UK) Ltd Dept.WW, FREEPOST, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8BR
CIRCLE NC. 128 ON REPLY CARD
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on -chip peripherals of a microcontroller. Operating at 25.6M11z, the 320C14
provides analogue designers with a
digital solution without sacrificing the
precision and performance of their
systems.
Combining speed and integration
makes the 320C14 ideal for servo control or any application that needs more
performance than traditional 16bit microcontrollers provide". Figure 5 is the

,

Ps

ft

block diagram.

Transputers
Inmos transputers, manufactured in
Britain, are high-performance single chip microcomputers with integral processor -to -processor serial links and on chip memory, the intention being that
transputers shall he the building blocks
of a whole new range of machines.
They have their own built-in serial
communication links, each capable of
concurrently inputting and outputting
at up to 2OMbit/s (the standard operating speed is IOMbit/s). A typical transputer has four such links, giving it a
communications capacity of 80Mbit/s
into and out of the device. Since these
links are integral parts of each individual transputer, the greater the number of transputers in a network, the
greater the total bandwidth of the
system. So transputer architecture
(Fig. 6) does not define a single device,
but a whole family.
Inmos has developed a new programming language, Occam, hand -in hand with the transputer. Occam is a
language which attempts to combine
the performance benefits of an assembly language with the readability, programmer productivity and maintainability aspects of a higher -level language.
A number of more well established
languages such as Pascal, Fortran and
C will also he available for use on
transputers, but it is Occam which will
enable the performance potential to be
fully realised.
In October 1985, the T414 was the
first 32bit transputer to become freely
available. It has four serial links, but
only 2Kbyte of on -chip ram, and provides high-performance arithmetic and
microcode support for floating-point
operations. It can directly access a
linear address space of 4Gbyte. Its
32bit-wide memory interface uses multiplexed data and address lines and
provides a data rate of up to 4hyte
every 150ns for a 20MI lz device.
Another 32bit microcomputer from
Inmos, with graphic support, is the
T425. It has 4Kbyte of on -chip rani, a
configurable memory interface and
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One industrial application of the transputerfrom Merino Wool Harvesting ply,
Australia. The sheep was not available for comment.
four communication links. The device instruction cycles and the integration of
a lfhit timer function, and PWM outis pin -compatible with the IMS T8OO
puts. This is being supplemented with
and the 20Mliz version of the T414 and
additional features such as watchdog
runs at 30MHz. The IMS T800 is a
timer, uarts, 8bit A -to -D converter and
64bit floating-point member of the
memories of Kbyte to 4Kbyte of rom
transputer family.
Inmos has introduced samples of the and 64hyte to I92byte of ram.
Since its launch in 1978, the COP400
25MI lz version of the T80(1 floatinghas sold around 40 million units each
point transputer, the IMS T800-G255,
integrating a 64hit IEEE -754 floating- year, about 50% of which are used in
point unit, a 32bit integer processor car radios. electronic door openers,
with microcoded block move instruc- alarm systems, and other automotive
tions and 4Kbyte of s -ram, and four applications12. The same source
standard Inmos communication links. describes the application of the
Internal memory interface to the COP888 to a two -wheel adaptive brak4Kbyte of s -ram achieves a 100Mbyte ing system.
sustained data rate and the transputer
Harris Semiconductor
can address up to a total of 4Gbyte of
external memory directly at a 33Mbyte The RTX (Real -Time Express) 200O
sustained data rate through the mem- microcontroller chip is the first offshoot
ory interface. It is manufactured in of the Force (Forth optimised RISC
Inmos 1.5µm c-mos technology and engine) processor and toolbox Harris
will initially be in a 48 -pin PGA.
unveiled in 1987. At the heart of the
controller chip is the RTX processor
National Semiconductor
core, a 16bit CPU that executes Forth
National's COPS family includes more language instructions. With a 20MHz
than 60 different compatible microcon- external clock, the processor executes
trollers, designed with the core/ 10 to 20MIPS (sustained) and hits
modularity concept to make it easy to peaks of 3OMIPS for simple repetitive
expand the range. COP400 and operations.
The chip features parameters and
COP80O cover the 4bit and 8bit data
widths with the HPC range providing stack memories of 256 words each, a
single -cycle 16x 16 -bit hardware multi16bit microcontroller performance.
The COP4xx range integrates all plier, a 14hit-input interrupt controller
facilities necessary to implement con- and three 16bit general-purpose timers.
trol functions in a variety of applica- The microcontroller's asic bus allows
tions. Features include single -supply the attachment of external asic
operation and several output - peripherals to the IC and provides a
configuration options, with an instruc- parallel communications interface for
tion set, internal architecture and 1/0 system enhancements. RTX2000 is
scheme designed for keyboard input, housed in an 84 -lead pin -grid -array
display output and BCD data man- package and additional package
ipulation. Instruction cycles are in the options will be released later.
Harris now has the RTX2001 for
range 4 to 16µs. Stepping up to 8bit
data width, the COP8xx offers Ibis real-time control applications which
1
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are less arithmetically intensive than
those which need the RTX200O. It is a
pin -compatible (84 -pin PLCC or PGA)
subset of the RTX2000, but has dispensed with the 16bit hardware multi-

plier of the RTX2000, which yielded a
single -cycle (1O1ns) multiplication, and
has parameter and return stacks of
64x 16 and 64x21 hits respectively.
Buses from the RTX2O(11 include a
16bit memory data bus, a 19hit memory address bus and the 16bit extension
bus for connection to off-chip peripherals or for I/O.

Hitachi
Hitachi offers a broad range of 4bit,
8bit and 16bit micro -controllers. The
HMCS40 series (HMCS44/5/6/7C/CL)
4bit, single -chip microcomputers are
designed to perform controller as well
as arithmetic functions for both binary
and BCD data. Their general features
include 4hit architecture, up to
4Kx )Obit program and pattern rom,
256x4hit data ram, 44 I/O lines and
two external interrupt lines1s.

Hitachi's

HD4074408

and

HD4074008, designed for the higher performance 4bit market, each feature
8Kx Whit rom, 512x4hit ram, and 58
I/O lines. The instruction cycle time of
the HD4074004 is 0.890, for the faster
HD4074408 0.5µs. Both devices operate from 5V (±10%) and feature two
low -power modes. The HD4074008 has
12 15mA outputs, two timer/event
counters, an 8bit serial interface and a
16-level subroutine stack. HD4074408
provides eight 12.8Vmax. outputs, 16
100mA outputs, two separate Shit
serial interfaces, four comparator
inputs, a 16 -level subroutine stack, and
four timer/event counters, two of which
can provide PWM outputs1ó.
Hitachi also produces the Shit c-mos
single -chip 6305 series, an enhanced
version of the Motorola MC6805 family
and upwardly compatible with the
HD6805 family in respect of instruction
set.

The H8 family includes devices
based on both 8bit and 16bit CPUs,
with 200ns cycle times and 2.3µs 16x 16
multiplication. There are two series of

H8 microcomputers: the highperformance H8/50(1 series, and the
value -for -money H8/300 series. In the
H8/300 series the H8/330, with Hitachi
architecture and high performance,
includes 16Kbyte of rom, 5l2hyte of
static ram, three types of timers, a
serial I/O interface, a dual -port ram, an
8 -channel 8bit A -to -D converter and
general-purpose I/O ports'.
Three further H8/500 standard pro-
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ducts are currently under development.
The H8/520 will have half the memory
of the H8/532, the H8/510 will he a
rom-less version with a 16bit external
bus and the H8/550 will contain
512byte of eeprom in addition to
32Kbyte of eprom and 1Kbyte of ram.

Mitsubishi
Mitsubishi also offers 4bit, Shit and
16bit families. The 740 family is built
around a core that is compatible with
the 6502 instruction set and can use

code written

for that family.

M50740FP-7FP c-mos, 8bit SCMs are
designed for office equipment and
other consumer applications.
Mitsubishi's 770(1 series is a single -

chip micro family with 16bit
architecture and an instruction set

upwardly compatible with its

MELPS740. It has 8MHz and 16MHz
clock -frequency versions and a minimum instruction cycle time of 250ns. A
relocatable assembler allows assembly
language code to be developed for
time -critical or code -density critical
portions of programs".

Some other manufacturers
R6500 8 -bit
SCMs, also based on the 6502 microprocessor, are designed for control.
Main features are 1.5Kbyte to 4Kbyte
of rom, 64byte to 192hyte of ram, 23 to
56 I/O lines, multiple use of counter/
timers, serial communication channels,
expansion bus, multiple bus interface,
and multiple interrupts. They are also
available in rom-less versions.

Rockwell International

NEC Electronics is another with two
families of 8/16bit c-mos microcontrollers

-

the µCOM87 family and the

expanding µCOM78K range. Versions
of the µCOM78K are offered for servo
control (78112) and motor control
applications (78322/78312). The 78K
series includes 16bit microcontrollers
that support 16hit and 8bit external
architectures and maintain 16bit on chip data paths and 20hit address

paths.

All

the features of the

µPD70322 (V25) are in the µPD70332
(V35), but the former's external bus is
16bit wide rather than eight.
These devices use an instruction set
that is upwardly compatible with Intel
8086/8088 software, making possible
both easy cross -development from a
personal computer and easy porting of
code that was originally written for
8086/8088 -based hoard -level controllers. The 20bit address bus lets the chip
address a 1Mbyte address space. 70332
includes an on -chip dynamic -ram controller and the 70322 has two DMA
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controllers1ó.
NEC's V25 and V35 have now been
redesigned with on -chip peripherals,
which means increased processing
speed, much more efficient I/O transactions and possibly lower cost for external memory. The single -chip controllers offer 256hyte of ram, 16Kbyte of
masked or erasable rom and a register banking scheme to speed context
switches. On -chip peripherals include
comparators, timers, serial and parallel
1/O, and

DMA

and interrupt control

logic. An unusual additional feature,
called the macro service function, is
essentially an additional DMA controller that can handle data transfers
between on -chip peripherals and memory with very low overhead. Both chips
can attach external memory as well, the
V25 via an Shit, and the V35 via a 16bit
external data busy.
Siemens, AMD, and Signetics offer
enhanced versions of the Intel 80051

microcontroller.

Siemens's

SABBi)C517 provides 8Kbyte of rom
and 256byte of ram on -chip (the
SAB80C537 is a rom-less version of the
SAB80C517). Nine ports are provided
these may he arranged as
for I/O
seven 8bit ports, or 56 individual lines
and one 4hit input port. The input
ports can he multiplexed into an 8bit
A -to -D converter.
Although based on an Shit CPU, the
SAB800517 is intended to bridge the
gap between Shit and I6hit performance and therefore has a dedicated
mul/div unit which performs 32bit division, 16bit multiplication and 32bit
normalise and shift. At 12MHz, more
than half the instructions execute
within 1µs and the 16x 16bit multiplication is performed within 4µs.
AMD provides rom, rom-less and
eprom versions in the range. The

-

800521 contains twice the rom
(8Kbyte) and ram (256byte) of the
80051, plus two lóbit timers and an
additional watchdog timer programmable from 128µs to 4s at 12MHz clock
frequency. The 80C321 is the rom-less
version and the 87C521 replaces the
rom with eprom. The 800541/87C541 is
a 16Kbyte version of the 800521 allowing for larger code to he integrated on
chips with the same functionality.
Eprom Shit microcontrollers are
offered in windowed ceramic packages
to allow UV erasure.
Dallas Semiconductors has taken the
Intel 8051 microcontroller, piggybacked a 32Kbyte static ram on top so
it can be reprogrammed, added a tiny
lithium battery to make the package
non-volatile, and called it DS5000 Soft
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BOOKS
Mitsubishi Semiconductors -single -chip
microcomputer series. MELTS 740. 1987.
3. Texas Instruments Semiconductor.
T\1S320C30 I)SP, Preview Bulletin. 1989.
4. \\'amen. Andrews. Distinctions blur
between DSP solutions. Computer Design,

Microcontroller. Dallas believes the

2.

DS5000 is suited to systems that can
program themselves whenever operating conditions change.
Once software is created using 8051
development tools, programming of
the 500(1 is done through a serial or
parallel interface. In parallel mode the
500(1 emulates the 8751 so that an
eprom programmer can be used, and in
serial mode it is simply fed with data
through an RS232 link. Dallas Semiconductor also provides a 1)S5000 eva-

May 1, 1989, 11)86-99.
5. Soja, R. Single -chip \1CU eeprom programming using bootstrap techniques. Electronic Engineering, October 1988, 1175-8O.

luation kit.

Conclusion
What about the future? Naturally. the
microcontroller families will continue
growing. The market will be more
lively and competitive and costs will fall
in line with the general downward
trend of the price of computing equipment. We can expect microcontrollers
to become commonplace and continue
to be the designer's choice for intelligent control applications.
wish to express my deepest gratitude to Dr Brian l3ramer and Dr
Martin Lellev for their helpful advice
and constructive criticism. Thanks are
also due to the microcontroller manuI

facturers.

Motorola. Intel. Zilog,

Inmos, Hitachi and Dallas Semiconductor for their co-operation and permission to reproduce various figures.
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intention.
It is in three parts: components,
circuits and applications. Part
considers the full range of power
semiconductor devices (including
bipolar and field-effect devices as well
as thyristors), their thermal
characteristics and heat -sinking,
control components, electromagnetic
compatibility and protection.
Part 2 is to do with circuitry: static
switching, AC control, rectification
and inversion, frequency conversion
and DC to DC conversion. The circuits
are generic, rather than specific but
enough information for design is
provided in the discussion.
Mathematics are kept to a relatively
unobtrusive level, the tendency being
to provide results rather than their
derivation.
The final part concerns the
application of the circuits described in
the earlier chapters in power supplies
and machine control. A list of symbols,
a glossary and a bibliography complete
this very helpful hook which, even at
the elevated price, will earn a place in
many laboratories. Butterworth
Scientific Ltd, 417 pages, hard back,
1

a

booklet. Motorola Inc.. 1989.
8. Bahniuk, D.E. Embedded controls wake
up to new opportunities, Machine Design.

(1117.

Power Electronic Handbook, by F.F.
Mazda. One of the professed aims of
this very expensive hook is to
..collect within a single volume all
the material relating to power
components, circuit design and
applications...". That might seem to
he a tall order indeed, but the book
does appear to live up to the author's

£60.00.

Cable Television Technology and
Operations, by Eugene R. Bartlett, is a
comprehensive work on the design,
construction and maintenance of cable
systems intended to carry NTSC (the
hook is American) and HDTV
broadcasts.
It appears to he written for
technicians, since the discussion starts
at an extremely elementary level
(Ohm's Law) and goes on to describe
cables and cable systems, antennas and
head -end circuitry, cable system design
and test and measurement.
Mathematical treatment is, in the
main, confined to simple algebra, with
sections explaining trigonometry, logs
and decibels at the relevant places.

A practical approach is adopted,
problems and their solutions forming
the impetus to the description.
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company,
421 pages, hard hack, £39.50.
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THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
MONITORS

IBM KEYBOARD DEALS

MONOCHROME MONITORS
THIS MONTHS SPECIAL!

ANALOG to DIGITAL and DIGITAL to
ANALOG CONVERTERS

A replacement or backup keyboard, switchable for IBM PC,

PC -XT or PC-AT. LED's for Caps,Scroll & Num Locks. Standard
There has never been a deal like this onel 84 keyboard layout. Made by NCR for the English 8 US markets. Brand new and boxed Amdek
Absolutely
standard. Brand new & boxed with mahual and key ADA-200 analog to digital and
Brand spanking new & boxed monitors
from NEC, normally selling at about £1401 template for user slogans on the function keys. Attractive digital to analog converter packbelge,grey
and cream finish, with the usual retractable legs ed full of features: Interfaces to
These are over -engineered for ultra
underneath. A generous length of curly cord, terminating In the
reliability. 9' green screen composite Input
slardard 5 pin DIN plug. A beautiful clean ppeke of manufac- most popular PC's; 2 channel
with etched non -glare screen plus switch - turers surplus. What
a dealt
í39 (B) 5/£175 (D) Input & output by software select-

able high/low Impedance input and output
for daisy -chaining. 3 front controls and 6 at rear. Standard BNC
sockets. Beautiful high contrast screen and attractive case with
carrying ledge. Perfect as a main or backup monitor and for
quantity usersi £39.95 each (D) or 5 for £185(G)
PALL FOR AISCOUNT1_AN HlGHF-R OUANnl]EW
Zenith ZVM-1240-EA brand new & boxed 12' amber flat screen
with optional swivel and tilt base. Sunflex filter with dark tint.
Standard TTL PC compatible. 18 mhz bandwidth. Very attractive
'state of the art- tapered grey case. Standard 9 pin D plug
(supplied) on 1 metre cord and mains cord terminated with IEC
connector. 240 volts complete with operations manual. An absolute gift at:
£59 (D)10/£500 (G). Swivel/hit base £4.95.
Very high resolution, fully cased 14' green or amber screen
monitor with non -glare screen and swivel/tilt base. The very
latest technology at the very lowest price) Fully compatible and
plug compatible with all IBM PCs and dones fitted with a high
res Hercules or equivalent cardl Enables superb graphics and
resolution, all at a give away price. Has many extra features
Including aux +5 & 12v DC outputs to power at least 2 disk drives,
it your PC power supply is getting hot) Supplied BRAND NEW
and boxed. State whether amber or green screen required.

Amber

.

.£79

Green ..........._Ló9

(E)

Wang green screen 12' chassis monitor with composite video
Input. Adjustable for tilt. Requires 12 vdc. Brand new and boxed
In perfect condition.
Only £39 each or 2 for £75 (F)
Motorola M1000-100 S black 8 white compact chassis measuring only 11.6H x 12W x 22D. ideal for CCTV or computer
applications. Accepts standard composite or Individual H 8 V
syncs. Needs 12vdc at only 0.8a. Some units may have minor
screen blemishes. Fully tested with 30 day guarantee and full
data.
í19.00(C)
Fully cased as above in attractive moulded desk standing
swivel. Dim 12 a 14.5 x 26cm.
£39.00(C)
JVC 751 ultra compact chassis monitor for 12vdc 0.7a. Dim 11
x 14 x 18cm. Simple DIY data included to convert to composite
videc Input .Full data. BRAND NEW
£65.00(B)
20" Black & white monitors by Aztek, Cotron & National. All
solid state, fully cased monitors ideal for all types of AV or CCTV
applications. Standard composite video inputs with Integral
audio amp and speaker. Sold in good used condition - fully tested
with 90 day guarantee.
£95.00(F)

COLOUR MONITORS

Decce 16" 80 budget range colour monitor. Features a PIL tube,
beautiful teak style case and guaranteed 80 column resolution,
features usually seen only on colour monitors costing 3 times
our price) Ready to connect to most computers or video outputs.
75L1 composite Input with Integral audio amp & speaker. Fully
tested surplus, sold In little or hardly used condition with 90 day
full RTB guarantee. Ideal for use with video recorder or our
Telebox ST, and other audio visual uses.
£99(E) 3í£275(G)

HI-DEFINITION COLOUR MONITORS
Brand new Cemronic 14' monitor for IBM PC and compatibles
at a lower than ever price) Completely CGA equivalent. Hi -res
Mitsubushl 0.42 dot pitch giving 669 x 507 pixels. Big 28 Mhz
bandwidth. A super monitor in attractive style moulded case.Full
90 day guarantee.
Only
£149 (E)

20",22" and 26" AV SPECIALS

-

i"

it
:

-

tion; integral Input/output filters and address decoder, Input
pm-amp; over -level detecter, trigger signal detector drcult;
expansion availability and more. Input level 25mv to 50v p-p.
Max. sampling frequency is 44khz and Input gain variable to
200 times. Designed for use with almost any personal computer, allowing conversion of analog signals to digital data for
processing by the computer plus conversion back to analog
signals. The 26 page manual supplied Includes data on the
correct connection to various CPU's including the 8080, Z-80,
6800, 6502 and 6809 families plus data and schematics for user
modification of 1/O filter cut -oft frequencies. Complete with 50
NEW 51/4 Inch from £29.951
Massive purchases of standard 51/0 drives enables us to way When cable and edge connector to go to the computer and
present prime product at Industry beating low prices) All units power cable. All for a fraction of the regularpricel £49.95 (C)
(unless stated) are removed from often brand new equipment
and are fully tested,allgned and shipped to you with a 90 day
POWER SUPPLIES
guarantee and operate from +5 8 +12vdc, are of standard size
All PSUs 220-240vac input and are BRAND NEW unless
and accept the standard 34 way connector.
stated.
Reny
types
ranging from 3v to 10kv always In stock.
SHUGART SÁ405. BRAND NEW
£29.95(C
TAN DON TM100-2A IBM compatible OS
£39.95(C Fine OP-8619 20 watts switch mode. +5v @ 2a. +12v @ la,
TAN DON TM101.4 80 Track DS
£15.95(B)
£49.95(C -12v @ 0.1a. 5' x 3' x 1-1/2'.
CANON,TEC etc.DS half height.State 40 or BOT
£75.00(C Astec AC -6151 40 watts. Switch mode. +5v @ 2.5a. +12v @
TEAC FD-55-F.40-80 DS half height. BRAND MEW £99.00(C 2a, -12v
0.1a. 6-1/4' x 4' x 1-3/4'.
£1995(B)
Greendsle 19ABOE 60 watts switch mode.+5v @ 6a,112v @
312 INCH BRAND NEW AT £19.9511
Never before seen price for a 312' drive. Standard size believed a.*15v @ la. FIFE and fully tested.11 x 20 x5.5cros. £2495(C)
to be by Canon. Brand new and packaged - mint condition) 40 Convey AC130. 130 watt hl -grade VDE spec.Switch mode.+5v
track SS, run from +5 & +12vdc with standard power connec- @ 15a, -5v @ l a,112v (tli 6a.27 x 12.5 x 6.5cros
£49.95(C)
tor Only
£19.95 or 2 for í34.50(B)
Doshed 13090.Switch mode.ideal for drives 8 system. +5v@
6a,+12v @ 2.5a, -12v @ 0.5a. -5v @ 0.5a.
CHOOSE YOUR 8 INCH1
£2995(B)
Shugart 800/801 SS refurbished 8 tested
£150.00(E) Famell G6/40Á Switch mode. 5v @ 40a.Encased £95.00(C)
Shugart 851 double sided refurbished 8 tested
£195.00(
Famell G24/5S. As above but 24v @ 5a.
£65.001C)
Mitsubishi M2894.63 double sided switchable
hard or soft sectors- BRAND NEW
two-oaE)

Brand now and boxed 84 key PC/XT type keyboards in standard
IBM grey with very attractive mottled finish and 'dicky- solid feel
keys. 10 function keys on side. English layout and £ sign. Green
LEDs for Caps, Scroll & Num locks.
£29.95 (B) 5/£135 (D)
CALL FOR DISCOUNTS ON HIGHER QUANTITIES!

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
BARGAINS GALORE!

-

a

1

COOLING FANS

SPECIAL OFFERS!!

Dual 8" drives with 2 megabyte capacity housed in a smart case
with built In power supply)
Only £499.00 (F)
Ideal as exterior drives)
End of Ilna purchase scoop! Brand new NEC D2246 8' 85
megabyte of hard disk storage) Full CPU control and industry
standard SMD Interface. Ultra M speed transfer and access time
leaves the good old ST506 Interface standing. In mint condition
and comes complete with manual. Only
£399(E)

MAINS SUPPRESSORS & FILTERS
Roxburgh SDC 021 2 amp mains RFI filtor. Has an extra wide
frequency range of 150 khz to 30 mhz. Can type, solder lug
connection. Quality manufactured to BS 613 standards. Dims
1-1/2'D x 1-3/4'H
£3.95 or 3 for £10 (A) 10 for £28 (B)
Roxburgh SDA 013/25 Similar to above rated at 1-1/2 amps.
Dims 1-1/2'D x 1-3/4-14 £3.25 «3 for £8.50 (A) 10 for í15(B)
Suppression Devices SO5 A10. Extra compact general purpose suppressor. Plastic moulded case with single bolt fixing
and snap connectors. Rated at 230 vac 5 amps. Dims 1-3/41
x 1-1/8íN x 5/8'14
£3.95 or 3 for £10 (A) 10 for £28 (B)
Belling Lae type 121273 amp mains RFl filters. Has a built In
mains cable (English coding), and a three pin miniature non -reversible socket and a mating plug, to go to the equipment. Ideal
for those who are bugged by RF Interference. Very compact.
Dims 3-1/8' x 2.5' x 1.5'
£3.95 each or 3 for £10 /Al

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour
monitors, complete with composite video & sound Inputs. AttracLEAD ACID
tive teak style case. Perfect for Schools,Shops,Disco, Clubs.
Maintenance free sealed long life. Type A300.
In EXCELLENT lime used condition with full 90 day guarantee.
12 volts
12 volts 3 amp/hours
L73 95(Áj
6 volts3 amp/hours
£ 9.95(A)
20"....£155 22"....£170 26"....£185 (F) 6 volts
12 volts
Centre tapped 1.8 amp hours. FIFE.
£ 5.95(A)
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
12 volts
12 volts 24 amp hours. A200. RFE.
£29.00(B)
NICKEL CADMIUM
TATUNG PC2000. Big brother of the famous Einstein. The
Quality
4ah
pack.
12v
cell
Originally made for the Technicclolor
TPC2000 Professional 3 piece system comprises: Quality high
resolution Green 12' monitor. Sculptured 92 key keyboard and video company. Contains 10 GE top quality D nicad cells In a
plinth unit containing Z80A CPU and all control circuits. PLUS 2 smart robust case with a DC output connector. Ideal for portable
£1G.95(B)
Integral TEAC 5.25 80 track double sided disk drives. Generous equipment. Brand new.
other features Include dual 8' IBM format disk drive support. Ex -equipment NICAD cells by GE. Removed from equipment
4 for £5(B
Sedal and parallel outputs, full expansion port, 64K ram and and In good, used condition: D size 4ah
F size 7ah
6 for £8 B
ready to run software. Supplied complete with CP/M, Wordstar
SPECIAL INTEREST]
and Basic. Brand new and covered by our famous 90 day
guarantee and backup. Normal price of this unit Is over £14001 Advance 6120 7 pin A3 pion-er HPGL. New
£ 425
Our price .... only
£299 (E)
Trio 0-18 vdc bench PSU. 30 amps. New
£ 470
Meg
full
DEC
VAX11/750
Inc.
2
Ram
DZ
and
V22 1200 BAUD MODEMS
documentation, In brand new condition
£3900
We got a tremendous buy on further stocks of this popular DEC VAX Station 100
£ 295
Master Systems 2/12 microprocessor controlled V22 full duplex DEC LS/02 CPU board
£ 150
1200 baud modem - we can now bring them to you at hall last Cslcomp 1036 large drum 3 pen plotter
`650
£
advertised prkel Fully BT approved unit, provides standard Thuriby LA 160B logic analyser
£ 375
V22 high speed data comm, which at 120 cps can save your 1.5kw 115v 60hz power source
£ 950
phone bill and connect time by a staggering 75%1 Ultra slim 45 Tektronlcs R140 NTSC TV test signal steward.
£ 875
mm high. Full featured with LED status Indicators and remote Sony KTX 1000 Videotex system - brand new
£ 790
error diagnostics. Sync or Async use; speech or data switching;
VDU terminals - brand new
£ 225
built in 240v mains supply and 2 wire connection to BT. Units Sekonlc SD 15014 18 channel Hybrid recorder
£2000
are In used but good condition. Fully tested prior despatch, with Trend 1.9-1 Data transmission test set
£ 525
data and a full 90 day guarantee. What more can you ask for - Kenwood DA -3501 laser pickup simulator
£ 350
and at this pricell
ONLY £69 (D)

ADDS=

Pease specify 110 or 240 volts for AC fans.
3

Inch

AC. 112' thick
AC ETRI sllmllne.Only 1' thick.
AC 110/240v 112' thick.
AC 112'thick
Round.312thick. Rotron 110v
DC 1' thidk.No.812 for 6/12v.814 24v.
DC 12v. 18 mm thick.
DC 12v. 12w 11rí thick
DC 24v 8w. 1' thick.

312 Inc»
4 Inch
4 Inch
10 Inch
62 mm
92 mm
4 Inch
4 Inch

£ 8.50(B
£ 9.95(B)
£10.95(B)
£ 9.95(B)
£10.95(B)
£15.95(A)
£14.95(A)
£1250(B)
£14.50(B)

THE AMAZINGTELEBOX!

-

.

Converts your colour monitor Into a
QUAlJTY COLOUR TVII
TV SOUND
& VIDEO

TUNER!
Brand new high quality, fully cased, 7channel UHF PAL TV tune
system. Unit simply connects to your TV aerial socket and colour

(deomonitortuminrgsameintoafabulouscolourTV.Domwony

if your monitor does .rd have sound, the TELEBOX even has an
Integral audio amp for driving a speaker plus an auxiliary output
for Headphones or HI Fl system etc. Many other features: LED
Status Indicator, Smart moulded case, Mains powered, Built to
BS saiedfetyBRAND
specs. Many otherfulluses1year
for TVguarantee.
sound or video etc.

Suppl

NEW with

Telebo: ST for composite video Input monitors.........£29.95(B)
Telebos STL as ST but with Integral speaker
Tekabo RG f of a al
a R
monitors

£34.95(B)
£65.95(B)
one type colour monitors.
PAL overseas version please call. SECAM not available.
iJ 4 T su table or

Í,

or

BRAND NEW PRINTERS
TEC Sbrwriter Model FP1500-25 daisywheel printer renowned
for its reliability. Diablo type print mechanism gives superb
registration and quality. On board microprocessor gives full
Diablo/Qume command capability. Serial RS 232C with full
handshake. Bidirectional 25 cps, switchable 10 or 12 pitch, 136
cpl in Pica, 163 In Elite. Friction or tractor teed. Full ASCII
Including £ sign. Font and ribbon Diablo compatible
£199(E)
DED DPG21 miniature ball point pen printer plotter mechanism
with full 40 characters per line. Complete with data sheet which
Includes drcult diagrams for simple driver electronics
£49(B)
Centronics 150 series. Always known for their rellabilty In
continuous use - real workhorses In any environment. Fast 150
cps with 4 fonts and choice of Interfaces.
150SH up to 9.5' paper
£155.00(E)
150-SW up to 14.5' paper
£199.00(E)
Specify whether serial or parallel required
CALL FOR THE MANY OTHERS IN STOCK.
5f our Itop - echnICal help always on hand
plLs many un -advertised spade's. You can buy a
colour television for as little as £29! Come and
join the gang at 215 Whitéhprse Lapel
1

LARGE O(IANTITIES OF OSCILLOSCOPES AND TEST GEAR ALWAYS AVAILABLE - CALL NOWI

isas

1

1s1 IT!

-Electronics

MAIL 9RDER & OFFICES
Open Mon -Fri 9.00-5.30
Dept WIN, 32 Biggin Way,
Upper Norwood,
London SE19 3XF.

LONDON SHOP
100's of bargains' Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30
215 Whitehorse Lane,
South Norwood,
London, SE25.

DISTEL ® The Original
,

Free dial -up database!
1000's of Items+Info On Line
300 bd 081.679.188$,
1200/75 bd 081.679-6'83,
'200/1200 be C81.679-976°

ALL ENQUIRIES

081-679-4414
Fax- 081-679-1927
Telex- 894502

amoury- ,gym order £10. PO orders from Govemment.Unrversities.Schools a Local Authorities
welcome -minimum account order £25. Carnage charges (A)á200. (B)á:4.50. (C)á9.50. (D)-£10.00. (El-£12.00 (F)á17.00 (G) -C: ll All goods supplied subject to our
standard Conditions of Salo and unless otherwise staled guaranteed br 90 days. All guarantees on a n.tumto base basis.W a reserve the right to change prices & specricabons
without prior rotas. Orders accepted stifled to slodk.Ouotationa wilkngty given for higher quarrhb.s than 'hose stated. Bulk surplus always req,ired for cash.
All prices for UK Mainland. UK customers add 15% VAT to TOTAL order

.
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Going to
the proms
Afew years ago many users

were able to fabricate sim-

ple eprom programming
equipment with much success. hut today devices have
increased in density and in their programming requirements to the extent
that this task has become much more
difficult. At thé same time the growth
of logic devices has introduced prog-

rammable parts that

differ from

eproms both in their technology and in
their method of programming, making
it a difficult task to build suitable
programming equipment.
With many vendors offering programming equipment. even when the
decision has been taken to purchase it
can still be difficult to short-list suitable
items due to the complexity of some of
the more esoteric equipment. This
review does not set out to examine
items in direct comparison but aims to
illustrate the nature of points that
should be remembered when defining
and purchasing such equipment against
any budget.
The most expensive item here is a
Stag model 30(1(1 universal device programmer which can program many
single -memory, microprocessor and
logic devices, and is intended as an all
round engineering support tool. The
other items are an eprom-only programmer from MQP, an eprom and
PAL universal programmer from Sunshine, and an EPLD programmer from
MPE. As an indication of how the
capability of this equipment can be
easily extended, an eprom emulator
from Flash Designs has been included.
All of these devices are primarily
aimed at the engineering user and can
work only with single devices.

678

Firmware in
programmable devices
has become an
essential part of most
micro -based systems.
Brian Frost reviews a
cross-section of

programming
hardware.
Planning to purchase
As ever, your budget will define the
nature of the equipment, although
programming capability can be bought
either outright or in instalments.
Several vendors market "universal
device programmers" aimed at offering
a programming solution for most, if not
all, of the programmable devices sold
by the semiconductor manufacturers.
These top-flight machines cover a
range of technologies from the early
bipolar fuse technology of I'ALs and
proms, through eprom technology to
the more recent earom technology used
for newer EPLDs and rams.
In general. the more expensive and
high -profile the machine, the more
rapidly it can be expected to receive
device software as new devices become
available. Exceptions to this are
devices where the manufacturer is selling programming software and hardware as a package and does not support
third -party equipment. There may he a
good reason for this attitude (found

more recently with large, new logic
devices which can require highly spe-

cialised development software)
although it is not unknown for semiconductor manufacturers to desire a
share of the programming market too.
As a result, if purchasing a universal
device programmer with its long device
capability list, remember that you may
still need to purchase additional equipment later.
This concept of equipment dedicated
to limited devices or manufacturers is
also used to offer low-cost equipment
to those with limited budgets and
requirements. For example, eprom
programmers are still relatively simple
items and can he found at low costs
which reflect their construction. Also.
many users will already possess eprom
programming equipment and simply
wish to add, for example, PAL programming capability.
One market that this has opened is
for PC users to plug in expansion cards
dedicated to specific programming
tasks, such as an eprom programmer, a
PAL programmer. etc. These are available as separate items and their relative
simplicity is reflected in low purchase
prices. Other low-cost equipment is
designed to remain independent of the
specific host computer used and relies
on a defined communication link to
pass data to and from the device.
In general, the lowest -cost equipment is inserted directly into a host
computer such as the PC, and which is
often dedicated to one type of programmable device. This makes it possible to use simple programming hardware and to use the large memory and
disk capability (and usually the power
supply) of the computer to support the

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD
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REVIEW
hardwire and software. Against this, of
course, the equipment is not easily
movec without the computer.
Witt increasing cost comes equipment intended to operate over a communications link, usually RS232, and
this usually demands that the equipment possess some ram in which to
hold the device data, which for eprom
programming of large devices can be a
costly item. The equipment will also
require a power supply and a built-in
microprocessor, and all of these
increase the cost.
Some eprom programmers get
around this by trailing off the need for
costly ram against a slower programming speed by transmitting device data
directly along the communication link
for every device operation. In contrast,
top-flight items of equipment add more
standalone features, with their own
ram. often an in-built terminal and
keyboard, and extensive software as
well as programmable pin drivers that
can cope with wide device requirements of voltage, current, timing and
slew -rate.

The Stag 3000 Universal

Device programmer
As an example of the latter, I examined
universal programmer from Stag, a
company that has been dedicated to
device programming for many years.
This machine is an engineering tool
designed to accept as many device
types as possible and to offer a complete programming solution.
The machine is used with any communications link, such as RS232, and is
otherwise self-contained. A large base
unit contains a small screen and
keyboard, and accepts plug-in modules
that define its exact capability. The
module that I used offered a range of
individual soft -sockets of various sizes
for the devices to be programmed.
The review machine came with a
comprehensive manual, but after only
a cursory glance I decided to try to
a

Data -edit screen on the Stag 3000 universal programmer.
_
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install the supplied module then switch
on and see what happened. The result
was aloud tone. no screen display, and
within a few seconds the familiar smell
of a burnt component. A call to Stag
revealed that the loan machine was a
demonstration model which had "seen
the world" so it was arranged that a
replacement would be shipped by

return.
When the replacement arrived I
powered it up with no initial attempt to
connect it to a host device. The small
CRT and keyboard were surprisingly
easy to use for the purposes of selecting
device types and other menu options,
but I would not wish to use it for longer
periods of entering or modifying any
device data. The presentations of simple menus and of device data were very
clear although I had to pause and
eliminate some other options before
confirming that the LOAD key meant
"to read from" a device. The software
was very well behaved and both
prompted and allowed me to quit from
processes without any quirks.
One moment of panic occurred when
I was about to plug a serial cable into
the rear of the machine and suddenly
the screen went blank. Pressing a key
restored the screen and confirmed that
this was simply good design
a
safeguard to prevent CRT burn over
long idle periods. Going on to examine
the connectors at the rear of the
machine revealed interfaces for serial,
parallel and IEEE connections.
Entering a menu option, SET HARDWARE, discovered a clearly presented
menu with all of the existing serial port
settings against which I was able to set
up the host PC. Since there was no
cable supplied I had to use one of my
own. I chose my simplest RS232 cable,
with all the control lines wired to
default levels (i.e. always clear -to send, always request -to -send) and only
the two signal lines and ground connected (2. 3 and 7). have found that
the best tip for success with RS232 is to
keep it simple
this cable is ideal
since any mains cable will do.
With the cable installed, my first
attempt at sending a PAL Jedec file to
the programmer failed when I used the

-

1

-

1

popular communications program
PROCOMM to set the baud rate, etc.,
and to send the file in its ASCII UPLOAD
mode. The programmer screen confirmed that the data was being received
but finally "checksum error" indicated
that the file contents were being altered
by PROCOMM. For quick confirmation I went back into MS-DOS and
attempted to send the file again using

ELECTRONICS WORLD+ WIRELESS WORLD

Basic cost £6325
Other items: Yearly hardware maintenance
and calibration, about £400. Yearly software updates of new devices (at least four
per year), £300. PC -specific control software, £295. PC cable, £20.

the coPY command. To my amazement
this worked immediately.

This illustrates an important point.
Equipment that relies upon a connection to a host computer should always
be obtained with the appropriate leads
and, where necessary, software. Do
not be put off by a salesman's assurances that, "The equipment is so versatile that it will work with anything."
Even if that is true, the designers will
know much more about connecting it
to your system than you do and you are
likely to get much better results if you
point this out before purchase rather
than after. RS232 problems can be
frustrating even to those with a drawer
full of variously connected cables, gender-changers and pin -connection diagrams.
With the Jedec file loaded into the
programmer, I inserted a 16V8 PAL
and pressed FROG. This electrically
eraseable device was erased, blank checked, programmed and verified in
just over sec. Following this I selected
the TEST option that instructed the
programmer to apply the logic test
vectors contained within the Jedec file
to the now -programmed device. The
device passed, but to investigate what
would happen on a failing part I
inserted a blank device and repeated
the lest. Two test vectors appeared on
the screen in the format seen within the
Jedec file and showing the stimulus
vector and the vector read from the
device.
Selecting eprom devices inserted a
27C256 (32k) eeprom and loaded a
hex -format file of 32k data bytes (file
this took some 2
size about 70k)
min. A complete programming operation took about 9(1 sec. This did seem
rather slow, but it was not possible to
inspect the programming algorithm
being used (for example, 50ms, Intel
quick -pulse, etc.) to calculate the
1

1

-

theoretical time.
For both the eprom and the PLD
programmed. the equipment was easily
operated and largely hid the details of
the programming task from the menu
options presented. Assuming regular
software updates this machine would
be ideal for shared use within an
engineering department.
I understand that the programming

679
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Part of list of eprom manufacturers on
Stag 3000.

and verification of each device also
include some parametric testing to
verify, for example, that the device
supply current is within limits, and that
its outputs can drive bus loads. This
raises the quality of the programming
and verification to a very high level
indeed.
Supplier:
Stag Electronic Designs Ltd,
Stag House,
Tewin Court,
Welwyn Garden City,
Herts AL7 1AU.
Tel: 0707 332148

The MQP 200 -series

eprom programmer
This programmer is connected to a host
computer, in this case the PC, by a
serial lead and PC-specific software. It
was supplied with a manual, connecting
lead, software disk, and the device list.
This range of programmers covers
single eproms up to 32 pins with one
single device socket. Eprom microprocessor programming is possible
using adaptors plugged into the upper
two models from the range.
Unpacking the programmer revealed
a satisfyingly heavy case with mains
cable and 25 -way D -type connector.
The supplied serial lead, with 25 -way
connectors at both ends, was thoughtfully marked to the effect that it would
be replaced with an IBM AT -style lead
(with 9 -pin D connector) by simply
returning to MQP.
This programmer operates using the
standard serial link at up to 19,200baud
and with no programmer data ram.
This has the advantage of not requiring
large amounts of costly memory in the
programmer, but does mean that any
programming write or read operation
with large devices is limited in speed by
the bottleneck of the serial link. When
using the device as an engineering

680

is unlikely to be
serious limitation, although I was
surprised not to see higher PC -specific
serial rates available
for example,
speeds of over 100kbaud are possible
by direct software control of the PC
serial port and are now used regularly.
With the serial cable connected and
power applied, I loaded the supplied

development tool this
a
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Basic cost £295
Other items: Additional adapters typica ly
£75. Users notified of software aad
firmware upgrades typically four timas
yearly, cost £35. Refund within one week if
it does not meet expectations.
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program, PromDriver (PD.EXE).
Installing this is quite simple, with
easy -to -follow step-by-step instructions
at the start of the manual. A device list
appeared with an opening menu of
programming and data manipulation
options. The screen writing was slow,
indicating (ironically) that the software
is using MS-DOS to access the screen
instead of the more usual, but technically improper, direct writing to the
PC video ram. While less pleasant to
use, it does not affect any programming
facilities.
Selecting the data file format shows a
creditable list of the common data
formats, with Intel, Motorola and
Texas formats supported as well as the
common object file formats and simple
binary files.
With a programmed 32k x 8bits
27256 eprom inserted, I selected the
device type and picked the option
"READ Prom". After I had entered the
destination file name the software
"went away" with only the flashing of
the socket -active lamp on the programmer to reassure me that all was well. It
was, and some 55 secs later the read
operation was complete with data in
the file on the PC.
Due to the lengthy nature of these
read and write operations I would have
liked to see at least a reassuring message, and ideally some guide to time to -completion
for example, the
programming address or a percentage
value. As devices get larger this will
become more of a problem.
Programming my 32k x 8bytes eeprom with a 32kbyte file took about a
minute
10 secs to blank -check the
device, 38 secs to program it and
another 10 secs to verify it. This was
measured with the system set to
19,200baud (its fastest speed) and was
performed on an AT -compatible with
the quick -pulse algorithm selected.
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PromDriver edit screen on MQP eprom
programmer.
The other necessary eprom support
facilities were present, including the
ability to split and shuffle data, where
byte file data can be split and shuffled
to program odd and even eproms for
use with 16 -bit bus applications. Lacking, however, was the more recent,
although infrequent, requirement for
four-way splits allowing byte -wide
eproms to be programmed for 32 -bit
applications.
The supplied programming software
has a separate editor package that
allows direct editing of file data. It can
be called from within PD and is sup -

Selected : 27256 12.756 Quick Pulse
Socket Adapter: MOVE

Data Polarity: TRUE
Byte Select : ALL, NORMAL
File Address : NUNDBAI
1

1

2
3

-

Return to MS-DOS

- Select prop
- BLANK check
-

TYPE

I1

-READ Prat
5

-

VERIFY

6

-

CHECNSUI

pro.

Select option:
Flleu.we to

of

12
Brew

File

A 9 IN 7

pro.

PPAERAN

Type

-

Type

.

BINARY

DISPLAY prow
DISPLAY
PRINT prow
PRINT File

file

i

'

bit

SECURITY
APPQID PROGRAM prow
PROGRAM

IMAGE

13 - MANUAL PROGRAM peon

15

-

16

- Set FILE

17
ID
19
Ze

- Set FILE ADDRESS
- DI.pley DIRECTORY
- PDED
- INFO

14

¡

Set DATA POLARITY
Set BITE SELECT

21 - HELP.

4

write to (HOPE.BIN)M.

Opening menu on MQP 200, with 27256
eprom READ selected.

plied free with the model 200. This can
be used to patch existing code or to
quickly inspect eprom contents for data
without having to invoke an external
file editing utility. This is comprehensive but I did not discover any search
option (often useful when locating data
strings in large data blocks).
This package has a better window based environment than the programming software PD, and is more in
keeping with other third -generation
software. It is easy to use although still
somewhat slow in screen operations,
but otherwise all of the software is well
designed with previously selected
options being retained following an exit
to DOS and subsequent reload.
MQP can also supply active adapters
for the common microprocessors to
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enable them to be programmed. Adapters are also available for earom
devices, including one for the serially
loaded types.
Supplier:
MQP Electronics,
Park Road Centre,
Malmesbury,
Wilts SN16 OBX.
Tel: 0666 825146

The Sunshine Expro-40
PC -based programmer
Using a host computer for as much of
the hardware and software support as
possible can allow the manufacturer of
a programmer to reduce the cost significantly, and the Expro-40 does just
this.
This device is capable of programming both eproms and PALs, using a
close -coupled technique to connect a
PC to the device to be programmed. A
special card is inserted into the user's
PC and provides a small address window in which the device pins are
available to the PC as I/O addresses.
With suitable software dedicated to the
PC, the programming algorithms are
applied directly to the device pins
without the potential speed limitation
of a serial communication link. No
power supplies or other support are
needed since the programmer power is
obtained from the PC via this card.
Installation was no great problem
although I would have appreciated a
slightly longer lead between the PC
plug-in card and the device socket. This
would allow the PC to go under a desk
yet keep the programmer pod in an
accessible position.
Due to the great variation in the
devices that can he programmed, the
software for this programmer is supplied on four 360kbyte disks in the
form of individual programs for different device families
in some cases
there are even individual programs for
certain devices. Despite this, it is quite
easy to identify the software required
for any particular device
even easier
once a batch file is created to translate
the device name into an automatic load
of the appropriate software. Once into
the software it is easy to see that this
company has concentrated on achieving a high number of device types
available, which do indeed cover a very
wide cross-section of eproms, micros,
PALs, proms and EPLDs. Unfortunately this is at the expense of the
screen presentation. In mitigation all
the options seem to work, and through-

out an extensive period of use I have
had no operational problems at all
despite the number of misspelt messages and the primitive (by today's
standards) screen layout.
I configured the system to program a
27C256 eprom with a 32kbyte binary
file. Since the system is functionally
part of the PC, there is no need to
consider serial parameters and file formats since the system accepts binary
files directly. It was easy to select the
eprom device and an impressive set of
five programming algorithms was
offered. File data is Joaded into a
memory buffer allocated within PC
memory space and provision is made to
load multiple files into this buffer at
any required address offset. As long as
you can keep track of this loading of
your data, this is a useful feature for
combining separate data into one
eprom device. The system took 7 secs
to blank -check the eprom, 25 secs to
program it and another 7 secs to verify
it
total of about 40 secs to program
the complete device.
To test its ability to handle PLDs, I
configured it to program a 16V8. The
software has an almost identical feel to
that used in eprom programming, with
a memory buffer into which Jedec data
files are loaded prior to programming
the device. I loaded my Jedec file into
the buffer and first erased the device,
an operation that took 2 secs. Blank checking the device took another 1.5
secs and programming a further 3 secs.
I looked for an option to apply the test
vectors from within my Jedec file to the
programmed device, but all I could find
was a general logic test program that

-a

Basic cost (484.50
Other items: Software supported on request
with new devices added at least four times a
year.

claims to test most of the 74 series and
4000 series logic families but which
offers an option for loading user defined test vectors.
Interestingly the format of these
vectors is .almost identical to that used
in the Jedec file, so using a word processor to extract the vectors from
my Jedec file I imported them into the
test program and persuaded the programmer to apply them to the programmed 16V8. Although the test program
accepted the vectors I found that during the test run it applies a current
limitation of around 50mA to its vcc
pin
adequate of course for the logic
families but insufficient for many
PLDs. This inability to test -vector
check PLDs is not a serious limitation
but is made all the more frustrating by
the obvious capability of the hardware
if suitable software were available.
This device will be particularly
attractive to PC owners since it provides a low-cost method of programming a wide range of devices of all

-

types.
Supplier.
Mutek Limited,
Farleigh House,
Frome Road,

Bradforc -onAvon,
Wilts BA 15 1LE.
Tel: 02216 6501

Sunshine Expro 40 handles eproms and pals, using a PC as host computer to reduce
hardware cost.
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The MPE PowerLogic
development system
Another example of a PC -specific prog-
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Select device Nee
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Slp+ture:

Crete cycled:
security fume
rammer is the PowerLogic developDevice ld.ntlfIc.tio. neiu
JUL( file ee..c
ment system from MPE. This device is
Cney.Ntu Ion
Duueentet lee Ut lilt led
designed specifically for programming
amend.
third -generation logic devices. These
I wit
are PALs (or, more properly, PLDs)
which use mos technology instead of Main menu of MPE PowerLogic EPLD
the bipolar fuse technology used for development system, with I6V8 device
first -generation PALs and proms. The selected.
advantage of this is that programmer
med device. As well as the usual
hardware for these devices can he programmer options of device selecmanufactured with much simpler pin - tion, blank -checking, programming
drive electronics since mos PLDs and verification, the software includes
require similar programming principles an assembler which accepts a text file
to those of eproms, with little actual containing the user's logic device equacurrent necessary for each pin. Bipolar tions and generates a fuse -map
devices that use fuse technology immediately prior to programming.
require quite high current pulses Alternatively, it is possible to read
applied to specific pins to blow the industry -standard Jedec files generated
fuses, and this complicates the prog- by other logic development software.
rammer electronics significantly.
I chose to use a Jedec file that I had
The PowerLogic Development Sys- used regularly for a 16V8 that I use
tem exploits this to offer a simple PC often. Choosing the device "Lattice
plug-in card to which is attached a
16V8" I loaded the Jedec file and
ribbon cable and a 24 -pin 0.6in ZIF returned to the main menu to erase this
device socket. The programmer was
electrically eraseable device.
supplied with device algorithms that
At this point I began having probcovered devices from the common lems
the system kept informing me
16V8 family up to devices such as the
that the 16V8 device was not recogAltera EP600 and the Cypress C22V I0. nised. A call to MPE established that
Only logic devices are supported.
this was probably a hardware fault
Installing the card proved straight- since I had been loaned an early model
forward, although I would have liked brought up to present requirements
to see a D -type connector used for the with some simple modifications. Unforprogrammer cable instead of the rib- tunately, although I received a replacebon -cable header supplied. The card
ment model very quickly, it too gave
and bracket are rather flimsy and liable. the same problems, illustrating the
to damage unless care is taken.
need to be able to consult with the
The supplied software, PLDS, was supplier easily and quickly.
well written and fast. I found the
As with the Expro-40, there
menus to he intuitive and where any
appeared to be no test vector facilities
difficulties occurred the standard "Fl
within the software. This is a significant
for help" displayed an excellent con- omission since it prevents the function
text -sensitive help window. Mouse conof the programmed PLD from being
trol of the menu cursor worked well checked. Although a correctly verified
and I noted the addition of useful
device should operate as programmed,
screen information such as the manner
there are some situations, particularly
in which to insert a device that is
when programming flip-flops, that only
smaller than the ZIF socket.
show state transition problems when a
With this system the user needs no test -vector check is applied after progadditional software to proceed from a ramming and verification.
source text file through to a program This device would appeal to PC users
interested in the more recent logic
devices and who would benefit from
Basic cost £350
the complete solution of the logic
assembler within the supplied software.
Other items: Additional device pods where
Wet

W

ire

WDS

-

necessary, £145. Free upgrade facility as
individually necessary. Loan of replacement while any upgrades are being performed on user's hardware.
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Supplier:
Microprocessor Engineering Ltd,
133 Hill Lane,

Southampton SO1 5AF.
Tel: 0703 631441

Blow 1 Mbit emulator
This unit provides a neat link between
a conventional eprom programmer and
expensive eprom emulators used for
debugging dedicated micro systems
without in-built monitors or program
load software.
The unit is a small case containing
Mhit of ram configured with two short
32 -way ribbon cables and DIL plugs
and with interfacing hardware that
allows it to plug into any standard
eprom programmer at one end and into
the eprom socket of your target system
at the other. In use, you load your
eprom software into the unit by using
your eprom programmer exactly as if
you were programming the eprom
itself. This writes the program data into
the ram contained in the Ram -Blow
unit. Provision is made for this programming operation to hold the target
system RESET line active to prevent any
execution of unstable code until complete.
When loaded, the code can he run by
the target system as if it contained an
eprom with identical data. This provides a convenient method of shortening the design cycle by removing the
need to erase eproms ready for a minor
modification. Also, the patching facilities offered by most eprom programmers, whereby small blocks of eprom
data can be edited and reprogrammed,
can he used to achieve immediate
replacement of faulty data without any
erase operation.
The unit is quite easy to use,
although in order to cover the wide
variety of eprom types and sizes available it has a number of configuration
links that need to he set correctly. It
appeared to he no problem to insert the
target connector into the socket of a
2764 -type eprom and to "program" the
unit via its programmer connector as if
it were a 2764 device. An advantage
here is that the user can easily select
the fastest programming algorithm
available on the programmer, since the
data is only being loaded into ram and
thus does not need to wait for each
eprom byte.
The target connector has an addi1

Basic cost £299
Other items: Free support for one month
from date of purchase. A 4K trace
breakpoint card should be available now.
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tional write line which can be connected when emulating ram devices, or
left unconnected for eproms. This
allows the device to he used for investigating target -system ram devices where
a satisfactory program may already
exist in eprom but where it is necessary
to examine the data contained within a
ram device on the target micro
processor. Using this mode it is easy to
alter this data and observe the target
effects.

This device is definitely an engineering tool since ít is quite delicate, with
its twin ribbon cables and DIP plugs,
but handled carefully it should provide
a very worthwhile reduction in the
design cycle of a microprocessor target
system.
Supplier:
Flash Designs,
St Andrews House,
PO Box 167,

Crawley,
W. Sussex RH11 9YE.
Tel: 0293 551229

Is a conclusion possible?
Probably only in very general terms.
This review illustrates that there are at
least several ways to approach the
problem of programming devices. To
some extent the problems do diminish
as one spends more money, although
this would appear to he at best logarithmic. Remember that many companies
are sufficiently convinced of the qualities of their products to be prepared to
offer equipment on a trial basis, or to
offer a thorough demonstration to
enable any incompatibilities to be discovered quickly. This is often a good
indication of how popular the equipment is, too.
To make this work it is also wise to
remember to tell a prospective supplier
everything about the work situation
and the devices with which the equipment will be used. In the end much will
depend on your exact situation, but
remember also that both logic and
memory devices are evolving very
rapidly and that the next piece of

THE NORTH'S LEADING USED TEST/EQUIPMENT DEALER
£1750
Tektronix 2465A 350MHZ Four Trace
1850
Tektronix 2445 250MHZ GPIB Four Trace
£ 1600
Tektronix 2455 250 NHZ Four Trace
Tektronix 5223 Dig fishy Scope 51353/5B2N=2 £1500
C600
Tektronix 2225 50MHZ Dual Trace As New
£1200
Tektronix 468 Digital Storage GPIB
£495
Tektronix 475 200MHZ Dual Trace
£350
Tektronix 465 100MHZ Dual Trace
£350
Tektronix 5403 Main Frame 5A4815842
£275
Telequipment D755 50MHZ Dual Trace
£295
Telequipment D83 50MHZ Large Display
£375
Telequipment DM63 Four Trace Storage
£175
Telequipment DM64 Dual Trace Storage
£595
HP 1715A 200MHZ With D.V.M
£225
HP 1703A Storage Scope
£375
HP 17406 100MHZ Dual Trace
Philips 3217 50MHZ Dual Trace As New With
£350
Probes
Hitachi V1050F 100MHZ Dual Trace
£495
Gould 0S3000A 35MHZ Dual Trace Delayed 1/8 £185
£175
Gould OS110D SI 30MHZ Dual Trace
£100
Telequipment D61A 15MHZ Dual Trace
£195
Tektronix 7935 35MHZ Portable
£195
Tektronix 435 50MHZ Dual Trace

f

Signal Generators
Marconi 20152171 Sync 10MHZ-520MHZ
£450
AM/FM
£295
Marconi 20166 10KHZ-110MHZ AM/FM
Marconi 2008 1OKHZ-520MHZ AM/FM, Sweep
£395
Lead Kit
Marconi 995 1.5MHZ-220MHZ AM/FM
Farnell SSG520 520MHZ Synthesized
Philips PM5234 100KHZ-110MHZ AM'FM.
SWEEP
Philips PM6456 Stereo Generator
Radiometer SMG1 Stereo Generator
1-41. 612 400MHZ1200MHZ Generator
Marconi 2012 UHF FM 400-520MHZ
HP 334A Distortion Analyser
HP 81126 Programmable Pulse Gen

General TN
Tektronix 141A Pal Colour Test Generator
Systems Video Vector Scope

Marconi 2361 Video Sweep Generator
TM9692/9693
Marconi TF2950 Radio Comm's Test Set
Amber 4400A Multipurpose Audio Test Set
Marconi 2120 Function Generator
Marconi 2331A Distortion Meter

£65
£750

£200
£185

£150
£100
£100
£295
£950

£950
£500
£450
£400
£450
£200
£295

Marconi 2300 Mod Meter
Marconi 131A 0.1% LC.R. Bridge
Marconi 2162 MF ATT DC-1MHZ

£75

HP 5400/1 Signature Analyser

£195
Racal VHF/UHF Calibrators
£75
£750
HP 1818A 182C Time Domain Rellectometer
RFL 5950A Crystal Impedance Meter
£175
£ 450
Bradley 192 Oscilloscope Calibrator
£500
Marconi Marlin Marine TX/RX As New
£1000
Marconi Salvor 111 Sentinel Marine TX/FIX
North Atlantic 225 Dgnal Phase Angle Voltmeter £145
Farnell SG1 B Generator GPIB INT New
£100

£130
Kenwood CS1021 20MHZ Dual Trace (As New) £175
50 OHM 300Wans 100k-200MHZ Dummy Loads £25
AVO 8 Multimeters Win Case And Leads
£50
£6.50
18 SWG 22SW G Solder 5 Core 1/2 KG
£65
Farrell LFM2 Audio Generator
£30
Heath Kit Stereo Generators
£45
Dymar 450MHZ Mod Meters
£450
Sony 5630 Umahc Videos As New
Fluke 61604 Freq Standard 0-30MHZ
Synthesized
£100
£150
Telequipment 075 Tatty Working Scopes
£60
Marconi TF2604 RF Millivolt Meters

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT AND CARRIAGE

86 Bishopsgate Street, Leeds LS1 4BB.
Tel: 0532 435649. Fax: (0532) 426881
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£125
£150

Marconi 6400 Microwave Power Meter
£175
6420 Head
£1000
HP 4271 B 1MHZ L.C.R. Meter
HP 5340A Microwave Freq Counter
£1000
10HZ18CHZ
£450
HP 5345A Timer Counter
Iwatsu SC7104 1CHZ 9 Digit Freg Counter (New) £450
£325
Marconi 2432A 560MHZ Freq Counter
Wayne Kerr 8424/N L C R Bridge L.C.D.
£175
Display
£750
Fluke 6520A Digital Mulumeter
£200
Dalton 1051 Multifunction Voltmeter
£850
Datron 10616 Auto Cal Mulumeter
£145
HP 3400A RMS Voltmeter
£145
HP 3465A Digital Mulumeter
£295
Tektronix DM501/TM501 Digital Mulumeter
f695
Tektronix DC508 1GHZ Freq Counter .TM501
Farnell 7M8 True RMS 1GHZ Sampurg IEEE
£450
Meter
£175
Texscan 7272 Signal Levell Meter
Texscan 99000 Sweep Analyser 450MHZ
£700
HP 141T 8554/) 8552/A 1.2GHZ Spectrum
£3000
Analyser
HP 85538 110MHZ Analyser Plug In
£375

Special Offers
Cossor CDU150 35MHZ Dual Trace Scope.>
With Probes, Cover
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certainly not he the last.

Speed summary
A summary of the complete erase
(where necessary), blank -check, programming and verify times for an eprom
and a PLD device on each item of
reviewed equipment.

PLD

27C256
eprom

16V8

90s

is

40s
60s

6.5s

Stag Universal

Programmer
Sunshine Expro40
MQP 200 eprom
programmer
MPE PowerLogic

-

Development System

MQP SERIES II NOW
PROGRAMS MORE DEVICES

M & B RADIO (LEEDS)
Oscilloscopes

programming equipment that you
purchase to program them will most

STILL from only f195!
Up and running in

arv'

minutes
High speed algorithms

Low cost upgrades
Í11MP -- - ciJt
12 Month Guarantee
Ilif71
2 & 4Mb devices
8 -pin serial EEPROMs
(X2402, 9306 families)
Programs 24/28/32/40
pin EPROMs, EEPROMs
and Micro -controllers
Adapters for other devices scheduled for imminent release
include Z8 (both Zilog and SGS), the 68705 family and TI

~t --.

77C82
Easy to use menu driven software for MS-DOS included in

the price with much improved pop up help facility in colour
Uses Serial port so requires no expansion slots - cable
included in price
Money Back Guarantee if not completely satisfied
Designed, manufactured and supported in the UK

rWe also sell Bipolar and Gang Programmers,
EPROM Emulators and Erasers, and a universal
cross -assembler for IBM PCs and compatibles.
Write or phone today for Free Information Pack
Tel: (0666) 825146 Fax: (0666) 825141

m

MQP ELECTRONICS
PARK ROAD CENTRE

At\
[®1

MALMESBURY
WILTS
SN16 OBX
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CIRCUIT IDEAS

Logarithmic tone generator
This circuit produces an audio tone
which varies roughly logarithmically
with input voltage. With the values
shown, an input change of 0-IV negative with respect to the 2.5V reference
Vr increases frequency from 120Hz to
3.2kI1z.
Voltage -to -frequency converter IC,
tries to keep the voltage at pin 6 equal

R2

logarithmic characteristic. Low-level
pulses at the open -collector output pin
3. at the same frequency as the current
pulses are converted to a square wave

8

R1

14

Vs
Vin

In

RC

Output

4151

Vth
4

61

33k

Vdc

IC2

7

68k

reduced in frequency by IC3.
Diode DI, R, and IC,h determine the
frequency output for zero input. The
two diodes should he in close thermal
contact.
Andrew Chadwick
Hull
North I lumberside
and

9V

10k

-!

Input

to that on pin 7 by delivering current
pulses. at pin I; pulse length is set by
R6, C, and amplitude by R5. Capacitor
C1 integrates the pulses. the resulting
current flowing through D, to give the

CK

F

4024

Rs

Co

Vss

Reset

2

5

7

2

k3

t00n

4

1n

Vr

125V)

Vr

REF 257
R5

15k

13

114

Stereo expander
This produces a sum -and -difference
output: the original signal and an anti phase one.
Op -amps A, and A2 buffer the right
and left channel inputs, while A3 and
A, invert the two signals. Constant -

amplitude summing networks mix in phase and anti -phase channels prior to
the gain stages A; and A. which
compensate for signal loss in mixing.
The two potentiometers are ganged to
give a mono -nulling point at mid travel. Overall gain of the circuit is
unity.
Good results are obtained with a
standard audio system and the circuit is
useful as a driver for an extra amplifier
to produce a four -speaker arrangement.
John Paul
Hyson Green

Nottingham
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Output

10k

33k

33k

8038

1100k
12

11

Trigger/strobe
100k

IL

10

100k

0V
4k7

10k

-v

Single -cycle sinewave/burst generator
An alternative to the single -cycle sine
generator by I3arnett (September. 1989
Circuit ideas) is based on an Intersil
Application Note and is more economical.
Comparators at the output of the
8038 function generator provide
inverted and non -inverted square
waves which change state at the zero
crossing points: hysteresis in the inverting one provides a small delay.
At rest, both comparators are high
and the fet clamps pin IO of the 8038.
and therefore its output, at (IV. A short
trigger pulse cuts the fet off and the
capacitor begins to charge. The output

a positive -going excursion. the
inverting comparator keeping the fet
oft. At the first zero crossing, the
non -inverting comparator goes low.
still keeping the let oft, until at the end
of the cycle both comparators go high.
the fet coming into conduction again

starts

and ending the sequence.
A trigger pulse longer than a number
of periods of the sinusoid produces a
burst of pulses.
D. \l. Bridges
Racal -Tact icom
Reading
Berkshire

Output

Trigger

Nnn - inv.

(np.
m

Inc. comp.

tin

Divide -by three
with 1:1 M/S ratio
Two decade counters are
used in divide -by -three con-

IC1'O'o/p

1C2 CK

i/p

figuration, their outputs
being

in

anti -phase. Their

outputs are Or-ed and
divided by two in a I) -type
latch, whose output fin/3 and
square wave.
Mark Watson
Roath
is a

IC2'2'a/p

0 -type (K vb

atype O

dp

f
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CIRCUIT IDEAS

r

Versatile thermal
compensation

0+15V

Circuit

A

15k
R1

2

This circuit (Fig. 1) provides accurate
thermal compensation regardless of the
temperature coefficients of the components, which must have a constant
variation with temperature of less than
a known value. Diode D1 is the sensing
element and must he mounted near the
circuit to be controlled (B).
Adjustment is as follows. At room
temperature, trim R1 until Vx=VyO;
measure the parameter of interest in
circuit B; warm up the whole circuit to
a temperature, of 70° to 80° and trim R2
until the previous value in B is
obtained. In this way, compensation
obtains over a wide temperature range.
With R2 at full scale, sensitivity is at
least 30mV/°C, of either polarity. Setting R, at mid -range zeros sensitivity.
is less than I-ImV at room
temperature. Figure 2 shows a mono stable under control, the value of
interest being the pulse duration.
Alexandru Ciubotaru
Galati
Romania.

15k

LM324
+

10

B

5k

'- 15V

1.5k

14

2

13

2.7k

7k

6
7

2.7k

1

5k

D1

/VV
15k

2.7k

8V 2

D2

r

t+Vcc
R2
5k

Vout

Circuit

A

B

(unknown thermal

coefficient)
01i BA220

;

D2

:WY 88

+ISV

3.9k

te.50y sec

n

811220

15k

Circuit

* Metal film type

; e

A

* Polystyrene film type

Self -ID for plugs and sensors
When different sensors, leads or accessories are to he plugged into a measurement or control system it can be desirable for the system to know precisely
what type of device has been connected.
This is particularly the case with computer interfaces or data loggers, for example, because if the system knows exactly
what type of device has been connected it
can automatically adjust its input or
output parameters accordingly and even
load the relevant program for processing,
displaying or controlling that particular
device or accessory. Previous self identifying systems have used multi -way connectors with pins held high or low to
produce a unique code for the device
SENSOR

PLUG

Signal
input
Auto -ID
input
Rsense
OV

686

being connected and others have used
serial data streams for more complex

digital converter in the host. The voltage
measured by the ADC at the auto -ID
identification.
terminal is proportional to the ratio of
The system described here, like many the fixed internal reference and resistor
ideas, is the novel adaptation of a simple and the resistor in the auto -ID conprinciple applied to solving a problem. nector.
The principle is that a resistor (Rsense) is
Therefore a very simple and inexpenconnected between OV and a single sive identification system can be achieved
terminal of the connector of the device or using just a cheap resistor and one
accessory being used to form one half of terminal of the connector, so in the
a potential divider, the other half being a simplest system the device's connector
fixed value reference resistor (Rre1) could simply be a three -pin connector for
inside the host equipment which is con- OV, signal and auto -ID.
nected to the ADC's voltage reference
The number of different identities
The
junction
of
these
two
resispossible
is limited only by the resolution
(Vret).
tors is the auto -ID terminal, and this is and accuracy of the ADC and the
applied to the input of an analogue to tolerance of the resistors being used. In
practice other considerations, such as
noise, should be taken into account but it
HOST SYSTEM
is quite easy to achieve over 1(X) different
A -to- d cony.
IDs if a 10 -bit ADC and I% resistors are
Input A
used. If an A -D converter is already
being employed in the project then it is a
Input B
simple matter to utilise unused channel(s) or use an analogue multiplexer to
Vret input
obtain the required number of auto-ID
inputs.
David Palmer
0 volts
DCP Microdevelopments
Cambridge
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ENGINEERING SEMINARS
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of 1990, in LONDON, ENGLAND

MODERN RECEIVER DESIGN
MODERN RADAR SYSTEM ANALYSIS

.

.

October 15-19, 1990
October 15-19, 1991)

PRINCIPLES of AIR DEFENSE and

October 15-18,

AIR-THICI.1: PENETRATION
PRINCI PI.I S and METHODS of TOTAL
QUALITY MANAGEMENT
RELIABILITY: A Practical Approach
RADAR ECM

October 15-18, 1990

..

.

.

.

.

and ECCM SYSTT:MS

THE NEW QUALITY TECHNOLOGY

199(1

.

ANATOMY of FAILURE MECHANISMS
in MODERN SYSTEMS

November 5-8,

199(1

November 5-9,

1991)

Radar&
Fibre -Optics
Training Equipment
A full range of professional training
equipment now available from a leading

manufacturer including:
Radar

November 5-8, 1990
November 5-9,

1991)

Fibre optic

For complete information contact M.A. Ferber,
The George Washington University

Continuing Engineering Education Program
Washington, DC 20052
Tel: (202) 994-8522
FAX: (202) 872-0645

Analog & Digital Comms

"TECHNICAL EDUCATION IS AN INVESTMENT IN THE FUTURE"
GW Is an

equal opportunity institution

Microwave

CIRCLE NO. W.5 ON REPLY CARD

DON'T MISS THESE BARGAINS!
100 WATT POWER SUPPLY ASTEC switch mode, 230v mains input: 38v at 2'/2A &
3A outputs, encased and fitted on panel mounting plate with mains input socket and
on/off switch, made for use with computers or other top grade equipment. You can
have it at a fraction of its proper price. Brand new and guaranteed. Sample £15.00

post paid

Telephony

-

3000 available & good discount to quantity buyers.
ULTRASONIC TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER built on one panel but not difficult to
separate. Receiver is triggered when reflected signal is disturbed. Has many
additional features, 9v (PP3) operated. £10 with data.
BRUSHLESS D.C. 12v FAN tiny, only 60mm square, good air mover but causes no
interference. £8.00.
2MW LASER Heluim Neon by PHILIPS, full spec, £30, power supply for this in kit
form is £15.00, or in larger case to house tube as well £17.00.
MAINS 230v FAN best make "PAPST' 4'/2" square, metal blades £8.00.
BATTERY MOTORS 12 models in stock in large quantities ranging from tiny model
aircraft ones at 25p each to' hp made to drive the famous Sinclair C5 car, you can
have this at £17.50.
SOLAR MOTORS 1'/2-9v precision made to operate from low current off solar cells
£1.50, solar generator to drive this £7.00, has provision for battery back up when sun
is not shining!
EPSON DISC DRIVES 7 models in stock all double side, all brand new you can have
any of the following -at -£6 .SQeach. SMD24OH, SMD280H, SMD280) '
D180B,
SD540, SD521L, SD580L all wi
i
/ELECTRONIC MEGGER & MULTITESTER
ulation alue up
to 10 mega. Multitester has 4 ranges AC/DC volts, 3 ranges DC mill mps
ranges
resistance and 0-5amp range. These instruments are Ex British Tele o
ut in very
-good conditiºn, tested and gntd. OK, probably cost at least £50 e
, yours for only
leettler arrying case £3.00 ex ra_.£7.50 with
750 WATT MAINS TRANSFORMER 230v primary 50v 15A secondary made for the
GPO £20 each. Very heavy so carriage extra.
100 WATT MAINS TRANSFORMER 230v primary, 20v -0-20v at 2'/2 amps
secondary made for GPO so top quality £4.00. 2000 available at quantity discount.
Prices include VAT. Send cheque/postal order or ring and quote your credit card
number. Add £3.00 postage and packing. Orders over £25.00 post free. Trade
enquiries invited.

leds

M & B

ELECTRICAL

Simulators

Several of these high quality products have
been winners of the prestigious Worlddidac
awards, Geneva, Switzerland, with our
Radar Trainer taking this years Gold medal.

Contact:

Lab-Volt(UK) Ltd
Tel: (0480) 300695.
Fax: (0480) 61654

ab -

olt®

12 BOUNDARY RD, HOVE, SUSSEX BN3 4EH

TELEPHONE 0273 430380

FAX 0273 410142
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Buy top quality test
equipment with complete
confidence!
Electronics World + Wireless World now offers a range of highly
specified test equipment selected by our own staff for performance
and value for money.
You don't have to compromise. Our equipment is manufactured by
world class manufacturers such as Korea's hi -tech giant, GoldStar.
We offer an unequivocal guarantee backed by a nationwide service
network.
To place your order by telephone, simply call Lindsey Gardner on
081-661 3614. Orders may be faxed (081-661 8939) or sent in by post
using the printed form.
We offer same -day despatch for account and credit card orders
received before midday. All prices include delivery but exclude VAT.

.

__ i .

GoldStar OS -7040

40MHz dual channel operation
1 mV div Y1 and Y2 sensitivity
20nsidiv to 0.2s/div sweep rate
12kV post -deflection accelerator
Delayed sweep: A intensified, B delayed
High quality probe set
Three year guarantee
Price £529

GoldStar OS -7020
20MHz dual channel operation
1 mV/div Y1 and Y2 sensitivity
100ns/div to 2s/div sweep rate
8cm x 10cm display area
Versatile trigger modes
Scale illumination
Built in calibrator
Three year guarantee
Price £295

DM8135
Dual display standard multimeter
Conventional 31/2 digit display
'Analogue' bar
readout
graph
Accuracy ±0.5%
DC, ±1% AC
Price £69.95

.

....

Lodestar RF signal generat r SG4160B
Test bench oscillator covering 100kHz to
150MHz in six fundamental ranges. Setting
accuracy 3%. Facility to- operation with
external crystal. Maximum RF output 100mV.
Coarse and fine attenuation. Interior and
exterior modulation with external AF output.
The generator incorporates a mains power
supply and weighs 2.5kg. Price £79.

Dual trace oscilloscopes

GoldStar multimeters

.r.

-.647"

DM8243
41/2 digit display
0.05% accuracy
Capacitance to 20íF, 0.1 pF resolution
Frequency to 200kHz, 1 Hz resolution
Transistor hFE test
_£99.95
,£99.95

DM6133
31/2 digit display
0.:% accuracy
Prte £39.95

DM8433
Temperature measurement
Capacitance to 20pF
Extra -large 31/2 digit display
£79.95

-20 to

+150°C

Sollatek ICT10 IC tester and programmer
The Solatek ICT10 IC tester and
progranmer card fits into the backplane of
any IBM compatible XT/AT computer turning
the machine into a powerful IC programming
and tes- facility.
In the programming mode, the ICT10 can
work frcm an existing chip or reference file
and write the contents to four devices

-

simulta-teously. It also performs a
progranming check.
The r,T10 will test industry supported logic
devices and identify unknown devices by
writing tie industry reference number directly
to screen. It also tests dram and sram parts.
The card performs the following functions
after installation:
Multi-function eprom programmer.
Identifies unknown 74 series TTL and 4000
series cmos.
Tests all major 74 series and 4000 series
logic devices.
Tests both dynamic and static memory
devices.
Price £295

rx.e
.-...
..
..

FC7051
Range channel A 1Hz to 100MHz; channel B

FC7011
Range 1Hz to 100MHz
Reference stability 5ppm 0 to 50°C, 5ppm/year

60MHz to 550MHz
Reference stability 5ppm 0 to 50°C, 5ppm/year
Price £189

Price £169

'á

"'".

°

-

-

4

T_

.

"

.1:.,

,

y'0

>

FC7102
Range channel A 1Hz to 100MHz; channel B
60MHz to 1 GHz
Reference stability 1 ppm 0 to 50°C, 1 ppm/year
Price £219

GoldStar frequency counters

All models feature: 8 -digit high brightness led
display; Accuracy ±1 Hz or 1 count; Sensitivity
10mV into IMO or 500; Hold function; Mains
powered. Dimensions 210 x 260 x 76mm;
Weight 1.8kg.

DM7333
Capacitance to 2011F
Frequency to 230kHz /10Hz resolution)
Transistor hFE test
Extra -large 3 digit display
Price £74.95

.

;ELECTRONICS WORLD GOODS ORDER FORM
Please send the following goods:
Price

Model number

£

Total value £
VAT at 15% £

Cheque/PO'credit card total debit
payable to Reed Business Publishing
Credit card details
Number

Expiry date
Access
Address

AM2001

Analogue 20kON multimeter
DC current 50µA to 10A fsd
DC voltage 0.25 to 100V fsd
AC voltage 50 to 1000V fsd
Resistance to 10MO
Ratiometric 0 to 40dB
Display jewel pivot with mirror
Price £19.95

Phone
Signature

Visa

American Express

Diners Club
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AUDIO
PREAMPLIFIER
DESIGN
In the first part of this article. I
observed that the main functions
of a preamplifier were to select a
required input signal; to amplify
it and lower the source impedance, if necessary; to adjust it to the
level needed; and to modify its gain/
frequency characteristics as required by
the characteristics or shortcomings of
the input signal.

Gain controls
Unfortunately, even the simplest of
these functions, that of adjusting the

-

signal level to the value desired by the
listener
a task which might seem to
need only a simple potentiometer circuit of the kind shown in Fig. 1(a)
conceals a whole range of problems. of
which the most obvious are those indicated in Fig. 1(h).

-

In the concluding
article in his short

series on

preamplifier design,
John Linsley Hood
examines gain

control techniques,
input switching
arrangements and
power supplies.

In

f
0V

tat

Ibl

Fig. I. Simple volume control at (a)
carries the problems of stray capacitance
and varying input impedance.

6911

;

These are that, if the succeeding
stages present any significant load
capacitance, which may quite often he
added deliberately because of circuit
requirements, the combined effect of
this capacitance and the resistances
from the top and bottom of the track of
the potentiometer to the slider (Ra and
Rh) cause a loss of high -frequency
signal components which vary according to the slider position. Similarly.
unless the amplifier input impedance is
very high, the impedance presented by
the gain -control circuit to its input
signal will also vary as a function of the
gain -control setting.
These problems can be substantially
reduced if the value of the potentiometer is low enough. but this conflicts
with the frequent requirement that the
system should offer a very high input
impedance to its signal source, so as
not to alter the output characteristics of
this source.
Inevitably, this has meant that the
resistance values chosen for the gain
control potentiometer must involve
some measure of compromise between
a high value, which will suffer from
some frequency -response and input impedance variation as a function of its
setting, and a low value which may
impose an inconveniently high load on
the signal source.
With the improvement in performance and the reduction in cost of IC
op -amps, it is now becoming more
common for manufacturers to interpose an IC buffer stage between the
signal source and the gain control, as
shown in Fig. 2, so that it can have a
low value. typically 1k12 to 10k9.

without input -circuit loading.
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OP27/37, the NE5534. or the 1.MS33
are of the order of IUIIdl3 or more and
many of the advanced designs for
discrete -component gain blocks are
similar in this respect.
I lowever, either because of the wish
to operate from higher input voltages
than the 35V of the typical three terminal IC voltage regulator, or for a
wish to retain in-house circuit technology, several manufacturers still use
discrete -component regulator arrangements, those by Quad, Pioneer. Rotel
and Technics being illustrated in Figs

8 6V
< 9k2

22y

-100}1

75V
75v

9

4v

f

Fig N. Stabilised power supply or Quad preamplifier.

14-17.

AC

The claimed advantages of large
output reservoir capacitors, coupled
with the simple transformer -diode DC
supply systems so favoured by the
"subjective sound" fraternity in power
amplifier application. have made little
headway in preamplifier design, in the
face of the demonstrably better performance of circuitry operated from
smooth. stable. regulated I)C supply

2°V

28V

ir

lines.

Miscellaneous

In 30V

Out

18.6V

Fig. 15. Discrete -component stabilised
for Pioneer preamplifier (similar
type used by Marantz).

PSU
8200p <,2k7

.

3:30

0V

Fig. 16. Zener-referenced PSU by Rote!.
7200»

~8200»

13i0

2 k7

-

220t,

ti

Out
-18 6V

Fig. 17. High -voltage stabilised DC
supply for Technics preamplifier.

I
".470}1
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21k
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22k
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10n
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?4k7

27k

The last major area in which preamplifier design has evolved since the
early days of transistor circuitry concerns the provision of extensive ancillary facilities, such as the visual dislvlay
of the control options selected: e.g.
input channel, tape input or output.
subsonic titter, loudness compensation,
signal -line muting, tone controls, or
mono/stereo blending. Separate input/
output channels are provided to allow,
for example, one progamme to he
recorded while listening to another.
Some of these additional facilities can
be genuinely useful. but many of them,
one suspects. are present merely as
part of the "specmanship" deployed to
influence the undecided buyer.
Facilities for enhancing stereo image
width, though technically feasible. are
seldom offered commercially; the
various four -channel or surround sound techniques are now entirely
ignored in commercial equipment. This
is, p-esunrtbly, a commentary on the
reluctance of the man in the street (or.
more likely, his wife) to give house
room to more than two loudspeakers.
There has been a slow growth of
input and output digital conversion
facilities, intended particularly to
accommodate direct digital inputs from
CD players. on which digitally encoded

<39k
-44 5V

increasingly common. There have also
been some promises, though relatively
little hardware, of optical -fibre links for
these signals, which offer the possibility
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AUDIO
long, noise -free lite expectancy and a
degree of accuracy and channel balance
as high as the maker chooses to provide.
As an alternative to the use of a
logarithmically graded switched resistor, a resistive transmission line can he
used, as adopted by the author for the
input circuit of a test instrument',
shown in Fig. 6(h).
Inevitably. the existence of this need
for high -quality and high -accuracy
ganged log. -law potentiometers has led
to the appearance of Japanese components at a price which makes the other
alternatives less than cost-effective.
a

Input switching
There is a growing. and welcome,
tendency for audio power amplifiers to
give their full output at an input level of
0.774V RMS ((1VU), equivalent to
n1VW' in a 60052 load. Similarly. there is
an increasing consensus among the
suppliers of ancillary units, with the
notable exception of Cl) players where
a 2V R\iS nominal output has been
adopted as the standard, that the output signal level from these units should
also he of the order of (1.77V RMS.
The practical advantages of handling
signals at this level are that the signal noise ratio of the signal is unlikely to
I

P.U.

input

I

RIAA

u

eau() ised

gain stage

Aux. inputs

Buffer
Output

0
la)

R.U.

Input networks

Feedback
networks

Ib)

Fig

Contemporary practice is to separate low-level from high-level inputs to
preamplifier, as at (a). Earlier method
was to provide a separate input arrangement for each input (b).
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7.

be degraded by the power amplifier.
and that mains hum and breakthrough

ks

from one input signal source to another
through stray capacitance coupling are
unlikely to he significant at source
impedances of less than IÚki2.
For this reason, it has now become
almost universal practice to separate
the moving -magnet or moving -coil
pick-up inputs from the other, higher level signals and to amplify them separately before the input switching stage,
as shown in Fig. 7(a). In the classic
Dinsdale5 and l3ailey6 preamplifier
designs, all the inputs were handled at
their own level, with the input stage
gain adjusted by the selector switch, as
in Fig. 7(h).
However, the need to be able to
select inputs connected to the rear of
the chassis by means of switching at the
front panel can still mean inconveniently long lengths of screened lead
between most of the input sockets and
the amplifier hoards, which can lead to
major layout problems in integrated
amplifiers with both power and preamplifier stages in the same housing.

An additional problem with simple
sliding -contact rotary or push-button
switches of the conventional type is
that the mating contact pairs can
become mechanically distorted with
use. or corroded with time and cause
intermittent or noisy operation.
These problems have led to much
exploration of the possibilities of
remote switching, in which only the
control signals would he handled by the
front -panel selector switch. Such
switching could be by means of junction transistors, fets or mosfets. electromechanical relays or, increasingly in
modern designs, by special-purpose
channel -switching ICs.
Mechanically, the simplest of these
remote control options is the relay
type, as shown in Fig. 8. This is likely
to be entirely satisfactory, provided
that the quality of the contacts is good
and that hum and switching clicks are
not introduced by the coil energising
voltages
requirement which would
normally restrict this option to fairly
high-level signals.
Provided that the input signal is
derived from a moderately low impedance ÚV referenced source, the
simple small -signal bipolar switching
arrangement shown in Fig. 9 is capable
of surprisingly good performance. with
oft -state attenuation ratios of 8(Id3 or
better, and an on -state Till) of less
than 0.0(15% at IV RMS. Design constraints are that the turn -oft voltage
applied to Tr, base cannot exceed some

-a

yrc

oy

B-0

In

Out

Fig. 8. Simple relay input selector, most
suitable for high-level inputs which are
not affected by switching transients and
hum.

Fig. 9. Small -signal bipolar transistor
switch, shunt connected, for low impedance sources, which can offer
THD of less than 0.005%.
Ri

C1

Fig. 10. Shunt connected fet switch,
which exhibits higher on resistance and
provides less attenuation. Distortion
occurs at lower input levels.

5VDC without causing the base emitter junction to conduct as a zener
diode, which will inject carriers into the
normally open -circuit base -collector
junction and cause partial turn -on in

a

very noisy manner!
This limit on negative base voltage
implies, in turn. that the maximum
permissible input signal voltage swing
must not be so large that the collector
potential ever becomes lower than that
on the base. Nevertheless, within these
constraints. this system is effective and
straightforward, and better in performance than the shunt -connected fet
switch shown in Fig.10.
This has the same kind of constraints
that apply to its bipolar transistor
equivalent, complicated by the fact that
the on resistance of the fet is higher
than that of the bipolar device, so. that
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attenuation ratios of only around 60dB
are typical. Also, the negative gate
voltage cut-off of the fet is less abrupt,
so that the onset of distortion will occur
at rather lower input -signal levels.
Both of these shunt -connected
switches will operate with very little
disturbance of the zero -signal DC level
and should therefore be unobtrusive
and click -free in operation.
The series -connected junction fet
switch shown in Fig. 11 is usable. For
low distortion, however, it needs a
series resistor R to lessen the effects of
the change in conducting resistance as a
function of instantaneous signal voltage
level. This resistor also ensures that the
succeeding stage operates in a low impedance input (virtual earth) configuration, so that there is some fixed
potential for the source as a reference
for the applied gate voltage. An example of this type of application is the
"noise blanker" circuit of my modular

preamplifier.
Mosfets are also fully usable in both
the shunt and series connection and the
latter has been exploited commercially
to provide a wide range of IC multi pole mosfet switches intended for
remote switching applications such as
the CD4051, the LF13509, and the

LF13508.
While these devices can also be used
for audio, provided that the signal
levels are not too large and that the
signal DC level is kept well within the
span of the IC supply rails, there are
now some very low -distortion c-mos
analogue switches, such as the National
Semiconductors LM 1037 and LM 1038
and similar devices from other manufacturers. These are designed for audio
use, offering very high inter -channel
isolation and very little switching or
other noise intrusions. They have

become very widely used for signal
channel selection in current designs
from most of the major manufacturers,
particularly where on -board microprocessors are used to control the
switching functions and where the low
input power to the switching devices is
particularly advantageous.

Power supplies
In early audio designs, great care was
taken progressively to decouple the DC
supply line from which the various
parts of the preamplifier circuitry were
powered, using one or other of the
layouts shown in Fig. 12. It was common practice to feed the amplifying
devices, for both stereo signal channels, from the same point on the
decoupled supply - mainly to avoid
possible LF instability (motorboating)
rather than to optimise LF channel

Fig. 11. Series -connected fet switch,
which needs virtual -earth succeeding
stage.
Vcc

Out

n

Amplifier

separation.

With the advent of low-cost IC voltage -stabiliser devices, the provision of
low -voltage DC supplies to preamplifier modules has been greatly simplified, and most amateur designs rely
on IC regulator devices of this kind.
A typical "no -compromise" amateur
power supply layout is shown in Fig.
13, in which an additional RC decoupling circuit of the kind shown in Fig.
12(h) is sometimes used on the output
of each individual regulator IC. This
use of a multiplicity of regulator ICs or
additional output decoupling indicates
little faith either in the claimed 0.212
output impedance of the regulator IC
over the 10Hz-lOkHz frequency range
(above this frequency, a 100µF parallel
capacitor can take over) or in the
supply -line signal rejection of the
amplifier itself.
The rejection ratios of typical high quality op -amp gain blocks, such as the

stages

0V

lal

vcc

fi

Out

In
3

(bl

Fig. 12. Earlier methods of supply -line
decoupling to avoid LF instability.

Fig. 13. Typical amateur power supply,
the use of separate regulators and decoupling raking advantage of capabilities of
either ICs or amplifier itself.
24V
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low resistance
gain control

Out
Amp
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0V

Zlamp)

if
0-

90-

180*

270"

SHAFT ROTATION

There are many other practical problems in the adjustment of signal level,
such as the non -ideal signal:hackground-noise ratio and overload characteristics. inherent in a simple input
potentiometer gain control. Various

' T,L0

Fig. 2. Buffer stage eliminates effect of

mechanical multi -pole switch

is
replaced by c -nuns analogue switching
wired to a string of resistors in the
manner shown in Fig. 6(a). This offers
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Fig. 3. Ideal logarithmic gain -control
response and that given by ganged controls in a stereo system, which may not be
well matched.

alternatives were examined by

l3axandalI , but the most noticeable
effect to the lay user is the tendency for
the image position in stereo systems to
shift as the gain -control setting is
adjusted.
This arises because of the relative
difficulty of making accurately graded.
non-linear potentiometer tracks. In
gain controls, these are generally of a
"logarithmic" characteristic, having the
ideal form shown in Fig. 3 to avoid the
shortcoming, in a gain potentiometer
with a linear track resistance. that most
of the effective gain adjustment would
take place during the first part of the
rotation. However. when two such log.
potentiometers are ganged on a common control spindle, any errors in
matching the track resistances will
cause the output signal level to vary
between channels.
I3axandall2 has shown some of the
alternatives. based on linear -law potentiometers. which give better track -totrack matching. One of the alternatives
proposed by l3axandall and adopted by
Self3 in his 1983 preamplifier design is
to use a combination of input attenuation and adjustable negative feedback.
as shown in Fig. 4, which gives the type
of attenuation characteristic shown in
Fig. 5.
Of the simple passive systems
examined bv I3axandall. the best
though still not perfect characteristics
were offered by the use of potentiometers having a tapped track. Unfortunately. these are not easily obtainable.
so some of the more perfectionist audio
manufacturers use ganged multi -pole
switches, with up to 24 ways. In the
current series of Quad designs. the

of

variable impedance and allows use
low -value control.

kllin)

I-. -dv.n`

ganged

220yí

100

22»

r

18k

rr
100k

0

Fig. 4. Active gain control kv Baxandull,
which uses a combination of input atte-

20

nuation and feedback.

Fig. 5. Characteristic of circuit of Fig. 5,
using linear potentiometers.
-4
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lZ ¡n 413k7)
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ktj
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Logarithmically
yrwd.d

of resistors

Fig. 6. Log. -law
switched gain

control used by
Quad (a), in
which graded
resistors are
switched by c-mos
elements. At (h) is
alternative type by
author which uses
non -graded resis-

R10

0
-tío
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lCI)

0v
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of interconnections that are free of
degradation and hum over substantial
distances, both between CD inputs and
the preamplifier and between the
preamplifier and remotely positioned
power amplifiers.
There seems also to be very little
progress in equipping preamplifiers
with infrared remote -control facilities,
though these are now commonplace in
television sets, video recorders, and
CD players.
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Power Control Circuits Manual by
R.M. Marston, is a practical book
in t'ie Newnes Circuits Manual
series. The first chapter on basaic

principles of electronic power
control is followed by a further
seven which present an enormous
range of circuits (with component
values) for AC and DC power and
motor control using switch and
relay circuits or semiconductors.
Fot the purpose of this book,
audio amplifiers are considered as
power control circuits and are
therefore included, as are power
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Advanced Features
The new programmable series PSUs
incorporate full keyboard control of
voltage, current and OVP; multiple
non-volatile setting memories; and
menu -driven control of a wide range
of functions.
The compact case has output
terminals front and rear with remote
sense. The multiple outputs can be
individually controlled or linked under
keyboard control. A GPIB interface is
fitted as standard.
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THU^RLBY
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THANDAR
Total Bus Control

Superior Value

Every ft.nction of the PSU can be
controlled from the bus. Voltage and
current .pan be read back to 12 -bit
precision. The interface conforms to
IEEE -488.2.

ThE TSP3222 illustrated is a dual
0 -32V/0 -2A supply with full series/
parallel/tracking modes. The case is
halt -rack sized for rack or bench use.
It costs £995 plus VAT.

Thurlby-Thandar Ltd., Glebe Rd, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DX Tel: (0480) 412451 Fax: (0480) 450409 Telex: 32250
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INTERFACING
WITH C
PART 5

Convolution is not an easy concept to
visualise, but it does provide an insight into
the dynamic behaviour of linear systems.
For a large number of terms, a computer
program is needed and Howard Hutchings
presents a numerical listing
AM

4

interfacing with C
An accompanying set of 49 source
code C listings presented with this
series is now available on disk,
price £25.50+VAT. We will shortly
be publishing a book "Interfacing
with C" written by Howard
Hutchings and based on the
series, but containing additional
information on advanced
processing techniques. We are
now accepting advance orders,
price £14.95.
Prices include post and packaging.
Please send cheque or company
crderto Lindsey Gardner, room
L301, Quadrant House, The
Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2
SAS. Credit card orders can be
phoned through on 081-661 3614
(mornings only).

Historically, signal processing in the time domain
has been avoided and the
equivalent operation carried out in the complex

frequency domain. As electronics
becomes increasingly digital, modern
signal -processing methods compel
engineers to revise traditional techniques and concentrate on discrete -time
models of sampled -data systems and
signals. This approach is particularly
rewarding because it unifies the signal processing operations in the time and
frequency domains, in addition to providing extraordinary insight into the
operation of computers as real-time
control components.
Don't he discouraged or intimidated
by the concept of a time or frequency
domain model: these are simply
alternative descriptions of a signal or

linear processor viewed from a different perspective. A down-to-earth

analogy may help you to develop a feel
for the subject. Suppose you wish to

retain for posterity your favourite
recording of Captain Biro and the
Fantastics playing "Heatwave". One
way would he to record it on a tape
deck and let the electronics capture the
amplitudes and frequencies before
modulating the signal into magnetic
fields for storage on tape. But there is a
completely different way.
Draw a musical scale and write down
the notes of the complete score on
paper. Admittedly, this doesn't tell you
the amplitude but it does tell you
something about the frequencies. A
recording method that stores data as a
function of time, such as the trace of an
oscilloscope, is said to work in the time
domain. Decomposing a signal into its

Time domain

s -domain and

hit)

411.111Xlsl

H(s)

F...Y)s):X(5)H)s)

F.T.

Time domain convolution and the
equivalent signal processing operation in
the complex frequency and frequency
domains.
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System
R

x

X

Isl=

Hls)=

°

There is no distinction between the
Laplace transform of signals and systems. This is immediately apparent
when you examine the effect of
applying a decaying exponential signal
to the first -order low-pass filter shown
in Fig. 4.2. Initially, the signal processing will be completed in the complex frequency domain.
Clearly, the processed output is
simply the product of the transform of
the signal and the transfer function of
the system. This is the fundamental
attraction of complex frequency domain signal processing. It is important to realise that no such simple
relationship exists in the time domain,
where the equivalent operation is that
of convolution, as the following contrasting examples illustrate. Initially
consider signal processing in the complex -frequency domain:

s.a

a=1/CR
Yls) =XIs1. H(s)

Fig. 4.2. Signal and system are matched
in the sense that the system impulse
response is identical to the characteristics
of the signal.

constituent frequencies and recording
the amount of energy present at each

frequency produces

a

é°tf(t)

- F(s)

Flsa)

Consider the ramp -function

frequency

domain model. If you had a spectrum
analyser and oscilloscope you could
routinely confirm the reality of each
model. Despite the difference in
domains, each is a valid representation
of the system or signal. This chapter
describes the operation of convolution
and explains how it provides a time domain description of the dynamic
behaviour of both analogue and sampled data systems.
Consider, for example, the dynamic
behaviour of a linear system described
by a differential equation in the time
domain. The Laplace transform converts the linear relationships described
by the differential equation into algebraic expressions from which the transfer function may be derived. Regarding
the Fourier transform as a degenerate
form of the Laplace transform we may
commute between domains and establish the frequency response of the

1/CR

(s+ 1/CR)(s+ 1/CR)'

which can he written as

Y($)=

1/CR
(s+ 1/CR)2

To obtain the form of the time -domain
response it is advantageous to use the
frequency -shifting rule, together with a
table of Laplace transform pairs, as
shown in Fig. 4.3.

t

The previous part of this series demonstrated how a shift or delay of T
seconds in the time domain gives rise to
a multiplication by a-ST in the complex frequency domain. A similar pattern
exists from the frequency -shifting rule.
Ifs is replaced by (s+a) in each term of
the transform, the effect corresponds

behaviour of a sampled -data system is
modelled by a train of weighted
impulses in the time domain. The
z -transform converts the delays into an
algebraic equation from which the
transfer function or difference equation

VS

transform

T

Fig. 4.4 To obtain the time -domain
response, use the frequency shifting rule
with a table of transform pairs.

to multiplication of the original time domain signal by Cal. Figure 4.4 shows
the effect of multiplying the ramp

exponential a-"`.
It may help to visualize the effect of
the frequency -shifting rule in terms of
the s -plane diagram in Fig. 4.5. The
Laplace transform of the ramp function
f(t)=t -> 1/s2 results in a double pole at
the origin. The frequency shifting rule
has the effect of moving the poles to
the left by 1/CR units.
s

(a)

plane

-

jw

\

Double pole at

Frequency shifting rule

system. Digitally, the dynamic

f(t)=t

function f(t)=t, by the decaying

Y(s)=X(s).H(s)

Y(s)-

:

transform

and systems

Transfer function

s.a

fIt)

operations in frequency and complex frequency domains.

Matching analogue signals

y

T

Transform

can he derived. Figure 4.1 shows time domain convolution and the equivalent

the origin

t

o

1/52

lw
Pole shifted
to the left
bylICR units $

\

-t

e

CR

t

y

1

-

o

Is1/CR1z

Fig. 4.3.
Complex frequency domain

Time domain
Original signal

f(t)

ORO

Fls)

é at

1

L.T.

Modified signal
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a °t f(t)

F

Frequency
shifting rule.

Fig. 4.5. The effect of the frequency
shifting rule on the pole -zero diagrams
corresponding to the signals (a)
and (b) f(t)=to-`icR

Replace
by

sa

(sa)
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f(t)=t

s

Convolution

Re-examine Fig. 4.1 - what does it
represent? Obviously, the relationship
between the input and output of a
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linear system - but from two different
points of view. Certain facts which
aren't apparent in one domain become
obvious when viewed differently. Critical operations which are slow and
laborious in one domain become fast
and easy in another. Consider these
statements carefully, particularly when
the going gets tough.
Analogue convolution is particularly
unpleasant and difficult to visualize,
but time spent mastering the concept
will give a remarkable insight into the
dynamic behaviour of linear systems
and many apparently unrelated
physical phenomena. It won't he easy,
hut it will he worthwhile.
The convolution integral of two continuous functions x(t) and h(t) is
defined by the integral relationship

Input signal

product hence the
convoluted output y( 0)=0
No common

(a)
Impulse response
CR

(e)
The convoluted output equals the
shaded area

(b)

Delayed impulse response
1

CR

0

(f)

h(t-t)

t1

Progressively moving the reversed
impulse to the right completes the
'processing

x(t)*h(t)=Ix(r) h(t-t)dt
J

-cc

(c)

=lih(t)x(t-t)dt

-

Reversed and delayed
impulse response

00

Despite the unappealing appearance
of these expressions, they do represent
the facts behind the figures. The operation of convolution is symbolised by an
asterisk. Dummy variable t symbolises
excitation time and the real variable t
response time. The mathematical scaffolding states: multiply the input signal
x(t) by the time -reversed impulse
response h(t-t) before integrating the
product over all time. Applying the
convolution integral to the signal and
circuit shown in Fig. 4.2 yields

CR

h(t-t)
(d)

(

g)

o

Resultant convoluted output

y(t)=x(t)*h(t)

Fig. 4.6. Interpreting the
convolution integral
graphically.

tt

(h)

y(t)=x(t)*h(t).
Input

h(t-t),

the decaying exponential
x(t)=e-"' and the first -order low-pass
filter is characterized by the impulse
response h(t)=ae-"', where a=1/CR.
Processed output is given by the
is

integral

y(t)= (t)h(t-r)dt
00

Substituting for the input signal and
impulse response,

0

exp(-t/

" e-¡lte:'tdt
0

Integrating between the limits 0 and t:

ae-'ltl(
Finally, the processed output
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).

Compare this result obtained

time -domain convolution

by

with the

equivalent operation carried out in the
domain analysis makes Laplace transformation unnecessary, but the compromise replaces multiplication by
integration.

Graphical interpretation of
the convolution integral

aJe-:,te-"l'-`tdt

ae

y(t)=1(l-e-1'

complex -frequency domain. Time -

When simplifying, notice that
CR) is a constant:

t2

is

Convolution may be carried out graphically. Using the previous example as an
illustration, assume that we only have
the graphs of the input signal and
impulse response in Fig. 4.6(a) and (h).
Shifting h(r) to the right, as shown in
Fig. 4.6(c), has the effect of delaying
the impulse response by t seconds, the
mathematical shorthand being h(t-t).
Folding this graph about the line t=t
will give the reversed impulse response

as indicated in Fig. 4.6(d).
The convolution integral commits us
to integrating the product of x(r) and
h(t-t) over the range of interest.
Frequently, the signal is applied at t=0,
making the lower limit zero. Geometrically, we may interpret this as meaning
evaluate the area by multiplying and
integrating the functions x(t) and
h(t-t) for each value of t between the
limits 0 and x. As illustrated in Fig.
4.6(e), where t equals zero, the two
graphs do not overlap, so the product
and convoluted output y(0) is zero.
Shifting the reversed impulse response
to the right, as shown in Fig. 4.6(f)
(where t=t,), results in the product and
area emphasised by shading. Numerically this is equal to the convoluted
output y(t, ). Repeating this process
when t=t2 (see Fig. 4.6(g)) produces
the shaded area which is equal to the
convolution at the chosen instant. Continuing this process until the output
falls to zero produces the resultant
convoluted output as shown in Fig.
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.

Lplane

plane
Z=esT

iw

Im(Z)
t,

a

Unit circle

Re(Z)

s.-1/CR

e-T/CR

any carried -over results can be monitored as they ripple through the
system.
sample previous current
number input
input
n
x(n-1) x(n)

411

2

3
4

5

Fig. 4.7. A digital equivalent of the first-/order low-pass filter can be derived
from the pole position of the system impulse response.

4.6(h). To make the picture clearer it
was convenient to draw the graphs with
change of scale; multiplying the area
by I/CR gives the precise output.
a

Obtaining the digital output
recursively
Having reviewed convolution in terms
of analogue signals, we will now turn
our attention to the digital system
equivalent of the first -order low-pass
filter and sampled -data signal. Under
the z -mapping, the system pole given
by s=-1/CR has been transformed
from the left-hand stable region of the
s -plane to a point on the positive real
axis of the z -plane located inside the
unit -circle, as shown in Fig. 4.7.
The transfer function of the digital
system, derived from the z -plane pole,
is
I

I(z)= I/CR
z

-u

where a=e-TICK. To obtain the recurrence relationship from the transfer
function. we must convert from transforms to sequences:

Y(z)=1/CR
X(z) z -u
Cross -multiplying:

Y(z)(z-u)= I/CR X(z).
As usual, interpret
so the recurrence

z as a

unit advance,
is given by:

this system is realised recursively, the
current output y(n) is the sum of
weighted versions of the previous output y(n- I) and the previous input
x(n- 1). This is an example of a system
with digital feedback: as with all feedback systems, care must he taken to
ensure that it is stable and wellbehaved.
A system that calculates the current
output, using one or more previous
outputs. is called recursive. Such systems occur when the transfer function
has poles situated other than at the
origin of the z -plane. as in Fig. 4.7. In
an attempt to simplify the arithmetic,
let the time -constant CR be 2.1) seconds
and the sampling period T be 1.38
seconds. This gives the recurrence relationship in a neater form and ensures a
DC gain of units':

y(n)=0.5 y(n- I)+0.5 x(n-1),
the equivalent digital filter being shown
in Fig. 4.8.
Employing the recurrence relationship in the advertised form, it is
instructive to examine the shape of the
processed output when the input signal
is the decaying exponential x(t)=e-"51
sampled every T seconds.
Table 4.1 shows a convenient
method of representing the history of
the input signal as it is processed by the
filter. It is easy to keep track of the
recurrence relationship by adopting a
"backward arrow- notation, so that

formula

y(n+1)=uy(n)+1/CR x(n).
Expressed in

terms of the current

6
7

8
9
10

0.126
0.063
0.032
0.016
0.007
0.004

0.501

0.004

0

0.031

0

0

0.018

0.501

0.376

0.251

0.251

0.157
0.094
0.055

0.157
0.094
0.055

0.031

0.018
0.009

-(z- +uz-2+u2z-3+
I

CR

u3z-4.

.

.

.)

Using the discrete form of convolution confirms the results shown in
Table 4. To evaluate y(n), the output
of the filter after n conversions, a
systematic approach is required.
I

.

Table 4.2. Convolution is the name given
to the ordered combination of multiplication followed bv summation.
t=0

t=2T

t=T

t=3T

t=4T

Response

dueto
xoho

xoh,
x,ho

x0h2

xoh3

xohQ

xo

x,h,

x,n2

xih3

x,

x2ho

x211,

x2h2

x2

x3ho

x3hi
x,ho

x3

Column

Sum

1

Yo=xoho

2

y,=xoh,+xlho

3

y2 =

x4

xoh2+ x, h, +x2ho
xoh 3- x, h2+ x2h, + x 3 ho

t-x,h3+x2h2+x3h,+x,ho

1).
0.5

Digital feedback
Differential equations described the
dynamic behaviour of continuous systems. Similarly, difference equations
characterised digital systems. Because

199(1

0.500
/ 0.376

1

1(z)=

5
I

0.500

0

The sampled -data version of convolution only needs elementary arithmetic;
an adequate toolkit is the ability to
draw and understand a graph, to multiply in an ordered manner and finally to
add the products.
This particular system can also be
realised non -recursively by expressing
the transfer function as a power series:

y3 =

y(n)=uy(n- )+ I/CR x(n-

0

Obtaining the digital output
by convolution

output:

August

0

1.000
0.501
0.251
0.126
0.063
0.032
0.016
0.007

1

r

1.000
0.501
0.251

0

0

previous current
output
output
y(n -1)
y(n)

Fig. J.B. System block diagram of the
digital filter described by the recursive
relationship

y(n)=0.5y(n-I)+0.5x(n-I).
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In Table 4.2 the rows represent the
responses to the input sequence x(0),
x(I), x(2). x(3), x(4) respectively. The
columns show the terms present at
times t=0. t=T, t=2T, etc. and the
resporse y(n) is simply the sum of the
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Computerised convolution
Graphical convolution as illustrated in
Fig. 4.9 is a useful method of describing
principles, but it rapidly becomes
tedious for a large number of terms and
if attention to detail is relaxed errors
soon appear. A better approach is to
execute the algorithm using a computer
program. The convoluted output represented in Table 4.2 can he expressed

Input sequence

1

`
0.01

lO.Ob',
4

6

5

Reversed impulse response

0,15

00°
8

7

0

0

9

10

n

yo

OOb15

O.Op\

O.Ob

more concisely using the sigma notation, which symbolises the summation
of all terms from k=0 to is

=moho

1x0
=o

a5
0
15

yi=/xk hi_ s.
I;=1I

f
y1

=x1

h0.x0

In an effort to make the algorithm a
little more attractive. I will use the

h1

=0501x0.1x05

°Ob15
11'15

.05

(°15
n

following notation:

0

y1=Ex(k)h(i-k),
y2

05
<1.s

oOb15

0.251

,°5

k.11

.x2 h0 z1h1. x0h2
x

where y(i) represents the convoluted
output, x(k) describes the sample of
interest and h(i-k) denotes the coef-

0.0501.0'5v1x025

0501

n

ficient of the reversed impulse
response.

Fig. 4.9. Graphical convolution of the input signal x(n) and the impulse response h(n)
is achieved by reversing the impulse response under the sample of current interest.

/

CONVOLUTION
DIGITAL OUTPUT

terms in the nth column.
Within this algebraic jungle exists a
very simple pattern: to find the convoluted output, simply reverse the
impulse response. aligning it so the h,1
and the sample of current interest
are coincident, the ordered weighted
products then following automatically.
The sum of the coincident cross products is the convolution of that sample
and the impulse response of the system. This procedure should be repeated at each sampling instant by
moving the impulse response to the
right until none of the samples overlap,
in the manner shown in Fig. 4.9. My
results are

x

y(0)
y(1)
y(2)
y(3)
y(4)
y(5)
y(6)
y(7)
y(8)
y(9)

=0
=0.5
=0.501

=0.376
=0.251

=0.157
=0.094
=0.055
=0.031

=0.018
y(10)=0.009

Sophisticated applications
Time -domain convolution is a fundamental operation which provides a
basis for more advanced signal processing applications. For example.
the analogue form of the convolution

700

#include<stdio.h>
#include<graph.h>

integral,

main()

i.

{
int i,j,k,m,n;
float x,h;

x(t)*h(t)= (t)h(t-t)dt

-x

float input[40];
float impulse[40];
float output;

remarkable resemblance to the
finite form of the auto -correlation funcbears

a

/'

CLEAR ARRAY

tion,

'/

for(i=0;1 <=20;i++)

rxx(t)=Jx(t)x(t+t)dt

put[i]=0;

-x

/'

To obtain the auto -correlation function by signal -processing methods, the
signal x(t) must be multiplied by a
time -shifted version of itself, x(t+t),
and the product then averaged. The
result, an even function of T. gives a
measure of similarity between the original and time -shifted pulse.
A less esoteric description of the
auto -correlation function is obtained
by making t equal to zero, in which

r(0) is equal to the mean -square
value of the pulse. This apparently
unconnected signal -processing operation is. in fact, related to the convolution integral. Notice that, if the characteristics of the time -reversed impulse
response h(t-t) are made identical to
the characteristics of the time -shifted
pulse x(t+t). then the operation of
convolution is identical to that of auto case

correlation.

ELECTRONICS
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READ IMPULSE DATA AND
IMPULSE RESPONSE

'/

1

printf("Enter No. of i/p samples: 20 max");
scanf("%d",&n);
printf("Enter i/p data");

for(i=20; i<=20+n-1; i++)
{

scanf("%r,&x);
i} put[i)=x;
printf ("Enter No. of samples in impulse
response: 20 max");
scanf("%d",&m);
printf("Enter impulse data");

for(j=1; j<=m; j++)
{

scanf("%f",&h);

impulse[jj=h;
}

CONVOLUTION

'/

for(i=20; i<=20+n-1;
}

output=0;

/'

RESET SUM TO ZERO

ORLD + WIRELESS WORLD
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for(j=1; j<=m; j++)
{

output+ =input[i-j+ ]'impulse[j];
1

}

printf("Output:%f n",output);

/'

PRINT CONVOLUTED O/P

Obtaining the processed output by software convolution, listing 4.1.

The interactive program listing 4.1
performs the ordered multiplication,
followed by summation, before printing the convoluted output digitally on
the monitor. Initially, the program
requests the number of input samples.
up to a maximum of 20, to he entered
from the keyboard, followed by the
individual data values which are stored
in the array input [ii. Prompted by the
program, enter the number of terms in
the impulse response (20 maximum)
before finally entering the individual
coefficients. term -by -term from the
keyboard, to he stored in the array
impulse [jJ.
Essentially, the convolution construction is made up of a pair of nested
loops, to provide the necessary multiply -summate and shift structure.

Remembering that differentiation in
the time domain is equivalent to multiplication by s in the complex -frequency
domain. we deduce that the Laplace
transform of the unit impulse is unity.
as Fig. 4.10 shows.

CONVOLUTION

for(i=20; i<=20+n-1; i++)
Output=0;

/'

RESET SUM TO ZERO

r(j=1; j<=m; j++)

{output+ =input[i-j+

]`impulse[j];
printf("Ouput; %f/n",output);
1

PRINT CONVOLUTED 0/P

Input data and impulse response
coefficients are stored in a pair of
arrays, identified by the square brackets. Shifted and multiplied data is
summated by the addition assignment
operator +=. Contrast the elegant C
construction with the equivalent 13asic
structure.

output=input (i-j+l)'impulse (j)+
output

S

rather theoretical.
emphasising the underlying principles
of convolution, together with the
acquisition of some computational
skills. Although the examplés are
based on practical filters. it is assumed
that the transfer function can he
derived analytically; in certain inst-
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In sampled data systems the equivalent test signals are the unit -step. I, 1,
... and the unit -sample I. 0, 0
conveniently expressed at n=0. To
confirm these results and verify that
listing 4.1 is operating correctly, enter
the input sequence 1, I. I, ..., followed by the truncated impulse
response 0, 0.5. 0.25. 0.125, 0.0625,
.... The convoluted output y(n) will be
the familiar exponential response 0,
0.5. 0.75, 0.875. 0.9575 .... You may
recognise this more readily in the analogue form:
.

y(t)=

^3/

r
1

-e-"").

Now enter the unit -sample I. 0. 0.
followed by the impulse response; the
convoluted output will he identical to
the impulse response of the system.
Expressed in analogue form:

h(t)=1/CR e-uck.

System response testing
This chapter

Transform

Signal

Clearly, this is equal to the differential of the step response and serves as a
useful reminder of the principle of
linearity. Recognise the significance of
these results; convolution is seen to he
a powerful and incisive method of
solving linear differential equations of
the form indicated in Fig. 4.11. Traditional methods either rely on classical
analysis together with solution by
Laplace transform, or avoid the facts
behind the figures. preferring to present solutions. Convolution provides
an alternative time -domain procedure
which gets close to the physical reality
behind the abstraction.

Fig. 4.10. Laplace transform of the unit
impulse.

/'

r

ances. the system parameters can only
he obtained by dynamic measurement.
Unit -step and unit -impulse test signals
are widely used to investigate the dynamic properties of analogue filters and
continuous systems. For our purposes
it is sufficient to define the unit -impulse
as the derivative of the unit step.

The next part of the series provides a
practical programming example of convolution in graphical form, and a family

of filters implemented

Differential equation

Convolution

is

x(t)
Notes

h(t)

Hy( t)=x(t)*h(t)

h( t )=Impulse response,

in C.

x( t

)-j

Tay

+y=kx

j_-i.y(t)

t=Time constant, k=Steady state gain

Fig. 4.11. Two perspectives of the same
system.
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Assembly Programmers!
write in Assembler the odds are
already stacked against you. You have enough
problems getting clean code out without having to
deal with low-wattage development software that's
determined to get in your way.
Lets face it. If you

Crash Barrier's METAi Development System knows
its job - and its place. Having a proper retargetable
linking assembler means it's faster and does more
processors (several hundred variants) - and has sold
more - than any other Development System in the
world. UK Designed, Manufactured and Supported, full system £395; ring, fax or circle enquiry
number for full data on new V5 release. Ring/fax
us now and we'll fax you back full data in minutes!
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Crash Barrier Ltd,
18 Oxford Street, Wellingborough, Northants, NN8 4HY
Tel: (0933) 224366, Fax: (0933) 441877, BB: (0933) 224377
CIRCLE NO. 109 ON REPLY CARD

The Archer Z80 &)C
-

The SDS ARCHER The Z80 based single board
computer chosen by professionals and OEM users.
* Top quality board with 4 parallel and 2 serial ports,
counter -timers, power -fail interrupt, watchdog timer,
EPROM & battery backed RAM.
* OPTIONS: on board power supply, smart case,
ROMable BASIC, Debug Monitor, wide range of I/O &
memory extension cards.
-

The bowman 68000 board
15C

z

L! lrL

.

The SDS BOWMAN - The 68000 based single
computer for advanced high speed applications.
* Extended double Eurocard with 2 parallel & 2 serial
ports, battery backed CMOS RAM, EPROM, 2 counter timers, watchdog timer, powerfail interrupt, & an
optional zero wait state half megabyte D -RAM.
* Extended width versions with on board power supply
and case.

sherwood Data Sytern

._

o

Ltc

Unit 6, York Way, Cressex Industrial Estate, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3PY. Tel: (0494) 464264
CIRCLE NO. 104 ON REPLY CARD
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There is no formal definition of
a fractal; so long as the field is
expanding, any definition
would soon be out of date. I
am assuming here that, if a
pattern or map can be generated by the
repeated application of a simple process, and the result occupies a fairly
restricted shape with a tortuous and
essentially interesting boundary, then it
can be regarded as a fractal.
In this article I shall look at the quite
remarkable displays which can be
generated with a first -order linear
you can't get simpler than
equation
that. A single equation would work in
one dimension; two equations work in
two dimensions, and so on. Consider
first the equation

-

f(x)=0.5x+0.5.
Substitute any value of x in this equation and the result will be f(x) as
defined. Use this value of f(x) as the
new x and find another f(x). Repeat
this process indefinitely and the result
will be x=1. Iterating the equation
produces a sequence of values of x
which tend to , from any initial value
whatsoever. At this level there is a
short cut, since ultimately applying the
equation produces no change in the
value of x. This value of x arises
immediately if we write
I

x=0.5x+0.5,
whence x=1. This will always happen

August 1990
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DESIGNING
FRACTAIS TO
ORDER
Early fractals

seemed to come
about by sheer luck
but, since more
fractals have been
uncovered, the field
now has a

theoretical basis.
Keith Wood
describes how to
tailor them to order

if

ELECTRONICS WORLD+ WIRELESS WORLD

the equation is "contractive", which in
this case means that the coefficient of x
must be <1 or >-1.
Before we leave the one-dimensional
case, it is illuminating to consider a
second equation, which tends to 0:

f(x )=0.5x.
What happens if we use both of these at
the same time? We can take a value of
x and use two equations to calculate
two new values. Next we can take both
these with both equations to calculate
four new values, and so on. Each set of
values is discarded after calculating the
subsequent set. Thus any values of x
outside the range between 0 and 1
which may be present at the start are
discarded; we can start with a set as
well as a point. After iterating, the
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result is a complete fill of the interval.
We will call this method A.
There is another way of using both
equations at once. We can use one or
the other equation at random, starting
with an arbitrary x and using each
result as input to the next equation.
This leads to a value for x which dances
about. After an initial sequence bringing it between the two limit values of 0
and 1, thereafter x remains entirely
within that range. If each x value is
plotted, the interval between 0 and
will become entirely filled as before.
We will call this method B.
Both these methods produce, in the
limit, a line between 0 and 1 which is
the attractor of the procedure; a simple
fractal. The pair of equations is called
an iterated function system, or IFS: the
values 0 and 1 to which the individual
equations converge are fixed points,
which are not in general at the edges of
the attractor. In all cases, the resulting
pattern or map is quite independent of
the starting value, although there must
be a starting value. All these concepts
apply in two dimensions, and are our
principal interest.

for all pairs of points (x,y) where d
defines the Euclidean distance in the
plane, then the transformation is contractive.
A single point for an attractor is

pretty uninteresting; we require further
equations to flesh out a display. One
such set generates a figure known as
the Sierpinski triangle shown in Fig. 1:

f,(x)=0.5x
f,(y)=0.5y
f2(x)=0.5x+0.5
f2(y)=0.5y
f3(x)=0.5x+0.25
f3(y)=0.5y+0.433.

1

Fractals in two dimensions
Two equations are needed: one for x
and one for y, as a pair. Any group of
such pairs forms an IFS with an attractor, provided they are all contractive.
Not all attractors are attractive in
appearance, but that is for the operator!
A pair of equations is called a transformation. Any point (x,y) will yield a
new point (f(x),f(y)). It is easy to see
that if the pair of equations

f(x)=0.5x
f(Y)=0.5y
applied to all points

704

involved, the map resulting from a
transformation is directly and recognisably related to the map transformed. If
the equations were

f(x)=0.5y
f(y)= -0.5x
the result would be the same shape,
reduced by half, and rotated 90° clockwise. This provides the clue to the
amazing attractors which can be generated by such simple arithmetic.
Once again there is a fixed point to
each transformation. This time it is the
pair of simultaneous equations which
has to be solved. In both the above
cases, the fixed point will he the origin.
Whether or not the transformation is
contractive is defined by the distance
between two different points (x,,y,)
and (x2,y2), before and after the transformation. If
dRx

i

,Y i

),(x2,Y2)1>d(

(f(xi),f(Y1)),(f(x2),f(Y2))1

map, the
result would be a half-size map. Since
only first -order linear equations are
is

Fig. 1. Sierpinski triangle, formed from
three half-size images, shifted horizontally and vertically

in a

Fig. 2. Starting set: conveniently ordered transform (b) and inconveniently
ordered transform (c). Both use 15°

rotations and

%3

and

3/3

contractions

The first transformation generates a
half-size image, the second generates a
half-size image shifted 0.5 to the right
and the third produces a half-size
image up in the air over the other two.
These three together make a triangle,
and the starting data can be anything at
all. Either of the two procedures
applies; the result is the same.
It is cumbersome to have to write out
all the equations in full to define an
IFS; a table of coefficients is about the
irreducible minimum'. Defining the
general transformation as

f;(x)=ax+by+e
f;(y)=cx+dy+f,
then the coefficients can he listed as

de

a

b

c

I

p

1

0.5

0

0

0.5

0

0

0.33

2

0.5

0

0

0.5

0.5

0

0.33

3

0.5

0

0

0.5

0.25

0.433

0.34

i

for the Sierpinski triangle. The
quantity p is a probability which is used
to decide the random choice of transformation when method B is used;
method A does not require it. The p
values must add up exactly to
more
about p later.
The general transformation can be
written in a variety of ways. Three
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useful ways are

Lf(Y)J-

Lc

dJ

.x
'_r

IYJ+ LfJ

i

where p, q, z are complex and the plot
is an Argand diagram.

[f(x)l
f(y)

J

r,cos0,
= [r,sin0,

In the last case,

r1

-r2sin02
r2cos02]

and

r2

a i
lti
°0/..

1.*a

¡¡

vD

x

y J

contract the

x and y range respectively. 01 and 02
rotating the x and y directions anti-

clockwise from their respective axes.
The proportion of the map changes if
}}}
r, r2 while the angles in a map change
...s
if 0, 2. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show
"before" and "after" using r1=0.333,
r2=0.667, 01=15°, 02= -15°.
Writing the general form of a transformation in matrix notation permits a
further extension of the process. If one
wants a transformation to carry out a
Fig. 3. Simple spiral made by rotation
complex change, one can break that
and reduction of distance from map to
change down into a number of simple
origin
changes, write down the matrix for
each, and multiply them together to get
.
the desired result. There is one snag: a
qJ
gif
r
matrix product is, in general, different
II .1
according to which of a pair is taken
t
first. The sequence of products must
0J .
?aa
rJ
match the sequence of simple changes
b..!
;ySyt
I*
to work.
The transformation of Fig. 2 is
clearly of more practical use if the
x
contractions and rotations required are
w
the coefficients in the matrix. A rota.
cHc r
tion does not alter the contractions,
although it may alter the angle between
Y
_..
them. Changing the proportion of a
ar.,
map will alter the angle of off -axis
P
directions, so the proportion matrix
Fig. 4. Simple spiral transformed to
must be applied before the rotation
appear at an angle
matrix to achieve the desired result.
The breakdown of the above trans- applied relative to the origin. It we
reducing both its size and distance from
formation is
require to work about some other the origin. Repeating this process propoint, then we substitute (x-m) for x duces a converging spiral. In the examrotation.(proportion.(x,y))
and (y-n) for y in the right-hand side
ple, the start is a small-scale image of
If the order of the matrices is re- of the equation. This has the effect of
the whole spiral, reduced by a factor of
versed, the resulting matrix is
moving the array to the orgin, where
0.15 and placed by moving its centre to
(m,n) is the point in the display which (-1,0) and rotating it 180° at the same
time. The spiral as a whole is generated
r f(x) 1
[r1 01 [cost), -sin021 r x 1
x 1
rr,cos01 -r2,sin021
by reducing by a factor of 0.95 and
f(y)
l.0 r2J Lsin0,
cose2J L y
Lr2sin0
r coso J L Y
rotating by 30° anticlockwise. The first
transformation will be
and the result of that transformation
we want to move to the origin. In this
can be seen in Fig. 2(c). When there
and any other case, the constant (e,f)
5
are more than two matrices, the right- defines where the map origin goes after
L f(Y)
L 0
`0.1 0.15]
most pair are multiplied as usual; rows the transformation.
of the left matrix with columns of the
Here are a couple of examples to
right matrix. Then the resulting matrix illustrate the utility of the approach. A
is multiplied by the next matrix to the
simple spiral consists of placing a map a
r-.150.15
left and so on.
little way from the origin, and applying
In every case, the transformation is a rotation of a few degrees while
L y

r2 Mi

.

x

:

'
.
.
r

-

t1

`

0

r+

O

J-

±

[

J-

-0

[1 +

=
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formation f(x)=x, f(y)=y. This will
replicate the entire map of course, but
if the starting set is always present as
we intend, the subsequent transformations of it would be generated anyway.
It is simply a duplication, making for
easy programming. Alternatively, the
starting set can be kept on one side and
added in 'each time, which is quicker;

and the second

[f(x)l

0.95cos30 -0.95sin30
0.95cos30
[O.95sin30
f(y) J
Written in condensed form, the IFS is

=

i

a

1

-0.15

2

0.823

b

e

d

e

I

p

0

0

-0.15

-1

0

0.1

0.823

0

0

0.9

-0.475 0.475

and the corresponding attractor is
shown in Fig. 4.
Now, suppose we would like to see
this spiral from an angle to its plane,
such as is often seen in photographs of
spiral galaxies. The difference is that
the spiral, as plotted, does not
the
smoothly approach the origin
reverse, in fact; being elliptical it
moves away from the origin for a few
steps as it approaches the long axis. To
design a suitable transformation we
have to change our viewpoint to get a
circular spiral, transform it, and change
the viewpoint back. All this can be
accomplished with a single transformation. If the long axis of the spiral lies
along the line x=y (y=45) and the
normal to plane of the spiral is at 60° to
the line of sight (4)=60), transformation 2 in the above IFS becomes

the set used in this way is known as a
condensation set.
Using method B requires a different
approach. The transformation f(x)=x,
f(y)=y won't work, since method B
doesn't use a starting set. Instead, the
condensation set has to he kept on
hand, and whenever the random choice
falls on the transformation representing this set, a point from it is chosen at
random and plotted. This transformation isn't really a transformation at all,
in the sense we have used up to now.
The condensation transformation is
really a place keeper having a probability attached and an independent process for generating the next point. Note
that we can't just copy in the whole set,
since a randomly generated point from
the set is necessary to provide the seed
for the next transformation.

-

I

f(y) J

=

0.75

0.823

[0.25

0.75] [O.475

[0.594

0.467]

[

yx

The general case using ty and 4 is
given in the appendix. The IFS of the
spiral galaxy becomes
i

a

b

e

1

-0.15

0

0

2

1.179

-0.594 0.594

d

e

I

p

-0.15 -0.75 -0.25

0.1

0.467

0.9

0

0

Figure 4 reveals all. The constant in
the first transformation is changed from
(-1,0) by the angle of view, using the
leftmost of the three matrices in transformation 2. This ensures exact comparability with Fig. 3.
The probability p is chosen to he
broadly in proportion to the area of the
attractor filled by the transformation
and must he greater than zero.

Condensation sets
The spiral just described consists of a
repetition of itself. Suppose we want to
make a spiral which repeats something
else? If it can be placed at the beginning of the spiral, then the rest would
follow as before. Using method A we
can use the desired shape as the starting set of points, and ensure that it isn't
discarded by adding an extra trans-
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['

-.823]

5

0.5

[

1.5]

y

J

J

There is a great variety of shapes
which can be produced; the spiral used
in the above examples is probably the
simplest, requiring only two transformations. Figure 5 is an example of
the use of a condensation set; it is a
solid rectangle in the centre of an
attractor. Method A was used with the
following IFS
i

a

b

e

d

1

e

I

p

0.5

0

0

0.5

0

0

0.25

2

0.5

0

0

0.5

0.5

0

0.25

3

0.5

0

0

0.5

0.5

0

0.25

4

I

0

0

0

0

0.25

1

the IFS composed of those transformations will produce the desired shape
when iterated. Tiling means what it
seems to mean: covering the shape with
pieces as when tiling a floor or making
the Sierpinski triangle in
a mosaic
Fig. 1 is tiled exactly with three halfsize reproductions of itself. The spiral
of Fig. 3 is tiled with a 0.95 reduction of
itself and a 0.15 reduction, again

-

exactly. The calculated attractor will
always tile exactly with its transformations; if the target attractor is not well
tiled, the result will differ from the
target.

v
!' E
mFrn

,
``

11

VI

Fig. 5.. Collage. Letters formed from
strokes, each of which is transformation
of whole. Figure is "tiled" exactly
Figure 6 illustrates the use of the
collage theorem. The desired shape is
rectangular, formed from the two letters ME, each letter comprising four
straight strokes and each stroke being a
transformation of the whole rectangle.
There are eight transforms in all, and
the degree of rotation and compression
of each is easily identified from the
orientation of the letters. The IFS is
i

a

1

0

d

e

f

p

-0.15 0.425

0

0.075

0

0.1

b

e

-0.5

0

0

0.5

0.2

-0.15 0.382

0

0.336

0.05

0.1

0.25

-0.5

0

0.414

0.5

0.2

0

-0.3

0.5

0

0.75

0

0.2

6

0.25

0

0

0.15

0.75

0.425

0.06

7

0.25

0

0

0.2

0.75

0.2

0.08

8

0.25

0

0

0.15

0.75

0

0.116

2

0.17

3

0.129

4

0

5

0.3

Fig. 6. Use of a condensation set in the
Sierpinski triangle

The first three transformations on
their own would produce a Sierpinski
triangle again; the superimposed larger
rectangles are derived from the condensation set which, on this occasion,
does not go away.

Making a collage
The collage theorem' provides a way of
generating an attractor of almost any
shape. Given a desired shape, the more
closely we can tile it with transformations of itself, the more likely it is that
ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD
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Other examples of collages, seen in
Fig. 7, are produced by following IFSs.
See if you can find their tilings.
(a)
i
1

2

a

b

c

0.498 -0.448 0.448
0.498

d

0.498

f

e

0.468 -0.181

-0.448 0.448 0.498 0.381

0.233

p

0.5
0.5

(b)
d

e

f

p

I

0.504 -0.121 0.089

0.685

0.248

0.25

0.5

2

0.214

-0.378 0.214

0.378

0.393

0.044

0.2

3

0.2

0.354

-0.2

0.354

0.4

0.367

0.2

4

0.025

0

0

0.35

0.495

0

0.1

i

a

b

c

d

e

f

p

1

0.382

0

0

0.382

0.138

0.074

0.2

2

0.382

0

0

0.382

0.48

0.074

0.2

3

0.387

0

0

0.382

0.585

0.399

0.2

4

0.382

0

0

0.382

0.309

0.6

0.2

5

0.382

0

0

0.382

0.033

0.339

0.2

i

a

b

c

Parameters
Although these shapes are fractals,
they are not chaotic. In other words, a
small change in a parameter makes a
small change in the attractor, which is
why we can design them to order. If an
attractor is not quite what we want, we
can adjust the parameters to get closer.
The images in Fig. 8 are produced by
the IFS

(c)

a

b

c

I

0.107s

-0.707s

0.707s

0.707s

2

0.707s

0.707s

-0.707s

0.707s

i

i

e

I

0.708+0.03s

0.15-1.031s

0.5

2

0.292-0.737s

0.75-0.324s

0.5

Figure 8 gives values of s. This
attractor is a double spiral; each transformation takes the whole map and

Fig. S. Double spiral, rotated and contracted to converge on fixed point.
Attractor continuously varies with s: (a)
0.5, (b) 0.55, (c) 0.6, (d) 0.65, (e) 0.7, (/)

0.75

Because the whole process is linear
and first -order, curves cannot he generated explicitly. The usual tricks work,
though; a circle can be formed by two
transformations, one to collapse the
whole figure into a short line and the
other to replicate the line round by the
necessary number of degrees each
time. This is often done in computer generated curves. To ensure that the

circle closes, greater accuracy is
required when deciding the coefficients. The following IFS gives a good
circle
i

a

I
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2

0
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c

-0.0998 0.0998
0

0

d

0.995
0.05

e

f

0.0524 -0.0474

0.9

0.475

p

0.97
0.03
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rotates and contracts it to converge on
its fixed point. The right-hand side is
anticlockwise and converges to
(0.708,0.75), while the left-hand side is

Fig. 9. Listing to produce a drawing of a rose
10
20

30
40
DIM A(9),8(9),C(9).0(9),E(9),F(9),P(9)
50 REM M is the number of transformations excluding the polynomial.
M=5
60
70 REM Each line of data is a,b,c,d,e,f,p for one transformation.
80
DATA .5,.866,-.866,.5,0,0,.4
90
DATA .5,.289,-.289,.5,0,0,.11
100
DATA -1.0.0.1,0.0,.12
110
DATA -1,0,0,-1,0,0,.12
120
DATA 1,0,0,-1,0,0..12
PT=0
130
FOR J=1 TO M
140
READ A(J),B(J),C(J),D(J),E(J),F(J)
150
READ PK
160
PT=PT+PK
170
P(J)=PT
180
NEXT J
190
FOR J=M+1 TO 9
200
P(J)=PT
210
NEXT J
220
230 REM Set up plotting environment
240 REM The next line sets 200 line EGA display.
250
SCREEN 81,1: WINDOW (-2,-1.3846)-(2,1.3846):PALETTE 0,2
260
CLS
270
SEED=INT(TIMER/4)
RANDOMIZE SEED
280
290
X=0
Y=0
300
310 REM do 10000 iterations
FOR N=1 TO 10000
320
PK=RND
330
340 REM Type the next line without using return.
350
IF PK<=P(1) THEN K=1 ELSE IF PK<=P(2) THEN K=2 ELSE IF PK<=P(3) THEN K=3 E
LSE IF PK<=P(4) THEN K=4 ELSE IF PK<=P(5) THEN K=5 ELSE IF PK<=P(6) THEN K=6 ELS
E IF PK<=P(7) THEN K=7 ELSE IF PK<=P(8) THEN K=8 ELSE IF PK<=P(9) THEN K=9 ELSE
460
XNXT=A(K)'X+B(K)'Y+E(K)
360

clockwise and converges to
(0.292,0.75). Rotation is 45° and s is
the contraction factor for the equations. Expressions for e and f are
derived from the equation for the fixed
point for each transformation.

Calculating the IFS
Figure 9 is a listing of a routine written
in GWBasic, which will accommodate
an IFS with up to nine transformations
without alteration. It has a twist in that
a tenth possibility is included it the
probabilities add up to less than 1. The
twist is a pair of equations written out
in the listing, and which can therefore
be anything at all, not necessarily linear
or first -order.
This listing uses method 13; a Basic
listing for method A would require two
very large arrays and extra code to
manage them and so is not suitable for
reproduction here. All the IFSs given
in the article except the spirals are
arranged for a plotting window of
x=[0,1] and y=[0.1].
Another advantage of method 13
over method A is that method 13 will
generate a blow-up of a small area of
attractor.
The careful reader will have noticed
that I specified contractive transformations in the IFS. I then proceeded to
include transformations which are not
contractive in the rose algorithm, the
circle and when describing a way of
including a condensation set in method
A. There are always cases which fall
outside algorithms and yet work.

REM The listing for iterating a set of affine transformations
REM which may include one polynomial pair.
REM Up to 9 pairs of equations can be handled here.

YNXT=C(K)'X+D(K)'Y+F(K)
X=XNXT
Y=YNXT
IF N>10 THEN PSET (X,Y),12
NEXT N
A$=INKEY$

370
380
390
400
410
420

an

IF LEN (A$)=0 THEN 420
SCREEN 0
END
XNXT=.125'(7-X'X-X-X)
YNXT=.217'X'X-.144'X-.361
GOTO 380

430
440
450

460
470
480

a
1

0.618(cos0)2

0.618sin0cos0

0.618sin0cos0

2

0.61&osdi

0.618sindi

0.618sindt,

e

d

Reference

Barnsley, Michael. Fractals Everywhere.
Academic Press, 1988.
1.

Appendix
Clock attractor, Fig. 10
Parameter t in the following IFS is the
decimal equivalent of 24 -hour time;
that is, t=14.75 means 14:45 hours.
The attractor is the hour and minute
hand showing that time. It the IFS is
placed in a loop and t is increased
regularly by an amount equal to the
time it takes to calculate and display
the attractor, then the VDU will display the time for as long as it runs.

0.618(5110)2
2

-0.61&osb

708

0

f

p

0.382sin0

0.6

0

0.4

where 0=((90-360t) MOD 360)/57.3
radians
and (1)=((180-360t) MOD 360)/57.3
radians.
Some more matrices
To reverse (not rotate) an image about
the x axis:
[(1

011

-1J
and the y axis:

0

Fig. 10. Hour and minute hands which
µill tell time

0.382cos0

being about an axis at an angle to the
x axis and the plane of the map being
normal to the direction of view before
the tilt

[1-(1-coscjl)(sincy)2
( I -cosMsintycosty

I

(1-coscjt)sintycos4
-(1-cosch)(cosyr)2

If the plane of the map is tilted by 90°,
the result is a line or part of a line at an
angle W to the x axis.
The reverse of this takes a map
whose normal is assumed to be at an
angle W to the direction of view, tilted
about an axis at an angle ty to the x
axis, and rotates the plane of the map
about that axis until it is normal to the
direction of view

r1+((1/coo)-1)(sinw)2
L-((1/cosa)- I )sintycosty

1

To tilt the plane of the map until the
direction of view is at an angle d) with
the normal to the plane, the tilting

((I/comb).- )si mycosty
1

1

+((1/c00)-

1

(cosy)2
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Quickroute Professional CAD System for IBIJ's

A brand new full featured CAD system only available from
Pineapple Software for PCB or circuit design
with a unique easy to use 'autorouting' facility for less than E100.001I
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Quickroute Profesional combines the latest user interface with pull down menus, icons and full
mouse
support, with all the powerful features you would expect from a modern CAD system.
This is just the start of a fully expandable system which will grow to Include
circuit capture, net -list, bill of
materials, and a digital autorouting system.
Perhaps the most surprising feature of Quickroute Professional is that it includes an
auto -router.
Although not as powerful as the much more expensive systems it is extremely fast and
simple to use. Just
point the mouse at the start and finish positions on the PCB, select autoroute and
Quickroute does the rest.
You can select to route on any layer or combination of the eight available. You
can also enter a 'rats -nest' of
routes and leave Quickroute to route them.
PCB or circuit designs can make use of several different
object types. These include pads (6 styles, 16
sizes), tracks (24 sizes), symbols (any no.), preset integrated circuits
types), bit images (40 x 40 grid
images), text (4 sizes, mirrored/normal), circles/ellipses/rectangles (32
and arcs. You can design your own bit
images to increase the flexbility of any design. All these objects are selected
pictorially from windows and
not just
name.
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Quickroute Professional comes complete with drivers for both 9 pin printers and
HPGLcompatible
plotters. Hardcopy can be obtained in a variety of qualities from draft to
production quality in virtually any
scale.

FEATURES
Continual zoom -work in any scale from x0.0001 to x10000(
Simple auto-router with 'rats -nest' feature
CGA/EGA/VGA/Hercules graphics system support, optional Microsoft compatible mouse
Pull down Menus, Icons and Windows
Output to 9 Pin IBM or Epson primers, or HPGL plotters. Print/Plot in any scale
and various qualities
Block commands include move/delete/copy/rotate/reflect
Powerful symbol creation/edition/rotation. Grab portions of the board and store as
symbols, custom

'hot spot' etc.

layers, 2 silk screen, atuomatic solder mask generation, 96 pad styles/sizes,
24 track widths, any
number of symbols, 40x 40 bit images, circles, ellipses, arcs, rectagles, text in various
sixes/styles, filled
shapes etc
Choose objects/styles/types pictorially
Fully upgradeable system to include net list, bill of materials, digital
autorouter and circuit capture to
become available in due course.
FREE Demo disc - just write or 'phone now l
8

PRICE £95í.00P&PFree

512x256x 16vit version
Adapter box for A3000

p15.00
[65.00

MARCONI TRACKER BALLS

Atari ST RB2/107
Amiga RB2/109
Nimbus RB2/110
IBM

£49.83

(49.83

RB2/306
P&

Pon trackerballs E1.75

£49.83
£99.66

Baretrackerball RB2/101
For Master
RB2/101M
Formodel'B' RB2/1018
Pointer Rom for Master
Archimedes adapter

f49.f13
£54.83
£54.83
E12.50

f19.95

OTHER IBM SOFTWARE and HARDWARE

EASY-PC £98.00

Please add 15% VAT to all prices
Please address
all enquiries to:

ARCHIMEDES REAL TIME COLOUR VIDEO DIGITISER
This new real time colour video digitiser otters grabbing of high quality
moving colour images from
TV, Video, or cameras. Powerful software enables Images to
be scaled to any size very easily, and 30
software commands allow easy incorportion of all facilities into your own
programs. For full details
and a free demo disc please write or'phone nowl I
512 x256 x 12 bit version
£285.00

Spice, Age from (70.00

LCA-1 logic analyser f450.00

Pineapple Software, Dept EE, 39 Brownlea Gardens,
Seven Kings, Word, Essex IG3 9NL.

ECA-2(675.00
PCB Turbo £395.00
DATACAP RS232 serial data analyser f25.00

Tel: 081-5991476

CIRCLE NO. 112 ON REPLY CARD

IS THIS THE NEXT BEST:THING

TO YOUR DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM....

..

The C289 Quickpulse
Programmer doesn't write
code quicker than your
current development system.
In fact, it doesn't write code at all.
But it can get that code from your
development system into an EPROM faster
than ever before.
The chances are, that with YMODEM data
downloading at 38400 baud and quickpulse
programming algorithms, the C289 will
download and programme upto 5-10 times
faster than your current programmer.

OR THE
BEST THING
NEXT TO IT?

.

°

.

.

Of course -he Intel approval ensures that
the data your development system generates
is exactly what's in vhe EPROM, (no matter how
fast is gets there!)
And,
And a wide range of -adaptors means that you're
not
limited to EPROMs.
But don't take our ward for it. To get the best
programmer next to your development system,
phone, fax or wiite to us today.
STACK 'LIMITED
Wedgwood Road, Bicester, Oxfordshire OX6 TUL, England,
Telephone: (0869) 240404 Fax: (0869) 245500.
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you probably would not think
of building a radio detector
from a light bulb, but that is
what Ambrose Fleming did
in 1904. The result was what
he called the "oscillation valve", now
better known as the thermionic diode.
It was only two years later when Lee de
Forest added a third electrode to make
the first primitive triode. These two
classic inventions led to a fight between
the two inventors, but they also led to
the now -vast, worldwide industry we
call electronics.
The story begins with that great
American inventor, Thomas Edison. In
1883, he probed inside an incandescent
light bulb, first with a wire and then
with a metal plate. I le found that if this
electrode was connected to the positive
end of the filament via a galvanometer
then a current was detected. If it was
connected to the negative end, no
current flowed. A little later, using a
separate battery in the plate or anode
circuit, J. Elster and H. Geitel showed
the unidirectional nature of the current

flow.
This "Edison effect" was studied by
many people over the following 20
years, particularly to examine thermionic emission. Fleming studied it
"carefully" in 1883 and again in 1896,
and he may have discussed it with
Edison when he met "the Wizard"
during his trip to the USA in 1884.
Certainly, for 20 years it was a well
known phenomenon before anyone
thought of an important application for
it.
Fleming's real invention was the use
he found for the established Edison
effect as a rectifier of high -frequency
oscillations. Edison kicked himself
when he realised the opportunity he
had missed, even though he held what
is now seen as the first patent in
the effect used as a
electronics

-

voltage indicator (1884).
Fleming's career, meanwhile, had
progressed over those 20 years. In 1896

he experimented with methods of

focusing cathode rays and three years
later he was appointed scientific
adviser to the Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company. In this role he specified equipment for the famous transatlantic signal transmission of 1901. He
had also gained extensive experience of
consultancy, to the National Telephone
Company and the Ediswan Electric
Light Company. With all this highly
relevant experience he was in an ideal
position from which to make his
famous contribution to electronics.
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NEERS
John Ambrose
Elemijñg (1849-1945)
The Birth of
Electronics
\V A ATHERTON'
Very happy thought
It was in October

19(14

that Fleming

had what he described as "a sudden.
very happy thought." Telephones and
meters were too slow to register the
positive -negative cycling of a high frequency radio signal and therefore
only indicated the average value, which
was zero. Knowing that a light bulb
with a hot filament and an insulated
plate sealed within it would only pass
current in one direction, he speculated
that this might act as a rectifier for the
high -frequency currents. Ile asked his
assistant. G.B. Dyke, to test the idea
and it worked. The next month he
wrote to Marconi, "I have been receiving signak on an aerial with nothing but
a mirror galvanometer and my device."
It would be nice to think that Hem-

-

ing made his fortune from this pivotal
invention, but it brought him relatively
little joy. Marconi's held the patent,
and manufactured and used some
diodes. But in this early form they were
no panacea for all radio detection
problems and they played only a small
part 'in the early years of radio.
A couple of years later H. H. Dun woody, of the De Forest Wireless Co..
the
produced an important rival
crystal detector. This was part of De
Forest's determined effort to challenge
Marconi's dominance of the radio
scene. In 1905 De Forest patented the
two -electrode valve with the double -

-

battery Elster-Geitel connection
instead of the single battery circuit used
by Fleming'. He called his diode an
"audion". Fleming felt that his invention had been hijacked and he accused
De Forest of plagiary. A bitter row
ensued.
In October 1906, De Forest added
the third electrode to make the first
triode. Unfortunately he still called it
an "audion", the name he used for his
diode, and confusion reigned. The dispute with Fleming was prolonged.
However, at no time did Fleming ever
claim to have invented the triode.
Though he experimented with zigzag
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wires as alternatives to metal plates for
the anode he never used the two
together. As he himself wrote, "Sad to
say, it did not occur to me to place the
metal plate and the zigzag wire in the
same bulb and use an electric charge of
positive or negative on the wire to
control the electron current to the

plate."'

Nonagenarian
John Ambrose Fleming lived to the
ripe old age of 95, and late in life
became very deaf
this was seemingly
a family trait, for his sister suffered
similarly. One story from his time as
Professor of Electrical Engineering at
University College, London, recalled a
loud conversation between the two of
them in which his sister told him not to
he so cantankerous
at times his
colleagues thought his deafness varied
at will to suite his purposes, becoming
"impenetrable" when he so wished.
Fleming was horn at Lancaster on 29
November, 1849, the oldest of the
seven children of a Congregational
minister. His father, he said, was
descended from "a long line of Scotch
ancestors of Flemish origin." His
mother's family came from Swans combe in Kent and were pioneers of
the manufacture of Portland cement.
In 1854 his parents moved to London
where Fleming was to spend almost 70
years of his life. When he finally retired
at 77, after an action -packed working
life, he moved to the seaside, to Sid -

-

-

mouth, where

he enjoyed nearly.
another 20 years before his death on 18
April, 1945. Ile married twice hut had
no children. His first wife, Clara
Ripley, died in 1917 but his second,
Olive Franks, whom he married in
1933, survived him.
Fleming started school at about the
age of ten, attending a private school

where

he

particularly enjoyed

via a route which alternated education
with work.
He enrolled for a BSc degree at
University College. London, in the
mid -1860s and studied under the
mathematician A. de Morgan and the
physicist G. Carey Foster. After two
years he left because of a shortage of
money and took a job with a shipbuilder in Dublin. The work was so dull
that he quit after a few months and
found work with a stock jobbing firm
on the London Stock Exchange.
For two years he earned his living in
the financial world. Later, as a teacher,
he preached that every boy and girl
should have some practical training in
"the hulls, the bears and the stags of
The Stock Exchange" and "their efforts
to make money out of the trustful and

optimistic public."

At the Stock Exchange his work
finished at the early hour of 4 o'clock.
So it was not only about the hulls and
bears that he learned, for he completed
his degree through evening study, graduating in 1870 with a first class degree.
For 18 months, from January 1871,
he replenished his funds as a science
teacher at Rossall School before resigning to return to his studies, this time
as a student of chemistry at the Royal
College of Science in South Kensington
(now Imperial College). It was while
there that he first studied the voltaic
battery which become the subject of his
first scientific paper. This turned out to
he a unique honour, for it was the first
paper to be read to the new Physical
Society of London (now the Institute of
Physics) and appears on page one of
volume one of their Proceedings.
Financial problems again forced him
to work for his living and in the
summer of 1874 he became science
master at Cheltenham College, a public
School. earning £400 a year. His own
scientific research continued and he
corresponded with James Clerk Max-

geometry. Prior to that his mother
tutored him and he had learned, virtually by heart, a book called the
"Child's Guide to Knowledge," a
popular book of the day
even as an
adult he could quote from it. His
schooling continued at the University

well at Cambridge University. After
saving £400, and securing a grant of £50
a year, in October 1877 he once again
enrolled as a student, this time at
Cambridge. Ile was now 28 years old.

College School where, although

Fleming's Banjo.

-

accomplished at maths, he habitually
came bottom of the class at Latin.
Even as a boy he wanted to become
an engineer. At 11 he had his own
workshop where he built model boats
and engines. He even built his own
camera.. the start of a lifelong interest
in photography. Training to become an
engineer was beyond the family's financial resources but he reached his goal

August 1990

At Cambridge, Maxwell asked Fleming to
compare the values of various resistance
standards. To do this Fleming improved
the Carey -Foster bridge so as to give fast
and accurate measurements. His measuring wire was formed into a nearly complete
circle while other parts were arranged
along an arm. The appearance led to

Maxwell dubbing

ELECTRONICS \VORLD+W'IRELESS WORLD

it

"Fleming

s

banjo".

One of Fleming's early experimental
diodes. Courtesy of the Marconi Co. Ltd.

Maxwell's lectures, he admitted, were

difficult to follow. Maxwell.

he said,

often appeared obscure and had "a
paradoxical and allusive way of speaking." We are told that on occasions
Fleming was the only student at those
lectures.'
In due course Fleming again graduated, this time with a first in chemistry
and physics, Ile then got a DSc from
London and served one year at Cambridge as a demonstrator of mechanical
engi leering before being appointed as
the first Professor of Physics and
Mathematics at the University of Nottingham. But after less than a year he
left.
Up to this stage in his career Fleming
had proved himself as a brilliant scholar and a gifted teacher, but with a
stronger aptitude for learning than for
being an employee. While he might
have appeared as a perpetual student
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which really suited his many and varied
talents. London always appealed to
him and his light teaching duties (one
hour a week during the first few years)
allowed plenty of time for consultancy.
When he took up his new position,
which he retained until his retirement,
the only equipment he received was "a
blackboard and a piece of chalk!"
However he persuaded the authorities
to give him a small room and a f150
grant. Largely due to his efforts £5000
was received in 1896 to establish an

Consultant

-

Fleming's was
Cousins can he useful
a Mr Arnold White who happened to
be secretary to the Edison Telephone
Company in London, and through him
Fleming was offered the post of consultant. The telephone business went
through a period of great change,
including mergers and the extension of
the Post Office monopoly from telegraphs to telephones, and Fleming
took an active part in the ensuing
litigation.'
White was also the secretary of the
new Edison Electric Light Company
and Fleming duly became scientific
adviser there too. He appears to have
obtained a. number of orders for the
company including one for the first
Admiralty Ship to have electric lighting. It was on behalf of this company
(by that time merged with the Swan
Electric Light Company) that he visited
America in 1884, during which visit he
met Edison.
By that time Fleming's reputation
was such that in 1885 he was invited to
become the first Professor of Electrical

electrical laboratory.
His interests ranged widely over the
years. At various times he specialised
in transformer tests (acting as consultant to Ferranti), standards and
measurements, incandescent lamps and
photometry, the effects of low temperatures on the electrical resistance of
metals (with Sir James Dewar), and (of
course) thermionics. In his retirement
he was for 15 years president of the
Television Society of London. He
received many honours, including the
Followship of the Royal Society in
1892, medals from scientific and
engineering institutions and, in 1929, a

;
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knighthood.
He has been described as a born
teacher and gave meticulously prepared public lectures. Showmanship
however, was not allowed into his
student lectures. As we have seen he
was also an accomplished photographer. In addition, he painted watercolours and enjoyed climbing in the
Alps. His interests were not those
which entailed much socialising and he
disliked organised games.
He was also a devout Christian and
preached on one occasion at St Martin in -the -Fields in London. Having no
children, he bequeathed much of his
estate to Christian charities, especially
those that helped the poor. But of his
many achievements his enduring fame
rests on turning a light bulb into the
first electronic valve. in

Engineering at University College,
London. At last he had a position

he was now about to find his forte in
life.
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10529A/10526T logic troubleshooter
116028 transistor fixture for S -parameter test set
11710 frequency down -converter for 8640B sig'gen
3400A mile -voltmeter 10Hz-10MHz true RMS
3581A audio wave analyser 1511z-50kHz
382A(P)P-band attenuator 12.4.18GHz 0-50db
400FLmV-Meter 1000V-300V Is. 20Hz-4Mhz
4204A decade oscillator 10Hz I MHz
4328A milliohmrneter 0.001.100 ohms Isd.
4329A high-resistance meter
4342A 0-meter 226Hz-70MHz. 0 -range 5.1000.
5335A (option 030) 1300MHz universal counter GPIB
5363B time -interval probes
5382A 225MHz frequency counter
5384A 225MHz system frequency counter GPIB
62668 power supply 0-40V 0.5A
6516A power supply 0-3KV @ 6mA
8018A senal data generator
8165A function generator 1mHz-50MHz GPIB
8327A test set selector
8405A vector voltmeter. Voltage 8 to 1000 MHz
84108/11A/12A114A 18 GHz network analyser system
86B computer
8600A digital maker generator for 8601 A
8614A signal generator 800MHz-2.4GHz
86408002 signal generator 1024MHz
86738 synthesized signal generator 2-26.5GHz
87098 (H17) synchronizer
8753A 3GHz network analyser with 850320 8 85044A

1.1

ANRITSU ME520A digital transmission analyser
ANRITSU MN95D fibre-optic attenuator 0-65db
ANRITSU MS31181, MH3238/1, MH347B/1 video signal gen
ANRITSU MS349E video signal analyser
AVO CB154/5 electrolytic 8 tan,' cap' bridge
AVO RM160/3 megohmmeter
AVO (BPL)RM215L-1 ac/dc breakdown tester to 12kV
BRANDENBURG Alpha II 807R 0.306V
BRUEL 8 KJAER 4416 response test unit
BRUEL 8 KJAER 2609 measuring amplifier
BRUEL 8 KJAER 2307 level recorder, 25 8 50db pots
BRUEL 8 KJAER 2425 voltmeter
BRUEL 8 KJAER 2232 sound ley meter 8 4230 cal'
FLUKE 80200 handheld DMM £125. 88408(09) 512(3MM
GALLENKAMP laboratory ovens - phone for details.
GOULD J38 audio oscillator
WATSU SM21008 dual -channel spectrum analyser 100kHZ
KEITHLEY 177 microvolt DMM
NATIONAL VP9690A noise meter
NATIONAL VP-7702C auto distortion meter (0.01%)
NATIONAL VP-7750A wow 8 flutter meter
PHILIPS PM5534 standard pattern generator NTSC
PHILIPS PM5565 TV waveform monitor
PHILIPS PM5545 colour encoder PAL
PHILIPS PM5597 VHF modulators £250, PM5598 UHF
PHILIPS PM5190 synthesized function generator
PHILIPS PM5580 I.F. modulator
PHILIPS PM6613 250MHz counter/timer 8 digits
PHILIPS PM8202 recorder with 9874 01 temp unit

-

£3500
£250
£2250
£2250
£275
£175
£395
£500
£550
£650

£1750
£350
£510
£325
£250-500
£350
£2500
£295
£195
£450
£225

£2500
£850
£1000
£500
£550
£1000

ADD'-

L'150

£450

NOTE: ALL OUR EQUIPMENT NOW CHECKED TO BS5750

TRACEABILITY
WANTED Top quality 'high -end' test equipment for stock or
will sell on commission, Please call, post or Fax list, any
quantity Signal generators spectrum analysers etc urgently
required for waiting customers

AL El

-

TB

£150
£395
£750
£250
£1000
£250
£325
£125
£750
£750
£1000
£1750
£1250
£150
£500
£250
£250
£1000
£1500
£500
£1250
Cpoa
£200
£325

£1250
£2850
£15000
£500
£11,000

LIT

£2000
ROHDE 8 SCHWARZ S WOFIII videoskop
ROHDE 8 SCHWARZ SWOBIII polyskop
£2000
£850
ROHDE 8 SCHWARZ PUC instrument computer
£250
ROHDE 8 SCHWARZ SKTU noise generator
£1250
ROHDE 8 SCHWARZ UPSF video noise meter
£850
SOUND TECHNOLOGY 17008 low distortion test set
£500
SOUND TECHNOLOGY 1000A FM stereo sig gen Band II
TAKEDA RIKEN TR9305 audio spectrum analyser FFT 0.0025Hz£3950
100kHz. GPIB option
£2950
TEKTRONIX 576 transistor curve tracer
£1200
TEKTRONIX SG503, TG501 in TM503 male frame
TEKTRONIX SG503, SG504, PG506, TG501 oscilloscope calibration
£2750
equipment in TM502 main -tram.
£395
TEKTRONIX SG502 oscillator, FG501 in TM503
£500
TEKTRONIX AM503 current probe amplder
£5000
TEKTRONIX 7104 1GHZ main-frame as -new
TEKTRONIX 7633/782878538/ storage oscilloscope
£1250
£100
TIME ELECTRONICS 404S milli -volt source
£250
108 PM -30R OF von -meter 1mV-10V Isd
.

ALL OUR EQUIPMENT IS SOLD IN EXCELLENT, FUL_Y
FUNCTIONAL CONDITION AND GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS.
MAIL ORDERS AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOMED. PLEASE
TELEPHONE FOR CARRIAGE QUOTE. ALL INSTRUMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE EX-STOCK AS AT COPY DATE. GOOD QUALITY
TEST EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED FOR STOCK. PRICES
QUOTED ARE SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL VAT.
I
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Affordable, standalone,
PCB fault -diagnosis
equipment.
The most economical way yet to improve the speed and efficiency of PCB
servicing and manufacturing defects analysis.
Rapid access to circuit information to
locate production faults.

Save and Compare
Data from a known good PCB can be
saved enabling a suspect board to be

ZIF soc<ets make the units ideal for
goods inward inspection and checking a

compared in minutes without circuit
documentation.

Q©
EL EC

T

R

Out of Circuit Testing.

device is functional before soldering.

Automatic Circuit Compensation.
O

N

i

C.

ABI ELECTRONICS LTD
FREEPOST
Mason Way PlaitsCornrnon
Industrial Park
Barnsley South Yorkshire S74 9BR
Tel 0226 350145
Telex 547938 EXPERT
Fax 0226350483

Manufacturing Defects Analysis.

24 and 40 pin Variants.
Providing a host of features for rapidly
testing digital ICs in circuit.

An IC is tested in the way it is connected.
No need to program each test.

Search Mode.
To identify unmarked ICs and give an
equivalent for replacement.

CIRCLE NO. 150 ON REPLY CARD

Phone for your data and
information pack now!

0226 350145

AUDIO DESIGN

orne of the more fascinating
aspects of commercial hi-fi are

the effects of contrived
fashion. Each new fashion, be
it oxygen -free copper cables or
gold-plated plugs, seems to be dreamed
up by a company's promotions department and then aided and abetted by a
sycophantic review industry. None of
this has anything to do with the aims of
high quality sound reproduction and
real engineers have little time for such

Variable-slope,
low-pass
LF

filter

commercially motivated goings-on;
happily, there is a remaining handful of
companies that eschews such practices.
It is a paradox that, in so-called
"high end" amplifiers and preampliTone controls in audio preamplifiers are
fiers, the facilities offered appear to he
regarded by the cognoscenti as
in inverse proportion to the price; the
more inflated the cost, the more minioutmoded. Reg Williamson disagrees and
malist the functions. One might expect
'the volume control to disappear as
a steep -cut, variable
presents a design
soon as some self-appointed guru preslope filter -to remedy deficiencies in some
scribes it as yet another cause of
subjective aberration of minuscule
programme sources
magnitude.
Despite the considerable improvement in the quality of programme
Gyrators
sources in the home. there is still the tional m -derived full rt-section filter
version
uses the same
progresThe
new
with
a
potentiometer
they
(Fig.
1)
although
for
"tone
need
controls",
may now take a somewhat different sively shorting the inductor and shunt approach, but this time a pot -core
form. Since 78s and LPs are still popu- capacitor to provide the variable slope. inductor is not used. Fortunately, modlar, and since the transfer of old ana- A novel function was that, at the ern linear design methods now include
logue tapes to CD is sometimes not minimum setting of the potentiometer, an alternative to real inductors, a cirespecially careful, the desirability of an integral switch could take the filter cuit technique that had just been introduced at the time of my first design. I
access to a steep -cut low-pass filter still out of circuit altogether.
refer to the gyrator.
remains.
It is outside the province of this
This design arose from a feeling of
article to deal in any depth with how a
irritation with the current, irrational,
there are many
gyrator functions
minimalist trend and, while it may form
but a little
excellent references'part of a complete preamplifier, ít was
historical background is not without
felt that the steep -cut filter as an
interest. The concept was first mooted
independent unit might prove of
by Tellegen in 1948 and I believe he
interest. I make no secret of the fact
coined the generic noun. In simple
that it emulates the well -tried and
terms, it can be shown that, by the use
trusted Quad control with its selection
of active devices, one can in a linear
of three frequencies and a variable
circuit interchange the relationship
slope; although, as will be seen later,
between current and voltage; so in
the design approach is somewhat diffetheory, for example, it is possible to
rent.
make a capacitor behave like an inducA variable -slope low-pass filter was a
tor and vice versa.
feature of a design of mine some 21 Fig. 1. Variable -slope filter based on an
Figure 2 shows the simplest version I
years ago', but this had only one fixed m -derived ri-section with the capacitor
know, and in this series tuned circuit,
frequency and was based on a conven- shorted by a potentiometer.

for
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Fig. 5.Manually
plotted curve of

---1

500 Hz

filter

-

characteristic.
Roll -off may he
varied from
IF

°

_
2n

R1l 1

kHz

-

2

kHz

-

8

kHz

-

16 kHz

-

-25dB/octave

1

R2C1-C2

1

down to -6dBl
octave at half-way
setting.

J

Fig. 2. Elemental gyrator circuit, which
emulates an inductor in series with a
resistor.

C2, R1 and R2 behave like an inductance in series with resistance: acceptable where a modest O is required.
Riordan proposed a rather more sophisticated version using two op -amps in
1967' and two years later Antoniou4
realised a number of variants, all bearing superficial similarity to the Riordan
original with one in particular proving
of special interest
the one adopted
for this design (Fig. 3).

1

(

-1.0

-20

-30

-10

0

1(

GAIN (dB re()

-

This circuit is a generalised impedance converter and if a resistor is
connected from the output to ground,
it appears to the input as an inductor

tical design of Fig. 4 this is equal to
Len( henries)=R1 (ki2)/1(1l)
A special feature of the Antoniou
circuit is that, where the "inductor" is
floating above ground. as in the case of
a low-pass full -section n configuration,
then two can he connected tail -to -tail
with resistor (inductor) between them.

Len= KRL
where K=CR1R3/R,. So it can also he
seen that if one chooses appropriate
values for the capacitive and resistive
elements, the scaling factor K can he a
comfortable round integer. In the pracRC

To steep
cut filter
2k7
R1R2
Gain=

\iv\
Fig. 3. Gyrator due to Riordan, after
Antoniou, whicl, forms the basis for the

R2

present design.

e.g.

Fig. 4. Practical filter with switchable
cut-off control. 12 and R, in buffer
amplifier control gain.

551k

R2

If

R1=2k7, R2=5k1
= 3-7dB

Gain

;

Buffer stage

1

1/Vi

1.1n2 1

T

Variable slope

100

47k log
ICj

II--

100p

6kr1d
\r".:

5k6

1

1%

1%

560

1%

Hz
7kcH2i

i

8k2

11;
Dn

IC4

4n7

4k7

/

Input (source Z= 2k7)
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Filter design
The final step is to decide on the
parameters for a conventional m derived low-pass filter, determine the
value of the inductor and, from that,
the equivalent resistor. The mathematical procedures are freely available
and will not he repeated here. In the
design of Fig. 4 there are three resistors, giving three switched frequencies.
The null frequency above the nominal
turnover point is a little lower than one
octave, giving an m factor of
The circuit was first simulated by a
cad program and a few empirical
d0

O
'%

Fig. 6. Prototype steep -cut low-pass filter.
Fast Basic listing for the design of fn -derived, half-section high or low-pass filter.
\These programs are to facilitate the design of a m-derived half section
\parallel high or low pass L -C filter.Designed sections may be cascaded
\in I or
configuration. Written in Fast Basic by R Williamson 20/1/87.
CLS:TXTSI2E 13
start:INPUTIAB(12,10)"Oo you went High pass or Low Pass? Type HP or LP..:"Ai
CLS
IF Ae-"HP" OR AS -"hp' THEN GOTO hp
PRINTTAB(8,0)"This Program will design a low pass half section filter,"
PRINTTABCB)"m-derived and which may be cascaded In e configuration.'
PRINTTA8C8)"It is of the parallel type Csee associated diegrams)":PRINT
Ips:INPUTTAB(8)"Select the frequency of cutoff (Fc in KHz)';Fc
PRINTTA8C8)"Enter the null frequency CFn in KHz end which"
";Fn
INPUTTAB(B)"should not be <1.25Fc)
IF Fn/Fc<1.25 THEN PRINTTA8(8)"Fn is too low. Re-start!":PRINT:GOTO los
PRINTTAB(B)"Enter source and load resistances in Kn"
INPUTTAB(B)"(which ere initially assumed to be equal)..";R

n050R(1-CFc/Fn)'2)

nR/(2PIFc)

L -

C

-

h/C2PIFcR);C-C1000000
C1-M'2)/(M2PIFcR):Cp

- Cp1000000 :PRINT
";L" Henrys"
PRINTTAB(B)"(if standard gyrator module used"
...then Rz - ";Ll00" Kn)"
PRINTTAB(B)"
";C" pF"
PRINTTAB(B)"Shunt Capacitance C is
";Cp" of"
PRINTTAB(8)"Series Capacitance Cp is
PRINTTA8(8)"Note: m - ";rl
PRINT: PRINTTAB(B)"Assueing cascaded sections in preferred"
PRINTTAB(B)" configuration, then....
L - ";2L" Henrys"
PRINTTAB(B)"(if standard gyrator module used"
...then Rz - ";L200" Km.)"
PRINTTA8(8)"
PRINTTAB(37)"Cp - ";Cp/2" of"
GOTO end
hp:CLS:TXTSI2E 13:PRINT
PRINTTA8(8,0)"This Program will design a high pass half section filter."
PRINTTA8C8)"m-derived and which mey be cascaded in I configuration."
PRINTIAB(8)"It is a series type (see associated diagrams) -;PRINT
hps:INPUTTAB(B)"Select the frequency of cutoff (Fa in Hz)-,Fc
PRINTTA8C8)"Enter the null frequency (Fn in Hz and which"
";Fn
INFUTTA8(8)"should not be >0.8Fc)
IF Fc/Fn<1.25 THEN PRINITAB(8)"Fn is too high. Re-start!"::GOTO his
PRINTTA8C8)-Enter source and load resistance in Kn"
INPUTTAB(8)"[which are initially assumed to be equal)..";R:PPINT
-OSOR(i-(Fn/Fc)'2)

Cp

-

PRINTTAB(8)"Inductance L is

-R1000/(n2PiFc)
C -1000/(n2PIFcR)
Cs-n1000/((1-h"2)2PIFcR)
L

":L" Henrys"
PRINTTAB(B)"Inductance L is
PRINTTA8C8)"Cif standard gyrator module used"
...then Rz - ";L100" Kn)"
PR!NTTAB(8)"
";C" yF"
PRINTTABC8)"Shunt Capacitance C is
";Cs" yF"
PRINTTAB(B)'Series Capacitance Cs is
";rl
PRINTTAB(e)"Note: m
PRINT:PRINTTA8C8)"Assuming cascaded sections in preferred"
L - ";L/2" Henrys"
PRINTTAB(8)"T configuration, then....
PRINITABCB)"(if standard gyrator module used"
PRINTTAB(B)"
...then Rz - ";L50" Kn)"
PRINTTABC35)"Cs - ";Cs2" wF"
end:PRINT
INPUTTAB(8,19)"Type Y for repeat or N to end..."ES
IF ES -"Y" OR Es -'y" THEN CLS: GOTO start
END
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changes were needed in the prototype,
not only because only the inductive
component is varied, but also because
some adjustments were necessary to
allow standard values of R and C
outside the gyrators. This departure
resulted in some shifts to the turnover
frequencies which are insignificant.
Attention to DC and AC stability
was also needed. To meet the matching
needs of the filter and to compensate
for its insertion loss of 3.7dB, there is
an input buffer, giving an overall gain
of OdB. The gain may he modified by a
simple adjustment to the two resistors
in the buffer amplifier feedback path.
Figure 5 shows that the asymptotic rate
reaches about 25dB/octave and can be

infinitely varied down to a first -order
rate of 6dB/octave at about the halfway setting.

Interfacing the unit with existng
equipment is simple, since the input
impedance is high at around 50k11 and
output impedance is low (this must
always "see" 5k9, so a fixed resistor
might he needed across the output
when the load is determined). To
preserve an adequate s:n ratio, the
signal level should be greater than
IOOmV. The maximum signal level
before clipping is 5.3V RMS and

THD<0.002%.
My thanks to the University of Keele for
the use of facilities and to Alan Watling
for constructing and initially resting the
prototype.
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Garbage in,
garbage out
EW+WW has recently discussed
at length the currently
fashionable topic of dangers to
health associated with low
frequency and radio frequency
fields. Readers might be led to
believe that there is a clearly
established causal relationship
between exposure to various
forms of non -ionising radiation
and a variety of diseases. In fact,
the correlations are generally
very weak, some are statistically
flawed, and some result from
"data dredging". Any review of
the entire series would require a
tedious and lengthy paper: to
show the problems of this kind
of study I will comment only on
two of the papers discussed by
Simon Best in the March issue.
The study of 2495 radio
amateurs is interesting. From
the raw data it might be inferred
that: first, hams are remarkably
healthy-only 70% of the
expected deaths occurred. This
is a very reliable figure. the C.I.
being69-74. Second. deaths due
to acute myeloid leukemia were
higher than expected (expected
deaths 8.5, observed 13). This is
a very weak statistic due to the
small number of cases and to the
low overall mortality. The C.I.
was 103-285. And third,
amateurs are largely immune to
cancer of the pancreas
observed deaths 27. expected
42, with a C.I. of 42-94. It
would be a gross misuse of
statistics to assert this.
More significantly, Mr. Best
writes, "a sample of 2495 radio

-

amateurs." This is a misleading
use of the word "sample". In the
original study, the population
was roughly 69,010, of whom
2495 died. Thus the chance of
dying from any leukemia was
0.5%, not 1.4%. which might he
inferred from Mr Best's data.
Moreover, the study was not
corrected for age nor for the
lower than anticipated overall
death rate.
The data on electrosurgical
machines strongly supports the
hypothesis that radiation from
these devices is harmless. ESUs
have been around for over 50
years and since WWII have
become ubiquitous. Virtually all
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Random creep and
noise down under
Your article in EW+WW of
March, "Riding the solar
storm," has stimulated my
interest in
seismoelectromagnetics. The
observation of "long secondary
waves from distant
earthquakes" certainly deserves
comment.
I would like to refer to
EW+WW, February 1987, p230:
here the observed effect was in
the VI IF range. The author
invokes the ether as an FM

modulator of VHF transmission
in an earthquake region of

north-east Italy.
In 1986 Tom Barrett. the
manager of a communications

manufacturing company in
Perth. Western Australia, told
me of a "noisy" area near
Cunderdin. between Perth and
Kalgoorlie. A client had
installed an SSB network in
Cunderdin and was having
interference problems. This led
to a field survey in a mobile rest
vehicle fitted with an S -meter.
The receiver had a short whip
aerial. and the town was very
noisy. Even 10km out of town,
in the middle of a huge, empty
paddock (empty of habitation
and power poles), he measured
over 35µV of wideband I IF
noise.

flying a light plane from
Kalgoorlie to Perth. and the I IF
radio on board was set with the

-

mute on
this was a simple
level -sensitive mute system.
Near Cunderdin. at 6610MHz
and 10.000ft altitude, the mu:e
was broken by white noise. The
radio had recently been
manufactured by his workmen.
The plane flew another five to
ten miles before the mute
operated normally again.
The area is known to he
seismologically active, and his
story immediately made me
think about long. leaky,
quartzitic. piezoelectric antenna
elements. Random creep along
a fault could possibly produce
voltages if metal oxides of

barium, titanium and other
heavy metals were in the

quartzite. Random creep could
produce wideband noise. The
lowest frequency components,
say I cycle per decade. could be
of earth -shaking consequences.
I don't need to invoke the
ether to see this possibility. A
geopiezoelectric phenomenon is
much more likely to he all that is
necessary for Occam and his
razor.
Russell Job
Forest Range
South Australia

Many months later he was
surgeons use these machines in
one form or another; they are all

of normal vision at certification
and I can find no evidence that
they suffer more visual
deficiencies at retirement than
the normal population. ESUs
are well known as devices that
can cause fires and burns,
although the modern units are
designed to reduce these
hazards. In any case, they have
so improved the practice of
surgery that the risk/benefit
ratio is very near to zero. By the
way, the study that Mr Best
quotes does not assert that
damage occurs.

EW+WW has a reputation for
well considered, accurate and

ELECTRONICS WORLD+WIRELESS WORLD

well written editorial material.
In this series, the editor's
laudable social concerns may
have led to bias. There is
extensive use of "outquotes"
(trade jargon for repeating.
prominently and in bold type,
selected portions of the text).
All these emphasise the
supposed risks, none are drawn

from opposing viewpoints.
These, combined with an
excessive number of pictures of
CEGB pylons, may tempt
readers to consider as fact what
is, at present, a very loose and
ill-assorted body of data.
Harold W. Shipton
St. Louis

USA

Amplifier
tolerances
In reference to Ben Duncan's

article regarding CD player
mods (EW+WW. May), why is
it that manufacturers insist on
using practices which would
never be tolerated in high quality amplifiers (the use of
low-grade op amps being just
one example)?
Also. we have found that CD
players are surprisingly sensitive
to mains- and power supply related problems-why not use
switched -mode power supplies
in CD players?
I would like to say to Barry
Fox that high -quality cables do
improve sound quality, but why
pay silly money when you can
make your own for a few
pounds? Although Barry's
article was written tongue-incheek, I would like to add that
several different types of solder
are used in electronics
applications, so why not build
with solder formulated
specifically for audio
applications?
David Carr, editor
Atulio Conversions
Rotherham

Economy equalisers
and hi-fi

subjectivity
was quite flattered to read in
John Linsley Hood's article on
pre -amplifier design (EW+WW,
June 199(1) that my phono stage
circuit used in recent Rotel
I

amplifiers is "the only other
major innovation." As he
correctly surmises, the use of a
flat response linear gain stage
followed by a shunt feedback
equalisation stage does follow
on from my use of the
configuration at Cambridge
Audio.
The primary benefit of this
configuration is to isolate the
critical equalisation stage from
the "variable" component
in
this case the cartridge. It also
enables the phono stage to have
switched gain settings (by
varying the first stage gain)
without changing the frequency
response. In most practical
amplifiers using feedback

-
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equalisation and with moderate
open -loop gains, the lowering of
the closed -loop gain by, say,
20dB will result in a change in
the equalised frequency
response.
One interesting variation on
the shunt -feedback input stage
was used by me in the mid '70s
as a moving -coil cartridge
amplifier. Here the input
resistor is formed by the
resistance of the cartridge itself
to give an amplifier whose gain
shifts to suit the cartridge. Thus
a low -output cartridge will
typically have fey turns, hence a
low resistance, and so the
amplifier will have a high gain.
Conversely a high output
cartridge will have more turns, a
higher resistance, and the
amplifier a lower gain to suit. In
addition the virtual earth
connection gives good damping
of the cartridge. This circuit
works well and was to he found
in the MYST amplifier, among
others.

perception does improve with
practice and reviewers such as
Colloms spend almost all their
days listening to music systems.
Some years ago Bang and

I/P

impedance (e.g. the volume
control and the following stage).
Turning now to Peter
Baxandall's letter in the same
issue, we are again seeing the
same correspondence that has
appeared at regular intervals
since the mid -70s. Yet the void
between the Walker/Baxandall/
I faller/Self camp and that of
Colloms/most successful hi-fi
designers seems to he as wide as
ever. f laving designed well over
2011 commercial audio products

-a worthwhile proportion of

which have earned "Best Buy"
or equivalent status in the hi-fi
magazines- I feel entitled to
throw a couple of comments into
the ring.

Another circuit not picked up
by the author is a passive system
I started to use at Cambridge
Audio many years ago and
which was used in some of their
products (including the current
models) and an Acoustic
Research amplifier. I termed the
configuration "segmented
passive equalisation" and it uses
three amplifier stages v, ith
passive networks between them.
This circuit has the advantages
of a passive system without the
usual sacrifice of either
headroom or signal-to-noise
ratio. Readers can prove for
themselves that with an optimal
choice of gains for the three
stages there will he no
significant loss of performance
compared to that of the more
conventional feedback
equalisers.

An "economy" model is
possible without the third stage,
the only disadvantage being a
possible change in the low frequency response resulting
from any change in the loading
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First, I think we all agree that
there is no unexplained "magic"
in good amplifier design. Every
audible effect has an
explanation, but all too often we
have been unable to measure
the effect with sufficient
exactitude. Furthermore if we
can measure an `error" what
level is acceptable? All too often
there is an absence of valid work
in correlation between what is
measured and what is heard.
Precious little published work in
this area has been successfully
repeated in recent years.
It would seem rational to
assume that two amplifiers that
measure identically will sound
the same and be
indistinguishable from each
other. And this is normally the
case when I've selected two
units from a production batch of
the same product by a reputable
manufacturer. But in testing
many. many hundreds of

different, commercially
available amplifiers over the
I have never ever
found two different products
which measure identically in

past 25 years

Olufsen found difficulties in
getting consistent results from
randomly chosen listeners and
they put together a team of
employees who were trained to
A
listen intelligently and who are
now, by all accounts, very
perceptive. The same practice
has been adopted by the
Technical University of
Denmark to help them fulfil
their part in a "Eureka" project.
every respect. Thus, applying
There has been a great deal of
is
no
the same logic, there
discussion of the nulling
reason to assume they should
technique hut, if we are to put to
sound the same.
one side any arguments about its
We are left only with two
relevance, its purpose is to show
unknowns. How great must the
the degree of input/output error
before
measured difference he
on a music programme when an
someone can hear a difference;
amplifier is operated within its
or from the alternative
design envelope. What error is
great
vie' point, how
an audible
acceptable? What do we do if
difference can there be to a
particular listener before we can someone can hear a difference
yet the measured error is below
measure a difference in
the inherent error of the
performance?
practical test? Whatever, it is up
I've no doubt that some of
to the amplifier designer to
your readers can point to a
make his own decisions.
variety of now -dusty research
Another technique which in
papers which detail
investigations into the audibility some ways is less contentious is
that of bridging an amplifier's
of minor changes in a
with a pair of high outputs
measurable parameter.
quality high -impedance
Unfortunately they have by
headphones while it is loaded
definition been limited to a
alternately by a 4/892 resistor
change in one parameter at a
time. yet that is not the situation and a real loudspeaker located
out of hearing range. This
we find in real life. The
technique has been used by
differences in the measured
myself, B&W Loudspeakers and
performance between two
others, and has recently been
different amplifier designs are
proposed for consideration as a
rarely differences in just one
valid tool for magazine reviews
single parameter. Little, if any,
by John Crabbe (HiFi News,
work seems to have been done
on the audibility of a number of June 1990). Of course, all the
simultaneous changes of several usual caveats apply hut, in my
experience, the great majority
parameters and the resulting
of amplifiers fail this test.
complex interactions.
Let us move on to the real
If a listener can repeatedly
world where real lovers of music
hear an effect then we cannot
listen through real hi-fi systems.
claim he is talking rubbish or
They don't check that the
that he is an untrained idiot.
programme never drives the
Instead we have to accept that
our previous standards were not amplifier into clip; that their
loudspeakers draw "excessive"
rigorous enough and need to be
currents under some
improved. He may he the only
listener in one thousand to hear circumstances: that their
grounding arrangements result
the effect and he may only hear
in the presence of a high it under his own chosen
conditions, yet ultimately he will frequency residual; that the
matching of their equipmentis
he the one who sets the
less than optimal; and that their
standard.
record player or CD pumps out
In this context it is worth
significant levels of high
noting that a listener's
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frequencies above the nominal
audio hand.
These people, our customers,
will pick up a pair of £200 40W
amplifiers, connect them up one
at a time. turn up the volume
and play their music. Invariably
the amplifiers will sound
different and it matters not if we
jump up and down and say they
are being used outside their
design envelopes and that their
tests are not being conducted in
a proper manner.
The fact is that some
amplifiers are designed to be
more tolerant under such
conditions and. when they are in
trouble. for the resulting distress
not to he audibly unpleasant. In
this context readers may
remember that the original
Quad 405 had very limited
output current capability
because of its limiters. and that
in the real world this was
audible. Quad designed their
hybrid protection circuit which
made more current available,
and most everyone agreed they
then had a better product.
Returning briefly to the
differential/nulling test, I have
to say that when I've applied the
test to a number of reasonably
priced amplifiers and kept the
amplifier operating within its
design envelope the audible
results have rarely been
satisfactory for my listeners.
One thing this test has shown me
is that to satisfy the
requirements of today's
consumer you either design
inevitably expensive amplifiers
with a wide operating envelope
or you design inexpensive
amplifiers whose excursions
outside of their envelope are not
too apparent to the listener.
If there is a "black art" to
amplifier design it is in
producing a balanced design
which incorporates all the
relevant theoretical knowledge
and a degree of empirical
experience, in understanding
the real world of the consumer
and in making an amplifier
whose performance may fall
well short of perfection but
whose problems and
imperfections are not too
obvious to the listener. Since
few designers have an unlimited
budget the final mix has plenty
of room for individual judgment
and so it is hardly surprising that
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we can create products which
have quite clear differences,
both measured and audible.
I would suggest that it still
remains the case that some
designers may have better

judgment than others.
Stan Curtis
St Ives

Cambridgeshire

Ancient wisdoms
R. V. I farrowell's idea of
forming an unofficial, impartial
body of "time -expired"
scientists and engineers to

examine heterodox claims

(Letters, EW+WW. May) is
timely. Anyone thinking of
doing so is welcome to ', rite to
me for information on a system
of committees which, in certain
respects, is being formed for
such a purpose.
B. E. P. Clement
15

Everest Drive

assessed by moving a shortwave

radio round the computer.
Crude computations regarding
the very high signal levels
detected by the radio at a wide
range of frequencies can he
done, which show that the
Soviet standard limit of 10µW/
cm2 is likely to be exceeded for
an operator seated close to the
machine. The fact that computer
equipment, particularly that
using CRT-type displays, emits
significant levels of
electromagnetic radiation has
long been known and forms the
basis of methods of spying or.
computer installations.
Apart from the dangers of
electromagnetic radiation.
concern has been expressed over
the emission of very low levels
of ionising radiation by CRT type VDU devices. The very
long exposure of users, often
approaching 2000 hours per

year, means that very low levels
Crickhowell
of ionising or non -ionising
Powys N P8 D H
radiation constitute a health
hazard. The following safety
measures are thus suggested:
First, VDU users should use
very wide tables to avoid having
the equipment too close to
There is a difference of a factor
them. A size of 1.2m wide (4ft)
of 1000 between Soviet safety
by 2m long by 750mm high has
standards for electromagnetic
been found suitable. This is in
radiation and those used in
Britain, the USA and the West. contrast to the accepted practice
of using small stands for
In the USA the maximum dose
computers and having the
rate is 10mW/cm2; in the USSR
operator close to the screen.
it is 10µW/cm2. This
Second, there is a need for
contradiction is associated with
electromagnetic shielding in the
the very crude method used in
form of steel or mu metal
the West that sets the safety
screening, conductive coatings
level as one tenth of the level
on glass screens, etc.
that causes thermal tissue
Third, pregnant women, or
damage (EW+ WW, March
women likely to become
1990, "Killing Fields"). In the
pregnant, must not operate
USSR a more technical
VDU display devices, and the
approach is used
use of such equipment in schools
("Occupational Health and
should be discouraged or,
Safety in Manufacturing
Industries," M. K. Poltev, MIR better, discontinued. Practically
every educational journal in the
Moscow, 1985).
In the same issue of EW+ WW country now carries
photographs of children seated
is an article on short range radar
close to computer VDU screens.
(by Lab -Volt) which claims that
It is essential that action is
a power density at 10GHz of
taken now to limit future
8011W/cm2 is less than the most
damage to health from
stringent safety limits.
computer equipment. There is
The levels of radiation to
ample evidence of the long-term
which a personal computer
danger of present practices but
operator is exposed can be
no action
even to the limited
Interested parties should contact
extent indicated above.
Mr Clement, not the EW+WW
J. A. Corbyn
editorial office.
Ed.
Penhalonga
1

Soviet safety
standards

-

-
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Riddle rewrites
My pleasure in seeing that you
published both my letters
('EW+WW, May) was shattered
when I read through that under
the heading "The Riddle of
Inertia" and saw the extent to
which you have fallen short of
your usually excellent standards.
Paragraph 2:
and
arrived at by Galileo only after
much experimentation on
bodies moving under gravity on
inclined planes. In fact, the
equality of rates of fall must he

"...

..."

so,
Paragraph 3: "So 201 halls
released simultaneously must
strike the ground
simultaneously. If 200 of the
balls are then lightly welded
together, they will still fall as if
separate, and strike the ground
simultaneously with the one free

ball,"
Paragraph 6: "So are the
square root of -1, conformal

mapping, matrices, etc., but a
matrix or,/-/ are not physical

objects...

.

Paragraph 7: "We must go
hack to basics and build up
physics again,

..."

shouldn't like
readers to think that I talk
gibberish habitually.
R. A. Waldron
Dept of Mathematics
University of Ulster
I

have just received my copy of
the May edition in which I
notice that my letter has an
omission which makes the
physics of the argument
incorrect. The fifth paragraph
should read as follows:
"The three most commonly
used classical methods are
Newton's Laws, Lagrange's
Equations and Hamilton's
Principle. These are mutually
compatible approaches where
the definition of force is that
given by Newton's first two laws
in the form that force is
proportional to the time rate
change of momentum. Here the
two laws are seen as definitions.
It also follows that the moment
of external forces is proportional
to the time rate of change of the
I

moment of momentum."
H. R. Harrison
The City University
London EC1
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ACTIVE
A -to -D and D -to -A

converters
Programmable gain A/D. A
programmable gain version of the
PCL-718, the PCL-818, allows the gain
of each of 16 analogue inputs to be
stored in an on -board ram sequencer
which automatically selects the gain of
each channel for high-speed multichannel/multi-range data acquisition
applications. Maximum throughput is
100kHz using the built-in pacer and
DMA function. The card also includes
two D/A channels and 32 digital I/O
lines, plus a 16 bit counter/timer.
Fairchild Ltd, 042121 6527.

Multiplying D/A converters. The
MX7537 and MX7547, 12 -bit current
output D/A converters have two
precisely matched DACs per package,
and are guaranteed monotonic over
temperature, with relative accuracy of
1/2 LSB. Resistance mismatch
between the two is a mere 0.5% over
temperature, making many dual DAC
applications possible that were not
feasible using discrete DACs. The
reduction in board space with two
DAC5 in one package makes them
suitable for size -critical applications.
Maxim Integrated Products, 0734
845255.

Discrete active devices
Surface -mount d-mos fets. All small
signal vertical d-mos transistors from
Philips are now available in the SOT 223 surface -mount package, the first
surface -mount type capable of
dissipating 1W on a standard PCB.
This combines the advantages of fast
switching speed with the benefits
provided by surface mounting. The
SOT -223 packaged d-mos range
consists of both n -channel and p channel types. There are 15 types in
the range with voltage ratings from 35V
through to 450V; on -resistances go
down to 1.811. Maximum drain -source
currents range from 100mA through to
2A. Philips Components, 071-580
6633.
Eye response photodetector by

Centronic.

mosfet. Despite a
threshold voltage no higher than -2V,
the new BSS84 surface -mount mosfet
features thermal properties said to be
unmatched by any of its competitors.
Optimised for fast switching combined
with low on resistance, the device has
a rise time of just 10ns when carrying
270mA. The construction of the SOT 23 package allows the device to meet
its full 360mW power rating on a
ceramic substrate only 10 x 8 x 0.6mm.
This 50V -breakdown device is capable
of handling 130mA continuously and
peaks of up to 520mA. It has on
resistance of no more than 1011, input
capacitance of 40pF and typical
forward transconductance figure of
100mA/V. Zetex plc, 061-627 5105.
P -channel

Space -saving PNP Darlington. The
new ZTX712 PNP Darlington can
replace TO126 and TO220-packaged
devices in many medium -power
applications, saving space and cost,
and often offering an increase in
performance. The 712's E -line
package measures just 2.45 x 4 x
5mm. Capable of handling -800mA
continuously, the ZTX712 features a
gain of at least 10 000 when carrying
-500mA. At maximum current, its
saturation voltage is a maximum of
1.25V while its base -emitter voltage at
the same current is 1.8V. In audio
amplifiers the device is suitable as a
driver or output transistor. For
symmetrical stages, there is an NPN
complementary version of the ZTX712
the BCX38. Zetex plc, 061-627
5105.

-

Digital signal processor
C-mos voice processor. The UMC
UM5100 is a single chip c-mos LSI for
high quality voice recording and
reproduction applications in voice
storage, intelligent security and voice
response equipment, and
telecommunication designs. It includes
an RC oscillator, address bus
generator, serial -to -parallel converter,
mode control and delta modulation
functions. The delta modulation circuit
is based on a continuously variable
slope waveform technique. Additional
circuits compensate for low frequency
distortion, and include an amplifier to
translate voice loudness. For recording
and reproduction, it is interfaced to a
static ram, and for voice -only
reproduction, to eprom or rom up to a
maximum addressable memory size of
256K. Operating from 3 to 6V, a
standby current of only 1 typical is
needed. METL, 0844 278781.

Linear integrated circuits
Stepped voltage detectors. The

/r
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RX5VA range of voltage detectors
includes comparators, output driver
devices and a hysteresis circuit.
Manufactured using low -power c-mos
technology, the Ricoh family can be
ordered with the voltage specified
between 2.0V and 6.0V in 0.1V steps.
Three types of output can also be
specified: n -channel open drain, p channel open drain and c-mos output.
Suitable applications include reset
circuits, battery checkers, level

discriminators, battery back-up
switching circuits and power failure
detectors. Micro Call Solutions, 0844
261500.

Logic building blocks

either vapour -phase solder reflow or
wave-solder techniques. TTL and cmos compatible, they comprise a
hybrid circuit and a miniature quartz
crystal, and are characterised by low
power consumption and high shock
resistance. Euroquartz, 0460 76477.

C-mos real-time clock. The single chip MSM 62X42BRS c-mos highspeed, bus -oriented, real-time clock is
fully bus -compatible with any CPU or
MCU and has an access time of 120ns
Each 4 -bit address and bi-directional
4 -bit data bus is thus enabled to
access registers for seconds, minutes,
day of the week, date, month and year,
with automatic leap-year timing in both
12 and 24 hour. Implemented in low power Si -gate c-mos the device
dissipates 150µW at +5V and 20µW
at +2V back-up, which permits
continuity of timekeeping even when
powered down. Operational
temperature range is -40 to +80°C.
Norbain Technology, 0734 864411.

Optical devices
Eye response photodetectors. A
new range of eye response
photodetectors comes in both silicon
and GaAsP variants. The latter feature
a spectral response with sharp I.R.
cut-off at 700nm. Since the response is
approximately photopic, the detectors
will measure light accurately without
the need for expensive filters. Their low
dark current compared to silicon
detectors, and good linearity and
responsivity in the visible range, make
them suitable for a wide range of
applications. The 'E' range silicon
detectors have been designed to
closely mimic the human eye, making
them suitable for photometric
applications. Centronic Ltd, 0689
42121.

Laser diode drivers. A new series of
pulse generators features high current
outputs to 200A without duty cycle
restrictions. The Avtech AVO-8 Series
pulse generators are designed for
pulsing laser diode and other loads
with rectangular pulses as high as
200A or 40V, pulse widths from 21.Ls to
DC, and duty cycles to 100%, with rise
and fall times less than 1µs. These
units can provide average output
power levels as high as 5000W. Output
pulse amplitude is controlled by a
user -supplied high current laboratory
power supply which provides the prime
power to the output stage. Output
pulse width is controlled by front panel
controls, and an electronic pulse width
control option is available. A delay
control and sync output are provided.
Applications should include use as
drivers for laser diode arrays and other
similar low impedance loads. Lyons
Instruments Ltd, 0992 467161.

Oscillators
Crystal oscillators. Euroquartz's
family of surface -mountable crystal
oscillators is now available for
frequencies ranging from 1Hz to
32MHz. Supplied in standard 24-pin
ceramic leadless chip carrier
packages, they are designed for
surface -mounting applications using

Programmable logic
arrays
Fast TTL PLD. What is claimed to be
the world s fastest TTL programmable
logic device (PLD) is scheduled for
volume production this year. The
PAL16R8-4 family includes the
PAL16L8-4, PAL16R8-4, PAL16R6-4
and PAL16R4-4. These devices are
packaged in a proprietary pinout 28 -pin
PLCC with multiple distributed ground
and power pins to eliminate ground
bounce and crosstalk. Maximum
combinatorial propagation delay for the
PAL16R8-4 family is 4.5ns. In
registered mode, the worst case
maximum frequency is 125MHz. AMD
(UK) Ltd, 0483 740440.

24-macrocell EPL. The 5AC324-25

is

a 25ns version of the advanced

architecture, 24-macrocell, ch-mos
EPLD. It doubles the density of the first
advanced family member, the 5AC312,
while maintaining a fast 25ns
propagation delay. Using the
"programmable-AND/allocatable-OR"
architecture, the chip allows the user to
define macrocells allocated with zero
to 16 product terms (P -terms), and
increases device use by allowing
designers to implement complex logic
functions requiring more than today's
standard eight P -terms, while keeping
up with advanced CPU clock
frequencies. Intel, 0793 696204.
30,000 gate GaAs array. A 30,000
gate GaAs array targeted at highspeed computer, telecommunication
and defence applications does not
require liquid cooling. This marks the
first time that air-cooled systems are
able to make use of high-speed gate
arrays in excess of 15,000 gates. The
VSC30K features 30,528 2 -input NOR
gates with 100% gate utilisation.
Typical power dissipation is 8-12W.
Packaged in a 344-pin leaded chip
carrier, the VSC30K otters 256 signal
pins configurable to ECL, TTL, and
GaAs I/O levels. Kudos flume Ltd,
0734 351010.
ECL gate array. The ECL-4A gate
array family features a gate delay time
(unloaded 2 -input NAND) of only 90ps,
claimed to be the fastest gate array
delay commercially available. Five
masters, with gate counts from 8,462
up to 35,656, and the classical
architecture with dedicated routing
channels, allow usage rates in excess
of 90%. ECL-4A provides ECL-10KH/
100K and TTL I/O options, which with
1.7GHz min logic make the family
suitable for applications such as
mainframe CPUs. They are available in
ceramic flat packages and pin grid
arrays with integral heat sinks and pin
counts of 132, 208 or 280. NEC
Electronics (UK) Ltd, 0908 691133.
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PASSIVE
Passive components
resistors and
terminations. The new RFP series of
RF power

power resistors and terminations,
available in either surface -mount or
flange -mounted styles, provides a high
standard of match at frequencies up to
4GHz. The match achieved depends
upon the application but a V.S.W.R. of
better than 1.10:1 is typical for most
microstrip circuit uses. Resistance
values from 0.8 to 20kíI can be
supplied in either preferred scales or to
custom requirements, and the
terminations are available in a choice
of 50, 75 or 100D. Power ratings range
from 5 to 250W. Atlantic Microwave
Ltd, 0376 550220.

Displays
Multiline LED display. The Apel
multiline LED message module is
designed to display from 2 to 64 lines
with either 16 or 32 characters.
Character heights range from 5.4 to
13.5cm. Suitable for text displays in
hotels, conference centres, sports
stadia and similar venues, these new
modules offer considerable cost and
reliability benefits over conventional
white -lamp displays. Contained in
black anodised cases, they can be
specified in four levels of brightness,
from standard to "laser" -bright, all
suitable for daylight viewing. Each
comes with a software programming
package which will run on any IBMcompatible PC and allows the user to
create a wide range of effects. 750pp
of six -line text can be stored at any one
time. Elcomponent Ltd, 0279 503173.

Dot matrix LCD driver. The SED 1520
single -chip dot matrix LCD driver
connects directly to an 8/16
microprocessor, and is the first of a
new generation of display drivers that
contain 68/80 series MPU interface,
display ram, and LCD driver for a 16 x
61 seg dot-matrix LCD. Supporting up
to 1/32 multiplexing allows displays as
large as 32 x 200 dots to be realised
with just three devices. It is suitable for
battery -powered instruments, car
phones or pagers and operates over
2.4 to 7V and -30°C to +85°C. Hero
Electronics, 0525 405015.

Instrumentation
Panel printers. Model 144 and 144E
microprocessor -controlled intelligent
panel printers accept serial RS232C,
RS422 or RS485 inputs. Menu options
include: data rate and format; address;
one of eight language character sets;
and automatic print interval timing.
Other features are a line numerator
and a choice of 32 engineering unit
captions. Both can print 20 or 40
characters per line at 36 lines/min.
Applications include: data logging with
a DPM; diagnostic or failure reports;
test or OC print-outs; on -site hard copy
and remote print-out. Amplicon
Liveline, 0273 570220.
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40kV digital meter. The 139D direct
reading meter is designed for accurate
measurement of DC line voltages of up
to 40kV. Its very high input impedance
limits current to less than 2µA at 40kV.
Reliability in a wide range of
environmental conditions is assured
through use of modern solid-state
techniques and circuitry is fully
protected against transients and
flashover. Fast logging of voltage
readings comes through the attachable
pen recorder, with an accuracy of 0.3%
at 20kV. The meter also has a 3'/2 digit
LCD readout, with auto polarity
indication. Two measurement ranges
of 0-20kV and 0-40kV are available,
and the meter comes with a high
voltage probe for testing up to 40V DC
and an interchangeable beryllium
copper tip suitable for measurements
required under CRT anode caps. Astec
High Voltage, 0483 756066.

Magnetic field monitor. Recent
publicity of the adverse effects of
strong magnetic fields from power
lines, etc, has revealed a need for a
portable field monitor. The MFM 10
Combinova Magnetic Field Monitor is a
rugged, self -powered, digital reading
meter well -suited to this purpose. In
order to cover the 50Hz power lines
and its harmonics, field strengths in the
frequency range 5Hz to kHz are
measured down to a sensitivity of
10nT. Measurements are indicated on
an LCD display and orthogonal
sensing coils provide recording of
fields in all three planes. The device
comes complete with tripod, battery
charger, communication cables,
transportation case and operating
manual. Eaton Ltd, 0734 730900.
Portable digital recorder. The
WindoGraf cómbines the ease of use
of a traditional chart recorder with the
power and versatility of a data acquisition system, and offers a choice
of output formats: a built-in 7in realtime display monitor, a 4in thermal
array recorder for hard -copy output,
and a 3.5in disk drive. The hard -copy
recorder and disk drive can be
engaged or disengaged independently,
so that the user can select one, two or
all three outputs. Stored data can be
recalled and continuously hard -copied
by the built-in thermal array recorder.
Signal conditioning is provided by up to
four plug-in modules that provide input/
output isolation, full-scale selection,
AC and DC coupling, zero
suppression, and an on/off filter
selection. Special-purpose modules
are being introduced for medical,
strain -gauge, thermocouple, true RMS
and frequency/voltage applications.
Gould Electronics, 081-500 1000.
1

"
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Combined television vector and waveform monitor from ThurlbyThandar.
accessories allow the user to customconfigure a system to meet specific
application requirements. The sealed
membrane keyboard surrounding the
LCD display controls functions such as
data-logging interval, HI/LO alarm
limits, channel select/skip, time/date
settings, etc. The LCD display shows
channel da.a, alarm limits and status,
time and date. Each data logger
requires a TCV-16 I/O panel. Keithley
Instruments Ltd, 0734 575666.
PC -based data

acquisition. Greater

programming flexibility and memory
capacity nas been added to the Model
556 GPIB measurement and control
system. This IEEE -488 data
acquisition unit allows users to conduct
analysis, acquisition and control
through any computer with an IEEE
port. The Model 556 accepts up to 10
plug-in data acquisition cards.
Firmware enhancements include:
programming the unit to control sample
rates in units of Hz from one to 1000,
support for nesting conditional triggers
and loops to eight levels, without the
need for intervention from an outside
controller, and the conditional
triggering function gains "If ... Then
... Else capabilities. Keithley
Instruments Ltd, 0734 575666.

High -precision oscilloscopes. Four
new models of digital oscilloscopes are
aimed at engineers who need the
highest precision available. Models
410, 410E, 420 and 420E claim to offer
the highest resolution of any digital
oscilloscope and feature 12 -bit
digitisers operating at megasample
per second. Other features include:
two or four channel 64k or 256k
memory per channel, built-in ms -dos
disk drive, optional hard disk and
44Mbyte removable cartridge, built-in
waveform processing which includes
FFT and averaging, IEEE -488.2, RS232, plotter and printer interface.
Nicolet Instruments Ltd, 0926 494111.
1

Precision data converter. The

multifunction Oasis MADC12R has the
versatility to acquire reliable
Data loggers. The DDL-4000 Series of measurement data from a broad range
of applications. With programmable
portable data loggers is a family of
ranges from 10mV to 10V (in 1, 2, 5
full -featured, rugged data -gathering
increments) and built-in cold junction
products that tie directly to
compensation, low-level signals direct
thermocouples or voltage or current
from thermocouples are
output devices. A wide variety of
accommodated (with 2.4µV resolution)
available hardware and software
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together with high-level signals to 20V
(peak -to -peak). 16, 32, and 64
analogue input channel versions have
30kHz throughput as standard and a
high-speed option yields 80kHz (to 12
bit resolution). Software emulates
conventional instruments and provides
extensive process monitoring facilities.
The Design Consultancy, 0603
747887.

Vector/waveform monitor. The
Leader 5871 is a TV signal test
instrument that integrates waveform monitor and vectorscope functions.
Waveform and vector signals can be
displayed independently or
simultaneously on the instrument's
high -intensity, high -resolution 150mm
rectangular CRT. The 5871 has a
built-in subcarrier horizontal phase measuring function for video editing,
and a nine -point memory to allow the
presetting and recall of field and line
numbers. The subcarrier horizontal
phase can be numerically read from
the CRT, as can phase variations or
jitter. Thurlby Thandar, 0480 412451.

Interfaces
Digital I/O card. The PC-DI048,

a

48 -channel digital I/O card with
interrupts, is a low-cost PC plug-in card
using two programmable peripheral
interface ICs to provide 48 I/O lines
arranged as six 8 -bit ports, each
configurable as an input or an output.
Four of the I/O lines can be user selected to drive interrupt signals on
the PC bus, allowing interrupt requests
to be generated in response to I/O port
data transfers. The card occupies eight
I/O address locations and its base
address is DIL switch selectable. To
simplify interfacing, space is provided
for optional pull up/down resistor
networks on all 48 channels. Bede
Technology, 091.428 0353.

Digital input interface. Added to the
range of boards which operate on IBM
PC/XT/AT or compatible machines is
the PI -32T, a digital input board which
is said to enable the personal computer
to be converted into a powerful tool for
data acquisition and control
applications. It offers 32 channels for
acquiring data from TTU5VDC digital
signals, configured in four blocks of
eight channels each, facilitating
operation with 8 -bit parallel data. Two
input channels can be connected to
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NEW PRODUCTS CLASSIFIED
have the ability to sense target objects
up to 15m. The operational integrity of
each pair of sensors is enhanced by
incorporating phase -locked electronics
in the switching circuitry, eliminating
problems associated with signal
confusion from other sensors or
ambient lighting irregularities.
Operating temperature range is -25°C
to +65°C. Quiller, 0202 417744.

---- =----r-

Vision systems
C-mos image filter. A 40MHz c-mos

I/

) ! /
)

)

)

1
1

)

u

High-res digital oscilloscope from Nicolet. FFT and averaging is built in.
interrupt lines, IR02 to IRQ7, to
achieve event -driven applications.
Interrupt level selection as well as base
address selection is via on -board
jumpers. Instrumatic UK Ltd, 0628
476741.

Power supplies
Hybrid DC/DC converters. Operating
at 15W, the new NFC15 series of high

efficiency hybrid DC/DC converters is
purpose -designed in a compact
housing to suit space -critical
telecommunication applications. They
will accept input voltages from 20V DC
to 72V DC with near constant 80%
efficiency over the entire input voltage
range, and perform to an extra wide 7:2
input range, ensuring full output power
without derating up to 60°C, or needing
additional heatsinking. The range
features current limited outputs,
overvoltage protection and c-mos/TTL
compatible remote inhibit/synchronous
input. The isolated floating output can
be referenced as either positive or
negative, or stacked in series for higher
output voltage situations. Computer
Products Power Cony., 0234 273838.
100W DC/DC converters. Distributed
power systems are now viable for
companies outside the telecomms
industry with the introduction of a range
of 25 to 100W DC/DC converters,
measuring 61 x 59mm with a power
density of 36W per cubic inch, making
on -card power conversion for rails up
to 100W a reality. Each 'Mini -Mod'
module can convert, regulate and
output 20 to 100W of DC power at 2 to
95V. Output currents can range from
20A at 2V to A at 95V. Standard
output voltages are available and line
and load regulation is better than
± 0.2%. Output set point accuracy for
all models is within ± 1.0% and outputs
may also be trimmed from near zero to
110% of rated output. Output sense
voltage lines and overcurrent
protection are also provided. Pertech
Ltd, 0344 890360.
1

Switches and relays
Interface relay. The G2R-E interface
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relay is a single pole system, where the
user fits as many relays as are needed.
The slim 15.5mm socket is compact,
suitable for multiple -banking, and
available with one of three
configurations: an EMR offering 5kV
isolation between coil and contacts and
10A switching, a DC control AC output
SSR, or a DC control DC output SSR,
both rated at 2A. All relay styles have
LED indication of coil energisation and
UL and CSA approval as standard. The
new P2RF-05-E socket for this relay
has coil and contact terminals at
opposite ends. An integral clip also
provides an elegant means of relay
removal, important where relays are
mounted closely together. A labelling
facility is provided, for indent
numbering. Terminals are able to
accept up to two 1.5mm cables, and a
dual terminal numbering system is
used, incorporating both traditional and
IEC numbering systems. IMO
Precision Controls, 081-452 6444.

mount package with 7.6 x 7.6mm
outline. The devices require only a
single 5V supply for operation and
feature FS acceleration ranges of ±2
to ±500g. Silicon caps provide over range stops, while built-in damping
results in a wide DC to 2.5kHz
bandwidth; 0.707 damping factor,
±0.2% of span linearity, including
hysteresis and a -40 to + 125°C
temperature range. Eurosensor, 071405 6060.

Miniature switch.

Computer board level
products

A very small, single -

pole, three -position, 2.54mm throw,
slide-action switch has surface mounted terminals moulded into a PBT
body. For use within the body of a new
generation of lightweight oscilloscope
test probes, it had to measure 11 x 0.8
x 4.5mm. Another limiting factor in the
design was the small working current
requirement of 0.5mA at 500V DC
which necessitated gold contacts. Now
in production, the switch has a life in
excess of 20,000 cycles. ITW
Switches, 0705 694971.

Transducers and
sensors
Piezo-resistive accelerometer.
Claimed to be the first commercially
available low-cost piezo-resistive
accelerometer to use a surface -mount
package, the model 3031 is suited for
high -volume production where small
size, light weight (4oz), low cost and
compatibility with other SMDs is
required. These silicon -chip based
devices consist of a micro -machined
mass suspended by multiple beams to
a silicon frame and measure just 3.43 x
3.43mm allowing the use of a surface -

Infra -red sensor. From technology leading Dewit of the Netherlands, the
Quadro-Lux infra -red proximity sensor
is small, rugged and reliable. Because
it has no lenses, the device can see

through condensation, dirt, cloudy
atmospheres and even fingers. In such
unfriendly environments, the units

image filter features eight multiplier
inputs which are all accessible to the
user and can be updated every clock
cycle. The new device handles pixel
interpolation in real time. The
TMC2246 contains four 11 x 10 bit
registered multipliers, a summer and
an accumulator. A fully registered
pipelined architecture guarantees
40MHz data/coefficient input and
computation rates. In operation the
TMC2246 forms the sum of four
separate 21 -bit products and then
accumulates the sum -of -product. The
data or coefficient inputs may also be
held constant over multiple cycles
providing storage of mixing and filtering
coefficients. Ambar Cascom Ltd, 0296
434141.

Time -saving pip board. A new
picture -in -picture (pip) board, said to
be able to save months of hardware
development time, provides a
development aid in applications such
as video conferencing systems, video
telephones, and multi -screen
monitoring. Connected to a TV or
monitor by means of a scarf cable, the
board is used in conjunction with 5V
and 12V supply rails and appropriate
video sources, and generates a stable
noise-free picture at one of four
predetermined positions on the screen.
NEC Electronics (UK) Ltd, 0908
691133.

COMPUTER

Multimeter card. The new PCL-860

is

a complete 41/2 digit multimeter

subsystem on an IBM-PC/AT card. It is
said to provide equivalent features and
performance to IEEE benchtop DMMs
while offering significant cost savings.
An integrating A/D gives basic system
accuracy of 0.03% on all DC voltage
and resistance ranges. The isolated
input enhances noise rejection and
gives protection to 400V. Connections
are made via 4mm sockets with
standard Vain spacing and up to 256
channels may be scanned by using
external relay multiplexors controlled
by the onboard 16 digital output lines.
Programming is via a device driver and
is language independent. Fairchild Ltd,
042121 6527.

Data communications

products

Comms controller. The latest addition
to the Zilog Datacom family, the
Z16C35, is an integrated serial
communications controller (ISCC)
which, with its streamlined

programmable bus architecture, is said
to be able to operate with any CPU. In
addition, four DMA controllers have
been added on -chip (2 per channel)
which increases the data transfer rate
to at least 3.125Mb/s and is claimed to
decrease the typical industry standard
CPU bus overhead by some 50%.
Celdis, 0734 585171.

Single -chip transceivers. A family of
single -chip 10BASE-T products is
claimed to meet the emerging IEEE
802.3 standard for Ethernet over
twisted pair wiring. The family includes
transceivers for hub connections, PC
connections and a semi -standard
version. The ML4651 and ML4652 are
single -chip 10BASE-T transceivers
with an AUI interface used for adapter
cards which plug into PCs and external
transceivers. The ML4654 is a single
chip 10BASE-T transceiver used in a
multi-port repeater (or hub), the central
connection point of a network. The
FB3651 is a Ian transceiver tile array
that allows semi -standard versions of
the ML4651, ML4652 and ML4654 to
be produced. Micro Linear Corp, 0101
408 433 5200.
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IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY
RAPID CHANGE TAKING PLACE
IN THE ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY, LARGE QUANTITIES
OF COMPONENTS BECOME
REDUNDANT. WE ARE CASH
PURCHASERS OF SUCH
MATERIALS AND WOULD
APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE
CALL OR A LIST IF AVAILABLE.
WE PAY TOP PRICES AND
COLLECT.

R.

Henson Ltd

Lodge Lane, N. Finchley,
London, N12 8JG.
5 mins from Tally Ho Corner
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TRANSFORMERS
12/24V or 12-0-12V 2 012 Secs
P&P
24V
12V
C
1 87
0.03
3.44
0.15
1.87
0.25
0.5
3.64
4.36
1.96
0.50
2
6.08
2.09
2 A
4
7.01
2.20
12.09
236
3 M
6
4 P
12.87
2.42
8
15.62
12
2.64
6 S
16
18.59
8
3.08
10
20
25.02
3.52
15
30
31.10
3.63
44.40
4.12
20
40
4.89
30
60
63.75
41
83
73.41
6.32
1

1

MAINS ISOLATORS
Prl 120V x 2 or 220/240V or 415/
440V. SEC 440V or 240V or 110V

Centre Tapped
VA
20

60
100
200
250
500
1000
1500
2000
3000
6000

P&P

8.33
13.60
15.87
22.49
27.20
41.91
76.01
96.04
117.96
165.41

2.50
2.69

:353.43

OA

2.91

3.52
3.63
4.23
5.33
6.54
7.61

O/A

AUTO
105, 115, 200, 220, 230, 240V
For step-up or down
VA
£
P&P
80
150

6.91
10.03

250
350
500
1000

12.25
14.05
19.05

1500

40.40

2000

60.41
102.72

1.92

2.09
2.31

2.75
3.08
3.68
4.18

3493

3000

4000
5000
7500
10kVA

081-445 2713/0749

£

PO BOX

5.11

6.32
O/A
O/A

133.35
155.28
239.70

50/258 or 25-0-258 2 0 25V
Tapped Secs to give: 5, 7, 8, 10,
13, 17, 20. 25, 33, 40, 50V or 20-020V or 25-0-25V

50V
0.5

£

P&P

1

5.91

A

2

7.19

2 M
3 P
4 S

4

2.09
2.20
2.75

6

12.81
14.82

6

20.30

6
6
10
12

12
16
20
24

25.81

1

25V

36.52
43.34
51.87

2.92
3.24
3.45
4.12
4.41

5.22

20
80
150
250
500
1000
2000
3000

Volts available: 16, 16, 36, 40.
60V or 20-0-408 or 30-0.30V
30V
P&P
60V
f
0.5

6.72

1

A
2 M
3 P

2

1025

4

4 S
5

8
10

6
8
10
12

12
16
20
24

13.17
19.05
21.72
27.46
31.32
44.04

1

6

2.09
2.20
2.53
2.64
2.75
3.19
3.41

5128

4.12
4.40

59.09

522

96/48V or 38-0-38V (2 x 36/48V
Secs) 38, 48, 60, 72, 84, 96V or
36-0-36V or 48-0-488
96V
36V-48V £
P&P
0.5
7.16
1.76
1
2
12.80
2 31
4
2 A
21.05
2.91
3 M
6
25.49
3.02
4 P
8
32.54
3.32
1

5 S
6
8

10
12
16

46.21
57.87

4.18
4.40

63.12

5.28

TOOL TRANSFORMERS
240V Mains TO 110V Centre
Tapped 16 Amp Socket Outlets

INVERTERS
12/24V DC to 240V AC
Sine Wave or Square Wave

CASED AUTOS
240V Cable Input, 3-pin 115V
USA Socket Outlet

VA

AVO'S & MEGGERS
Full range
60.30V or 30-0-30V
2 x 30V Tapped Secs

CONSTANT VOLTAGE

f

P&P

9.95
13.38
17.34
21.13
34.66
55.65
88.70
124.46

2.03
2.14
2.58
3.57
3.90
4.90
6.16
O/A

REVERSE CASE AUTOS. 110V
Cable I/P 240V 134 Skt. O/P
P&P3.57
250VA
£3566

Transformers for Spike-free
Stable Mains

Also Valve Mains 6 Output
Transformers
TRANSFORMER WINDING
SERVICE in batches 3VA to
18KVA
TOROIDALS
Batches Wound to Order
30VA to 4KVA

Send SAE for lists

Please add 15% VAT to all items after P&P

O/A

10, IIFORD

!EM Y CARD

1

0/A

26323

ESSEX 105 OAP
CIRCLE NO. 133 ON

30/15V 00154158
20 158 lapped Secs
To give: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 15, 18,
20, 27, 33V or 15-0-15V
PAP
15V
£
30V
4.55
1.81
1
0.5
1.98
6.19
2
10.01
4
2.20
2 A
11.60
2.42
M
3
6
13.84
4 P
2.53
8
10
16.62
2.74
5 S
12
19.41
2.91
6
25.74
3.02
8
16
29.94
3 24
10
20
3.45
12
24
33.42
4.01
15
30
37.43
40
6.54
5110
20

EX -STOCK

BARRIE ELECTRONICS LTD
TELEPHONE: 081-551 8454

CIRCLE NO. 149 ON REPLY CARD

HAPPY MEMORIES
4116 15ONSOnly pulls
4164 100ns 64Kx1
41256 100ns 256Kx1
41464 100ns 64Kx4
44256 100ns 256Kx4
41000 100ns 1024Kx1
6116 15Ons Low Power
6264 120ns Low Power
62256 100ns Low Power
SIMMS 8Ons 1 Megx9

1.00
1.65
2.25
2.75
7.50
6.95
1.45
2.45
4.95
79.00

2716 450ns5volt
2532 45OnsOnly pulls
2732 450ns
2764 250ns
27128 250 ns
27256 250ns
27C256 250ns
27512 250ns
27C512 250ns
SIPDS 8Ons

3.20
3.50
2.15
2.15
2.25
2.45
2.45
3.45
3.75
79.00

Please call for prices of other chips, same chips but different speeds, quantity discounts etc. Second-hand
(Pulled) chips available for many of the above devices at substantially lower cost. Call for availability and price
of these and other items. Full list available upon request.
24
28 40
14
16
18
20
8
Low profile IC sockets: Pins
17
24
11
12
15
Pence 5
9
10
We always have a large quantity of surplus computer equipment for sale; printers, disk -drives, add-on boards,
monitors etc: Please ask for our price lists or call with your requirements as stock changes so frequently the list
is never up to date!
please add 50 p post & packaging to orders under £15. VAT to be added to total. Credit card orders by `phone
or mail welcome. Plc, Government & Educational orders welcome for minimum invoice value of £15 net.

Happy Memories (WW), FREEPOST,
Kington, Herefordshire. HR5 3BR.
Tel: (054 422) 618 Sales, 628 Fax
(No stamp needed unless first-class required)

®l
AIL

CIRCLE NO. 134 ON REPI Y CARD

August 1990
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Toroidal

Transformers
As manufacturers we are able to offer a range
of quality toroidal and laminated transformers
at highly competitive prices.

COMPONENTS LTD.

Toroidal Price List

-

Mall Order
9.72
10.3

15

40
50

10.96

60
80
100
120
150
160
225

11.28
11.86
12.88
13.28
14.88
15.46
18.22
20.18
26.52
26.88
30.06
38.42
43.96
53.54
59.08
68.82
84.12
109.96

300
400
500
625
750

800
1000
1200
1500
2000
2500

1.5
8.75
9.27
9.86
10.15
10.69
11.59
11.95
13.39
13.91
16.40
18.16
23.87
24.19
27.05
34.58
39.56
48.19
53.17
61.94
75.71
98.96

66
6.42
6.60
7.23
7.44
7.84
8.50
8.76
9.82

1020
12.03
13.32
17.50
17.74
19.84
25.36
29.01
35.34
38.99
45.42
55.52
72.57

161
6.08
6.44

254
5.49
5.82

6.85
7.05
7.42
8.05
8.30
9.30
9.66
11.39

6.19
6.37

12.61

16.57
16.80
18.79
24.01
27.48
33.46
36.92
43.01

5258
68.72

50.

4.86

5.41

5.15

7.28
7.50

5.75
5.92
6.24
6.76
6.97

8.41

7.81

8.73
10.29
11.40
14.98
15.19
16.98
21.71
24.84
30.25
33.38
38.88
47.53
62.13

8.12
9.57
10.59
13.92

5.48
5.64
5.94
6.44
6.64
7.44
7.73

6.71

1+
Z8530
1.00
Z80A CPU
0.80
280B CPU
0.90
Z80A CTC
0.70
Z80B CTC
0.75
Z80A P10
0.80
Z8OB (CMOS) CTC 1.00
74LS02
0.13
74LS32
0.13
74LS83
0.16
74LS123
0.18
74LS125
0.14
74LS138
0.14
74LS148
0.30
74LS154
0.28
74LS174
0.16
74LS244
0.22
74HC32
0.12
74HC86
0.16
74HC132
0.20
74HC153
0.18

9.11
10.09
13.26
13.44
15.03

14.11

15.78
20.17
23.08
28.11

19.21

21.98
26.77
29.54
34.41
42.06
54.98

3102
36.13

44.16
57.73

These prices are for single primary with two equal secondarie with 8' Colour
coded fly leads.

Available from stock In the following voltages: 6-0-6, 9-9:9, 12-0-12, 15-0-15,

18-0-18, 22-0-22, 25-0-25, 30-0-30, 35-0-35, 40-0-40, 45-0-45, 50-0-50,
110, 220, 240.
Primary 240 volt.

AIR
LINK

2.40

ARB
ARP3
ARP35
ATP4

1.40

0 90

EF37A
EF39
EF80
EF83
EF85
EF86
EF89

812H

6.90

EF91

1.60

EF92
EF95
EF96
EF183
EF184
EF812
EFL200
EH90

2.15
1.40
0.65
0.75
0.75
0.75
1.85

7.00
12.75

145
1.50

CY31
DAF70
DAF96
DET22
DF92
DF96
DH76
DL92

2.40
1.75
1.35
32.80
0.95
1.15
1.15
1.70

DVB6B7
DV802

2 45
1.417

-

0.66
3.90
0.90
1.45
1.60

085

0.65
0.70

EL32
EL34

E92CC

1.95

EL34

E180CC
E1148
EA76
E834

9.80
0.75
1.90
1.15
0.60

EL82

EL91

650

EBC33
EBC90
EBC91
EBF80
EBF89 w-

220

1.80

EC52
EC91
EC92
ECC81
ECC82 "4

0.65
5 20

5.55

EL95
EL504
EL519
EL821
EL822
ELL805E
EM80
EM87

125

EY51

0.95
1.50
0.60
0.75
1 25
1 20
0.65

EV81
EV86/87
EV88
EZ80

1.10
0.75
0.65
0.80

EI81

0 80

EB91

ECC83
ECC84
ECC85

ECC88
ECC189
ECC804
ECF80
ECF82
ECF802
ECF804
ECH35
ECH42

1.20
1.15
0.75
0.80

125
1.60
1.80
4.50
2.75

ECH81

1.65
1.25

ECH84
ECL80
ECL82
ECLaS

ECL86
ECLL800
EF9
EF22

-

ELM
EL86
EL90

-

0.85

325
1.35

27 50

145

2.30
7.70
7.50
11.50
4.S0
1.50

285
090

KT77

16.10

28.50

00006/404
46 00

OV03/12
OV4 400
SP61

PELVIC

0 85

1.10

3.80
1.30
3.40
17.50
1.15

6F15
6F17
6F23

3E29
3S4

21 85

4832
5R4GY
5Ú4G

35.00
4.85
1.85
1.90
3,45
4 85

6088
6GA8
6GH8A

2X24
344
3AT2

3828
306

5Y3GT
5Z3

5240
63012
6487

1.70

220

3

TT21
TT22
TY-125A
TV -400A
UABC80
UBF80
UBF89
UCC84
UCC85
UCH42 .
UCH81
UCL82
UF41
UF8o
UF85
U184

47.50
45.00
85.30

9420

UM80
ÚY85
VR10S/30
VR150,30
X66

Y11210
Z749
Z759

380

611320

1.75

6106

6070
65A7

6.41484

0.85
0.70
4.60
0.75

6405
6Á05W
6456

17.90

6J6G7

2.90

0 95

0 75

615

0.60
1.50
6.50
1.60

6ÁM6

0.85
2.75
2.75
4.95
11.50

6J4WA

I.85

GAMS

1.85
1.60
1.45
1.50
2.30
1.30
1.10

6H6
634

6415
6Á15W

75

1.60

6F33

64116

640

095

0

6024

636
6J6W
63E6C
6J56C
6JU6
6K7
6KD6
616
616GC
6L6GT/C
6118

0.60

101 60

6F6GB
6F7
6F8G
6F12

6014

6AC7

0.80
PCL805/85 0.95
P0500/510 5.60

w

740

6CL6
6CW4
6CX8
6CY5
606
6F6G

115

1114

6ÁG5

120

-

-

20

UY82

4.

165
154
155
174

T8205,400 88 30

N78

082

114

3.45
3.75
21.15
9.50
1.90
0.95
1.20
1 20
0.85
0.75

0.80
1 85
1.80

0.90
0.75
0.95
0.95

9.90
1.70
0.95

Z800Ú
Z801U
Z803U
79000
143

5040

OCR/06140A

UM84

3.90

-

1.75

r

0.70
0.70
0.90
1.25
2.00
5.35
5.85
6 60
0.90
0.75
0.B5
0.75
0.60
2.10

-

MX120/01 29.50

17.50
3.80

1.30

0.70

GM4
11.05
GN4
610
GV501
150
GZ32
200
G133
4.20
GZ34 ww- 2.80
GZ37
3.95

PCL82
PCL84
PCL86

..-

P182
PL83
P184
PL504
PL508
P1509
PL519
P1802
PV80
PY81
PV81/800
PV82
PV88
PV500A

001/03110 5.95
00V03110 7.50
OGV03/20A

9 50

./

1'181

2.80
1.60

6AS7G
6ÁU6
6AX4GT

60X507
6046

6846

6BE6
613E6

68G6G
6636

6807A
6867
68W8
68W7
6C4
6CH6

1.90

1.15

4.95
0.90
1.30
I 30

6507

1.75

6SN7GT

2.20
1.75
2.20
2.65
1.75
3.95
4.80
6.10
1.50

6507

6537
65K7

651701
6567
6V6GTV

2.75
7.40
4.60
1

15

2.50
2.90
2.90

280
1.75
1 60
1.15
3.40
3.10
0.75
1.15
10.50
18 80

065

7.50

1246'

12E1

123501
12K7GT
12KBGT

1207GT
125H7
12SJ7
12SK7

145
2 20

0.70

1303
1306

210

25
0.95
1.50
2.95
2.40
5.36
19.95
1.80
1.15
1.25
1.15
1 25
1.40
1

121/4

1903
1906

3.10
2.30
1.80

1.95

1250701

19405
19H5
2001
20E1

2 80
0.90
1.85
11.50
10.35
38.00
0.80
1.30
0.60

2.80
9.15
9.15

2001

6.35

8542

2.20
13.75
7 80
9.60
2.90
0.70
0.70
9.15
1.50
1.80
1.80
2.50
1.85
4.35
4 35
3.20

8542'

2.55

5720

56 35

807

3.45
4.30
13.50
32.00

460

215

11E2

128H74

95

906

120

1213E6

1.60

1

6Y6G
6Z4
7ZA

6X5GT w.

12416
12A17
12ÁU7
124X7
12846

1.95

1.50
1.50
0.75
2 80
1.75
1.90

6X4

251801

1

251ÁG

1

807
811A
812A
813

813'

90
80

140

28 50

954

44.00
16.00
24.00
14.95
18.95
26.80
1.10

955

1.10

956
6060
6080
6136
61468

120

8298

8298'
666E
931A

9314'

6336A
9001
9002
9003

1.95
7 30
2.80
10 50

33.35
1 40
6.50
8.50

1950
3.50

VALVES AND TRANSISTORS

NEW HEADSETS

FIELD TELEPHONE. CABLE TYPRE D10
REID TELEPHONES TYPE 'J'. Tropical, in metal cases.
10Á1m MAGNETO SWITCH -BOARD. Can work with

CAROL HP -339M at E10.00
Headphone imp 4-16 ohms. Micropho e imp at 600 ohms.
E-80 et E15,00
Headphone Imp 416 ohms. Microphone imp at 200

every type of magneto telephones.

POSTAGE AND PACKING CHARGES: (1.(3 75p.
over 020 but below 219 £2 65 over 2kg at Cost

COLOMOR

with bui .inmictopnones

ohms.
Surplus VIDICON P8211 and others at C18.00.

[3(5.95 £5.£10 [1.15. £10.15 [1.40. (15.20 (2.00.

(ELECTRONICS LTD.) 170 Goldhawk Rd, London W12
Tel: 081-743 0899 Fax: 081.749 3934. Open Monday to Friday 9 a.m - 5.30 p.m.
CIRCLE NO. 137 ON REPLY CARD
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2.40

2764A.25
27C128.25
27128A.25
27256.25
27C256.25
27C512.25
6116LP.150
6264LP.150
6821P
6850P
8251A
8255.5
82C55A
6502P
6522P
6551A
LM324
74HCT00
74HCT125
74HCT373

2.20

0.50
0.80

0.06
0.07
0.10
0.12
0.10
0.09
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.14
0.09
0.12
0.14
0.12

2.40

2.20
2.40
2.40
3.40
1.00
2.20
0.70
0.68
1.20
1.20
1.30

2.20
2.00
2.80
0.16
0.13
0.18
0.30

100+
1.50
1.35
1.95
1.60
1.40
1.60
2.60
0.70
1.60
0.50
0.48
0.80
0.95
1.00
1.56
1.45
1.75

0.10
0.09
0.13
0.18

CIRCLE NO. 136 ON REPLY CARD

Prices are correct at lime of press but may fluctuate.
Please phone for firm quotation. V.A.T. included.

PFL200'
P136

2732A

0.65
0.70
0.35
0.55

178 Brighton Road,
Purley, Surrey CR2 4HA
Tel: 081-668 7522. Fax: 081-668 4190

CIRCLE NO. 135 ON REPLY CARD

VALVES

1+

0.50

confirm prices

Unit 6, The Maltings, Station Road, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.
Tel: 0279 724425 Fax: 0279 726379

A1065
A2293
A2900

100t

All memory prices are fluctuating daily, please phone to

Air Link Transformers

'SPECIAL
QUALITY

All items guaranteed to manufacturers

spec.

Many other items available.
'Exclusive of V.A.T. and post and package'

100.

5.10

r

*

Quantity prices Exclude VAT & carriage
VA

V

KESTREL
ELECTRONIC

SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED - EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK
Test Equipment. We hold a 'woe stock of modem and old equipment -RF and AF signal generators Spectrum analysers - counters - power supplies chart recorders, all speeds single to muhipen - XV plotters
A4 -A3 - oscilloscopes - normal 8 storage.
Tektronix 475 -200MC S oscilloscopes -tested horn £400 less attachements to £700
C,W manual, probes etc., Tektronix 475A-250MC S -complete kit with probes £750.
Telequlpment 0755.50MC S oscilloscopes - tested C W 2 probes I- manual- £250:
Marconi TF2002AS. -AM-FM signnal generator - I OKC S to 72MC S - £85 tested + probe kit 8 manual.
Marconi TF20020. -AM-FM signal generator - 1 OKC S - 88MC S £ 100 tested to £150 as new + probes.
Marconi T02008 -AM-FM signal generator - Also sweeper - 1 OKC S - 510MC S from £350 tested to £500
as new + manual - probe kit in wooden carrying box £50.
Phillips PM3217 Oscilloscope -SOMC S-duattrace-delayed tlmebase - £350.
Marconi TF2016A. SIG/GEN 10KHz - 120MC S -AM-FM -£150. Synchronizer - £75.
Marconi TF2015. SIG GEN - 10MHZ - 520MC/S -AM-FM £250. Synchronizer - £75.
Marconi TF2304. Modulation meter -AM-FM-100MC/S - £300.
Marconi signal/source type 60588.8-12.5 GHZ - new or used - from £450 to £600.
Marconi signal/source type 6059A -12.0-18GHZ- New or used from £45010 £600.
HP power meter.type 431 C to 18GHZ with Cgtype head & waves
head -£15010 £200.
HP sweep
from IOMC Sguide
to 18GHZ also
G00P0.
HP 8656A SIGIGEN-1s.19990Mpe C S - £2S0Ó HP8n6408OPT 001 - 50 KC S 1024MC S
HP 3325A synthesiser/£ unction generator - brand new - £2000 or £ 1500 + used manual.
Tektronix mainframes. 7603.7613.7633- £300 - £500 - various plug-Ins P.O.R.
Marconi TF 1245A circuit magnification meter + 1246 8 1247 oscillators - £ 100 to £300.
HP signal generators. Type 612 -614 -618 -620 -626-62& -frequency from 450MC S to 21 GHZS P.O.R.
HP 8614A - HP8616A signal generators -800-2400MC/S 1800-4500MC/S £800 - £600.
R&S SMS SIG/GEN. 04 - 1040MC S -AM-FM - £2000.
H.P. 8620A mainframe = 86240A plot -in - 2 - 8.4MC S - £ 1200.
H.P. 6620C mainframe -£1201 + manual.
Gould J3B test oscillator - £250 + manual.
Ferrograph recorder test sets RST2 and ATU1- £250 each.
RacallDana 9301 A - 9303 RF milllvoltmetes. 1.5-2GHZ - £350-£750.
RBCaI/Dena counterltlmer 9515 OPT 42. 12500MC S- £1000.
Racal/Dana counters -9905-9915M-9916.9917-9921-£150to £450.
Systron dormer 1702 signal generator-100HZ-1000MC'S-AM-FM- £1000.
M.P. 8704A + 8412A + 8601A network analyser - 100KC S - 110MC S - £ 1000.
H.P.8410A + 8 network analysers. 110MC S to 12.4 GHZ or 18 GHZ plus most other units and displays
used in this setup 8413A -8414A -8418A -8740A -8743A -8750A. P.O.R.
H.P. 141T mainframe plus-8556A -8553B-85548 -8554L -8555A-8552A-85528 plug In units. P.O.R.
M.P. 181 TR mainframe -£400-HP1821 mainframe - £500.
H.P. 87550 network analyser plug -In for above also H.P. 11664 detectors P.O.R.
H.P. 432A=43513+4364 power meters + Powerheads - OMC/S - 40GHZ.
M.P. 478A -p486Á -K486-84814-84818. P.019.
Tektronix oscilloscope type 2465.300MC S. £1400 C W manual. Probes £50 extra.
M.P. oscilloscope type 1740A -100MC''ggS - £300
W
Image
or long range night viewing - as new tripodtested-depending
Intenslfier
gC on grade-first
XI 060.
Thermal
al imagÍngsequipm
equipment
definition
itionl from£2500- compinete in
Clark air operated heavy duty masts - with legs and kit with pump. P.O.R.
Don 10 telephone cable 12 mile canvas containers or wooden drum new - Mk2.3 or 4 P.O.R.
Infra -red binoculars in fibre -glass carrying case tested £ 100EA also Infra -red AFV sights - £ 100EA.
S.A.E. for details - Infra -red spotlights and Infra-red filters P.O.R.
H. P.8405A vector voitmetre - £500. H.P.4193A vectormetre -£1750
Items bought from HM Government being surplus. Price is exworks. S.A.E. For enquiries phone for
appointment or for demonstration of any items, availability or price change. VAT 8 Carr. extra.
1

ThermEA.

Johns Radio, Whitehall Works, 84 Whitehall Road East, Birkenshaw,
Bradford BD11 2ER. Tel. No. (0274) 684007. Fax: 651160
Wanted: Redundant test equipment-valves-plugs-sockets-synchro's etc..
Receiving & transmitting equipment -general electronic equipment
CIRCLE NO. 138 ON REPLY CARD
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APPLICATIONS

Inverting regulator
1\12579 is a pulse -width modulated
switching regulator which is usable in
several DC -to -DC converters. including the buck, boost and inverting types,
and also in other applications which
need variable pulse -width voltage
drive. A control signal. normally taken
from the output voltage, is compared
with an internally generated reference.
the resulting error signal being fed to
logic circuitry which turns the output
transistor on or off.
It is more flexible in use than most.
having separate pins for inverting and
non -inverting inputs to the comparator
which are provided with their own IV
references. A IV reference is taken to
a modified voltage follower. When
both inputs to the chip are open. both
inputs to the comparator are at IV
(VA). An input to, say, the non inverting comparator input will cause a
current of AV/R1 to flow in R1 and R,.
the comparator inputs now seeing 2AV
between its inputs. which the high gain
of the system. together with feedback,
returns to zero.
The output will switch up to 3A.
both collector and emitter being
accessible. the emitter being happy
below ground. so long as total VcIA
does not exceed 50y. This allows the

15V
(Input)

100µF

6

Z
IR3100004
(3A. 40V
2

24k

OSC

R2

150k

31

10k

Schottky)

-15V
(output)

f1

O

GND

000µF

4

300µH"ow

ESR

2
R1

25k

Cl

f

to be used in an inverting
configuration without an extra output
transistor. There is an oscillator on chip, whose frequency is controlled
between <I11z and I1111kHz by one
external capacitor:
device

fo=8x

33

2 nF

10-5/C1.

Current limit

is

referable to either

VIN or ground. Two comparators are
provided with references of 115mV
above or below ground or ''IV and the
current limit circuit is activated when
its terminal exceeds this voltage away

from ground or V1N.
Since, during its recovery time, a
diode is effectively a short circuit. and
since the Lk' 2579 will switch current at
30A/µs and in of 20g wire possesses
about 3(11111 of inductance. an inch of
wire will give a IV transient. Schottky
diodes are recommended.
LN12579 can he shut down remotely
by sinking a larger current from pin 2
than from pin I. Current to ground
through the remote switch or transistor
should go through a resistor of about
half the parallel value of RI and R2.
The inverting regulator shown in the
diagram converts a ISV input to -ISV
at IA, with a load regulation of 30mV/
A it currents of 100mA to IA.
Calculate the inductor value from
I

1/IN

PIN 8

1.00V

REFERENCE
AND

115 mV

REGULATOR
VA

y 1.6V
INTERNAL
SUPPLIES

CURRENT
LIMIT

COMPAR.
PIN

PIN 9

1

o
INPUTS

o

L=VIN2IVjj/[

115 mV

PIN 2

COLLECTOR
PIN 7

LATCHES
5

µA

5

µA

EMITTER
PIN 5
1

OSCILLATOR

LIMIT

PIN 3

199(1
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All

is

IL- -ILOAD(min) (VIN+

Vo )/vIV

Full -load ripple voltage is 2OmV
a standard 1000µF electrolytic or 60mV if a ISOOµF low-ESR
type is used:

when C2 is
GROUND

August

-

I

THE RMA_

TIMING CAPACITOR

1occ],

or by means of the chart given in the
marker's application information. The

quantity

GATES
AND DRIVER

lL(VIN+IVoI)2

PIN 4

C2!Vo(VIN-Vf)/
(8X VIN. Vripp1c.1..tosc2).
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Scan Control

to

VCC=4.0V

Pa
R7
18 k

o

Nh
R9
100

Efficiency is 76%, but can he
from Input
Front End

IC12

R10
1.0 k

T 4.7

ti

C13
10

0.55V from I.7V.
National Semiconductor points out
that the comparators are sensitive to
noise and that their inputs must he kept
clear of high-energy switching signals.
Feedback resistors should he near the
input terminals and a single -point
ground should he provided for the
oscillator capacitor, device ground and
feedback.
National Semiconductor (UK) Ltd.
The Maple, Kemhrey Park, Swindon,
Wiltshire SN2 6UT. Telephone: 0793

R8

Mw-ei.-t

4.7

C11

51

---w
3.3

C10
0.0c1

R1

k

R5

0.1

10 k

k

R4

6.8

VR2 (Squelch Control)

R3

3.3

k

k

c7

470

0.022

C9
0.001

R6

Z
C8

k

.-"Ane-

Cl

0.047

0.01

16

15

14

13

12

AF Output
O to Audio

VR1

10

11

22

k

Power Amp.

MC3361B

614141.

L'J

1=1

L'J L'J

12-I

10.245 C2
MHz
68 pF

--

--i01--iI

Voltage -controlled
attenuator
The MAT -04 from Precision Monolithics is a quad n -p -n transistor package which combines good matching of
device parameters with a gain of 401)
minimum, a noise figure of 2.5nV/\/Hz
maximum at 100Hz and good conformity to a logarithmic characteristic.
Current gains of the devices are
matched to within 2%.
As an example of its application, the
circuit shown is a voltage -controlled
attenuator which varies attenuation to
a log.law between -10d13 and -50/113
for a control voltage range of 2V. It
handles the audio hand of frequencies
from 20Hz to 20k1lz at a distortion
level of less than 0.03% and noise level
of better than I00dB below maximum
Output.
The two op -amps and their output
transistors form a differential amplifier
for the input signal to he attenuated.
The output transistors vary the current
in the MAT -04 long-tailed pair
amplifiers, which provide a differential
input to the OP -27 output op -amp. A
control voltage applied to the "free"
bases of the pairs shifts the emitter
current between each half of each pair.
It is recommended that the tails and
collector loads of the long-tailed pairs
should he 1% metal -film resistors and
that C, should he a non -polarised
tantalum type.
Bourns Electronics Ltd, 91) Park
Street, Camberley, Surrey GU I5 3NY.
Telephone: 0276 692392.

k

1st IF 10.7 MHz

increased to 86% by adding a secondary winding to the inductor to provide
a tivhack voltage of 3V and reduce the
output transistor saturation voltage to

C3

rQuad
- - Coil-

,Ó5

FL1

220pFÍ_
+

I

R2u
20k

C4
o.,T

J

-

l

T r'
---C6

Units:

0.1

R

:

C:pF
unless noted

Low -power, narrow- band FM IF
Motorola's MC3361B is designed for
FM dual -conversion communications equipment and comprises an
oscillator, mixer, limiting amplifier,
quadrature discriminator, active filter,
squelch, scan control and mute. It
works from a 2V to 8V supply at a
current of, typically, 3.9mA at 4V
use in

(squelch off) and has an input limiting
voltage at -3dB of 2.6µV.
Audio frequency output is 160mV
RMS at a THD of 0.86%.
Motorola Ltd, European Literature
Centre, 88 Tanners Drive, Blakelands,
Milton Keynes, MKI4 5BP. Telephone: 0908 614614.
oV.

R3
30611

R.

R6

R7

30511

30M11

3050

OP -27

Al

7

1

`
I

,&

2

Ol

O7

6

04

3

13

R9
3

5

San

C2

t00uF

.1,511

R,.

c3

i1-

3300

,00pF

Sc0rtn0.
Cl
10.F

(
OP..1

2

30k

Vou,

2N2222

05

íN2222
06

RIO
22611

R11

R121

10011

OP..1

Al

it

C R2
30511

SR'
30011

oV

J
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RF SPECTRUM

ANALYSER FOR ONLY £249?

(+ VAT)

The 107 SPECTRUM PROBE converts a standard

MHz scope into c 100 MHz spectrum analyser.

1

70 dB dynamic range
40 dB spurious rejection
50 uV sensitivity, +/- 2 dB flatness
kVDC, lv/+15 dBm @ 100 MHz Max signal
1

± 5% frequency axis linearity

APPLICATIONS
RF Radiation. When used with

a short antenna, the
local RF field can be monitored. Check for emission
from computers, switching PSU's etc.

Servicing. The low capacity input of the Spectrum
Probe allows circuit probing without affecting circuit
operation, allowing rapid evaluation of performance
and problems

*r- .

Mains borne RF. The high voltage input rating of the
spectrum probe allows direct measurement of RF
noise. Signal lines and ground lines can equally be
checked.
Education. This low cost, easy to use probe is ideal
for teaching RF techniques and the frequency
domain.

4-

Available only from Laplace Instruments Ltd at £249
plus VAT (£286.35) including mains adaptor, manual,
equipment case, BNC adaptor and postage. Full
unconditional refurd if returned within 15 days
undamaged.

LAPLACE INSTRUMENTS LTD
Masters House, Bexton Road, Knutsford,
Cheshire WA16 OBU. Tel: 0565 50268
CIRCLE NO.

1390N

REPLY CARD

ANNOUNCING THE FIRST FULLY FEATURED SIGNAL ACQUISITION
AND FFT ANALYSER PACKAGE FOR UNDER £ 1,000
INCLUDES ALL THE BITS (2 X 14 ACTUALLY) THAT THE OTHERS LEAVE OUT

i
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OSCILLOSCOPE
100ksamples/sec - 14 bit resolution
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SPECTRUM ANALYSER
85 dB dynamic range
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Complete system, including stand alone signal capture unit,

Runs with your PC or Macintosh

application software, manuals and cables for only

Complete two channel system, synchronous 100 KHz sampling 8 40 KHz

£960.

This is the best value for money, professional system in the UK.

spectrum
14 bit

-100
0

odd! 85

dB dynamic range.

j -of

r..o =;_1111_

-1111..

..:t-

.

ei.r1 eo:.orr

051550268

Anti alias filters
Please send by return:

Frequency and time domain zoom
S

FFT up to

16384 lines, with or without weighting, log or linear scaling,

exp or linear averaging.

IJ Information

U Complete

Details of your computer:

Smart, fully featured trigger enables transient analysis, time averaging

.J IBM compatible

etc.

Name:

Hord copy output with full annotation and custom legends.

Organisation:

Archive results, either manually or automatically

Address:

o

Ji

on PC.Atquisition.

Free Demo disk.

P( or

U Macintosh.
AT.

Make

P.

Details of FFT training courses.

Model:

rrndel:
Telephone No:

Laplace Instruments Ltd
PO Box 14, Bramhall,

Li

system (Enclose rheque for £960 + VAT to Laplace Instruments Lid).

Post code:

Stockport SK7 2QS. Tel: 0565 50268

Post lo: iopiore Instruments Ltd,

PO

Box 14, Bromhall, Stockport SK2 205
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REVIEW
There's a lot more than meets
the eye to the outwardly simple -looking Strobes Acquisition APC add-on. Because
not only does it turn your PC

into a dual -beam storage oscilloscope,
but a spectrum analyser too, all usable
up to about 40kHz.
In general there are two ways that
PCs are turned into oscilloscopes:
package together everything a real
storage 'scope would contain, except
the CRT, and use the PC as a semi intelligent display, such as the £600
Thurlby DSA 524.
Or the approach used here by APC,
keep the hardware simple and get the
PC to do all the clever stuff. You might

REVIEW:

ACQUISITION -PC
John Martin
investigates an addon for the PC which
turns it into a two -

expect that to be cheaper too. In fact
the APC sells for around £960, but that
also buys a spectrum analyser using fast

Fourier transforms (FFTs) so making
the APC a very attractive package.

Hardware
The acquisition unit is a mains powered box which communicates with
the host PC via a standard RS422/423
serial data link. The front panel has
BNC sockets for the two channels, an
external trigger input and a programmable output for triggering external
equipment.
ti

channel digital
storage oscilloscope
and spectrum
analyser
interface. The anti-aliasing filters fitted
standard are fifth -order Butterworth
types with a corner frequency of
40kHz. Other filters, down to 400Hz,
are available as plug-in options. The
sampling rate (selectable from the PC)
is a maximum of 100kHz.
as

Software
STROBES

Having acquired and digitised the signals on the input channels, the APC
hardware transmits the data to the PC
via the serial link. This can take several
seconds even at the maximum selectable transfer rate of 57.6k baud, during
which time the system appears to be
dead
a prominent comforting message would have been a helpful addition.
The PC screen consists largely of a
graticuled and calibrated 'scope screen
on which the user has the ability to
select all the colours. Across the top of
the display is a menu bar, familiar to
users of most popular desktop applications. Typing the first character of the
various options causes a full menu to
drop down, from which the items are
then selected using the cursor keys.
This approach takes a little getting used
to for those more familiar with the
layout of a conventional storage
oscilloscope, but, as almost everything
is self-explanatory, selection soon

-

APC hardware communicates with PC
via RS422/423 serial link.
Each input channel can he prescaled
from the computer to accept ±8V or
±80V and the input impedances are
1M12 and 10Mf2 respectively. The
inputs are DC coupled but sadly there
is no internal provision for AC coupling
this has to be done by the
addition of an external DC -blocking
capacitor.
After prescaling, each channel is
passed through an anti-aliasing filter to
independent 14 -bit analogue -to -digital
converters. Data are then multiplexed
before being presented to the serial

-

728

becomes easy.

All settings

--

like "volts per div",

"secs per div", etc
can be stored on
disk for future use, which is useful.
Below the menu bar is an informa-

tion grid which provides analytical
information about the signal being displayed
for example, voltage and
time co-ordinates at points along the
waveform indicated by movable cursors. Down the left side of the screen
are icons defining the operation of the
computer's function keys. Here, the
operation is much more akin to that of
a "real" machine.
For example, function key F5, with a
sine -wave icon, brings up an oscilloscope display; key F6, a comb -like
icon, starts the FET of the acquired
signal, as well as converting the display
into that of a spectrum analyser. Other
function keys select positive or negative edge triggering, single -shot or free running operation, etc.
As well as moving the measurement
cursors, the computer's arrow keys
allow the waveform to he panned
through the display area vertically or
horizontally, the axis calibrations being
automatically updated. Hard copy of
the display can be menu -selected and
printed out on most popular dot-matrix
printers.
As a storage oscilloscope, one of the
most useful features is that the sampled
input signals can be stored on disk for
later analysis. The usual facilities are
present, such as the ability to view a
waveform before the trigger point and
the stability of vision for very low
frequency signals. But one major missing function is the equivalent of the
"roll" mode found on conventional
digital storage oscilloscopes- the ability to view a signal continuously in
quasi real-time, the signal appearing to
roll slowly through the display area.
The APC captures its signal in discrete frames and transfers blocks of
data, making this mode impossible. As
if to remind the user, screen refreshment is vertical, rather than horizontal.

-
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Oscilloscope display of 11kHz and 12kHz sine waves
added (top left). Options menu shown pulled down.
Sample rate I00kHz. Display at top right shows
volts/div menu pulled down and 200mV selected, that at

The range of timebase settings is
from IOps to 100s per division, and the
voltage scales go down to IOmV per
division with auto range available.
As a spectrum analyser the most
limiting factor is the upper frequency
limit of about 40kHz. So, given that
this makes it an audio spectrum analyser, it would have been useful to have
a logarithmic frequency scale, or the
option of one. In fairness. for an extra
£140 it is possible to have a third -octave
analysis add-on, giving the usual format for acoustic and audiometric
measurements (see "Review details").
Spectra can be averaged over a number
of sweeps if required. making this a
more serious tool for the audio
engineer.
Fourier transforms are very maths
intensive. But the APC makes no use
of any maths co -processor which may
be resident in the host PC. Apparently

August 1990

bottom left showing 200,usldir time range selectedfrom
time menu. Bottom right is spectrum analyser display,
with vertical scale in dB. This is spectrum of
I1 + 12kHz signal.

the maths have been arranged to be
performed as integer arithmetic. For
this reason, the time required to perform the FFTs can take a frustrating
half a minute or so, but this process
also includes conversion of the voltage
axis to a dB scale.
Another optional extra (available at
£300) is transfer function analysis.
which provides gain and phase versus
frequency measurements (see 'Review

details").
Overall, the APC system is impressive and certainly cheap if the limitations are not a problem.
The major criticism is a lack of tactile
interaction with the system due to the
time delays of data transfer and conversion, when the keyboard appears dead.
Some extra on -screen comforters
would have been appreciated.
Computer enthusiasts will be pleased
to know that the program source code

ELECTRONICS WORLD+WIRELESS WORLD

(in Turbo Pascal) is available and the
company seems to encourage modifications! The manual is well written and
comprehensive and there is also a "Five
Mir ute Manual" which is all that most
people will need.

Review details
The system was reviewed using an
Amstrad PC1640 with Enhanced Colour Display (EGA) and the software
was version 1.3. Version 1.4 is due to
he released at any time and it will
include the third -octave and transfer
function options as standard, as well as
some general upgrading.
The Strobes Acquisition -PC (and
Macquisition for the Apple Macintosh)
are available from Laplace Instruments
Ltd, Masters House, Bexton Road,
Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 OBU. Tel:
0565-50268. The price of APC is £960

+ VAT.
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Loran or
Decca?
and DoT wants to be on the bandwagon.
It is true, though, that the DoT will
not switch support unless a sufficient

There is little to
choose between
Loran and Decca
radio navigation on
a technical basis, so
why is the
Government intent
on imposing Loran
despite the expense
and trouble it will
cause? Michael
Payne charts a path
through stormy
waters

number of other nations commit themselves to developing Loran. Further,
the DoT says an acceptable international agreement on the costs of installing and running a Loran system must
he ratified by all countries by mid -1991,
or 13ritain will not go ahead.
However is is clear from the DoT's
statements that it wants to switch to
Loran and is going to pull out every
stop to get into place something it can
tell Parliament is an acceptable international agreement before the time limit
expires. Decca system users
commercial fishermen, merchant ship
crews in coastal waters, and pleasure
boat owners
who largely, probably
almost entirely, want to stay with
Decca, will have to stomach a fait
accompli.
The future of the UK's marine radio
navaid system is a problem for the DoT
for two reasons. First, the existing
Decca transmitting stations in the British Isles mostly use equipment of dated
technology which has high running
costs. Four out of 24 transmitters have
been modernised and the DoT has to
decide soon whether or not to come to
an arrangement with Racal, which runs
the Decca system for the DoT, to
modernise the rest.
The second reason concerns the
future of Loran in European waters.
Several transmitters already exist, most
of them owned and operated by the US
Navy. lowever the USN has said it will
effectively abandon them when the
GI'S Naystar satnav network has
demonstrated operational reliability.
This will be at the end of 1994, if GI'S is
operational on time at the end of 1992,
which looks likely.
The transmitters serve areas where
there is generally no other radio navaid
coverage, and there are good argu-

-

As

-

-

nearly everyone expected,

the Department of Transport has decided that Loran
C will become the official
marine radio navigation aid
in British waters from February 1997,
replacing Decca Navigator which has
dons the job for 40 years.
It may well be possible to count on
the fingers of one hand the number of
Decca users who want this change. In
none of its deliberations has the DoT
shown more than a cursory regard for
the views of the users. Its overwhelming motive in opting for Loran appears
to be to get 13ritain into something that
it hopes will he pan-European. There is
an inclination by some European governments to develop a Loran network.

Im 1111 11,
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Loran C transmitter masts are typically
over 700ft tall. This one at Soustons in
southern France is 720f'í. The station was
designed for the French navy by
i/egapulse Inc of Boston.
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ments for keeping them going.
However the European governments
will have to take on the cost and this
raises the question of how to get the
most out of the running expenditure, a
matter which didn't bother the Europeans when the US Navy was paying.
There is a view, which the DoT supports, that the USN transmitters should
be integrated with others bought and
run by European governments and
some new ones in a comprehensive
network extending from Greenland,
Iceland and northern Norway to southwestern France.
Tens of thousands of vessels will he
affected if Loran C replaces Decca.
Using the DoT's own figures, about
90,000 Decca receivers are installed in
vessels using British coastal waters,
picking up transmissions from the British Decca chains.
Perhaps 40,00(1 of these are fitted to
British owned vessels and possibly
27,0O0 of the 40,000 are in pleasure
craft, which so far are not obliged to
pay a levy to the DoT to help with
Decca system running costs, though
that may change. Nevertheless, for the
foreseeable future the burden will fall
at least mainly on the commercial
vessels, operating an estimated 13,000
Decca receivers. The vast majority of
these vessels are fishing boats.
All these receivers will have to be
replaced by or supplemented with
Loran receivers, at a typical price of
several hundred pounds but up to
£2,000 or £3,000 for navigation -critical
applications. That may not be a lot to
have to spend, but for the fishermen it
is the smaller part of the changeover
problem.
Fishermen have to be able to return
time and time again to the same position, precise to within 50 yards, where
experience has shown fish to congregate. Skippers build up private data
hanks, recorded ín Decca co-ordinates,
of the rewarding fishing sites. If Loran
replaces Decca, the record must also
change to Loran co-ordinates.
However, so far there is no way a
position fix generated on a Decca
receiver can be transformed into a
sufficiently exact Loran equivalent for
the same real position without actually
going to the same spot with both
systems working and noting the readouts. The same applies to the positions
of wrecks, oil wellheads and all natural
hazards.
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Fig.1.1. Hyperbolic pattern generated by
phase-locked e.w. signals. The
concentric circles represent successive
wavelengths. The space bounded by two
adjacent hyperbolae on which the signals
are in phase (e.g. AB, CD) is termed a
lane. By convention, the Decometer
turns clockwise for movement from
master to slave.
Skippers will have to re -map from
scratch and they say it will take years.
This is partly because there are many
sites which are visited only every
several years because fish swarm there
infrequently, and partly because most
skippers will have to visit a large
number of sites.
Re -charting has to be done the hard
way because neither Decca nor Loran
transmissions propagate in practice
strictly according to theory. Both transfor instmissions distort in transit
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-

-

ance, the wave travels more slowly
over land
so that position fixes
indicated solely by the raw radio signals
have to be corrected.
Decca and Loran work at similar
frequencies, so that propagation distortion is similar and in principle a computer program could do the conversion.
However, the transmitter maps are not
the same and in practice there are so
many differences nobody knows
whether computer conversion to sufficient accuracy is possible.
Even if it is, success will depend on
the original Decca fixes being accurate
in absolute terms. Because fishermen
are interested in repeatability, not
accuracy, this is most doubful.
Decca is well mapped for errors
through years of experience. However,
the proposed Loran network will have
to be re -mapped from scratch for
errors, because the two new transmit -
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ters will change the interactive working
of at least that part of the network
covering British waters, and the
existing Loran maps will be useless.
This will take years, and in practice
users dependent on high precision will
have to build up their own maps and
correction factors. With Loran there is
the added complication that the errors
are likely to he greater in many areas
which will be further from the transmitters than they are with Decca.
The DoT proposed at first that
Decca and Loran work side -by -side for
two years so that fishermen could
re -map. The fishermen said this was
nothing like long enough, and through
their associations asked for at least five
years.
The DoT has rejigged its offer to
make it look like three years, but only
by being wildly optimistic as to how
quickly a new Loran network can he

got working, so that the DoT can bring
forward the predicted start date for the

overlap. In fact, the DoT is hamstrung
because its contract with Racal to run
the Decca system runs out in February
1997, and no amount of fiddling with
projections can hide the fact that there
is just not enough time for proper
overlap unless the DoT spends money
extending the Decca system's lifetime.
The DoT's timescale for the switch
assumes the new transmitter in northeast England will be working by the
end of 1992. This has to assume fast
and successful international negotiations, and a planning authority only too
keen to grant permission for a 700 ft
mast on a site yet to he found. And that
the Irish, of course, can be depended
upon to move just as quickly.
The DoT further assumes that the
three existing transmitters with which
the two new ones will work
in

-

-

Decca and Loran C are both hyperbolic
position fixing systems
that is, a
shipborne receiver detects signals
transmitted from (usually) three widely
spaced transmitters, determines the
distance from each transmitter, and finds
the only geographic position consistent
with all three measurements.
A Decca chain has four transmitters, one
a master which controls the others. The
master and any two slaves are used for a
position fix. The transmissions are
omnidirectional and continuous wave, and
are discriminated by being narrowband at
different frequencies, which are 70, 85,
113 and 127kHz.
Each transmission can be visualised
notionally as a series of concentric circles
around the transmitter, representing the
successive peaks of the waveform. The
four transmissions are locked in phase and
wholly overlap so that the patterns of
circles superimpose as a criss-cross.
Hypothetical lines can be drawn to join
the peaks of the overlapping transmissions
from any two transmitters (see diagram).
These lines are hyperbolae with the
transmitters at the foci. At any point on
these lines, the two transmissions will be in
phase and of equal amplitude.
A shipborne receiver capable of phase
comparison can detect when it is located
on one of these hyperbolae, and if it is
between hyperbolae, it can work out its
proportionate distance from the two
adjacent hyperbolae. By including a
counter which trips every time a peak
hyperbolic line is crossed, it can count its

-

France, Germany and the Faroe

NORTHUMBRIAN

)

732

will then do double duty,
Islands
functioning as part of both old and new
networks until the US Navy says goodbye at the end of 1994. Nobody can be
sure that' this will work; the Faroes'
transmitter already serves two networks and the DoT appears to assume
it can serve three. If it can't, Scottish
fishermen will have no Loran during
1994 when the DoT says they will have
the system.
There are six Navigator chains in Britain
including N. Ireland. Each chain has
one master station and three slaves, so
that there are 24 stations altogether.
However, there are only 21 transmitter
sites, because three sites host transmitters
for two chains. Further, one slave in the
Hebridean chain is on Eire soil (all Eire
sites were refurbished in 1984), leaving
20 sites on British soil. Of these, three
single -transmitter sites have been
refurbished. A Dutch chain has a slave
on a site in Suffolk but this is not a UK
responsibility.
The two sets of lines indicate daytime and
night time coverage.
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progress in terms of hyperbolic lines
provided it knows its start position.
However, its instantaneous position
could be anywhere on the hyperbolic or
intra-hyperbolic line. To turn a line into a
point, the receiver carries out the same
process using the transmissions from one
of the original transmitters and a third
transmitter in the chain. This produces a
second line of position. The ship will be at
the point where the two lines cross.
Decca has the disadvantage that
skywave reflections of the transmission,
that arrive fractionally after the
groundwave and mix with it and distort it,
are impossible to eliminate because the
transmission is continuous wave. The
effects are more serious at night and in
winter and at longer ranges, and users
have to learn to allow for them.
Decca signals may be received 500
mites from the master transmitter but a
more usual summer day maximum is 300
miles. Accuracy may decrease beyond
100 miles. British coastal coverage is
provided by 24 transmitters in six chains of
four. The resultant overlap provides some
redundancy should a transmitter fail, and
the masts are small enough to allow
prompt replacement.
Loran (LOng RANge) was devised to
provide the US Navy with accurate position
fixes up to 1,000 miles from a transmitter.
Skywave distortion would make
continuous wave transmissions useless at
this range, so Loran uses pulse
transmissions because a good receiver
can detect the leading edge of a

groundwave direct-path pulse before any
skywave reflection arrives.
Loran measures the time of arrival of
pulses at the receiver and translates time
into distance. However this is not done
directly, since the receiver cannot know
the absolute instant of transmission of a
pulse even if it could measure its absolute
time of arrival.
Instead, the local master transmitter
broadcasts a pulse train
this is received
by users and also by a secondary
transmitter which broadcasts a follow-up
pulse train a precise time after the master's
transmission. This cues a further slave
which reacts similarly, and there may be
another. The pulse trains contain
information to identify the respective
transmitters.
A receiver measures the difference in
the time of arrival of the pulses from the
two most conveniently placed transmitters.
The difference places the receiver on a
hyperbolic position line as in the Decca
system. A second measurement using the
input from one of the original transmitters
and one alternative produces an
intersecting hyperbolic line to indicate a
position fix.
Loran C (the current version) uses the
whole band between 90 and 110kHz for its
high -power pulses. Ranges between 800
and 1,200 miles are claimed but accuracy
falls beyond perhaps 500 miles through
accumulating propagation variations.
Further, its wide-open bandwidth makes it
more susceptible than Decca to manmade interference, which can degrade

-

performance.
Far fewer transmitters are necessary
than with Decca for equivalent coverage,
and oceanic coverage can be far greater.
However the installations are much bigger
and more expensive, backup is more
difficult to arrange, and, most important,
because of the triangulation requirement a
European system must involve several
nations. Britain cannot go it alone, as it can
with Decca.
Both use well -proven, reliable
technology and have similar performance,
but Loran's accuracy is maintained to a
greater distance from the transmitter.
If '3ritain opts to stay with Decca
arrangements will be made to modernise
the transmitter stations, including
unattended operation and control of all six
chains from one location. Running costs
will tie lower and users will not have to
adapt in any way.
If 3ritain opts for Loran, sites will have to
be found for additional transmitters in
north-east England and south-west Ireland
to provide coastal coverage but this would
of course, extend much further out to sea
than is possible with Decca. Deep-sea
vessels, currently without radio navaid
coverage beyond Decca range, would
benefit.
Solid state Loran transmitters would be
bought from the only maker, Megapulse
Inc. of Boston.
Decca and Loran each have advantages
and disadvantages, but the balance is fine
and Dverall it is impossible to say
categorically that one is the better system.

If there are problems, bang will go
1993, scheduled by the DoT for checkout of the new local network and
rudimentary error mapping, and 1994,
scheduled by the DoT as the first of the
fishermen's three years of confident
error conversion. With the US Navy
out of the way the complete network
can switch to the new configuration
(assuming it has all been prepared),
triple duty can stop and the fishermen

GREENLAND

Layout of the transmitters in the Loran C
network proposed by Britain and some
other countries. The transmitters in
north-east England and south-west
Ireland would be new ones; the others
already exist but would interrelate
differently in the proposed network. The
larger circles indicate master transmitters
controlling the slaves at the other ends of
the linking lines. Some transmitters
would serve two networks.
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can embark on the first of the two
conversion years the DoT originally
offered them.
The DoT could also be seriously
underestimating
or more likely, is
just not interested in
the problems
Loran users are likely to have due to
man-made interference affecting the

- -

performance of receivers. Unlike
Decca, Loran is a wideband system,
open from 90 to 110kHz, and unlike
North America, where Loran is widely
used and successful, in northwest
Europe there is no general prohibition
on other transmissions in that band.
The DoT points out that noise effects
can he eliminated with filters, but
before that can happen the noise has to
be characterised and mapped, and the
filters have to be designed into the
receivers. This does not bode well for
early Loran users trying to build up
position -error maps with filter -less
receivers.
If early experience shows the noise
problems to be significant, potential
Loran users are likely to opt instead for
GPS. Polytechnic Electronics' Naystar
subsidiary, which makes receivers for
Decca, Loran and GPS and has no

Quartzlock
:.

;_

The users get unbelievably short
shrift: the statement to Parliament
answers none of the main objections
lodged by the most important group of
users, the fishermen, after the study
was issued; no serious advantage to
them of moving to Loran is mentioned
except the possibility of lower dues
through cost reductions (although the
data cited in the study is far too
uncertain to allow any serious prediction of the effects on costs); the practical difficulties of switching are hardly
considered; and if there are no serious
and certain advantages of switching,
the DoT makes no case as to why users
should not resent the prospect of
expense and trouble.
A betting man has to put his money
on Loran displacing Decca solely
because the Civil Service is behind it.
The real choice ought to he with the
users and the crunch is put by the
Scottish Fishermen's Federation: "We
view Loran as a high risk option yielding nc real improvement as far as
fishermen are concerned and comparatively little cost saving, while generating in the pEocess severe upheaval and
substantial costs."

in itself.
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model

obvious reason for favouring one above
another, thinks it quite likely that,
partly because of the filter problem,
demand for Loran receivers will not
reach the quantities necessary to bring
the price down to the post -1995 level of
GPS receivers. Most users could go
straight from Decca to GPS.
Current inexpensive GPS receivers
can't be guaranteed to achieve 50 yards
repeatability, but Naystar is sure that
they will be before too long.
The DoT believes, and it may he the
only point on which it is at one with the
user community, that marine navigation in British waters should not be
wholly dependent on a foreign military
navaid such as GPS or the Soviet
equivalent, the Glonass system. We
ought to have a specifically civil, land based system over which we have some
control as well.
However, the case it makes for
switching to Loran, set out in a study
document last year and confirmed in a
statement to Parliament in April, does
not convince. It is extraordinary in
appearing to consider the establishment of a transmitter network an end

._
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Remote analogue
sensing for
microprocessors
favourably, in many respects, with
the standard, two -wire, analogue current transmitters
used for industrial process
control. Two obvious advantages are
superior noise immunity and easier
voltage isolation.
Isolation of analogue signals at high
linearity requires the use of a costly
isolation amplifier, whereas one can
isolate this circuit by means of a single
opto -isolator, which need not be excessively linear, being biased into its linear
region.
An analogue input in the range
0-2.5V is converted to a digital word by
the Plessey ZN 509 eight -bit serial
output A -to -D converter. This device
features an on -chip voltage reference,
an on -chip clock and single -supply

Robert Townsend
describes a low-cost
method of

This system compares

operation, and costs approximately
half as much as a conventional, parallel -output A -to -D converter offering
equivalent performance.
Data, together with a synchronising
signal, is transmitted to the micro-

transmitting
analogue data over
long distances

processor via a single twisted -pair current loop, the maximum distance
between transmitter and receiver being
largely dependent upon the data rate.

sV
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Fig. 1. Transmitter circuit diagram. Signal is sent over a twisted -pair current
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One

complete conversion

:MSB B6

B1

ZN509 Data output

Í''1f

Fig. 3. Receiver
input waveforms.
Clock period is

LSB.MS8.B6

196µs.

a TUL -compatible

status signal.

Transmitter and receiver do not
share the same ground potential; if, in
a particular application, there is a
common ground, then the circuit could
easily be modified.

ZN509

Software considerations

Status output5V

12V

Waveform
10V ----I
across receiver
i/p

resistor

6V---2V---0V-

The prototype has been designed to
operate at a distance of a few hundred
feet with a clock frequency of just over
5kHz to give a conversion time of
1.6ms. Analogue input bandwidth is
not limited by the A -to -D converter,
since the ZN 509 is capable of performing a conversion in 81.t.s.

Circuit description
Grounding the cull' SELECT input in
the transmitter circuit of Fig. 1 fixes the
ZN509 in continuous conversion mode.
A status output provides synchronisation, which goes low for the duration of
one clock cycle (coincident with the
MSB output) to indicate the beginning
of a conversion.
Resistors R4 -R9 can he thought of as
the R -2R ladder of a simple 3bit
D -to -A converter, where Vt is Vic.
This DAC, in conjunction with current

source Al, produces a binary -weighted
current of 0-30mA from the DATA and
STATUS outputs of the ZN509. Bit 3 of
the DAC is tied to ground to ensure
that the input voltage of Al is not
greater than 2.5V and therefore within
its common -mode range.
A voltage developed across R11 and
R12 in the receiver, shown in Fig. 2,
produces the waveform of Fig. 3. Comparator threshold is set to 6V by R15
and R16 and is used to ascertain
whether STATUS is high or low. The
open -collector output of comparator
switches the threshold of comparator 2
between 2V and 10V at the appropriate
time to allow comparator 2 to capture
all eight bits of data. A small amount of
hysteresis is provided in comparator
by 813.14 and to comparator 2 by R17,18.
Transistor Tr2 serves to buffer the
output of comparator and to provide
1

1

1

1

Example program

Address Object
code
0100
02
04
06
08
OA
OC
OE

10
12
14
16
17
19
1B
1C
1E

A6 FF
B7 05
3F 04
A6 OB

B710
A615
87 11
A6 08
2F FE
2E FE
BE 10
5A
26 FD
BE 00
56

3912

20

BE 11
5A

21

26FD

23
24
25
27
29
2B
07FE

9D

4A
26 F2
B6 12
B7 01

CC 01 OE

Source
code
LDAA #$FF

Comments

STAA DDRB
CLR DDRA
LDAA #$OB
STAA $10
LDAA #$15
STAA $11

Initialise portB as output
Initialise portA as input

-LDAA #$08

1l

48ILJ
LDX $10

Proceed on positive edge of STATUS
Get time constant for first sample

DEX
CBNE

-LDX PORTA
RORX
ROL $12
LDX $11

Sample the level on the DATA line
Shift data bit into carry flag
Transfer data from carry to memory
Get time constant for next sample

BNE
NOP
DECA

Timing adjustment

LDAA $12
STAA PORTB
JMP

Repeat routine for next data bit
Get complete conversion result
Output data in parallel form
Repeat whole process
Reset vector

rDEx
-BNE

01 00

#=Immediate addressing mode
$=Hexadecimal
One machine cycle=1.0us.

736

=Decimal 11
Store constant for later
=Decimal 21
Store constant for later
Set loop counter
Look for STATUS low (receiver inverts status
signal)

- wait for 2 cycles

Recovery of parallel data is achieved
by detecting the leading edge of the
status signal and subsequently sampling
the data at mid bit -time. This technique
requires precise timing of the software
- which is easy - and precise definition
of the converter clock frequency which is not.
On the prototype, clock frequency is
trimmed by RV1, which is perfectly
acceptable for one-off equipment,
although not desirable for mass production. An alternative would be an
external crystal oscillator or, for slowly
changing analogue inputs, the clock
frequency could be mains derived.
In ultra low-cost applications, a
different technique could he used
whereby the microprocessor measures
the period between status pulses and
calculates the converter clock period,
then modifies a time constant in the
sampling routine before collecting data
from the next conversion. Advantages
here are that the converter clock frequency can he (reasonably) unknown
and poor long-term stability can he
tolerated. The disadvantage is that it
will be relatively slow.
An example program is given, written for the 68705 P3 single -chip computer, which is the simplest (28 -pin)
version in the popular 6805 microcontroller range. A full explanation of the
program is not within the scope of this
article, but the source code is supplied
with comments so that anyone
interested can decipher it. The program is of the first type described above
and timing has been calculated precisely.

Data is read in from bit 0, port A and
the status signal is applied to the
interrupt line (but 'polled rather than
allowed to generate an interrupt). The
program repeats, continuously updating the parallel data output at port B.

First data sample is taken after
98±2µs, successive samples being
taken at 196µs intervals, corresponding
to a converter ideal clock period of
196µs.

Further reading
Plessey Semiconductors Data Converter Handbook.
"Linear Applications of Optocouplers", Hewlett-Packard Application
Note 951-2.
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HALCYON
ELECTRONICS

Field Electric Ltd. Tel: 081-953

6009. 3 Shenley road, Borehamwood
Herts. WD6 IAA. Fax.\081-207 6375, 0836 640328

Computers, test equipment, video monitors, amateur radio gear,
oscilloscopes, scientific instruments, connectors, printers. power
supplies, communications, disk drives, multimeters, component
bridges, frequency counters, signal generators, semi -conductors,
integrated circuits, etc.
BARCO GD33 14' RGB ANALOGUE MON

£350

TECTRONIX 834 PROG DATACOMMS TESTER

P4000 8 EP4000 EPROM PROGRAMMERS EA.

£149

GOERZ RECORDING MULTIMETERS From

INMAC 8134 BREAK-OUT BOX CENTRONICS

£79

H.P. 150-2 COMPUTER 9133 DRIVE

XENON FLASH, COMPLETE

£39

BRANDENBURG

12V UNCASED

RACAL RA1772 GEN COV RECEIVER

ANALOGUE

£1950

INMAC 8363-2 BREAK OUT BOX RS232

£795
£49
£475

470 VAR PSU s 2 SKV

£35

CLAMPMETERS From

£25

BBC .B COMPUTERS

£89

£125

NAGRA 3 RECORDER

£395

POLAROID'IBM PALETTE IMAGE RECORDER 72-10 £595

CONRAC 7211 HI -RES RGB MONITOR

£395

AVO 8S MK 5 8 6 From

£35

VARIABLE OUTPUT PSU's From

£48

£18

9' VIDEO MONITORS From

£49

12' GREEN SCREEN MONITORS From

£39

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS From

LINK 236 SYNC PULSE GENERATOR

£55

TEKTRONIX 520 PAL OR NTSC VECTORSCOPES £475

24' VIDEO MONITORS BOW, SOUND From

£79

GNT PHOTO ELECTRIC 8 LEVEL TAPE FEADER

£79

841 RECEIVER 15KHZ-700KHZ

£75

RESISTANCE 8 CAPACITANCE DECADE BOXES

£15

OSCILLOSCOPES DUAL TRACE From

2300£39
TRACE From

OSCILLOSCOPES SWGL
GRETD

G'

£

5GHZ

orri

£35

CHEETAH TELEX MACHINE

£150

A ALPHATRONIC PC S

£49

SK DRIVES FOR ABOVE

£49

£25G

r/ItrT `

SURF

46R

FREQUENCY COUNTERS From

LABCRAFT SIG. STRENGTH METER CH21-68

FRIDGES from -

£49

£35

UPA CAVIDERM CD6 PTH TESTER

RE
GALLENKAMP MAGNETIC STIRRER

£29

BT OCTARA 32, TX23, TX21's

DITTO WITH 500W HOT PLATE

£49

VARIOUS COLOUR OR BMW TERMINALS From

£20

5 VOLT 6 AMP SMPUS

£16

VIC 1010 EXPANSION

£15

9' BOW MONITOR WITH PULSECROSS ETC

£85

SMPU's

PLESSEY INVERTERS 50V DC TO 2409 AC SINE

£85

CHART RECORDER RS610.528

-

-

5V8A

£1250

£750

UNITS

12V 1.5A.

-

-

12V1.5Á.

12V.3A

£19
£125

BULK STOCK AVAILABLE:- MAINS & AUDIO LEADS, SWITCH BANKS, AUDIO
SOCKETS, FERRITE FORMERS, FOCUS POTS, 16 DIGIT LCD DISPLAYS, AUDIO
PACK PSU's SOLENOIDS, SHADED POLE MOTORS, RING/CALL FOR DETAILS.

SIECIAL OFFERS
National oscilloscope VP 5503A dual trace with third trace, 35 MHz, £425.00 c/p
16.75
Gould/advance OS 1100A oscilloscope, 35 MHz, dual trace, £375.00 Gp 16.75
Telequipment D 67 osciloscope, 25 MHz, delay dual trace, £280.00 c/p 16.75
Telequipment D67A oscilloscope, duel trace delay, £315.00 c/p 16.75
9 Nec monitor, 240 vac input, composite video (RGB) input, £29.95 c/p 6.80
19" colour monitor, 240 Vac input, composite video input, ex -equipment tested with
no screen bums, case size 18'/2D17'h0171Y4, £125.00 c/p please ring
25" colour monitor, 240 Vac inpu., composite video input, new, case size 24'/2x
171/2x211/4", £195.00 c/p please ring. Both 19" & 25" monitors made by
Electrohome
Teac 'F2 height floppy disk drive F D 55 B 48 TPI single/double density, 125/250k 40
track 300 rpm, £25.00 c/p 4.50 ex -equip.
Teac n/2 height floppy disk drive F D 55 F 96 TPI single/double density 500/1000
kbytes 80 track 300 rpm, £35.00 4.50 ex -equip
Teac n/2 height floppy disk drive FD 55 FV 96 TPI 500/1000 kbytes 80 track 300
rpm SA400 interface new, £49.9.5 c/p 4.50
Tando- (Winchester) hard disk crive'/2 height TM 252 10 Mb new ex -equipment,
£57.50 c/p 6.50
Emulex-Persyst C.G.A. colour graphics controller new & boxed, £45.00 c/p 4.50
Hercules compatable monochrome graphics controller with serial port new &
boxed. £30.00 c/p 4.50
Plantronics acoustics communications headsets new & boxed (Auralite) type
headset, type star set II complete with eartips instructions etc, £70.00 c/p 3.50
qty:discounts
Coutant DC/DC converter + 5 VDC 5 A output input 48 VDC new, £20.00 c/p 3.00
qty:discounts
Panaflo DC brushless fan model FBP-06Al2L, new, 60x60x25mm, £8.90 GI) 2.25
Hewlett Packard 4328A milliohrnater c/with probe, £290.00 c/p 10.00
Hewlett Packard 3400A RMS voltmeter cal 30-04-90, £250.00 c/p 10.00
Tektronix 191 constant amplitudm signal generator, £195.00 c/p 12.00
Test & measurement/audio/communications/computer equipment always in stock,
power supplies transformers plugs/sockets & connectors, components fans panel
meters cables etc.

QUALITY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT BOUGHT. ALL PRICES EXC. OF P&P AND vAT

423, KINGSTON ROAD, LONDON SW2O 8JR
SHOP HOURS 9-5.30 MON-SAT TEL 081-542 6383
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TEKTRONIX 2445 Trace 150MHZ Dual TB

C1300

TEKrRON X 2235 Dual Trace 100MHZ Delay Sweep
PHILIPS PM32
Duel Trace 50MH7 Delay Sweep
GOULD 05300 Duel Trace 20MHZ
GOULD 1421 Digtal Storage Duel Trace 20MHZ
H P. 17404 Dual Trace 100MHZ Delay Sweep Tng.

£650
£425
£250
£150

II

1/00
£300
£275
£275
0130
C160

TELEOUIPMENT D83 Duel Trace 50MHZ Delay Sweep
TELEOUIPMENT D755 Duel Trace 50MHZ Delay Sweep
GOULD

003000 Duel Trace 40MHZ Delay Sweep

S.E. Labs

TA

Trig.

94I11

Dual Trace IBMHZ
GOULD 002508 Duel Trace 15MHZ TV Trig
TEKTRONIX 2215 Duel Trace 60MHZ Sweep Delay,

with manual

Probes Front Cover Pouch
THIS IS

LUST

A

SAMPLE

-

MART

TEKTRONIX 475 Dual Trace 200MHZ Delay Sweep
TEKTRONIX 465 Dual Trace 100MHZ Delay Sweep
GOULD 051100 Dual Trace 300MHZ TV Trig

C550
1400

C0SS0R COU150 Dual Trace 35MHZ Delay Sweep from

L20

50 ohm

C25

FARNLL1 Pulse Generator System lHz-10MH1 Smgle/Couble
K0KUSUI AVM23 AC Voltmeter Dual Chan

E40

10111.50011HZ, 3001A-1000

[15
C95
C35

62700 Universal

LCR Bridge. Battery from

HP. 8620C Sweeper Main Frame
Plug -ins available
HP 3336A Synthesizer level Gen 10111-21MH1
TEKTRONIX 491 SPECTRUM ANALYSER 1.5.12.4GHZ
SYSTRON DONNER 1702 Sig Gm 100111-1GHZ
POLARAD Sig Gen type 11058 0.8-2.4GHZ
POLARAD Sig Gen type 11068 113-4 6GHZ

£125
El 200

[150

I

"-

mTTRMCTUHZ 5uA-500V

160

[40

LEVELL TM3A AC M crowltmeter IHZ 3MHZ 50-5000£950
LEVELL Oscillator TG152. 381-300KHZ SineSq from
LEVELL Oscillator TGISOM
5HZ-150KH1. See Wave
LEVELL Oscillator TGI500M 15HZ.150KHZ. Smell/ wave
LEVELL Decade Osc TG66A O 2HZ-1.229481. low dal from
FARNELL TM4RF Mdbaaltmeter 501181-1.5GHZ: IniV-3309

£55
E20
C25

1

135
L60

LOGIC PROBE type 33000A TTUCmos IPAP 13)

SIIEMS

AT

RIDICULOUS PRICES

CIO

-

lost

available

NEW EQUIPMENT

C500

HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 1M1005 Triple Trace

0500

Delay Trmebase

151015-21GN
POLARAD 1207A Sig Gen 3.7-8.4GHZ with Frey Doubler

0750

150910 15 5GHZ

£750

100MI4
0792

BAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE I114604 Duel Trace 60MHz

Delay Sweep

0610

HAMEO OSCILLOSCOPE HM203.

7

Duel Trace 20MHz

Component Tester

0338

HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE I111205 3 Duel Trace 20MHz

C2.25

(Scope Calibration)
TEKTRONIX CURVE TRACER 576 with Standard

Future
C2.000
High Current Adaptor 176 available
RACAL STORE 1405 I4 Channel Magnetic Tape Recorder
C2,000
RACAL 9081 Synthesized Sig Gen 5-520MH/
RACAL 9009 Mod Meter 10MHZ-1.5GHZ
U50£800
RACAL 9301 RMS Voltmeter 10A1HZ-I 5GHZ
C250
TIME 2004 DC Voltage Standard 0.005%
£450
NATIONAL AM TM Sig Gen w8179810 IOKHZ-240MHZ
£500
7150
SOLATRON
Digital Mulhmeter
digit
E300
AVO Valve Characlensfrc Meter VCMI63
C350
BROIL & KIOER 2305 Solid State level Recorder
C550
BROIL & MOER 2113 Spectrometer
(Measuring Amp with Filler)
1500
FERROGRAPH RTS2 Recorder Test Set from
U2U
LEADER 11451865 Two Ch Mvmeter 5111.500NH2: ImV-3000
£100
THWART TA2080 Logic Analyser 20MHZ 8 Channel
0315
THURLBY P1320140 Twice 30V 2A Quad Mode Dig Mt
FEEDBACK ISG606 Sweep Fuec Gen 0. 0182-IMHZ (PAP 171
1175

61

"CI

a

TM180 Pioneer 100W HF SSB
transceiver, 6 channel, USB,
base or mobile applications and
a full range of accessories.

patterns
on

LEVELL TM3B AC Microvor

MART MORE

£1.600
£1.250

8

AP C41

C500

Thl. Ice

1610
Digital Storage
All oiler models available- all oscilloscopes supplied with 2
probes
BLACK STAR EQUIPMENT

IPAP all

BASE
ANTENNAS
SMC TDA Series
trapped dipoles factory
pre -tuned, easily
installed, up to 6
channels Rx to KW.
1

HF MOBILE ANTENNAS

units (51

APOLLO 10100MHz Ratio Period Trine iitenal etc
APOLLO 100 IOOMHz as above with more functions)

C222
C295

METEOR 100 FREQUENCY COUNTER 101MHz
METEOR 600 FREQUENCY COUNTER 600MHz
METEOR 1000 FREQUENCY COUNTER IGHz
JUPITOR 500 FUNCTION GEN 0 110.50011, Sine Sq In

C109

ORION COLOUR BAR GENERATOR Pal TV Video

C209

HW4 1.5-30MHz single

C135

frequency tuned mobile
whip complete with
installation accessories,
base mount and spring,

C17a
C110

All other Black Star Equipment avadabre

digit Hand held 28 ranges
amp ACDCO 1% ACC (P&P 141

HUNG CHANG DMM 7030 3

including

10

C39.50
C33.50

As above DMM60100 25%

Carrying cases for above

0.00

STEWART OF READING

110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1 PL
Tel: 0734 68041
Fax: 0734 351696

605.0

PRO SERIES Multi channel
tapped whip antennas up to
4 frequencies 1.5-30MHz
complete with base mount
and spring.

S

k

spare channel coils
available for multi frequency
operation.

ea

II

OSCILLOSCOPE PROBES Switched 01010 (P&P C31

very small sample of stock. SAE or telephone for UST of OVER 700 ITEMS. Please check availability
before ordering. CARRIAGE all units C16. VAT to be added to total of goods and carriage

1121

SYSTEMS

CHANNELISED SYSTEMS

£20

GIBEARCOLD[IR BAR GENERATOR-8GI

POLARAD Sig Gen type 1107A 3.7-8.4GH
POLARAD Sig Gen 1208A 8.95-I IGH with Frei] Doubler

TEKTRONIX 194504 with PG506/5G503/TG501

H F

1450

C450
MARCONI TF2015 without Synchronise, TF217I
C250
MARCONI 112016 AM FM 10KHZ-120MHZ Sig Gen with TF2173 £100
MARCONI TF2016 without Synchroniser TF2173
0174 I
MARCONI MOD Meters 62300: 1123008; 1113031mm
C100
MARCONI TF2356/2351 Level Os4Meter 20MHZ ... the pair
I
MARCONI 623374 Automatic Distortion Meter 400H1/I1HZ
£100
MARCONI

C60

'tunneler 4.5 digit LED 30 ranges
Auto Manual (P&P C7)
AVO 8 Multrmelers with Batteries 8 Leads Amer
AVO CE446 Transistor Analyser Mkt Suitcase style

OTHERS AVAILABLE

FM

C75

AF Power Meter TF893A 20H2d58H1. 20m*- IOW
MARCONI RI Power Meter TF1152/1 DP500MHZ 0.5-25W.

With Batteries a operation instructions

62008 AM

10KHZ-510MHZ Sig Gen
MARCONI TF2015 AM/1M 10-520MHZ Sig Gen with 62171
MARCONI

E 175

MASCOTA

South Midlands
Communications

SMC

CI00
1100.1150

TELEOUIPMENT CT71 Curve Lace
MARCONI TF2603 RE Millivoltmeter 50KHZ-I 5GHZ: ImV-3vFSO
MARCONI TF2430 Digital Frei] Counter 1081-809481

SOLATRON 7045

only C500

woud like the opportunity to tender for surplus equipment

Official orders credit card telephone orders accepted with Access. Amex,
Diners -Visa cards. Overseas enquiries welcome cep rates U.K. mainland
only.
Please ring for c p rates not shown.
All prices inc. V.A.T. unless stated. Stock list avaialble.
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WE HAVE THE WIDEST CHOICE OF USED
OSCILLOSCOPES IN THE COUNTRY

We

J

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, OR JUST ADVICE, CALL:
jS.M. HOUSE. SCHOOL CLOSE, CHANDLERS FORD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
EASTLEIGH, HAMPSHIRE S05 3BY.
TELEPHONE: [+44] ([01703) 255111
FAX: (+44] ([0]703) 263507 SMC FX
TELEX: 477351 SMCOMM G
1

Callers welcome 9am to 5.30pm MON-FRI (UNTIL Rpm THURS)

a
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RF CONNECTIONS

Another look at car
obstacle -detection radars

The current efforts of firms traditionally working in the defence electronics field to turn their swords into
ploughshares were in evidence at a
May 1990 IEE colloquium on "Millimetre -wave radar". One of the more
promising areas for high -volume sales,
always provided that device and technology costs can be reduced to meet
consumer budgets, is for civil obstacle detection and avoidance.
Among systems currently under
development at Philips Research
Laboratories is an 80GHz car obstacle detection radar. This is an area where a
ready market has long been envisaged
but for which no satisfactory system has
yet appeared. The reason is failure in
the past to cope adequately with the
quite complex requirements of a system that will reliably help, advise and
warn a driver in poor visibility without
exerting direct control over the brakes.
Dr Andy Stove of Philips Research
Laboratories believes that a successful
solution may be found based on the

sensors developed for "smart"
ammunition, an application that similarly requires a system that is compact,
very sophisticated and cheap. During

the 1980s, while the emphasis was on
military systems, a 94GHz FMCW
radar transceiver for smart munitions
was developed, and was described in
1987. It was based on components
located at the E -plane of standard
rectangular waveguides, with a housing
mass-produced from metallised plastic
by injection moulding.
Microwave
Environment transceiver

antenna/
scanner

Digital
signal
processor

user

Display

Such ammunition "seekers" are
expected to be produced at a price and
production level similar to those of
upmarket in -car entertainment systems. If adapted for obstacle detectors
the very high volumes could further
reduce the price and they could
become a major application of millimetre -wave technology.
The complete car radar system
would comprise a sensor to generate a
detailed image of the scene in front of
the car; a signal processor to classify
the objects and distinguish between

738

Novice licences

By early 1991, the Radiocommunications Agency of the DTI should begin
hazards, selecting useful information issuing Amateur Radio Class A and
and discarding what is irrelevant; and a Class B Novice licences, claimed by the
display that must present the informa- RSGB as recognition of the value of
tion to the driver in an easily under- the hobby as a training ground for
careers in electronics and radio
stood form.
The radar should have resolution in engineering. There will be no minimum
both range and azimuth with a detec- age and the entry qualification will be
tion range of about 300m. To disting- completion of a training course to be
uish between vehicles in different traf- provided by the RSGB, followed by a
fic lanes the angular resolution needs to multi -choice test significantly easier
be of the order of 1°. An ideal fre- than the present Radio Amateur's
quency would he about 90GHz (W - Examination. For HF operation a 5
hand) and a suitable civil allocation is words per minute Morse test will have
likely to be made at 80GHz. Measure- to be passed (compared with the
ments have shown that the cross sec- 12wpm of the present Class A licence).
The Class B Novice licence will
tion of a man is about 1m2 and a small
car about 10m2, calling for a transmit- permit operation within segments of
the present 50, 430, 1215 and
ter power of about 10mW.
Dr Stove said that it has been shown 10,000MHz bands (but not on the
that a processor based on current crowded 144MHz band) with modes
devices can identify potential hazards including Morse, telephony and data
by taking account of curves in the road (additional modes on 1240-1325MHz
and distinguish between the different and throughout the lOGHz band). The
lanes of a multi -lane road. He con- Class A Novice licence will in addition
tinued, "Our work is also concentrat- cover operation over 1950-2000kHz,
ing on improving this processing and on 3565-3585kHz (Morse only), 10,130examining options for an ergonomi- 10,140kHz (Morse only), 21,100cally effective, simple, low-cost dis- 21,149kHz (Morse only) and three
segments (totalling 365kHz) in the
play.
28MHz band. On all bands, maximum
DC input power (pip) for Novices will
be limited to 5W (maximum RF peak
envelope power to the antenna 3W
(Pep)).
Many of the other conditions of the
draft licence are basically similar to
those in the current Class A and Class
B licences. Holders of existing Class B
licences for over 12 months will be
granted the HF novice licence facilities
on completion of the 5wpm Morse test.
For all new amateur licences (Class A,
B or Novice) the DTI Radiocommunications Agency is expected shortly to
begin using prefixes beginning with the
letters MA, etc, rather than G, with the
UK country indicated by the number
rather than the letter prefix. Existing
licensees will continue to use their G,
"In an ac ual display a hazard migh GI, GM, etc, prefixes.
be shown in red, with the area off the
The idea of a UK beginners or
sides of the road perhaps being green Novice licence was first mooted by a
to give a symbolic indication of the line Postmaster General in the early 1960s.
of the road. The display device would Its final appearance reflects in part the
probably be a small liquid crystal dis- current difficulty, virtually worldwide,
play up beside the rear view mirror. It of attracting young people into the
is clear that such a radar will be a useful hobby and into RF analogue engineerdriver aid, and will make a significant ing in an era when digital electronics
contribution to safer driving."
seems to rule the roost.
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Polarisation affects VHF/FM sound radio

signals were found to suffer much
greater diffraction loss at most locations while also producing much more

The protracted debate about the value
of mixed (circular) polarisation for
VHF/FM stereo broadcasting has reemerged with the publication in EBU
Review
Technical (No. 236, August
1989) of a detailed study by Theodor
Bossert (IRT, West Germany) and

-

Leopold Gregorac (Radiotelevizija
Ljubljana) of measurements made on
signals from a high -power broadcasting
station in a hilly area of Yugoslavia.
The results confirm earlier measurements (published in 1980) made by
Bossert in West Germany that threw
serious doubts on the increasing use
(for example, by the BBC) of circular
polarisation, as noted in my Wireless

-

World article of April 1981, "Multipath
distortion
does polarisation matter?" and subsequently rebutted by the
BBC.
The new series of measurements
with both stationary and mobile reception was made on transmissions from
the Nanos station in Slovenia which has
its antenna 1262m above sea level,
some 600m higher than most of its
service area. Two sectors of the service
area were investigated, one at distances
between 5km and 19km from the transmitter in an area varying between 400m
and 700m above sea level but mostly
within line -of-sight of the transmitter

A second test sector took the form of a
trench 100m to 2(00m a.s.l. flanked by
mountains but nearly parallel to the
direction of propagation, with a few
places not line -of-sight.
The results show marked differences
in performance, particularly in respect
of multipath distortion, between horizontally and vertically polarised signals. In particular, vertically polarised
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diffuse reflections.
The authors consider that on Band II
in hilly or mountainous terrain, horizontal polarisation performs better
than vertical polarisation, with lower
diffraction loss and higher loss for
diffusely reflected waves. "In home
reception, even mixed polarisation may
cause problems since the polarisation
of diffusely reflected waves is often
rotated. With mobile reception, the
additional antenna gain and more
nearly omnidirectional antenna pattern
achieved with the conventional whip
antenna when receiving vertically polarised signals is measurable in clear
line -of -sight conditions, but in such
conditions there are no problems with
horizontal polarisation. On critical
road sections noisy drop -outs occur
more often with vertical polarisation."
They conclude that vertical or mixed
polarisation is not to he recommended
for high -power stations having hilly
service areas, although mixed polarisation could be a good choice for low power stations in flat terrain in view of
its benefits with conventional car
antennae. Further studies are being
undertaken comparing circular with
horizontal polarisation in a hilly area.

Automating presentation
Thames Television, in re -equipping its
Euston comply, has brought into service the first installation in Europe to

implement two -channel

(stereo)

digital -audio processing based on the
AES/E13U digital -interface specification. The only analogue sound within
the new complex is within the talkhack
system.

Following the completion of the
News and Current Affairs Presentation
and Master Control rooms, Thames is

currently bringing into

use a

battery of

Panasonic "Marc" megacarts. each
with a capacity of 196 90 -minute Mil
cassettes with analogue -component
video and digital sound, and each fitted
with five internal and two external
transports. By next year the system will
he welded into a computerised presentation management system using
customised Panasonic software that
provides a high -degree of automation
but maintains last-minute on -air flexibility with the aid of human interven1

tion. The system, with Pro -Bel

August
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routeing switchers, has been designed
with the possibility of later upgrading
to composite -digital video based on the
Panasonic D-3 proposals.
Currently. the major new TV project
in the UK is the equipping of the new,

purpose-built ITN building in Gray's
Inn Road on the site of the former The
Times building. The entire ITN operation is due to be using the new centre
by January 1, 1991, with all equipment
installed by the end of October this
year. Again, a high degree of automation is planned, based on the resource
management system (RNIS) being
developed by Basys (a subsidiary of
ITN) with five Odetics TCS2000 mega carts. The system will extend well
beyond the computer -assisted newsrooms as originally pioneered by Basys
and which focussed on controlling
informat ion.

RMS is designed to control
resources, whether people, equipment,
input -feeds, library material or costs.
The operational functions are divided

ELECTRONICS WORLD+ WIRELESS WORLD

into a series of interlinked sub -systems
sharing common databases with three
RMS modules to be used by ITN. The
first module will be for booking incoming and outgoing satellite and line
feeds; the second will drive the megacarts. tracking changes to the running
orders of the newscast items; the third
module will track all the bar-coded
Betacam-SP tape cassettes in any
machine, including those in edit suites
and dubbing theatres as well as in the
megacarts, storing information in the
Basys computers.
Four of the TCS2000 carts will have
six Betacam-SP transports, with software permitting four transports to
record while the other two play -out
simultaneously. The fifth cart will have
an additional tower and act as a library
management machine. Pro -Bel is supplying the routeing system involving a
series of composite- and analogue video and analogue -audio switchers.
RE Connections

is

by Pat Hawker
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"MATMOS COMPATIBLES DEBUT
SUMMER SALE

VGA AND CAD COLOUR MONITORS Toshiba 14 inch VGA £239 (carr. (12.50); Samsung 14 inch
VGA ex-dem £179. CM 1686A 16" ultra high res. 64KHz £395, and 48KHz £325 )carr. £20).

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
720K 3.5 inch Excellent Japanese, low component.
half height cast chassis drives. Ex almost new
systems; 80 track double -sided £29.95 (carr. C3). Box
10 discs £9.95 (carr. £1.50) Easy -fit installation kit,
including cradle, recommended for Amstrad 1512/
1640, IBM XT, AT etc., £8.49.

VGA AND EGA CARDS Range of 8 and 16 bit EGA and VGA cards: from basic cards to full 16 bit
designer VGA card with 512K RAM, all emulations, and up to 1024 x 768 with software to run all
major packages. Prices from £34.50 (EGA) to £127.50 (designer VGA) (carr12.50)
ETHERNET CARD Western Digital 8003E ethernet card C79 (carr.C2.501.

WESTINGHOUSE MODEM CARD Standard size card to fit IBM -style or similar PC.
Communicates at 1200 Baud, 1200/75 Baud or 300 Baud. Sold 'as seen' -only limited info.
available £9.50 )carr. C2.5C).

720K 3.5 inch NEC FD1036 third height (30mm) drive
032.50 (carr. C3).
1.44 Mbyte 3.5 inch Citizen OSDA 45A slim (25mm) drive £49.50 (carr. £3)

360K 5.25 inch standard high

quality IBM half-height chassis drive £29.95 (carr. £3.50).

HARD DISK DRIVES etc

drive with embeddedcontroller and cabling to connect straight
to 16 bit AT slot £159 )carr. (4)

SYSTEM: £479 plus VAT.

A quality machine using the industry standard 80286-12 processor running at a Landmark speed
of 16MHz. Basic speed 12 MHz.: complete with full 1 Mbyte RAM expandable up to 4 Mbytes.
Serial RS232 and parallel Centronics ports, 101 key keyboard, mono graphics card, 1.2 Mbyte

drive in

Nearly new drives: 30 Mbyte 0159; 40 Mbyte £199; 53 Mbyte C249; 89 Mbyte £299; 178 Mbyte
£399; 380 Mbyte C599 -all reputable makes. HDD cables f5.00.
60 Mbyte tape back-up unit £199

MATMOS 286 and 386 PCs
IBM COMPATIBLE HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTERS
16 MHz 286

20 Mbyte 5.25 inch Miniscribe 8225 'state -of .the -art' half height

40 Mbyte 3.5 inch Western Digital 584R half-height RLL
5.25 inch chassis £199 )carr. £4)

LASER PRINTER Data Products LDP12 12 page/min. HP Laserjet & compatible; very well made
printer, ex-dem. - sold working but with no extended warrantee; service and maintenance
available C599 )carr. C25)

lean. f4)

DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER CARDS Range of Western Digital hard/hard floppy cards from £37.50

- list available.

IBM COMPATIBLE XT PARTS 10 MHz. 8088 turbo motherboard, 8 expansion slots legal bios,
8087 socket £64.95; 640K RAM for latter E49.95; multi 80 board for XT with parallel and serial
ports, real time clock, floppy controller and game port E34.50; 101 keyboard, AT or XT, C29.50;
XT case with fitted 200W power supply £78 (carr. C3.50).

MONITORS
inch monochrone Hercules Xerox System 600, very neat case tilt -and -swivel base, excellent
user-friendly high res. display 064.50 )carr. £6.00)
12 inch amber Hercules monitors - 12 VOLT
NOTE PSU NEEDED*, £34.50 )carr. C6.00)
12

5.25' floppy drive, hard disk drive controller, eight expansion slots (3x8bit, 5x16bit) floppy drive
controller for up to tour drives, AMI bios with full set-up routine and diagnostics including HDD
formatting, stylish solid case with space for 3 drives, lock front panel switches and LEDs,
manual included.
33MHz 386 SYSTEM; £979 plus VAT.
Same machine as above but fitted with state-of-the-art 386 mother board. Uses full spec Intel
80386-25 running at a Landmark speed of 33MHz; basic speed 25 MHz. This is not a 386sx
machine but has a full 32 bit CPU. Comes with 1 MBYTE of RAM upgradable to 8 Mbyte. Also
available in quality full height tower case at C1079 plus VAT.

Options:
Miniscribe 8225 20 Mbyte 40 ms hard drive
Western Digital 584R 40 Mbyte hard drive
Higher capacity drives to your requirement

-*

16
16

POWER SUPPLIES

3.25 inch 720K floppy drive inc. fittings
3.25 inch 1.44 Mbyte floppy drive inc. fittings

PRINTERS

12

Data Products DWO 55cps well built heavy-duty 55 cps daisywheel printer, ex-dem. f69
(carr. C12)

14

*

*
*

f

bit VGA card C/W 256K 800x600
bit VGA card C/W 512K 1024x768

IBM compatible 150W Astec BM140; tan cooled, rear panel switch, £19.50 )carr. f4)
Farnell 180 cased 180 Watt; +5V at 20A, +12V at 2A, -12V at 2A, +24V at 5A and -5v at 1A.
Professional psu. C26.95.

Olivetti DY200. Office quality, 25 cps bidirectional daisywheel printer. With manual, daisywheel,
ribbon and standard Centronics interlace. Variable pitch; 132 characters in 12 pitch,
proportional spacing £89.50 (carr. £6.50). Cut sheet -feeder C55; sprocket feeder E45 (carr. £6.50).

£129.00
£199.00
p.o.e.

inch high res. mono monitor,
inch VGA colour monitor

89.95

f 129.05

tilt and swivel

f
f
f

base

38.50
58.50

64.50
£239.00

Everything new unless stated.
Add carriage and VAT to all prices.
Access and Visa telephone orders accepted.

Matmos Ltd., Unit 11, The Enterprise Park, Lewes Road, Lindfield,
VISA

Visa & Access

phone service

QaffY10S

West Sussex RH16 2LX.
PLESE NOTE NEW NUMBERS Tel: (0444) 482091 and 483830; Fax: (0444) 484258
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C_A-- IFIED
081-661 8640

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: £29 per single column centimetre (min 3cm).
LINE ADVERTISEMENTS (run on): £6.00 per line, minimum £48 (pre payabe).
(Please add on 15% V.A T. for prepaid advertisements).
BOX NUMBERS: £15.00 extra. (Replies should be addressed to the box number in the advertisement, c/o Quadrant House, The Quadrant,
Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS).
Cheques and Postal Orders payable to REED BUSINESS PUBLISHING GROUP LTDand crossed.

ARTICLES FOR SALE
VALVES FOR AUDIO, INDUSTRY
RECEIVING & TRANSMITTING

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS,
BULK BUYERS, ETC.

RARE AND OBSOLETE TYPES A SPECIALITY!
ONE MILLION VALVES IN STOCK
SPECIAL PRICES FOR WHOLESALE QUANTITIES
ORDERS FROM GVT DEPTS, PLC's, OVERSEAS ETC. WELCOME
ALSO CRT, I.Cs, KLYSTRONS, MAGNETRONS,
TRANSISTORS, USA VALVES.
FAX/PHONE FOR IMMEDIATE QUOTE!

LARGE QUANTI-IES OF RADIO, TV AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL
SEMICONDUCTORS, all ypes, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSISTORS, DIODES,
RECTIFIERS, THYRISTORS, etc. RESISTORS, C F, M/F, W/W, etc. CAPACITORS,
SILVER MICA, POLYSTYRENE, C2811, C296, DISC CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS, etc.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS, CONNECTING WIRE, CABLES SCREENED
WIRE, SCREWS, NUTS, CHOKES, TRANSFORMERS, etc ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES
-Come and pay us a visa ALADDIN'S CAVE

BILLINGTON VALVES

39 Highlands Road. Horsham. Sussex RH13 5LS (UK)
Callers by appontment Only Mon -Fri 9am5 30pm
Phone 0403 210729 Fax 0403 40214. Telex 87271 Visa d Access accepted

TELEPHONE 081 445 0749/445 2713
R. HENSON LTD.

PCB DESIGN

21

Lodge Lane, North Finchley, London N12 83G.
(5 minutes from Tally Ho Corner)

Also schematic &

metalwork drawings,
production
engineering. A
complete
C.A.D.-backed
service from concept
to product or any stage
in between. Specialists
in digital control
systems, lighting and
audio system.

For a competitive
quote
phone 0626
772353.
Test Equipment Recorders Transducers
Spectn,m Analyser, HP 3582A
Inseumentahon Reco,de,s SE7000,9000

C3,870
nom 02.500
Recorders SE Labs etc
ham 1300
Chan Recorders. Pen/Thermal
ach horn C75
Instron Mechanical Stresastrain Tester type 1026 C250
3KVA Mains Voltage Stabiliser
0245
Pressure Transducers, Schaevltz
C35
Signal Conditioning Micromevements M1200 senos

W

160

Cade. 7 et Ind screened, 'Beklnn (Kllypo' IBM
4409577
RS232

« 422 Convener;

mains powered.

£YlOm
C12

unused
HP
HP618B; HP745A: HP3721A: HP21004:
HP6400
130K 2604:4138: 2633: 2624: 1526 (411 unused)
AAcredara; Datam yte; eaposcopes. gerws, components.
valves
All prices are ea carnage and VAT.
Lists ate now avmlabie, picase wnterrtim/p5one:
Technical 8 Scientific Supplies, PO Box 19 Mythe
Southampton Hampshire SF.
O4
Tel 107031848666

WE
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MEASUREMENT

EQUIPMENT
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RALFE ELECTRONICS
36 Eastcote Lane,
HARROW, Middlesex HA2 8DB
Tel: 081-422 3593. Fax: 081-423 4009

QUARTZ CRYSTALS OSCILLATORS
AND FILTERS of all apes. Large stocks
of standard items. Specials supplied to
order. Personal and export orders welcomed - SAE for lists please. OEM support
thru: design advice prototype quantities,
production schedules. Golledge Electronics. Merriott, Somerset TA 16 5NS. Tel:

B

S.

Please contact us for our latest stock Ilst of top-quality re-callbrated, test
equlpmem. Good equipment also WANTED for stock and waiting customers
for 'high -end equipment.
Stock examples: TAKEDA RIKEN IGHz analyser E2950, MARCONI TF2370
analyser £3000, 88K 1023 E2000, FERRO RTS2's £250 etc etc etc.

A

0460 73718.

II

T

TNEMPIUQE TNEMERUSAEM DNA

TSET

YTILAUQ

POT LLES

DNA

124721
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For multiple reprints of
articles in this issue,
please contact
Clare Hampton on
081-661-8672

Advertise in

this
section
please

PLEASE SEND CLASSIFIED
COPY FOR THE NEXT ISSUE

BY FRIDAY AUGUST 3

contact
Paul Kitchen
on
081-661-3130

ARTICLES WANTED
WANTED

WANTED

Receivers, Transmitters, Test
Equipment, Components, Cable
and Electronic, Scrap. Boxes,
PCB's, Plugs and Sockets,
Computers, Edge Connectors.
TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL TYPES OF

ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT

Test equipment, receivers,
valves, transmitters,
components, cable and
electronic scrap and quantity.
Prompt service and cash.
M & B RADIO

A.R. Sinclair, Electronics, Stockholders,

86 Bishopgate Street,

Normans Lane, Rabley Heath, Welwyn,
Hens AL6 9T0. Telephone: 0438 812 193.
Mobile: 0860 214302. Fax: 0438 812 387

Leeds LS1 4BB.
Tel: 0532 435649
Fax: 0532 426881

2
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STEWART OF READING

WANTED: VALVES TRANSISTORS
I.Cs (especially types KT66. KT88
PX4, PX25). Also plugs, sockets and
complete factory clearance. If possible, send written list for offer by return. Billington Valves, phone (1403
210729. Fax: 0403 40214. Sec adjoin-

110 WYKEHAM ROAD,
READING, RG6 1PL.

TEL: 0734 68041
FAX:

0734 351696

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL
TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST
EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER

EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS
etc. ANY QUANTITY.

ing advert.
,03

9956
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APP INTME
081-6618640
DISPLAY APPOINTMENTS
£29 per single col. centimetre (min. 3cm).

Full page £2311

Y page £1271
1/4 page £693
Full colour £400
2nd colour £275
Cheques and Postal Orders payable to REED BUSINESS PUBLISHING GROUP LTD and crossed.
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BBC Monitoring
Receiving The World Loud & Clear
BB(' Monitoring, part of I1I3C Wnld Service, is a 24 hour news gathering service
listening to radio and viewing television broadcasts from around the world. The
vet)' latest information is gathered using our satellite dishes and aerials.
Btlluwing a rationalisation of our technical operations, we are now seeking to
recruit ent husiast ic and bright staff as Operators to join us.
As an Operator you will be responsible for the research and reception of all
radio voice, telegraphy and satellite transmissions of interest, to B13(' Monitoring
You will also he responsible for the (list ribut ion of received programmes to relevant
language teams.

Applicants are not required to have specialist technical knowledge, howwevet,
should have:
"Knowledge of radio and sa ellite signals sufficient to identify different
signals and operate receiving equipment.
*I lenwnst rate a knowledge of radio recept ion and propagation techniques
*Have an ability to recognise foreign languages.
Shift/weekend work involved.
Salary range: S9,3I2 -512,909 per annwn plus shift allowance.
Based Cavershant I'ark, Reading.
Fur fort her det ails and an applicat ion form please contact (quote ref. 2249/WL)
Personnel Officer, BBC Monitoring, Caversham Park, Reading, Berkshire
RG4 8TZ.114: 0734 472742 ext. 332.
Application forms to be returned by duly Pt it.
y,

1
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WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES EMPLOYER
a:

Garibaldi-RF & Microwave

We are the specialist agency for 'Radio Frequency' design or test
Engineers working from 1MHz to light! We have hundreds of top
positions throughout the UK, working on RF mobile comms (GSM,
PCN, CT2), opto, satellite, mm -wave & microwave projects. Please
contact our consultant Simon Luttrell MSc on 0494 773918

160 Bellingdon Road, Chesham, Bucks. HP5 2HF

BOOTHROYD STUART
Electronic Engineer, Programmer
ltoothroyd Stuart is growing rapidly and plans to expand the Research
and Development department during the next few months. They arc
seeking twwo engineers to work with Bob Stuart on the Meridian products. Applications are invited for both a senior and an intermediate post.
The successful applicants will have an interest and concern for audio
and should have an understanding of the fundamentals of analogue and
digital electronics and of microprocessors. We also seek in one of the
applicants real experience of machine language microprocessor coding
and some knowledge of DSP.
Salary and benefits will he according to ability and experience.
To up ply please send a CV to Mrs Susan Stopps. Boothrovd Stuart Ltd.,
1.3 Clifton Road, Huntingdon PEI8 7EJ.

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION PLEASE
CONTACT PAUL KITCHEN
ON 081 661 3130

742

2 VACANCIES
We are manufacturers of audio mixers
and retailers of electronic components
in E. London. We have two positions,
an experienced manager required to
run our retail shop and an electronics

engineer for our manufacturing.
Salary negotiable.
For more details please phone
Mr Etvins on 081 986 8455

PLEASE MENTION
WIRELESS WORLD
WHEN REPLYING
TO ADVERTS

ELECTRONICS
R.F. TEST ENGINEERS

DORKING
FAULT FINDING ON R.F. MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION. H.N.C. SAL-NEG
R.F. TEST & REPAIR
URGENT
INSTRUMF.NTArtoN. MICROWAVE. ANIONIC POSITIONS A\ AILABLE LOTS OF
PROSPtCt S ONC I INC SMALL TEAM
SA1.-OPEN
TEST ENGINEERS
SURREYttERKS
EXPERIENCE. IN TESTING ON CCTV. VIDEO & SERVO SYSTEM'S ETC
TEST & REPAIR BENCH ENGINEER'S
LOTS OF POSITIONS. FAULT INDING AND COMPONENT LEVEL REPAIR. A.V.
MEDICAL, CONIMUNICATIONS. OPTICS CONTROI. SYSTEMS M.O.D. & CONINIERCIAL EQUIPMENT
TECHNICAL SUPPORT ENGINEER
KNOW LEDGE OF COMPUTER PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT P.C. COMPATIBLES
cusTOMER IASON ETC.
1

SERVICE ENGINEER'S
KNOwr DGt OF DIAGNOSTIC X -RA\ SCANNING SISTEMS INSTAI.I ATION OF
EQUIPMENT IN HOSPITAL DEPARTMENTS ONC IINC. WITIt A GOOD UNDER S9 \NDING OF ANALOGUE DIGITAL AND ELECTRO MECHANICAL. BACKGROUND.
SALARIES ON ALI JOBS ARE NEGOTIABLE ALSO CONTRACT POSITIONS
MANY OTIIER VACANCIES FROM JUNIOR TO SENIOR -TES'. REI'AIR SERVICE
SUPPORT ENGINEERS (HARDWARE & SOFT \\ ARE DESIGN DEVELOPMENT.
I

PHONE MIKE MESSINA 0932 242010 EVE
1932 2215111 DAN
0932 227145 FAS
SI'ECTRUNI TECHNICAL RECRUIT\IF:NT
66A. TERN ICE ROIU, wA1.TON ON THIMFS. SURREY KT12 2S1)
EN/1 20
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APPOINTMENTS

RADIO OFFICER

A CAREER WITH A DIFFERENCE
Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) are specialists in all
aspects of communications and as a RADIO OFFICER you would be trained to
undertake wide ranging duties covering the complete radiocommunications
spectrum from DC to light.

Humberside
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT LTD

Not only do we offer Comprehensive training but also:Good Career Prospects
Generous Leave Allowances

Competitive Salaries
Varied Work (opportunities for
moves within UK and Overseas)

AIR TRAFFIC ENGINEER

Job Security
Non -Contributory Pension Scheme
and much more!

QUALIFICATIONS
a. You need to hold or hope to obtain a BTEC National Diploma
(or HNC/HND) in a Telecommunications, Electronics

Engineering or similar discipline. Special consideration will be
given to applicants holding an MRGC Certificate. The C&G
777 (Advanced) or other qualification incorporating morse
skills would be advantageous but not essential.
or
b. Have a

%Rib.

minimum of

radio
operating experience Preference will be given
to those capable of reading morse at 20 wpm.
Preferred Age Range 18 to 45 years.
2 years recent relevant

Salary Scale NCA 23-25. £13,478 to £14,379 plus
allowances (under review).

This last growing Department needs an Engineer ideally
C.A.A. approved and experienced on I.L.S., D.M.E., V.H.F.,
Comms, N.D.B., P.C.B. Design and Fabrication. Approach
radar installation is programmed in the next 10 months.
The Airport is situated in a beautiful part of the Country
enjoying countryside, seaside and town residential
opportunities at amazing value. Recreational and Leisure
facilities complement the excellent local communications
and together offer a quality of life that is priceless.

SALARIES (Reviewed Annually)

After a residential training course of between 29
and 52 weeks depending on background
experience the Radio Officer Pay Scale
ranges from £12,678 to £18,431 over 5

-

-

years with prospects for further promotion.
(Salaries include an allowance for shift
and weekend work).

Please call Judith Hanson on (0652) 688456 for an
application form.
We are an Equal Opportunities Employer.

APPLICANTS MUST BE BRITISH NATIONALS

_

This post is eligible for the Company's Recruitment
Incentive Scheme for disturbance expenses and removal
costs.

For further information and application form contact: Recruitment Office, Room A/1108, GCHQ, Priors Road, CHELTENHAM,
Glos G152 5AJ or Telephone (0242) 232912 or 232913.
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PLEASE MENTION
WIRELESS WORLD WHEN
REPLYING TO ADVERTS.

QCHQ,

INTERACTIVE VIDEO

A NEW CHALLENGE FOR
TECHNICAL AUTHORS
We've designed the technology you provide the knowledge
to £18K

+

benefits Basingstoke

The Interactive Knowledge System, or IKS, is an advanced
and ingenious system that combines a PC with highperformance video disc and touch -screen to help users
quickly master and maintain Sony's growing range of
broadcast products.
As a 'Courseware Designer' you will use your electronics
expertise and writing skills to help develop programmes
that make IKS so successful. Assuming total responsibility
for your programme, you will research the product, liaise
with relevant experts, write scripts and text, specify the video
and content and direct video production in the department's
own TV studio. Full training on the programme subject
and the system itself will be given where necessary.
For someone with an HNC in electronics engineering and
at least three years' writing experience, this is an ideal

SONY®

opportunity to enjoy a more creative challenge bringing
you into close contact with the very latest broadcast
television products.
An attractive salary is complemented by a full range of
benefits including, pension. life assurance and medical
insurance schemes, as well as generous relocation assistance
where appropriate.
For more information please write with details to
Dawn Purver, Human Resources, Sony Broadcast and
Communications limited, Jays Close, Viables, Basingstoke,
Hants RG22 4SB. Alternatively ring our 24 hour Ansafone

ºn

(0256 59383).
Sony Broadcast and Communications Limited is an equal
opportunity employer Vacancies are open to all people,
irrespective of race, sex or disability.

Sony Broadcast
&Communications
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You might well ask because we've been

"+r
SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

making one or two giant leaps of our own
recently

YM

To get your discount please send this coupon FREEPOST to
Andy Westwood, Electronics World + Wireless World,
FREEPOST, CN 2297 Room H316, Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5BR.

...

response to developments in the electronics
industry, we have made a number of changes to the
magazine. The journal has been redesigned and its
appeal broadened to meet the new demands of our
readers.
In

I

accept your invitation to subscribe for only £20 per year.

Please send Electronics World every month to my

work/

home address.

Name
Job Title

Company

For instance, we now carry regular reviews of PC
based software tools plus features on specialist PC
hardware for electronics engineers.

Address
Postcode

Our recent feature on the killing fields of electromagnetic smog aroused a great deal of interest both

would like to take advantage of your special UK offer
and receive a 33% discount on my subscription.
I

Please invoice me/my company.

inside and outside the industry.

enclose payment for £20 by cheque/money order
made payable to REED BUSINESS PUBLISHING
GROUP.
Please charge my Access/Visa/American Express Card.
I

But of course the strength of Electronics World is still
its

editorial excellence.

We will report on the industry events of the 1990's just
as we covered the first man on the moon in 1969.

Expiry date
Signature

Because although times may change,

standards don't.

744
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Offer closes 31st August 1990
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Utilise the production cost of your advertisement.
Direct from your advertisement, Reed Creative will
cost effectively produce:
,

Point of Sale

Mounted

AD

IMPACT

Enlargements

Cards

For

Í--Iá_

exhibitions

Shop displays
Distributors displays

For stand dressing
Wall mounting

7-

Presentations

Display

IMPACT

rsonal

Faders

Transparencies

.cl.

existing
light boxes
Illuminated signs
For new or

sales teams
Internal promotions
Presentations
For

.

Rapid Load

AD

Free Standing

IMPACT

Swing Frames

Display Frames

exhibitions
Foyer displays
Reception areas

For wall mounting

For

Ceiling suspensions
Double sided displays

information on these services contact David Garbutt, on
081-6618037, or complete the return slip below and send to

For more
All photographic colour

Room L009
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reproductions are on
Ilford Clbacopy/
Ilford Cibachrome material.
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GROUPHING

The Programmer that fits your Pocket - £495
S3 is a product which has shaken the
industry. It is in all the big -name catalogues.
It is used by all the big -name companies.
That's because S3 has an elegance and
fitness -for -purpose that puts it in a different
from
league
old
fashioned
bench
programmers. But you don't have take our
word for it. You can get an S3 on NO -RISK
APPROVAL and find out for yourself.

S3

RS232 socket (DB25)
on the back, for
remote control.

Emulator lead (supplied)
plugs in beneath.
S3 programs and
emulates 25 and 27
series EPROMS up to
27512.

doesn't only program EPROMS

S3 programs any (E)EPROM you can put in

the socket. Choose manufacturer and
device from a menu and S3 will select one
of 80 -odd algorithms.
But programming
memory devices is only a part of S3's
repertoire. It's not the be-all and end-all. If
you need to program EPLDs, CMOS PALS,
NOVRAMS, SINGLE -CHIP MICROS and
the like, S3 is still the best tool for the job.
Dataman provides dedicated modules and
software, which are much cheaper than any
other solution because the S3 you already
own acts as a "mainframe". These products
don't just exists in our imagination. We
have them on the shelf, ready to ship.

Software upgrades are FREE
When
new programmable
parts are
released, Dataman provides new software
to program them. This software is FREE. It
is also easy to install. The original program
comes in a ROM. You place it in the socket
(see picture) and press the HELP button. It
loads in a few seconds. And you only have
to do it once. S3 retains its program - and
your data - in non-volatile memory, even
when switched off. We post the new
program on our Bulletin Board. If you have
a modem, you can download it. There are
lots of other useful programs available too.
Give our BB a call on 0305-251786.

Terminal Program with S3 Driver
We offer a TERMINAL PROGRAM which
supports four COM ports simultaneously at
speeds up the 115,200 baud. This program
is useful in its own right. It also has a
FRONT-END DRIVER for S3, with MENUS
and HELP screens. This gives you Remote
Control of all S3's functions. You can
Upload and Download
files, change
configuration and do everything remotely
that you can do with S3's keyboard. Some
companies makes a song -and -dance about
their software drivers, - and charge you at
least £100. Ours is free. Not 'free' when you
buy something, but FREE to any Company

requesting literature.
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Universal Assembler & Editor
S3 is also a MEMORY-EMULATOR. Use it
with an Assembler and you have a complete

Microprocessor Development System. It
happens that Dataman sells a fast full featured Editor/Assembler, called SDE, for
use with S3 (or without).

The 80 character
LCD shows
ASCII and
HEX.

Quality
keyboard
for fast
data
entry.

S3 will
program
hundreds of
PROMS
without
recharging.
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Charger unit
(supplied) recharges
S3 in 3 hours.
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single
keypress
will
Assemble and Link the source
file(s), download to S3 and start
the program running on your
target system. SDE has some
amazing features. If it finds an error
when assembling, it puts you back in
the source -file at the error line. It will
tell you the absolute address of any line
of source code. That saves the chore of printing listings when debugging. SDE
comes in single or multiple processor
versions. Do try it. You will like it.
A

Specifications and Price List
S3 has a 64 kbytes CMOS RAM buffer for storing USER
programs and ROM/RAM EMULATION -access time is
about 120ns. There are also 8K bytes of program RAM,
a serial interface at 300, 600, 1200, 2400 4800 and 9600

baud for remote control and uploading and downloading
files. S3 comes complete with Manual, Mains -charger
unit, ROM emulator lead, write -lead and software to
program and emulate (E)EPROMS and FLASH
EPROMS. Re -charging takes 3 hours and does not
prevent normal use. Typically one charge per week is
enough. S3 measures
7.3 x 4.4 x 1.8 ins and weighs lust over 11b.
£495.00
SDE Editor/Assembler/Comms single -processor £195.00
SDE Editor/Assembler/Comms multi -processor £395.00
S3 Developer's Package Reveals all S3's secrets.
Contains Circuit Diagrams, Source Code, BIOS calls and
Editor/Assembler (as SDE above) for NEC78C06
processor in S3. Lets you write your own custom
software - even make S3 into a something completely
different.
£195.00
MCS48 module for 8741/42/48/49
£125.00
MCS51 module for 8751/52/53
£125.00
32 pin module for EPROMS (inc FLASH) over 1 m £75.00
40 pin module for EPROMS over tmeg
£75.00
EPLD (CMOS PAL) modules (set of 2) for Erasab4e
Programmable Logic Devices. Works with
manufacturer's compilers to provide self-contained
system. Receives, translates, creates and transmits
JEDEC files. Loads, burps and copies parts such as
22V10, 20G10, 16R4, 16R6, 16L8, 16L8, PEEL18CV8,
EP300 to EP900,
50C30 TO 50C90 from Cyress, AMD, AMI, Altera, Gould,
Texas, Intel, CT
£295.00
S3 IS GUARANTEED FOR 3 YRS, OTHER
PRODUCTS 1 YR,BOTH PARTS AND LABOUR.
VAT MUST BE ADDED TO ALL PRICES, IN UK ONLY
BUT POSTAGE IS FREE. SPECIAL OR FOREIGN
DELIVERY COSTS EXTRA.
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Socket is used to
program PROMS
and load software.

Money -back Guarantee
Our aim is to get a product into your hands.
Our products sell themselves. We promise
to hand your money back without question if
you're not mightily pleased. Dataman
products are so well thought out and
downright useful - and such good value for
money - that we hardly ever get any returns.

What to do next
Send your business -card or letterhead
quoting where you saw this ad. That gets
you LITERATURE and YOUR
FREE
TERMINAL PROGRAM (not just a demo - it
really works!) If you're in a hurry, phone and
speak to Debbie, Emma, Chris or Nigel.
Some formalities are necessary, but we will
waste no time in getting the goods to you.
Tomorrow morning is quite possible.
Accaee

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

as1iuu11
Lombard House, Cornwall Rd,
DORCHESTER, Dorset DTI 1RX,
Phone 0305-268066
Fax 0305-264997 Telex 418442
Bulletin Board 0305 251786
300/1200/2400,N,8,1 (24hr)
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